No Money Down!

Just mail the coupon and we send this 32-piece Aluminum Cooking Set, and the 10-piece Kitchen Set Free. When the goods arrive, pay only $2.00 on the Aluminum Set. Nothing for the Kitchen Set—its FREE. Use both sets 30 days, and if not satisfied send them back and we will refund your money and pay transportation both ways. If you keep them, pay for the Aluminum Set, only a little every month.

Complete 32-Piece Aluminum Set and FREE Kitchen Set

Hartman's special, selected set of heavy gauge Aluminum Ware—a complete cooking outfit, light to handle, easy to clean, always bright as silver. Will never chip, crack or rust. We guarantee it for life. 32 utensils—everything for baking, boiling, roasting, frying. And—absolutely free—a Combination Kitchen Set. 10 utensils with pretty white handles.

Nearly a Year to Pay

You pay only $2.00 and postage on arrival (on the Aluminum Set—not a penny to pay at any time on the Kitchen Set). The balance a little every month.


HARTMAN Furniture & Carpet Co.
Dept. 5516
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
21 Jewel Burlington

Just Out
Latest Designs in Watch Cases beautifully illustrated in our booklet. Send for FREE Copy.

Adjusted to the Second
Adjusted to Temperature
Adjusted to Isochronism
Adjusted to Positions

21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels
25 Year Gold Strata Case
Your Choice of Dials (Including Montgomery R. E. Dial)
New Ideas in Thin Cases

Only $100 Down

Only One Dollar Down will buy this masterpiece of watch manufacture. The balance you are allowed to pay in small, easy, monthly payments. The Burlington — a 21-Jewel Watch — is sold to you at a price much lower than that of other high-grade watches. Besides, you have the selection of the finest thin model designs and latest styles in watch cases. Don't delay! Write for the FREE Watch Book and our SPECIAL OFFER today.

Write While This Special Offer Lasts

Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending this coupon. Find out about this great special offer which is being made for only a limited time. You will know a great deal more about watch buying when you read this book. You will be able to "steer clear" of the over-priced watches which are no better. Remember, the Burlington is sent to you for only One Dollar down, balance in small monthly payments. Send the coupon for watch book and our special offer TODAY!

Burlington Watch Company
Dept. A-935, 19th Street and Marshall Blvd., Chicago
Canadian Address: 62 Albert St., Winnipeg, Manitoba

Please send me (without obligations and prepaid) your free book on watches with full explanation of your $1.00 down offer on the Burlington Watch.

Name

Address

Burlington Watch Company
Dept. A-935, 19th Street and Marshall Blvd., Chicago
Canadian Address: 62 Albert Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba
"Short Cuts to Good Carpentry"—
(Vol. 36, Cypress Pocket Library)
48 pages of authoritative
instruction (simple, clear and
stimulating) fully illustrated
and with big Supplement, 24
x 36 in. with detailed Work-
ing Drawings that show
how to make twelve "hard
jobs" easy, safe and eco-
nomical of both labor
and Lumber. Read what
"Rural Life," (Roches-
ter, N. Y.) says of

"SHORT CUTS to
GOOD CARPENTRY"

"It is a guide book for
the man or boy who
can handle a saw
or hammer and
wants to know
how to use
them to
the best
advantage."
Ten
topics
pertaining
to the
house and 4
about barns.
Sent free with
our compliments.

WE TRUST YOUR
OWN JUDGMENT
and SELF-INTEREST to
INSURE CYPRESS on YOUR job.
"The Wood Eternal!" keeps values
going up by keeping the place from
running down."

Let our "ALL-ROUND HILLS DEPARTMENT" help YOU. Our resources are at your service with Reliable Counsel.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1219 POYDRAS BLDG., NEW ORLEANS, LA., or 1219 GRAHAM BLDG., JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
(Also address nearest office)

INSIST ON TRADE-MARKED CYPRESS AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER'S. IF HE HASN'T IT—LET US KNOW
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DRAKE'S PRACTICAL MECHANICAL BOOKS
THEY WILL RAISE YOUR PAY—
ORDER ON 5-DAY TRIAL

The books listed below will perfect you in your chosen trade — pave the way to the big positions. Written in non-technical language—easy to read and understand. Every book covers its subject completely. An entire course of instruction condensed into one volume. Your choice sent postpaid — you benefit 8 days — money refunded in full if not entirely satisfactory. Order direct from this page.

Automobile Books
Automobile Ignition, by Manly ..................Leatherette $2.00
Automobile Starting and Lighting, by Manly  Leatherette $2.00
Brooke's Automobile Handbook ..................Leatherette $2.00
Ford Motor Car, Truck and Tractor, by Manly ....Leatherette $2.00
Stirling and Lighting Troubles, Remedies and Repairs, by Manly ..........Leatherette $3.00
Automobile Battery, Care and Repair, by Manly Leatherette $2.00
Automobile Catechism and Repair Manual ..........Leatherette $1.50
Tires and Vulcanizing, by Tufford ..................Cloth $3.00
Gas and Oil Engine Handbook ..................Cloth $1.50
Automobile Upkeep and Care, by Manly ..........Cloth $1.50
Motorcycle Handbook, by Manly ..............Cloth $1.50

Shop Practice Books
Sheet Metal Workers' Manual ..................Leatherette $3.00
Oxy-acetylene Welding and Cutting ..........Cloth $1.50
Slide Rule and Logarithmic Tables ..........Leatherette $2.00
Handbook for Millwrights ..Cloth $2.00
Modern Blacksmithing ..........Cloth $1.50
Machine Shop Practice ..................Cloth $2.00

Mechanical Drawing and Machine Design ..............Cloth $2.00
Pattern Making ..................Cloth $1.00

Carpentry Books
Cloth Binding Modern Carpentry, 2 vols ..$3.00
The Square, 2 vols ..$3.00
Wooden Bent and Shipbuilding ..$1.50
Modern Bimetals ..$1.50
Timber Framing ..$2.00
Builder's Architectural Drawing ..$2.00
Concretes ..$1.50
Practical Bungalow Construction ..$1.00
Low Cost Homes ..$1.00
Roof Framing, by Van Gasheek ..$1.50
Stair Building and Stair Railing ..$1.50

Electrical Books
Practical Applied Electricity ..$2.00
Alternating Current ..$1.50
Electric Motor Control Systems ..$1.50
Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions ..$1.50
Electrical Tables ..$1.50
Armatures and Magnet Windings ..$1.50
Modern Electrical Construction ..$1.50
Modern Electric Illumination ..$1.50
Electricals' Operating and Testing ..$1.50
Motion Picture Operation ..$1.50
Drake's Electrical Dictionary ..$1.50
Electric Motorists' A & U ..$1.50
Electrical Measurements and Meter Testing ..$1.50
Drake's Telephone Handbook ..$1.50
Easy Experiments ..$1.00
Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Handbook ..$1.50
Telegraphy Self-Taught ..$1.50

Steam Engineering
Swingle's Handbook for Steam Engineers and Electricians ..$4.00
Examination Questions and Answers for Marine and Stationary Engineers ..$2.00
Steam Boilers ..$2.00
Swingle's Catechism of Steam, Gas and Electric Engineering ..$2.00
Gas and Electric Engineering ..$1.50

Painting Books
Scene Painting and Bulletin Art ..................Cloth $4.00
A Show at Sho' Cars ..$4.00
Sign Painting ..................Cloth $4.00
Strong's Book of Designs ..$4.00
Signlist's Alphabets ..$1.50
Modern Painter's Cyclopedia ..$3.50
Signs ..$2.00
Automobile Painting ..$1.50
Estimates, Costs and Profits ..$1.00
Painting and Decorating ..$1.50
New Hardwood Finishing ..$1.50
Art and Letter Artist ..$1.50
New Stencils ..$1.25
Chalk Talk and Presentation ..$1.25

Farm Books
Farm Mechanics ..$1.50
Farm Mechanics, No. 4 ..$1.25
Farm Mechanics, No. 3 ..$1.25
Farm Mechanics, No. 2 ..$1.25
Farm Mechanics, No. 1 ..$1.25
Traction Farming ..$1.50

Business and Reference Books
Better Business Letters ..$1.00
Better Business English ..$1.00
Better Advertising ..$1.00
Finger Print Simplified ..$2.00
Practical Bricklaying ..$1.25
Practical Instruction for Detectives ..$1.00
Carpenter's Companion ..$1.50
Carpenter's Companion ..$1.50
Carpenter's Companion ..$1.50
Carpenter's Companion ..$1.50
Carpenter's Companion ..$1.50
American Star Speaker ..$1.50

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS PAGE—ON OUR MONEY-BACK PLAN

The books listed above are only a few of the many in our catalogue, which you will receive promptly after filling out and mailing us the attached coupon. For quick action order direct from this page—cross name of each book wanted and send in with price quoted. We pay postage and send the books on our money-back plan.

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO.
PUBLISHERS
1008 Michigan Ave., Chicago. Illinois

Mail Coupon For Free Catalogue
Your Guide to Home Study

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO.
1008 Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Ill.

GENTLEMEN:—Please send me free, postage paid, your illustrated catalogue which lists and describes over 100 Practical Mechanical Books for Home Study.

My name is ........................................
and my address ...................................

Copyrighted material
Agents

Ye Gods, some seller! I made $215 to-day"—writes Bentley.

The Oliver Oil-Gas Burner

does away with coal and wood. Burns 85% air—5% oil. Turns any ordinary oil or gas oil-gas stove just like using city gas. Gives much or little heat by simply turning valve. Think of the appeal you can make in every community. Heat only when wanted—that means doing away with those sizzling kitchens in summer. Cheaper than coal or wood—absolutely safe. No fires to make, no ashes, dirt, smoke, chopping, carrying coal and wood. Easy to install. Doesn't change stove. Can be demonstrated in or out of stove in one minute. Show any woman how to have a cool kitchen and sale is made. Big demand all year. Make you more money this summer than ever before. The big season is on.

Free Sample Case Offer and book "New Kind of Heat"

Write for them now.

OLIVER OIL-GAS BURNER CO.

Oldest, largest Manufacturers Oil-Gas Burners in the world, 2014-22 Oliver Building, ST. LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRICITY LEARN AT HOME

Send for catalog which tells how Burgess Home Training enables men and boys to get jobs and keep them.

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. P, 744 E. 42nd St., Chicago

JUST OUT

THE AUTOMOBILE PAINTERS' MANUAL

By G. F. WULF, A. I. P. E., Founder of The Detroit Auto Painting School.

For the auto painter, garage man and auto owner—Written to give precise information pertaining to the Painting, Stripping, Sandblasting, Monogramming and Lettering of all types of Automobiles. Covers the subject of color mixing—color blending—and tinting with a hundred and fifty different color schemes. Considered by experts, the book of the hour. Self instructional and self educational. Also contains numerous and various styles of alphabet monograms and insignias. Special Introductory offer. Edition limited. Post Paid $1.50.


"THERE'S MONEY IN IT"

"LEARN TELEGRAPHY AT HOME. MORSE AND WIRELESS."

TEACH YOURSELF

In half time usual, at trifling cost, with the wonderful Automatic Transmitter, the OMNIGRAPH. Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at any speed, just as an expert operator would. Adopted by U. S. Government, and leading colleges and telegraph schools. 3 Styles: Catalog Free. OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO., 18-22 Hudson St., NEW YORK.

If you own a Radio Phone Set—and don't know the code—you are missing most of the fun.

WANTED

RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS

$1600 to $2300 Year

MEN—BOYS 18 UP SHOULD
MAIL COUPON IMMEDIATELY

Steady Work. No Layoffs. Paid Vacations
Common education sufficient: Travel—See the country

Franklin Institute, Dept. S177, Rochester, N. Y.

Sirs: Send me without charge, (1) Specimen Railway Mail Clerk Examination. (2) List of Government Jobs obtainable; (3) Tell me how I can get a Gov't position.

Name.

Address.
Let These Guides Solve Your Problems

Electricity at your finger ends

HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES IN TEN VOLUMES

3500 PAGES
4700 PICTURES

$1 A VOLUME
$1 A MONTH

Send No Money—Send Only This Coupon

THEO. AUDEL & CO.,
72 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDE, (Price $1 a number). Ship at once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail you $1 each month until paid.

Name ..........................................................
Occupation ...................................................
Employed by ............................................... 
Home Address ...........................................
Reference ...................................................

PM June 25

Copyrighted material
$80 Drafting Course Free

There is such an urgent demand for practical, trained Draftsmen that I am making this special offer in order to enable deserving, ambitious and bright men to get into this line of work. I will teach you to become a Draftsman and Designer, until you are drawing a salary of $250.00 a month. You need not pay me for my personal instruction or for the complete set of instruments.

$250 a Month

Starting salary according to my agreement and guarantee. Draftsmen's work is pleasant and profitable. Positions are open paying $3,600.00 a year in the best surroundings. They are open everywhere. Thousands of men are needed who have just the kind of training I will give you. You can get this training during spare time in your own home.

Mail the Coupon

for my valuable book — "Successful Draftsmanship." It explains how YOU can become a Successful Draftsman in a short time. The book is free at present, so write AT ONCE.

Chief Draftsmen
Will Train You Personally

on practical Drafting-room work Until you are competent and Until you are in a permanent position at a salary paying at least $250 per month. This is an exceptional opportunity for a few selected ambitious men, between the ages of 16 and 50 whom I will train personally.

Send the Coupon or a letter and let me tell you how you can become a Draftsman in your spare time and earn a good salary. Don't delay — send the coupon at once.

FREE—this $25.00
Draftsmam's Working Outfit

These are regular working instruments, the kind I use myself. I give them free to you if you enroll at once. Send the Free Coupon today.

Earn While Learning

You can be earning a handsome income while learning at home. This is a special offer I am making. Absolutely no obligations of any kind in sending coupon. But you must write at once, as I limit the number of my students.

Mail the FREE Coupon at once for my book — "Successful Draftsmanship," also list of open positions and for the free offer to be earning good money at once while learning at home. This offer is limited and in order to benefit thereby — act at once.

Chief Draftsman Dobe

Free Course Offer Coupon

Chief Draftsman Dobe
1951 Lawrence Ave., Div. A-135, Chicago

Without any obligation to me please mail your book, "Successful Draftsmanship" and full particulars of your liberal "Personal Instruction" offer to a few students. It is understood I am obligated in no way whatever.

Name
Address
PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL EDUCATION

Learn by the thorough approved scientific methods with our seventeen years of specialized use to give you. A. C. and D. C. Armature Winding, Wiring, and Testing. Practical Electricity, Drafting, Electrical Engineering, Electrical Engineering Associate, Commercial Engineering, Electrical Engineering with R. B. Greer, A. E. Kinn, Correspondence. 
Send for free folder. Write today. Specifics given. No charge, No obligation.

FREE BOOK LEARN PIANO

This Interesting Free Book shows how you can become a skilled player of piano or organ at quarter usual cost. It shows why one lesson with an expert is worth ten with an ordinary teacher. It contains all the important modern improvements in piano teaching. Bring right to your home the great advantage of conservatory study. For the beginner or experienced player. Mail for free book today.

$200 A MONTH After 8 Weeks in New York

Learn the auto business in New York. One graduate writes, "I have learned all I need in 8 weeks and sold a car and made $60.00 a week."

Free Automobile Book Write for our beautifully illustrated catalog. It contains all the essential knowledge you need to learn the car business. Mail for free book now.

WANTED MEN AND WOMEN TO LEARN PHOTOGRAPHY

Photographers and Photo-Engravers earn $200 to $500 a month. The field is uncrowded. Learn these profitable and fascinating professions. Taught by largest and best college of its kind in the world. Established over 30 years. Demand for our graduates far exceeds supply. Good positions secured. Tuition and living expenses low.

THE PRACTICAL

Automobile, Wagon, House and Sign Painter

By W. F. White

Postpaid $1.00

This book is written for the man who wishes to paint his automobile, or his home, or wagon. It will tell him the in-experienced just how to do it, and it will tell him how to mix paints. It also contains many painters' recipes and trade secrets of great value. Bound in cloth—157 pages—Size 6 x 7 1/2.

Postpaid $1.00

SHREWSBURY PUBLISHING COMPANY

5525 West Lake Street

Chicago, Illinois

Make $10 a Night

Be a Drummer Professional drummers in every city in the country are needed. Our school will train you to become a professional drummer. Free trial lesson. Mail for free information today.

STEWART AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL

3154 Park Ave

INDIANAPOLIS

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

Specializing in training of professional Draftsmen—Mechanical, Architectural and other personal instruction—complete courses 3 to 9 months. For information address Local Dept. 200, H. C. Clifton, Pres., 10th and T St., N. W. Wash., D. C.

RADIO FOR THE AMATEUR

Building, Installing and Operating Stations for Radio Communication are presented in convenient form in Practical Amateur Wireless Stations. An experience book containing the best suggestions of thirty-three experimenters compiled by the editor of Wireless Age. It is a clear-cut trail to the practical accomplishment of an amateur wireless station. It tells you exactly what the radio amateur must do to make his station work out and gives you the equipment he needs. Mail for free book today.

Popular Mechanics Book Dept.

200 E. Ontario St.

Chicago
Five Pictures Show You How to Be a Mechanic!

STUDY the pictures in the order they appear. These pictures tell the story of how a young man—just like YOU—succeeded in life.

I will start with No. 1. Here you will see the man who doesn't spend all his time reading the sporting news; he is serious and ambitious. He is looking to the future. He is not going to stay in a rut all his life. He wants money, respect, and a real position in life. This man, just like you are doing now, is reading one of my advertisements. I write and sign all my own advertisements, just as I meet face to face the men who come to my school—The Million Dollar Sweeney Trade School.

Now look at No. 2. This Buddie decided to investigate the auto-motive business. He wanted to see if it did not offer him wonderful possibilities. He believed the trained man could succeed; he was curious and eager to know more about the amazing Sweeney System, so he answered the advertisement. He just sent me his name and the day I got his letter, I sent him the big 64-page Sweeney catalog. You see him now reading the Sweeney catalog. This is the most important step of all—the first step—to get the catalog. This man is reading how 60,000 men made good, how they learned to be expert mechanics. He is reading how Wilson and Powell left the Sweeney School and now "wouldn't take $10,000 for our business, and we owe it to you." How Elbert Pence built up a $25,000 yearly garage business at Clearmont, Missouri; how men are trained in eight weeks to be competent repairmen, auto and tractor experts, mechanics, garage owners, salesmen, etc.; how the wonderful Sweeney System is applied with the immense resources of this Million Dollar School teaches them by training hand and eye and brain; how everything is here not only to teach them, but to make them comfortable, dormitories, swimming pools, free lockers, reading rooms, one of the finest equipped trade schools in the world. It is to help you to get the catalog and see the actual pictures of men at work in the school.

Number 3 shows this man at work in the Sweeney School, taking the eight weeks' course. Please note he is working in overalls, with his hands; he is not reading a book; he is happy and contented because he is learning rapidly. He knows he will soon be a real trained man. He is one of over 1,000 men working like bees. He likes the men around him; he likes the school; he likes the expert instructors who show him how to do things that he couldn't learn in years of tinkering around a shop or garage.

Now I call your attention to picture Number 4. This young man has completed his course and decided to go to work right away. He took a job as a repairman at $1.25 per hour. There are plenty of better jobs open. The demand for trained men is great in excess of the supply. Sweeney graduates are eligible to positions as motor experts, $125.00 a month; chauffeurs, $150.00 a month; trouble shooters, $3.00 per hour; tractor engineers, $15.00 a day; demonstrators, $150.00 a month; salesmen, $3,500.00 a year; garage managers, $3,000.00 a year.

Some men go back home and open their own repair business; some go to work in the big garages; some have a variety of plans, but all practical, and I'm glad to talk over and advise with my students, if they are in doubt. But don't forget this: "Trained men command the good jobs."

Please look at Picture Number 5. It shows my student in business for himself. He has opened his own shop and garage. He has a business that will fix him for life. He is on mighty good terms with the banker, the president of the local commercial club, all the successful men in his town.

Now, my friend, apply this to your own case. Make step for step like the man whose progress I have illustrated. But the first thing you want to do is to send for my catalog now. Investigate what Sweeney has actually done, my positive record of success. It costs you nothing to get this valuable free book. I am making a special summer offer. I want you to get your fare to K.C. Write me today and learn something greatly to your advantage. Do it now.

Earnestly yours,

EMORY J. SWEENEY

LEARN A TRADE-

Sweeney

AUTOMOTIVE & ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

1190 Sweeney Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

I pay your Railway Fare from any point in the U.S. to Kansas City

EMORY J. SWEENEY, President
1190 Sweeney Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Send me free your 64-page catalog and Special Summer Offer!
“ONLY a few years ago, Charley, the man whose name you see on that door was just where you are today.

“I remember the day he came to work for us. He didn’t know much about the business. But he was always asking questions—always anxious to learn.

“And by and by we got to noticing that Billy Stevens was getting ahead of some of us old fellows who had been around here for years.

“I can remember as clearly as though it were yesterday, the day Billy showed old Tom Harvey how to figure out the pitch of some new bevel gears we were making on an important contract.

“Tom told me afterward how respectful Billy was—nothing fresh, or ‘I know it all’ about him. He just made a suggestion and showed Tom a quicker way to start the problem and a shorter, surer way to finish it.

“One day I said to him—‘Where’d you get hip to all that fancy figuring, Bill?’ We were eating lunch and he was reading some little book he always carried. He looked up at me and said innocently: ‘Oh, I just picked it up!’ I knew different than that, so I quizzed him until he told me the whole story.

“‘Did you ever notice the old men around the shop,’ he asked—‘the men with families who drudge along day in and day out—never getting anywhere?’ I admitted that I had noticed quite a lot of them.

“‘Well,’ he said ‘I made up my mind I wasn’t going to spend my whole life in a humdrum job at small wages. So I took a home-study course with the International Correspondence Schools that would give me special training for this business.

“‘I tell you frankly that I never dreamed it would be so fascinating and so helpful in my work. I’m making mighty good money—twice as much as formerly—and I’m going to have even a bigger job around here some day.’

“Well, Charley, that boy went straight on up. The members of the firm heard about his studying in his spare time and encouraged him to keep on. You see where he is today.

“And I—I’m still plugging along at the same old job—struggling to make both ends meet. I had just as good a chance as Billy Stevens, but I let it slip by. Yes, I let it slip by.

“Now, Charley, you’ve got to want your training bad enough to go get it. That’s as far as I can help you; you’ve got to do the rest yourself.

“I’ve seen a lot of young men come into this business. Those who went ahead were always those who trained themselves for the job ahead. You can do the same thing.

“Start now! It will take only a moment to sign and mail that coupon. It doesn’t obligate you in any way. But it’s the most important thing you can do today. Some day I know that you will come to me and thank me for what I’m telling you.”

—— Tear Out Here ——

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5333-D, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can qualify for the position or in the subject before which I have marked an X.

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Management</th>
<th>Salesmanship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Management</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel Organization</td>
<td>Better Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Management</td>
<td>Foreign Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Law</td>
<td>Stenography and Typing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking and Banking Law</td>
<td>Business English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountancy (including C.P.A.)</td>
<td>Civil Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholson Cost Accounting</td>
<td>Railway Mail Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookkeeping</td>
<td>Common School Subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookkeeping</td>
<td>High School Subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Secretary</td>
<td>Illustrating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Spanish</td>
<td>Cartooning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrical Engineering</th>
<th>Architect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric Lighting</td>
<td>Milling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Engineer</td>
<td>Print Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Draftsman</td>
<td>Contractor and Builder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Shop Practice</td>
<td>Architectural Draftsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Positions</td>
<td>Concrete Builder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Engine Operating</td>
<td>Structural Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Engineer</td>
<td>Plumbing and Heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveying and Mapping</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metallurgy</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam Engineering</td>
<td>Auto Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>Agriculture and Poultry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Engineering</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name ___________________________ Address ___________________________ 3-27-23
City ___________________________ State ___________________________

Occupation ___________________________

Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal, Canada.
Just Like a Movie—
“From Rags to Riches”
By the Magic of the
Coyne “Job-Method” Drafting Course

ONLY a few months ago an underpaid laborer—or worse, out of a job. Today, a high-priced Draftsman, confident, successful, facing the future without fear. Look at the picture! You’d almost rather be the Draftsman than the Boss! YOU—no matter what your job today, no matter how limited your schooling—can RE-MAKE yourself by learning Drafting the new way—President Cooke’s “Job-Method.” An every-day occurrence—no magic after all!

Jobs Open $300 a Month
Every factory, big or little—every railroad, every automotive plant, shipyards, the U.S., State, County, and City governments, the Army and Navy, everywhere you turn Draftsmen are in demand at $200 to $500 a month. Before machines, buildings, anything can be built a Draftsman must draw the plans! Mechanics, Builders

Men in any mechanical line can smash ahead to bigger pay and better jobs when they can not only read blueprints but create them! “Loan me a part of your spare time”—says President Cooke, and by my new ‘Job-Method’ I’ll make you an Expert Draftsman quick.” The “Job-Method” gives you actual JOBS to do from the very first lesson.” The “Job-Method” makes hard jobs easy and pleasant.

Mail Coupon for FREE Two Books
The new “Job-Method” course of Drafting trains you for the big-pay job. Most complete Drafting instruction ever offered for home-study. To supply the enormous demand for Cooke-trained Draftsmen, the great Coyne School now offers special inducements to ambitious men everywhere. Cooke brings 3 free books, free draftsman’s pocket rule and complete information. Mail it today!

Name
St. No. 
City
State

NEW, Complete Radio Course FREE!
The famous “COYNE” course in Radio, admitted by experts to be the most practical and up-to-date ever produced. Includes construction, installation, operation. Actuallly teaches you to build your own set. This is an absolutely FREE, act quick, while this opportunity remains open.

FREE! Draftsmen’s “Professional” Instruments and complete credit, supplied without cost or obligation. To every Job-Method student, Cooke brings details of this great free offer.

Coyne Trade and Engineering School

B. W. Cooke, President
Home Study Dept., 302
552-598 So. Throop St.
Chicago

Without obligating me in any way please send me Draftsman’s Pocket Rule, and your 2 books, “Drafting the Foundation of Industry” and “Learn Drafting by the Job-Method”—all absolutely free. Also complete information of your rapid home-study Drafting course, free Radio offer and free Instruments.

E. W. Cooke, President
Address Home Study Dept. 302
552-598 So. Throop St.
CHICAGO
"I Teach You a New Easy Way

No longer is it necessary for you to spend years studying electricity—or to be a college graduate to get a big pay job. I have discovered and perfected an amazingly easy way by which any one can become an Automotive Electrician in a few weeks. Ambu graduates are holding down the best jobs in the country—starting right out of the school into $75 a week jobs. Yet I guarantee to teach you in 8 short weeks here in Chicago—or right in your own home in spare time. This is no idle talk. I can prove every word I say. I will give you the name and address of my graduates—they will tell you what they are making. And you don’t have to worry about getting a job. My employment department will give you Free Service. Write me at once, or mail the coupon. You might as well have one of these jobs and be an Automotive Electrician! Expect and get the big pay that is waiting for you.

C. J. BUCKWALTER, President

Wonderful New Field Pays $75 to $100 a Week After Few Weeks Training

If you want big money, here’s your chance. Don’t study for months and months learning some business that may not pay you as much as you want to earn. Here is a wonderful new field—Automotive Electricity—the highest paying branch of both the Electrical Field and the Automotive Industry, and there are not enough men by half to fill the thousands of jobs that are waiting—jobs that pay $75 to $150 a week. Just think of it! 78% of all automobile repairs are electrical. Yet, not one out of 50 garage men know enough about electricity to cash in on this field. No matter what you know about automobiles, this is your big chance. For, by an amazingly new, easy method which I have discovered I will make you an automotive electrician in a few weeks of interesting study and equip you to take any of these big pay jobs you want.

Thousands of Men Wanted

Other branches of electricity are crowded. Men are out of work. Ordinary automobile mechanics cannot find jobs. But the demand for men who know Automotive Electricity is so tremendous that the men I train are snapped up the minute they finish my new, easy method of learning.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

You don’t have to be experienced. You don’t have to know a thing about automobiles or electricity. You don’t even have to have a high school education. No matter what you are doing now, no matter what your age, education or occupation, I will fit you in a few weeks to instantly locate any electrical trouble on any make or model of car and have your repairs made while the average man is fiddling around looking for the trouble.

BIG FREE BOOK

This big Free book about Automotive Electricity has started hundreds of men on the road to success and big pay in this amazing new field. Bletcher of Chicago earns $100 a week. William Bass, of Louisiana, doubled his salary in two weeks. Eller makes $1000 clear profit every month. Ludlow increased his income four times. Every one of these men started out by sending for this book. This is your opportunity. Send for this big book immediately. Don’t delay your success a minute.

Jobs Waiting—Hurry

Learn at once all about this amazing new, easy way of becoming an Automotive Electrician. See for yourself what a tremendous future is ahead of you. See what my other graduates are doing. See how you can quickly get one of these big pay jobs with a real man’s salary. A special limited time offer is now being made—so mail the coupon at once for the Free book and full details.

C. J. BUCKWALTER, President

Ambu Engineering Institute
Dept. 16, 2632 Prairie Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Ambu Engineering Institute
Dept. 16
2632 Prairie Avenue
Chicago

Please send me FREE Book and complete information on Automotive Electricity. Tell me of the rich rewards which await me in this un-crowded field. I am interested in your

Name
Address
City
State

Home Study Course
Residence Course
TIRE
AGENTS WANTED
$4000 A YEAR

I'll Show You How to Make More Money
Taking Orders for Mellingier Tires

Without risking one cent, I'll start you as I have
started so many others in a business of your own. All
or part time. The Mellingier Plan is revolutionizing
the tire business. No capital or experience needed.

I Guarantee Your Profits

The Mellingier Plan literally guarantees your profits.
My Big Free Book tells you all about it. No matter
what you are doing, where you live, let me put
this remarkable money-making plan in your hands.

12,000
MILES GUARANTEED!
Lowest Wholesale Prices in America!

Mellingier Super Quality Cord Tires, al-
ways considered the best cord tires made,
are now even better. The use of Ethyl-
curied Rubber gives marvelous tough-
trend, wears down so slowly it reminds
you of steel, yet so pliable that it feels
like soft rubber on your hand. Bead reinforced
with two chafing stripes; combed Egyptian
cord; a double layer of cushion rubber,
cured 21/2 hours on air bags. These high
grade features on the Mellingier Cord
cost more; yet you pay less than for
ordinary unguaranteed tires and I give

FREE
a Guarantee Bond for 12,000 miles.

FREE

For a little of your time in showing and
recommending Mellingier Tires, I will
make you a surprising offer that will give you a set of
tires FREE! If you are a dead earner, I will send you the
Master Salesman Kit, containing everything. As one
Agent says, "It's like taking a prospect
through the Factory. The Kit sells the
prospect and I take the Order."

Positive Proof for You

Be the first from your locality to get the
Mellingier Plan and positive proof that
you can make big money. I say it's your
big opportunity—a big business—hosts of
friends and customers—I don't ask
you to risk one cent. Send the coupon
today. My big free book explains every-
thing will be in your hands in a few days.

Mellingier Tire & Rubber Co.
1704 Grand Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.

Mr. D. L. Mellingier, Pres.,
Mellingier Tire & Rubber Co.
1704 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Without obligation, send me details of the Mellingier Plan, Free
Book and Wholesale Prices and how, without investing any money,
I can become your authorized agent.

Name ..................................................
Address ...............................................

INSTRUCTION BOOKS,
MUSIC

These books are illustrated and
gotten up to make the method of self-
teaching so simple that any one with-
out any knowledge of music could
learn to play any of the following:

SAXOPHONE — 25c
MANDOLIN — 25c
ACCORDEON — 25c
PIANO — 25c
BANJO — 25c
UKULELE — 25c
GUITAR — 25c
VIOLIN — 25c

The above prices are postpaid. Any above 5 titles, $1.00 postpaid.
J. C. DORN, 725 S 0., Dearborn St., Dept. 17, Chicago

AUTO MECHANICS
NEEDED

We have more positions available than grad-
uates to fill them. Write today for catalog.
Address Dept. 328
AMERICAN MOTOR SCHOOLS, Inc., Washington, D. C.

LEARN TO PITCH

Lessons by "Matty" Walsh, White,
Johnson, Bucker Wood—Pitch the
FADE-A-WAY, SPITTER, KNUCKLE,
SMOKE BALL, etc. Clearly described and
Illustrated by C. F. Pfeiffer.

Course of Lessons sent p. p. for

25c

J. C. DORN, 721 S. Dearborn Street, Dept. 65, CHICAGO, ILL.

MECHANICS FOR YOUNG AMERICA

Plain and complete directions for building boats, water motors,
wind mills, searchlights, burglar alarms, lawn mowers, wind
cycles, cafe, camp, kite, etc., illustrated.

Popular Mechanics Book Dept., 200 E. Ontario St., Chicago.

PATTERN-MAKING
for Those Who Should Know

Compiled by G. H. Willard,
a pattern maker of many years' experience,
for those who wish to increase their pay—those who wish to enter this well-pay-
ing occupation. Filled to the cover with helpful hints and
actual working information. Practical instructions
written in plain language, which anyone can easily read
and understand. Learn at home
—in your spare time. Bound in
cloth, 234 pages, 312 illustrations,
diagrams and working
drawings, etc.

Price Prepaid $1

Tells About Pattern making as a trade, The Tools, Wood,
Joinery, Chow and Turning, Chow and on the
Cicenter Drawings, Chow and onish the
Crossed Patterns, Chow and onish the
Shive Pattern Work, etc., etc., etc.

CARE MAKING AND MOLDING

Part II explains the simple and complicated problems in
care making and molding which every good pattern maker
should know. Tells about—Core making, Molding
principles—principles in Molding—Loam Patterns—Loam Molds.
Everyone following this trade or intending to enter it
should have this remarkable book. The price is low enough
so that anyone can afford to buy it. Those who have it, won't
be without it.

Price Prepaid $1

This book will be sent
postpaid to any add-
ress upon receipt of purchase price. Send today and take
advantage of this remarkable offer now—before it is too late.

POPULAR MECHANICS BOOK DEPT.
200 E. Ontario St., CHICAGO
MEN! YOU CAN NOW STUDY AUTOS AT HOME

The twelve years of training experience of this school is now open to you without leaving your home or job. You can fit yourself now for the advancement you have wanted, or prepare to start a business of your own.

Study at Home, or in Detroit—(or Both)
The M. S. A. S. Home Study Course is written so you can learn the business entirely at home. But it includes the privilege of coming to Detroit to take our practical course also, with actual experience in our laboratories and shops. You can start at home and continue your training here later if you wish to. If you plan to come to Detroit later, but can't come now, start now at home and have that much advantage. That will save part of room and board expense when you do come. It's a wonderful opportunity for you to make your start now toward success. Remember that this is the only Home Study Course put out by a factory endorsed school. It is also the only Home Study Course giving you the privilege of continuation in a real practical school.

Earn $125 to $500 Per Month
The Automobile Business is THE Business to get into. Over 12 million cars to overhaul and repair. Millions of batteries, electrical systems, and tires to repair and replace. Thousands of good garages are needed. Can you think of a better business for a man to get into? You can get started now—at home. You don't need to wait until you've saved up enough to come to Detroit for three months.

Very Easy Terms—Nothing to Wait for Now
No matter what your situation is you can take this course, on the astonishingly easy payment plan. You pay as you go and you take no chance. We give you a signed absolute guarantee to give your money back if you are not satisfied with the Course. You are the sole judge of whether you are satisfied or not.

Auto Factories Say:
Studebaker: "We do not know a better automobile school than the M. S. A. S." Maxwell: "We heartily recommend the M. S. A. S." Hudson: "You will make no mistake by enrolling for a course." Buick: "Course is thorough and complete in every detail." Packard: "Have no hesitancy in recommending it in every particular." The Automobile Journal: "The M. S. A. S. is the greatest institution of its kind."

Get Started Now
Now—when you are working—is the time to prepare and train yourself for times when you may be out of a job. Have a good trade that you can work at anywhere any time. That's the automobile business. With 12 million cars to keep running, a trained man can always get a good job or open a shop of his own.

Don't Say You Never Had An Opportunity!
Here's a golden one placed right before you, and everything made easy for you to take it. Write for full particulars today. The coupon is the first step to success. Mail it to us now.

MICHIGAN STATE AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL
HOME STUDY DEPARTMENT
26 Auto Bldg., DETROIT, MICH.
The Automobile Center

FREE Catalog
Michigan State Auto School

Mail Coupon To Day
MICHIGAN STATE AUTO SCHOOL
26 Auto Bldg., Detroit, Mich. U. S. A.
Please send me particulars of your Home Study Automobile Course.

Name..........................................................(Print or write plainly)

St. or R. F. D...................................................

City..................................................State..................................
HOW MUCH do ARTISTS EARN?

WOULD you like to earn $100 a week as a commercial artist? If you like to draw, you should develop your talent, for well-trained artists earn $75, $100, $150 a week, and oftentimes more. Beginners who can do practical work soon command $50 a week.

The Federal home-study course develops your talent on a sure foundation by the quickest possible method, and makes the work truly a pleasure. It is the original, practical course in commercial art, created by men with more than 25 years' experience in the field, and after 8 years of unclouded success today stands supreme as America's Foremost Course in Commercial Designing. It contains exclusive lessons from leading American artists, gives you individual personal criticism on all lessons and teaches you the methods that make your drawings worth real money.

Send Today for "YOUR FUTURE"

If you are sixteen years old or more, and in earnest about your future, send today for this book. It is beautifully illustrated, tells every detail about the Federal Course, gives you convincing proof of its merits and shows work done by Federal Students. Fill out and mail the coupon NOW, kindly starting your age.

COUPON

Federal School of Commercial Designing
631 Federal Schools Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Gentlemen: Please send me "YOUR FUTURE" without charge or obligation.

Name
Age
Occupation
Write your address plainly in margins.

Please Mention Popular Mechanics

SHOP NOTES FOR 1923

The latest volume of Popular Mechanics series of year books tells

544 Easy Ways to Do Hard Things of daily use to every mechanic. Among the many useful articles are Shop Cranes, Testing Motors—Power Hammer—Arbor Press—Air Compressor—Turret Lathe—Bench Punch—Concrete Mixer—Bench Grinder—Drag Saw—Concrete Tile.

224 Pages—436 Illustrations
Price 50 Cents, Postpaid

Nine of the volumes of Shop Notes issued previously are also obtainable at 50 cents each postpaid.

POPULAR MECHANICS BOOK DEPT.

200 E. Ontario St., Chicago

Every Welder Should Have
The WELDING ENCYCLOPEDIA

It is America's most complete and authoritative reference and instruction book on welding. It gives you a vast fund of expert knowledge on all forms of welding, conveniently arranged, fully illustrated by drawings and photographs and written in language you can understand. It has the approval of the leading manufacturers in the trade. You need this book in your shop.

326 Pages—375 Illustrations—Clothbound

Edited and Compiled by the Editors of the Welding Engineer with the help of many experts in the welding trade

CONTENTS

Illustrated encyclopedia covering all words, terms and trade names used in welding—Oxy-acetylene Welding—Aluminum, Steel, Cast Iron, Copper, Brass, Bronze, Full instructions for welding each of these metals—Electric Arc Welding—Electric Resistance Welding, induction, butt, Linc, Percussion and spot Welding—Thermite Welding—Use and Maintenance of Oxy-acetylene Equipment—Boiler Welding—Lead Treatment of Steels—Rules and Regulations—Charts and Tables, including temperature color charts—Condensed Catalogs and Buyers' Index.

The Accumulated Experience of the Welding Brains of America

Yours for $5.00

Absolute Refund Guarantee. If, after having ordered and examined this book, you are not satisfied with same, return it to us and your money will be refunded.

Popular Mechanics Book Dept.

200 E. Ontario St.

Chicago
It's a Crime to Slave for Low Pay —
When It's So Easy to Earn Big Money

Proof of Every Statement
In This Amazing Free Book!

You have read our announcements time and again. Your interest has been aroused. Then why is it that you have never exercised yourself enough to fill in and mail the coupon, to see for yourself the proof that we offer, Free?

Hundreds of others are now capitalizing on the urge that prompted them to send for the amazing free proof contained in our 64-page book, "Modern Salesmanship." They are earning more money than ever before, realizing every reasonable hope and ambition through what they learned in this remarkable book. Many of these reports are making phenomenal success in the selling field—earning from five to ten times as much as they formerly earned.

Hundreds who sent for this book once believed, as you may well believe, that salesmen have to be "born" to their task. But these men now have a two-listed grip on prosperity.

These men are virtually their own bosses. They travel—nearly in daily contact with big business men—they enjoy a relative freedom—to thier families live better and they are making big money in a profession that is more like a fascinating adventure than work.

The fact that you are reading this announcement is proof that you are anxious to increase your earning power. While you may think you can't increase it in this way, you surely would spend two cents to find out. So why not send for PROOF of how you can quickly fulfill your ambition. It comes to you free—without obligation—and after you have studied the amazing evidence you will know beyond all doubt that here is a sure and certain way for you to make the money your ambition dictates.

Take any ten average men who are in blind alley jobs at low pay. Analyze each case without prejudice. You will find that everyone of them is solely and entirely to blame for his poor earning power. Every one of them at one time or another had a golden opportunity! They either failed to recognize it, or, recognizing it, lacked the energy or courage to follow it up. But now comes your chance—your one big opportunity! What are you going to do with it?

Write for Your Copy Now

This book, "Modern Salesmanship," explains how thousands have quickly succeeded in the selling field—how it is easy to make big money once you are in the possession of the secrets of selling—how you can quickly get these fundamental secrets, apply them and achieve a quick and permanent success. AT LEAST—it does the book. Then decide for yourself. And while this important matter is before you fill the coupon and get it into the mails—today.

National Salesmen's Training Association
Dept. 120
53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASS'N,
Dept. 120, 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois

I am willing to investigate the opportunity you offer without cost to myself. Please mail me Free Proof that I can become a Master Salesman and qualify for a good sales position. Also send your illustrated book "Modern Salesmanship" and particulars of membership in your Association and its Free Employment Service.

Name..................................................
Address.................................................. CItY........................................ State............... Age............................................... Occupation..................
Be Master of a Real Job

Then you can walk confidently into the office or the plant, knowing you are needed and appreciated—that you have a future bringing more power, better pay, bigger leadership. You won’t have to "cool your heels" in waiting rooms looking anxiously for a job at "almost anything."

Good Advice from One Who Climbed

R. H. McElroy, one of the vice-presidents of the Standard Oil Company, who climbed to a $30,000 salary from a clerical position says (N. Y. Times, July 2, 1922): "Any young man who has the right stuff in him, who is willing to work at his job and study after working hours, who will keep his eyes open—can achieve the same success." In a letter to us, Mr. McElroy adds: "The correspondence and evening schools provide a splendid opportunity for the young man of limited time and means to prepare himself for a brilliant future.

After a quarter-century of experience in aiding men to become their Bigger Selves, the United Y.M.C.A. Schools offer this tested service by mail, so that wherever you may be, whatever you may need or whatever your hours are, you can get this valuable aid.

Some of our 300 Correspondence Courses

Technical Courses

Agricultural Courses
Architectural Courses
Automobile Courses
Building Construction Courses
Civil Engineering Courses
Correspondence Engineering Courses
Electrical Courses

Commercial and Other Courses

Accounting
Advertising
Art
Banking
Business Correspondence
Business Etiquette
Business Administration

Mark and mail the coupon for our friendly counsel.

Without obligating me, please advise regarding the course I wish to undertake:

Name:

Full Address:

Dept. 74-Ju

United Y.M.C.A. Schools

Correspondence School

347 Madison Ave., New York City, N.Y.

Please Mention Popular Mechanics

Be A Practical Electrician

You can qualify in three months for a real job by the Sweeney System of Practical Experience. You don't need to be an engineer or scientist to install, operate and repair all kinds of electrical machinery. We teach with tools. You learn by actually working on our $150,000 special equipment in this world famous Million Dollar Trade School where we have turned out 55,000 trained mechanics.

FREE

Simply send name today. Get our Special Offer and interesting Electrical Catalog. Free radio course. Free Railway fare to Kansas City. Big opportunities in Electrical industry for young men. Colored students not accepted.

WRITE US AT ONCE

LEARN A TRADE—SWEENEY AUTOMOTIVE & ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

3 SWEENEY BLDG., KANSAS CITY, MO.

BE AN EXPERT PENMAN

I TEACH BY MAIL. You can become an expert penman right in your own home by my method. Small Cost. All that is required is some of your spare time. Write for my book, "HOW TO BECOME AN EXPERT PENMAN." It contains specimens and tells how others became expert writers by the TEVIS METHOD. Your name written on a card if you enclose stamp. FREE BOOK. Write today.

T. M. TEVIS, Box 25K, CHILlicothe, MO.

STAMMER

If you stammer attend no stammering school till you get my large FREE book entitled "STAMMERING," 3rd edition, Advanced. Natural Method of Cure, bound in cloth and stamped in pure gold. Ask for special tuition rate and a FREE copy of "The Natural Speech Magazine." Largest, best equipped and most successful school in the world for the cure of stammering; stuttering, etc. No sign-up or time limit. Write today.

The North-Western School, E311 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

IT’S EASY TO PLAY THE TENOR-BANJO

No Previous Musical Knowledge Necessary. Play Music Your First Lesson. Wonderful Method. Only 15c and you possess the ability to play hit songs as soon as you learn. Send for free specimen lesson. No obligation. Over one million sold by 400 Agents. Write for details of our course and free offer. Address:

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

Desk 60, 233 Broadway, (Woolworth Bldg.), N.Y.
5,000,000 Men Are After the Routine Jobs—

Break Away From This Competition—

Command Big Pay!

When business slackens, can your employer "let you go"—and tomorrow hire almost any routine man from this army of 5,000,000 men and find him competent to take your place? Observe that when a business trims its crew, it is almost never the big-pay men who walk the plank.

Not only are the specialists retained—the Accountants, Production Managers, Traffic Managers, and, in fact, the managers of any of the important departments of a business—but they are frequently promoted. Other concerns are in need of their ability, and come bidding for their services.

Many of these men who today are going rapidly ahead were no better off than you, several years ago. Today, while others walk the streets, these men walk into the better jobs.

There is no mystery about their swift advancement. There is a way that's interesting and practical whereby any man of average intelligence can get the training that will put him in the big-pay class. Literally thousands of ambitious men have found this way in the LaSalle Problem Method. They have chosen the line of work that most appealed to them—then, right in the quiet of their own homes, without losing an hour from work or a dollar of pay, they have solved the problems they today are meeting in the better jobs.

Situations which they face today are identical with those they faced in spare-time study. They have been shown exactly how to meet them—guided every step of the way by some of the ablest business men, in their respective fields, in America.

Read these statements, typical of over 1,000 which we will send you in booklet form and which represent but a small part of the many thousands of similar letters in our files:

"The most efficient and most rapidly promoted men in our whole organization are LaSalle-trained."

"Promoted to General Manager."

"Now a director in two banks."

"From bookkeeper advanced to chief accountant—salary increased 50%."

"Passed bar examination with highest grade, in competition with many resident school graduates."

"The Problem Method increased my income $2,500 a year."

"Passed C.P.A. examination. You will be interested to know that 50% of the successful candidates were LaSalle-trained men."

An analysis of the letters from 1,193 LaSalle members reporting definite salary increases during 3 months' time shows an average increase per man of 85%.

While the axe hangs over every business office, it's the time of all times to free yourself forever from the treadmill jobs. Mark on the coupon the training that attracts you, sign and mail it to the University. It will bring you full information, together with particulars of our convenient-payment plan; also your free copy of the inspiring book—"Ten Years' Promotion in One." Break away from the crowd of routine pluggers. Find out today what YOU must do to put yourself among the men who command big money. Mail the coupon NOW.

—— INQUIRY COUPON ——

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY, Dept. 664-R CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please send me catalog and full information regarding the course and service I have marked with an X below. Also a copy of your booklet, "Ten Years' Promotion in One," all without obligation to me.

☐ Business Management ☐ Law—Degree of LL. B. ☐ Banking and Finance ☐ Expert Bookkeeping
☐ Modern Salesmanship ☐ Commercial Law ☐ Personnel and Employment Management ☐ Business English
☐ Higher Accountancy ☐ Industrial Management Efficiency ☐ Modern Foremanship & Production Methods ☐ Commercial Spanish
☐ Traffic Management ☐ Modern Business Correspondence and Practice ☐ Effective Speaking ☐ C. P. A. Coaching
☐ Railway Station Management

Name............................................. Present Position.............................................

Address.................................................................
LEARN CARTOONING

the Right Way

Have your ability trained by the school that has developed many famous cartoonists.

If you like to draw—if you find pleasure in picking up a pencil and paper and trying to make sketches or cartoons, don’t regard it merely as a hobby. Have your ability developed and earn a good income as a cartoonist.

Hundreds of nationally known cartoonists, such as Branner of the Chicago Tribune; Blosset, who draws “Inkpen and His Friends;” Gene Byrnes, creator of “Reg’l Fellers;” Thiele of the Sioux City Tribune; Pat Allan of the Seattle Times and others equally well known, took the Landon Course at home, in their spare time, and fitted themselves for their present positions at salaries ranging from $50 to $200 and more per week.

Have YOUR talent developed by the same method.

What the above mentioned boys did you can do, with the same training. The Landon method of teaching makes cartooning easy to learn. By means of an extensive series of Big picture charts all the necessary details of ORIGINAL drawing are explained step by step, in a clear and simple manner.

FACTS that determine the superiority of the Landon School:

1. Landon School Students are securing the best cartooning positions which open up everywhere.
2. The picture chart method of instruction was originated and is used exclusively by the Landon School.
3. From the very beginning, the Landon Course teaches ORIGINAL drawing. No copy work.
4. Individual attention and criticism of student’s work. Personal coaching whenever necessary.
5. Specialized instruction on how to originate cartoon ideas. This is an exclusive feature of the Landon Course.
6. Practical assistance in securing positions for students and help in marketing their work.
7. The price is within reach of everyone who is ambitious to succeed. Easy payments can be arranged.

Write today for full information about the Landon Course, and sample chart by means of which you can test your own ability. Find out what the possibilities are for YOU in this interesting profession. Please state your age.

The Landon School
838 National Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio

GAS-FIRE MADE FROM AIR
mixed with a little kerosene in any type cook stove, heating stove or furnace. COAL AT $5.00 A TON would not compare with GAS-FIRE in cheapness, cleanliness, convenience, efficiency.

AGENTS $50.00 TO $250.00 WEEKLY

HEAT APPLIANCE CORP.
109 N. May Street
Chicago, Ill.

LEARN WATCH REPAIRING

You can learn by our modern and original system of instruction every part of the Watch Repairing Trade at home as good or better than at a shop. You can earn money while learning and secure a well paying position or start in business after completing our course of instruction. Good watch repairers are always in demand and earn from $50 to $70 per week. For particulars apply to the Wisconsin School of Watch Repairing 160 Mason St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

You can read Music like this quickly

IN YOUR OWN HOME

Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, etc.
Beginners or advanced players. One lesson weekly. Illustrations make everything clear. Only $5.00 a month for regular course of lessons, which includes everythi

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 50 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO

Can you afford to STAMMER? or STUTTER?


WANTED!

U.S. RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS

$133 to $192 MONTH
Men — Boys 18 or Over
Mail Coupon Today Sure!

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

Book, 475, Rochester, N. Y.

Kindly send me, by return mail, free information telling how I can get into the U.S. Govt services as Railway Mail Clerk ($133 to $192 a year), or as City Mail Carrier or Post Office Clerk ($1400 to $1800 a year).

Name
Address

## End of Document ##
I Pay Your Railroad FARE

Come to Chicago—the Electrical Center of the World—I pay your railroad fare from any place in the United States. Grasp this opportunity to see the country at my expense. Don’t stick in one spot—travel—get experience. Come to Coyne—learn electricity in 3 months. Fit yourself for a big paying job. The largest electrical school in the country specializing in electrical instruction ONLY.

Learn Electricity in 3 Months

Get a complete training so you can make big money as Power Plant Operator, Superintendent, Telephone man, Construction worker, auto, truck or tractor electrician, battery man, radio expert, or you can go into business for yourself as electrical contractor, dealer, auto ignition or battery expert and make from $3,000 to $20,000 a year. Hundreds of our graduates today are making big money and you can do the same if you grasp this opportunity—act now.

Great Shops of Coyne

No books or useless theory. You are trained on $100,000 worth of electrical equipment. Everything from door bells to power plants. You work on motors, generators, house-wiring, autos, batteries, radio, switch-boards, power plants—everything to make you an expert ready to step right into a position paying from $45 to $100 a week.

Send Coupon

Don’t delay a minute—send that coupon right now for our big free catalog and full particulars of Free Railroad Fare offer. Remember this special offer is limited so act now!

RADIO COURSE FREE. We include the following free with the regular course:

1. A complete course in auto, truck and tractor electricity and storage batteries. Greatest outlay of auto, electrical and battery equipment in the country.
3. Life membership in the Coyne school. Stay as long as you wish and return for further training at any time in the future.

SEND COUPON FOR FREE CATALOG.

B. W. Cooke, Pres.
Coyne Electrical School
1300-1310 W. Harrison St., Dept. A-135 Chicago

Dear Sir: Please send me free your big catalog and full particulars of your special offer of Free Railroad Fare and two extra courses.

Name
Address

Endorsed by Electrical Industry

1300-1310 W. Harrison St., Dept. A-135
Only 8 weeks to get a big job in auto & tractor business

Louis Beimer at 24 was made foreman over men many years older. That's not luck—it's Rahe training.

Emanuel Rushfeldt, Alberta, says: "Earning $10 a day and only 20 years old."

Big Firms Need Trained Men

The Auto and Tractor Business is on the boom. Thousands of trained men will be needed during the next few months. I get calls every day from Garages, Battery Stations, Auto Repair, Welding Shops and other successful concerns for Rahe men. When the big fellows need high grade men they know where to come for them. They want Rahe trained men who know the work from A to Z.

My Training Unusual

Scientific tool training—that's the secret. You do things here according to the latest engineering standards. Thousands of dollars have been spent in modern tools and equipment. That's why my men are at home in the biggest shops in the country. If you want to succeed the way Beimer and Rushfeldt and the rest have—quality by the same method.

I'll Pay Your Railroad Fare and Board You

In order to fill the openings that now exist, I am making an offer no one has ever made before—Free railroad fare, Free board. But even that is not all. I'll tell you about the rest in my letter. Write me at once.

Rahe AUTO & TRACTOR SCHOOLS
CINCINNATI Dept. 904
Ninth and Walnut
4445 Grand Blvd.

My big illustrated training book tells how others are succeeding. It tells many things you ought to know about Autos and Tractors. Write for it and my short time offer NOW. It seen expires.

FREE
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How Do You Look in a Bathing Suit?

The good old swimming days are here. Oh boy! But it's great to rip off the old shirt, into your suit and take the splash. But what a shock to some of the poor girls when they see their heroes come out with flat chests and skinny arms instead of the robust frames they expected to see.

You Can't Fool Them

Don't try to make excuses. You should have knobs on your arms like a baseball. A fine protector you would make, when you can't even fight your own battles. What are you going to do? She is going to find you out.

Look Your Best

It's not too late. I can save you yet. It means hard work and plenty of it, but think of the results. In just 30 days I am going to add one full inch to your biceps. Yes, and two inches on your chest in the same length of time. But that's only a starter. I am going to broaden out those shoulders and put real pep into your old backbone. You will have a spring to your step and a flash to your eye, showing you to be a real, live man. Before summer is past you won't recognize your former self. You will have a physique to be really proud of. This is no idle talk, fellows. I don't promise these things. I guarantee them. Come on and make me prove it.

Send for My New 64-Page Book, “MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT”

It contains forty-three full-page photographs of myself and some of the many prize-winning pupils I have trained. Some of these came to me as pitiful weaklings, imploring me to help them. Look them over now and you will marvel at their present physiques. This book will prove an impetus and a real inspiration to you. It will thrill you through and through. All I ask is 10 cents to cover the cost of wrapping and mailing and it is yours to keep. This will not obligate you at all, but for the sake of your future health and happiness, do not put it off. Send today—right now, before you turn this page.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
305 Broadway
NEW YORK CITY

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 2006
305 Broadway, New York City

Dear Sir:—I enclose herewith 10 cents for which you are to send me, without any obligation on my part whatever, a copy of your latest book, “Muscural Development.” (Please write or print plainly.)

NAME ........................................

STREET .........................................

CITY ....................................... STATE .........................

Copyrighted material
$2500 Reward for the Conviction of—

WHO murdered John Blake? The country was stunned by the crime mystery of the year. A rich reward was offered. There were clues aplenty. Circumstantial evidence pointed to a dozen men. But the District Attorney didn't dare bring any of them to trial. Then the Finger Print Expert stepped in.

With feverish excitement the crowd in the courtroom listened. Judge, jury, attorneys and onlookers leaned forward in strained silence, eager to catch every word. The young Finger Print Expert in the witness chair was the center of attraction, as well as calmness, he gave the evidence that convicted the murderer, and brought him the $2500 reward.

I Can Make YOU a Finger Print Expert

T. G. Cooke, President

I have trained hundreds of men now prominent in the Finger Print Profession. For instance, there's Harry Farnum, Chief of the Iowa State Bureau. He had no previous experience—no college or high school education. He was just a country photographer. I trained him. I can do the same for YOU. You may study right at home in your spare time.

Right now is the time to act. More trained men are needed to fill the positions created almost daily. Salaries are high. Opportunities are great. The Finger Print Expert is respected and deferred to by all. I am offering you a big opportunity. Will you take it?

Professional Finger Print Outfit—Free

A professional outfit, just like the Finger Print Expert uses in court, in the laboratory, and at the scene of crime, is yours FREE with this famous course of training. Also a course in Secret Service Intelligence is FREE if you enroll early. Mail the coupon for my free book telling all about the exploits of Finger Print detectives and full information about this wonderful profession, and your opportunity as a Finger Print Expert.

T. G. COOKE, President

UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE


Gentlemen: Without any obligation whatever, send me your new, fully illustrated, FREE book on Finger Prints and your offer of a FREE course in Secret Service Intelligence and the Free Professional Finger Print outfit.

Name
Address
City and State

Please Mention Popular Mechanics

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

School has been training men of ambition and limited time for the electrical industries.

Condensed course in Electrical Engineering and promotions. Theoretical and practical Electricity, Mathematics, Steam and Gas Engines, Mechanical Drawing. Students construct dynamo, install wiring and test electrical machinery.

IN ONE YEAR

One thoroughly equipped skin room, laboratories, shops. Over 5000 men trained.

Write for catalog. 31st year begins Sept. 25, 1923.

BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
104 TAKOMA AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

STAMMER NO MORE

Kill the fear of stammering. Re-education the key. The widely famed Hatfield Method fully outlined in an accurate, descriptive, "HOW TO STOP STAMMERING," has inspired thousands. Free copy today.

THE HATFIELD INSTITUTE, 119 H. Dearborn, Chicago, Ill.

TO GET DOLLARS OUT OF WATCHES.

Watch-Repairing, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing.

WRITE NOW.

REN ISMAN TRADE SCHOOL
530 W. MONUMENT SQUARE, RACINE, WIS.

IN YOUR SPARE TIME

Learn law with only institution giving same course by correspondence as was given for years at resident classes. Degree of LL. B. conferred. One year business law course prepares you for success in business. Law trained business men in demand. Three year university course covers preparation for bar examination.

Money back guarantee if not satisfied. Low fee, easy terms, includes complete 131 thirteen volume library, text material and all expenses. Write for FREE BOOK.

HAMILTON COLLEGE OF LAW

335 S. DEARBORN ST., Dept. 60A Chicago

CAN YOU DRAW?

Earn Money Drawing Pictures

Opportunity to increase your income. Farm, city, industrial, and gate-out. Money rushes for your book immediately. New and What to Draw and Where to Send Your Work, Maps, etc. For price, send 25c in stamps to address given. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 25c TODAY for copy or send stamp for particulars.

NOVEL ART STUDIOS, Dept. D, 7 East 42nd Street, NEW YORK CITY

Copyrighted material
A Big Raise in Salary!

Is Very Easy to Get, If You Go About It in the Right Way

You have often heard of others who have doubled and trebled their salaries in a year's time. You wondered how they did it. Was it a pull? Don't you think it. When a man is hired he gets paid for exactly what he does, there is no sentiment in business. It's preparing for the future and knowing what to do at the right time that doubles and trebles salaries.

Remember When You Were a Kid
and tried to ride a bike for the very first time? You thought that you would never learn and then—all of a sudden you knew how, and said in surprise: "Why it's a cinch if you know how." It's that way with most things, and getting a job with big money is no exception to the rule, if you know how.

We Will Show You How
Without loss to you of a single working hour we can show you a sure way to success and big pay. A large number of men in each of the positions listed are enjoying their salaries because of our help—we want to help you.

Make check on the coupon against the Job you want and we will help you to get it. Write or print your name on the coupon and send it in today.

American School
Dept. G.A-74 Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago

| American School, Dept. G.A-74 Drexel Ave., and 58th St., Chicago
| Send me full information on the subject checked and how you will help me win success. |
| ----------------------------------------------- | ----------------------------------------------- | ----------------------------------------------- |
| Architect                                      | Electrical Engineer                             | Steam Engineer                                  |
| Building Contractor                            | Electric Light and Power                        | Foremanship                                     |
| Automobile Engineer                            | General Education                               | Sanitary Engineer                               |
| Automobile Repairman                           | Vocational Guidance                             | Surveyor (& Mapping)                           |
| Civil Engineer                                 | Business Law                                    | Telephone Engineer                              |
| Structural Engineer                            | Lawyer                                          | Telegraph Engineer                              |
| Business Manager                               | Machine Shop Practice                           | High School Graduate                           |
| Cert. Public Accountant                        | Photoplay Writer                                | Fire Insurance Expert                          |
| Accountant and Auditor                         | Mechanical Engineer                             | Wireless Radio                                  |
| Bookkeeper                                     | Shop Superintendent                             | Undecided                                      |
| Draftsman and Designer                         | Employment Manager                              |                                               |

Name........................................................................ Address..................................................
Many Employees WANTED
By Leading Hotels
2 Room Clerks $175-200 Mo.
1 Steward $375-425 Mo.
1 House Cashier $175 Mo.
1 Manager $10,000 Yr.
1 Housekeeper $175 Mo.
1 Storeroom Bookkeeper $150 Mo.
1 Asst. Manager $225 Mo.
3 Mail Clerks $125-150 Mo.
Partial list. Many positions with room and meals.

Prevent for well-paid HOTEL Position waiting for you
Fit yourself for a position leading to rapid advancement in the most fascinating business in the world—full of big opportunities for the trained employee.

BIG PAY
Fine Chance for Advancement
Beginners earn $30 to $200 a month; meals and often rooms furnished. Trained men earn more—advantage more rapidly, because they have the experience of successful men to guide them.

WE TRAIN YOU
We have successfully trained thousands by mail for higher positions—better pay. We will do the same for you—no previous experience necessary. We will teach you how to fill any hotel position—the true fundamentals of the hotel business—all in your spare time, of a few minutes each day for a few weeks.

A Position Is Waiting for YOU
When you graduate, you don't have to look for a position. Positions will look for you. Hotels are looking to us for trained employees. They welcome our graduates. Will you be one of the sought-after men and women to fill the positions such as listed in our bulletin, which you should send for?

Send Coupon Today!
STANDARD BUSINESS TRAINING INSTITUTE
Carlton Court
Buffalo, N. Y.

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
Here's the Proof of our Remarkable Course

Buckhannon, Va.
First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music

It has been two months since I have finished your course on the Hawaiian guitar and I can play anything I wish. The course was all that could be desired and I am perfectly pleased with my playing ability since finishing your course.

Respectfully yours,
Louise R. Hammond
Koester School,
116 E. Franklin St.,
Chicago, Ill.

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

I shall certainly be very glad to reach you with the correct information. As far as I remember, Mr. W. R. Johnson has not claimed me yet, and if he does not show up in a day or so, will write him. Am sending a letter to Miss Helen Dye today which I think will overcome any objections you may have. Your course is perfect.

Yours truly,
W. L. Walker

Special Courses under Famous Teachers: Tenor-Soprano, Violin, Banjo- Ukulele and Ukulele.
FREE!

--

AVIATION Information FREE

Send us your name and address for full information regarding the Aviologic and Airline business. Find out about the many great opportunities now open and how we prepare you at home, during spare time, to qualify. Our new one-year programs in the Airplane Industry also sent free if you answer at once.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 119A
3601 Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO

WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
contains an accurate, final answer

Regular and Indian-Paper Editions

Write for specimen pages, prices, etc., and FREE Pocket Maps. 95c Popular Mechanics.

--

WANTED—RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS

$133 to $192 a Month for Life

Every second week off with full pay—no "lay offs" because of strikes, poor business, etc.—sure pay—rapid advancement to higher positions. City and country residents stand same chance. Common sense—no political influence.

DON'T DELAY—ACT AT ONCE.

Send Coupon today—sure. Every day's delay means so much less chance of appointment from the next examinations—so write at once.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. S181, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

--

Spanish and Italian

Free course in French, German

--

You can Easily Learn to Play Any Music on the HAWAIIAN GUITAR

Just As Hawaiians Do—Native Instructors Teach You QUICKLY!

Here's the chance you've been waiting for—the opportunity to play popular music quickly on the most entrancing instrument of the age—the Hawaiian Guitar. No previous musical knowledge necessary.

ONLY FOUR MOTIONS TO LEARN and those you acquire in a few minutes. No trouble some scales or riffs, you begin to play harmonious chords immediately! We don't care if you never saw a note of music in your life, we guarantee to teach you to play just as the Hawaiians do.

We Furnish Everything—a Beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, Picks, etc., and 52 Pieces of Music FREE! You have always wanted to play some instrument, so we have made it unusually easy for you by furnishing everything—a beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, complete Conservatory Course of instruction and 52 pieces of especially selected music.

No Other Course Teaches as Quickly and Easily This is the only Conservatory Course where you get the advantages of Native Hawaiian Experts: Frank Ferera, Walter Komokou, Lawrence Kalaiki and Carl Imaizumi. They are the world's famous Hawaiian guitarists and are well known for their accomplishments in the production of phonograph records, supervising your playing.

Mail Coupon for Details of FREE Offer Don't wait another minute—clip, fill in and mail the coupon NOW and get full details of our remarkable offer to teach you how to play the Hawaiian Guitar just as the Hawaiians do.

Special Arrangements for Lessons if You Have Your Own Instrument

FREE This $15 Hawaiian Guitar

You will be delighted with the fine sounding of this splendid Hawaiian Guitar

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.,
Dept. 45, 321 Broadway (Woolworth Bldg.), New York.
Send me at once details about your $3 easy lessons and FREE Hawaiian Guitar offer!

Name

Address

Town State

Print name and address clearly.

--

BE A NEWSPAPER ARTIST!

Win fortune and fame. MANUEL ROSENBERG COURSE IN NEWSPAPER ART tells you how. 71 Lessons and 150 illustrations. Drawing made easy. Complete instruction in layouts, lettering, illustration, carving and sketching. Ten years' experience as staff artist of important American dailies. Send $5 or order c.0. d. today. Your money refunded if you do not agree that this is the greatest art course value ever offered.

MANUEL ROSENBERG, Butler Bldg., P. H., Cincinnati, O.

Take the First Step for a U. S. Government Job

Use Coupon Before You Lose It

COUPON

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. S181, Rochester, N. Y.


Railway Mail Clerk ($1900 to $2390) Western States ($2000 to $2390)

Postal Clerk ($2100 to $2390) Internal Revenue ($3100 to $3500)

City Mail Carrier ($1400 to $1800) Rural Mail Carrier ($1800 to $2250)

Income Tax Auditors ($1900 to $3000)

Name

--------

--

Copyrighted material
“There’s One Man We’re Going to Keep”

“Ed Wilson, there is one of the most ambitious men in the plant. I notice that he never fools away his spare time. He studies his International Correspondence Schools Course every chance he gets.

“It’s been the making of him, too. He hasn’t been here nearly as long as Tom Downey, who was laid off yesterday, but he knows ten times as much about this business.

“I’m going to give him Tom’s job at a raise in salary. He’s the kind of man we want around here.”

How do you stand in your shop or office? Are you an Ed Wilson or a Tom Downey? Are you going up? Or down?

No matter where you live, the International Correspondence Schools will come to you. No matter what your handicaps or how small your means, we have a plan to meet your circumstances. No matter how limited your previous education, the simply-written, wonderfully-illustrated C. S. textbooks make it easy to learn.

This is all we ask: Without cost, without obligating yourself in any way, put it up to us to prove how we can help you. Just mark and mail this coupon.

--- TEAR OUT HERE ---

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can qualify for the position or in the subject before which I have marked an X:

**BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Management</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Management</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel Organization</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Management</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Law</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking and Banking Law</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting (including C.P.A.)</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholson Cost Accounting</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookkeeping</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Secretary</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Spanish</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Lighting</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Draftsmen</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Shop Practice</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Engineer</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Engine Operating</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC Engineer</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Print Reading</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor and Builder</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Draftsman</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Builder</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Engineer</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing and Heating</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile Work</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture and Forestry</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name: ____________________________

Street: __________________________

City: ____________________________  State: ____________

Occupation: ______________________

Your coupon is good for a Free Book. If you want the Book, please mark with an X:

Business Management
Industrial Management
Personnel Organization
Traffic Management
Business Law
Banking and Banking Law
Accountancy (including C.P.A.)
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping
Private Secretary
Business Spanish
French
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Draftsmen
Machine Shop Practice
Civil Engineer
Gas Engine Operating
HVAC Engineer
Architect
Blue Print Reading
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Plumbing and Heating
Chemistry
Pharmacy
Automobile Work
Navigation
Agriculture and Forestry
Mathematics

**SCHOOLS OF APPLIED ART**

مية: ____________

**BE A JAZZ MUSIC MASTER**

**PLAY PIANO BY EAR**

Play popular songs instantly by ear. None too difficult, pay it by ear. No tedious, ding-dong daily practice. Just twenty brief, entertaining lessons which you can master.

At Home in Your Spare Time
Free Book

Send for this FREE BOOK

Send for this FREE BOOK

Copyrighted material
The Glory of a Man is His Strength

To be a real man, you must be strong, healthy, vigorous, vital—overflowing with power and force and possessed of the determination and endurance to do a man's work in this world and win the success and happiness that every red-blooded man wants.

Make Your Fondest Dreams Come True

Every man worthy of the name dreams of the day when he will achieve his ideals and ambitions. Can you make your dreams come true? Have you the power and personality to win recognition and financial success? Are you physically fit to fight the battles of life and forge up to the front with the winners? Answer these questions frankly and then resolve to make yourself over into a real 100% man.

Be an Ideal of Red Blooded Manhood

Nobody Loves a Weakling. No one has any use for a weak, sickly man—always ill and complaining—always discouraged and despondent, burdened down—held back—sentimental—tiered with mind, bad food, too much to eat, too much to drink, and the numerous other results of neglect, etc. (see consultation coupon). You can't expect your wife, your parents, your friends and associates, the home in business or society to put up with you much longer. Everybody is attracted to healthy, successful men—nobody wants a complaining failure around. The future looks dark and gloomy to you—but cheer up—there is a way out—you can save yourself with Strongfortism.

The Modern Science of Health Promotion

The Principles of Strongfortism are based on my discovery—that internal muscular harmony and strength is the key to lasting, abundant health and vitality. The heart, lungs, bowels and other vital organs function through virtue of the contracting power of the muscles contained in their structures. Circulation, Digestion, Assimilation and Elimination are largely the result of these structures. Strongfortism once accepted will result in the development of all ailments and weaknesses and by scientifically strengthening and developing the important internal muscles, provide 100% results when other methods disappoint.

Once you accept Strongfortism, you enter a new life. The results are immediate and positively thrilling. You feel the rich blood racing through your body—you feel new strength and power developing in every organ and structure—you acquire new poise and a magnetic personality. Your success with Strongfortism is guaranteed.

Take the First Step Now

Don't put it off—don't fool yourself with the idea that you will get better sometime. You won't get better. You will surely get worse and the longer you delay in building up your body the longer it will take to make a real man of you. For your own sake make up your mind, NOW. Don't delay another minute.

Write for our FREE BOOK

The truth about the scientific application of Nature's corrective forces is clearly and frankly explained in our famous book, "Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy." It contains a priceless message for every man and woman, boy and girl. No one should be without a copy of this wonderfully instructive book. It is absolutely free. Just mark the subjects on the free consultation order and send 10c (one dime) to help pay postage, etc. You will get your copy at once and with a message of renewed life—new hope—new success—new meaning to all the world to you. Send for my free book—Right Now, TODAY.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist
Dept. 348 Founded 1895 Newark, New Jersey

Special Notice.—Lionel Strongfort, the World's Famous Athlete and Physical and Health Specialist, has achieved wonderful results with the Principles of Strongfortism. Thousands of pupils throughout the world have testified to the benefits gained under his guidance. He enjoys an excellent reputation in his profession and can be depended upon to do exactly as he promises.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON

ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Dept. 348, Newark, N. J.—Please send me your book, "Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy," for postcard on which I enclose a 10c (one dime). Send me special information on subjects marked (X) below, as well as those I may write on extra line, without obligation.

(X) Colds
(X) Asthma
(X) Hay Fever
(X) Obesity
(X) Headache
(X) Nose
(X) Thirstiness
(X) Rupture
(X) Lumbago
(X) Neuritis
(X) Flat Chest
(X) Diabetes
(X) Female

(X) Cataract
(X) Blackheads
(X) Insomnia
(X) Gastritis
(X) Flat Feet
(X) Height
(X) Backaches
(X) Constipation
(X) Stomachics
(X) Biliousness
(X) Terpsichore
(X) Indigestion
(X) Round Shoulders
(X) Poor Development
(X) Memory Weaknesses
(X) Rheumatism
(X) Muscular Pimpls
(X) Falling Hair
(X) Great Strength

Mention other ailments here:

Name.
Age.
Occupation.
Street.
City.
State.

Copyrighted material
"I'm at the Top of the Pole"

That's as high as I can climb in my present job."

So wrote an ambitious lineman to the United Y. M.C.A. Schools. He didn't want to climb poles all his life, so he enrolled for a practical course of home study to help him to a higher position in his chosen field of work.

He is making progress. He feels that ahead of him are the larger responsibility, the leadership, the higher pay and the better privileges, comforts and associations that are sure to come to the man who puts more into his head.

Have you gone as high as you can with what you now know? Do you need more knowledge to climb higher? Face these big questions.

During the last three years our friendly counsel has been given to more than 35,000 men who have enrolled for the United Y.M.C.A. Schools' correspondence courses—a new type of instruction from competent instructors that emphasizes service on all your problems.

Some of our 300 Correspondence Courses

**Agricultural Courses**
- Farm Management
- Dairy Management
- Livestock Management
- Forestry Management
- Woodworking

**Technical Courses**
- Machine Design
- Machinist's Practice
- Electrical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Architectural Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Architectural Engineering

**Commercial and Other Courses**
- Business English
- Business Arithmetic
- Business Law
- English Grammar
- Business English
- Business Arithmetic
- Business Law
- English Grammar
- Bookkeeping
- Business Arithmetic
- Business Law
- English Grammar

If you want to climb higher, send the coupon for our friendly counsel.

Without obligating you, please send the coupon in...

Name:

Full Address:

Dept. 2-Ju

United Y.M.C.A. Schools
Correspondence Instruction
347 Madison Ave
New York City, N.Y.

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
Repair Any
Auto or Auto Truck

Examine These
NEW AUTO BOOKS FREE

Be an expert auto repair man. You can have the skill that makes every complicated trouble as easy to fix as taking out a spark plug. Learn every detail of all makes of cars and trucks. Know exactly how to find what’s wrong and how to make all repairs quickly. These great new Auto Books show you how.

Make Money Repairing Autos

Over 9 million cars are in operation and thousands of men are needed to keep them in good going condition. There are more jobs open than there are good men to fill them. Never before have expert auto repair men been in such great demand and made so much money. Now is your great money-earning opportunity in the auto repair business. Every mechanic, every chauffeur, every car owner needs this great new Library of Automobile Engineering.

Tells About

75c a Week
If You Decide to Buy

Let us send you the complete six-volume set of Automobile Engineering for one week’s examination. Read the simple directions for repairing every automobile trouble. Six thick volumes 5½ x 8½ inches, flexibly bound and stamped in gold, 2,650 pages, 2,100 illustrations, wiring diagrams, etc. Everything in plain, every-day language simple to understand. If you decide to keep them, send only $2.80 in seven days, and $3 a month thereafter until the special introductory price of $21.80 has been paid. The regular price is $15.00, so you save $25.20 by acting at once.

Send No Money

Don’t send a penny! Your name and address in the coupon brings the six books to you at once for seven days’ trial.

Mail Coupon NOW

American Technical Society
Dept. A19A Chicago, U. S. A.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. A19A Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me the six-volume set of Automobile Engineering for seven days’ examination, shipping charges collect. If I decide to buy, I will send $2.80 within seven days and balance at $3.00 a month until $21.80 has been paid. Then you will send me a receipt showing that the set of books are mine and fully paid for. If I think I can get along without the books, I will return them, after 7 days, at your expense.

To insure prompt shipment fill out all lines.

Name

Address

Employed by
Electricity Needs You
I WILL TRAIN YOU AT HOME

Stop right here. This is YOUR opportunity! Electricity is calling you, and the Electrical Business is in for a tremendous increase. But it needs more trained men—at big pay. By my Home Study Course in Practical Electricity I can train you for these positions.

Earn $70 to $200 a Week
You’ve always had a liking for Electricity and a hankering to do electrical jobs. Now is the time to develop that talent; there’s big money in it. Even if you don’t know anything at all about Electricity you can quickly grasp it by my up-to-date, practical method of teaching. You will find it intensely interesting and highly profitable. I’ve trained and started hundreds of men in the Electrical Business, men who have made big successes. YOU CAN ALSO

Be a Big Paid
ELECTRICAL EXPERT

What are you doing to prepare yourself for a real success? At the rate you are going where will you be in ten years from now? Have you the specialized training that will put you on the road to success? Have you ambition enough to prepare for success, and get it?
You have the ambition and I will give you the training, so get busy. I am offering you success and all that goes with it. Will you take it? I’ll make you an ELECTRICAL EXPERT. I will train you as you should be trained. I will give you the benefit of my advice and 20 years of engineering experience and help you in every way to the biggest, possible success.

CHIEF ENGINEER
COOKE
Chicago Engineering Works
Dept. 1-a. 2150 Lawrence Av.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Dear Sir: You may send me entirely free and fully prepaid, a copy of your book, “How to Become an Electrical Expert,” and particulars about your Home Study Course in Electricity.

Valuable Book Free
My book, “How to Become an Electrical Expert,” has started many a man on the way to fortune. I will send a copy, free and prepaid, to every person answering this advertisement.

Act Now! Good intentions never get you anywhere. It is action, alone, that counts. NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer
CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
2150 LAWRENCE AVENUE
Dept. 1-a Chicago, U. S. A.

FREE!
BIG
ELECTRICAL
OUTFIT

A fine outfit of Electrical Tools, Instruments, Materials, etc., absolutely FREE to every student. I will also send you FREE and fully prepaid—Proof Lessons to show you how easily you can learn Electricity and enter this splendid profession by my new, revised and original system of Training by Mail.

Radio Course FREE!
Special newly-written wireless course worth $45.00, given away FREE. Full particulars when you mail coupon below.

Earn Money While Learning
I give you something you can use now. Early in my Home Study Course I show you how to begin making money in Electricity, and help you get started. No need to wait until the whole course is completed. Hundreds of students have made several times the cost of their course in spare time work while learning.
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SILENT Timing Gears is what you can expect to have in your Autolite 995. We take no chances. Money back if not satisfied. Auto Tire & Parts Co., Detroit, Mich.


AUTOMOTIVE Air Compressor, sealed, most comp.$5. 250 c. m. Made direct from factory. No noise. No breakage belts. Motor and pump shake. Thousands of satisfied users. No trouble, no failure, guaranteed. Send $2 postpaid for Autolite Catalog. Email Auto Works, Chicago, Ill.

STANLEY, Steamer Owners get "List." Saves $5, 500, 1000, and 100,000; steamer owners; everything for your Steam Automobils. "Ice" Paint, 1238 Santa Fe, Denver, Colo.

AUTOMOBILE Parts. All cars and trucks, motor parts, clutch parts, universal joints, axle shafts, gears, hub, roller, and thrust bearings, timing chains and belts, gaskets, and parts wanted. Special prices. All new parts. Credit given. Cash paid for old parts.—we buy and sell anything. Simon Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo.

GUARANTEED Non-Corrosive Battery Terminals. Fits any Style Magneto. A.D. Bickford, Johnson & Bickford, Washington, D.C.

AUTOMOBILE Supply. Mr. RALLATOR Repair Man, why pay big prices for radiator cores when you can make them yourself? Write for plans. More than 250 readers have already made your own cores! We make radiator core machines, broaches, cutters, and almost any kind of iron work. Write for price list. Radiator Test Equipment Co., 2606 N. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.

DUNTON Detroit, Mich. 46, Freeport, Ill.

ADVERTISING in 24 Big Sunday Newsapers, 25 words $15. Catalog Rates 1,800 names $10.00. Address, Advertising Bureau, 626 Nashville Ave., Toledo, Ohio.

AUTOMOBILE Parts—used parts for many makes. Address, catalog price list. Allen, Heine, Buick, Cadillac, Chalmers, Durant, Spartan, Durant, Hudson, Hupmobile, Oakland, Overland, Oldsmobile, Buick, Packard, Studebaker, others. Send list of wanted parts. Maxwell Bros., 4106 Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AUTOMOBILE parts, guaranteed new for all cars. Save money: get our wholesale prices on gears, shafts and bearings. Start make of car, model and parts wanted. I've found it most helpful to take stenciled stenciled dimensions. We refund your money, including transportation charges, if not satisfied. Mechanics Co., 1446 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

LIBERTY Air Compressors, for garages, filling stations, also paint spray equipment. Call and see us, Equipment Co., 1487 Carroll Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

AUTOMOBILE Parts—sale 50% off. New parts, nuts, bearings, springs, radiator, motors. Expect to get everything in our stock of all parts. Don't forget used parts. Repairs and Service. 8-Hour charging. Brightman Auto Exchange, 1620 Nine Mile Ave., Hartford, Conn. Largest in the East.

AUTOMOBILE owners, garage men, mechanics, send today for free copy America's most popular motor magazine. Contains helpful articles on overhauling, repairing, ignition, carbureters, batteries, etc. Auto- mative Mechanics, 1201 Varick St., Cincinnati.


AUTOMOBILE owners, garages, mechanics, send first for free copy America's most popular magazine. Contains helpful articles on repairing, ignition, carbureters, batteries, etc. Automotive Digest, 506 Butler Blvd., Cincinnati.

REPAIRING Ford Cars, Trucks and Trucks in the most modern, up-to-date manner. The professional way is explained in a new 228-page book by R. H. K. Wilson, former Ford Motor Co. Service School. This information is otherwise unavailable outside of the Ford plant. Essential for any mechanic or repairman. Price $2 postpaid. Popular Mechanic Book Dept., 200 E. Ontario St., Chicago.

PATENTS—Write for our free illustrated Guide Book and Evidence of Endorsements. Blank. Send model or sketch and description of your invention and we will give you our opinion as to its value, if you wish. No charge. Pre-invention. For preliminary. Write for free. Booklet and list of machines and tools. Improvement Idea, highest references. Prominent assistance, Clarence A. Byrd, Patent Lawyer, 562 Southern Building, Washington, D.C.


FORD OWNERS

EIGHT Overhead Valve Cylinder Heads, complete with mambinals, plug $45. Speeder and racing Eight Valve Heads extra price. We guarantee more power and speed at less cost and more of your gas, than can be had in any other Eight Valve Heads. Specifications: Eight Valve Cylinder Head made. Type C. Fastest Cylinder Head in the world. Most accurate. Has not only same special high speed camshaft, actual speed test 220 mph. Rear tires 3000 lbs. weight, front over one hundred miles per hour. We will double the pulling power of your 2-ton truck instead of 1-ton truck. For touring cars, hill climbers, and the people who have the wisest dreams of the owner. Largest manufacturers of power and speed specialties in the world. Doing business in fifty foreign countries and every state in the country. No matter what you want in power and speed specialties, write us. If you are interested in Cylinder Heads undershuffling parts, high speed camshafts, water water-coolers, oil bearings, shock absorbers, steering device, wire wheels, fabric or cord tires, counterbalances for crankshaft, or single-piece counterbalanced crankshaft, one-way coiled springs, nickel steel racing parts, any ratio, Ford replacement gears, bells, friction furnace, or any of our specialties, we will xerograph cards bring you the great money-power-savings and the service you want an agent in every city and town in America. If you own a Ford car you can have speed specialties made. It will surely interest you and save your bank account. La Farge Motors, 2233 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.
AVOID "turning turtle," bearing the load, locking over center. You can steer a car even through a rut, through snow and on-center-crowned roads, with equal ease. Full "Rubber Steering" Name. same as used on all larger cars. Prevents bumps in road from turning "turning turtle." Gives you positive steering. Also absorbs shock, vibration and accident injury to door handles and shoulders. far better and safer car. Easily, quickly installed; no holes to bore, outlasts car. Guaranteed to satisfy you. Write for particulars. Ohio Sales Co., Dept. Z. Columbus, Ohio.

FORD Owners, Attention! Forget the low gas perlil—homemade accessories will carry you all the way but the last drop of gasoline. Send $1 (bill) for complete description. The Harry Co., Box 239, Peckill, N. Y.


FORD Owners save money—time—trouble. Read about Sun Automatic Timer on page 25.

FORDS run 9,000 miles without 1 c. engine oil. Why not use it? Fill your car, Attach yourself, Money back guarantee. Send for 80 days' trial. Agents wanted for Arf Air Friction Car, Corp., Dept. 3221, Dayton, Ohio.

BICYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, AND SUPPLIES


HEATH~$2.50 for a book.

SAILPLANE: Flies without motor; easily handled, easy to build and fly. Working drawings $12.50. 5 HP motors $70.00. Burke Aircraft Corp., Owings Mills, Maryland.

SEND 10c for our latest aeronautical catalog listing a complete line of air plane goods at reduced prices. Heath Airplane Co., Chicago, Ill.


HEATH propellers represent the most efficient method of aerial drive. Each propeller is individually designed to fit the particular strokes of the motor by America's oldest aeronautical engineers. Catalog $1. Heath Airplane Co., Chicago, Ill.


AVIATION

AIRPLANES: Wings; Motors; 20 to 200 h. p. Motor Parts; Propellers, new $5, slightly used $4.50. Original cost of original, sold as seen. Photo of airplanes, 6c each. Send 10cts for catalog. $5.00. $15.00. $25.00 to $50.00. $10.00 to $15.00. Smith Machinery Co., 3032 East 15th Ave., Chicago, Ill.


BUILT your own airplane. Materials cost to fit you in your own hangar. A. Angeles, East Seattle, Wash.


A REAL proposition for real ambitious young men who want to learn to fly. Work outside flight. Price about $1,500. Ten lessons in the air, of twenty minutes each, will complete training. By our advanced method of training. This, together with our guarantee of a $1,500.00 indemnity policy, makes America's oldest airplane factory the most popular in the Midwest. 117 West Pearl Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SAILPLANE: Flies without motor; easy to build and fly. Working drawings $12.50. 5 HP motors $70.00. Burke Aircraft Corp., Owings Mills, Maryland.

FORD OWNERS save money—time—trouble. Read about Sun Automatic Timer on page 25.

FORDS run 9,000 miles without 1 c. engine oil. Why not use it? Fill your car, Attach yourself, Money back guarantee. Send for 80 days' trial. Agents wanted for Arf Air Friction Car, Corp., Dept. 3221, Dayton, Ohio.


HEATH~$2.50 for a book.

SAILPLANE: Flies without motor; easily handled, easy to build and fly. Working drawings $12.50. 5 HP motors $70.00. Burke Aircraft Corp., Owings Mills, Maryland.

SEND 10c for our latest aeronautical catalog listing a complete line of air plane goods at reduced prices. Heath Airplane Co., Chicago, Ill.


HEATH propellers represent the most efficient method of aerial drive. Each propeller is individually designed to fit the particular strokes of the motor by America's oldest aeronautical engineers. Catalog $1. Heath Airplane Co., Chicago, Ill.


WELDING


ELECTRO plating Generators, Make money! PLATING low priced, readily used. Terms if desired. Write us. Hubarbons, Troy, Ohio.

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

NEW Book—Where to Buy Ten Thousand Things at Wholesale. Groceries, Pottery, Furniture, Groceries, etc. Complete. Edit. $1 per copy to anyone, says Professor Geography, B. R. Ashford. Publisher, 280 E. Ontario St., Chicago.


LEPAF—"Facts on Leaves." You must have your own handbook. loose-leaf. From our list of 1,000,000 books, select only those that you actually need, then fill in your own notes or diagrams and make the book your own, which can in 100 different styles. These in loose-leaf binder allow you to add a book every week and suit your needs. Send for complete information and prices. Book Stern Co., 299 E. Ontario St., Chicago.


SUCCESS-0-METER keeps you on your toes mentally and physically. Send only $1 for this fascinating course on Mind, Body and Personality. Address, Lock Box 1518, Washington, D. C.

LIGHTS, Colors, Tones, and Nature's Principle of Harmony. 272 Pages. Includes—Vibrations; colors; dual-lights; Radioactivity; Illus. $1.00 by Post. Table Contests free. Department—Mother, Sons and Daughters, 215 Powell, San Francisco, Calif.


BOOKS—Summer Special—10 books fiction or assorted, good condition. Send no cash—pay postman only $3. July Book Box 3221, 53rd and Ashland.

FOUR Poppy Baseball Tales, Illustrated. Quarter, Libby, 93 High, Portsmouth, N. H.

You should have our New Illustrated List of Franzl Book. Write & Span & Chambran, 125 F. M. Liberty Street, Wallingford, Conn.


Big money in writing photographs, stories, poems. To people and small enterprises, America's leading writer's magazine, full of helpful advice on how to write and sell. Writer's Digest, 706 Butler Building, Cincinatti.
TRADE SCHOOLS

LEARN Modern Bartering. It pays. Chances to trade in foreign lands or see the World, or be your own boss. Will equip you on payment. Write your address for book. B. Harding, 501 Washington St., Boston, Mass. (No salesmen call.

Moler System of Colleges, New York City, Chicago, Los Angeles, Kansas City, Mo., Cincinnati, Ohio, Detroit, Michigan, New Orleans, La., Atlanta, Ga., Denver, Colo., Dallas, Tex., San Antonio, Houston, Texas, or Toronto, Ontario.

Let Us Place You in a Position to earn Your living. We make an expert painter of you in a few weeks, better than if you went to work in a new business, sitting in the chimney corner. Picture, Artistic Painting, Decorating, Graining, Marbling, Catalogue Free. Chicago Painting School, 148 West Austin Avenue, Chicago.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CAPABLE men wanted to open branch office and manage salesmen. $300 to $1,500 necessary. handle your own money. Possibilities. All management positions. 603 N. Estar St., Baltimore, Md.

STOP Working for Wages Immediately. Transfers to successful business. We start you in business manufacturing advertised food product. Exclusive lease your city. Life Lunch Co., 220 So. State St., Chicago, Ill.


OPPORTUNITY to start lucrative business, little capital. Write Dept. M, Paul Kaye, 159 Broadway, New York.


LEARN how to make a real success in the mail order business. Send stamped envelope for free particulars. H. Johnson, 5128 Wells St., Chicago, III.

START a pressing, cleaning and dyeing establishment and build profitable business. We tell you how. Write for booklet. Reliable Vending System, Dept. C, Charlotte N. C.

MAKE money! Start mail business. 25.00 in capital will get you on your feet. Write N. B. Wolfe Dray Co., 401 Washington, Muskegon, Mich.

WHY not sell us your spare time? $1.00 per hour. $9.95 daily easy for full time. High-class, fast selling, patented Hotney—37 styles, 17 colors. No capital or experience required. Just write orders. We deliver and collect. You pay monsely. Write Florida, 3000 Republic Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

LEARN how to make a real success in the mail order business. Send stamped envelope for free particulars. H. Johnson, 5128 Wells St., Chicago, III.

START a pressing, cleaning and dyeing establishment and build profitable business. We tell you how. Write for booklet. Reliable Vending System, Dept. C, Charlotte N. C.

MAKE money! Start mail business. 25.00 in capital will get you on your feet. Write N. B. Wolfe Dray Co., 401 Washington, Muskegon, Mich.

WHY not sell us your spare time? $1.00 per hour. $9.95 daily easy for full time. High-class, fast selling, patented Hotney—37 styles, 17 colors. No capital or experience required. Just write orders. We deliver and collect. You pay monsely. Write Florida, 3000 Republic Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

LEARN how to make a real success in the mail order business. Send stamped envelope for free particulars. H. Johnson, 5128 Wells St., Chicago, III.

START a pressing, cleaning and dyeing establishment and build profitable business. We tell you how. Write for booklet. Reliable Vending System, Dept. C, Charlotte N. C.

MAKE money! Start mail business. 25.00 in capital will get you on your feet. Write N. B. Wolfe Dray Co., 401 Washington, Muskegon, Mich.

WHY not sell us your spare time? $1.00 per hour. $9.95 daily easy for full time. High-class, fast selling, patented Hotney—37 styles, 17 colors. No capital or experience required. Just write orders. We deliver and collect. You pay monsely. Write Florida, 3000 Republic Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

LEARN how to make a real success in the mail order business. Send stamped envelope for free particulars. H. Johnson, 5128 Wells St., Chicago, III.

START a pressing, cleaning and dyeing establishment and build profitable business. We tell you how. Write for booklet. Reliable Vending System, Dept. C, Charlotte N. C.

MAKE money! Start mail business. 25.00 in capital will get you on your feet. Write N. B. Wolfe Dray Co., 401 Washington, Muskegon, Mich.

WHY not sell us your spare time? $1.00 per hour. $9.95 daily easy for full time. High-class, fast selling, patented Hotney—37 styles, 17 colors. No capital or experience required. Just write orders. We deliver and collect. You pay monsely. Write Florida, 3000 Republic Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

LEARN how to make a real success in the mail order business. Send stamped envelope for free particulars. H. Johnson, 5128 Wells St., Chicago, III.

START a pressing, cleaning and dyeing establishment and build profitable business. We tell you how. Write for booklet. Reliable Vending System, Dept. C, Charlotte N. C.

MAKE money! Start mail business. 25.00 in capital will get you on your feet. Write N. B. Wolfe Dray Co., 401 Washington, Muskegon, Mich.

WHY not sell us your spare time? $1.00 per hour. $9.95 daily easy for full time. High-class, fast selling, patented Hotney—37 styles, 17 colors. No capital or experience required. Just write orders. We deliver and collect. You pay monsely. Write Florida, 3000 Republic Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

LEARN how to make a real success in the mail order business. Send stamped envelope for free particulars. H. Johnson, 5128 Wells St., Chicago, III.

START a pressing, cleaning and dyeing establishment and build profitable business. We tell you how. Write for booklet. Reliable Vending System, Dept. C, Charlotte N. C.

MAKE money! Start mail business. 25.00 in capital will get you on your feet. Write N. B. Wolfe Dray Co., 401 Washington, Muskegon, Mich.

WHY not sell us your spare time? $1.00 per hour. $9.95 daily easy for full time. High-class, fast selling, patented Hotney—37 styles, 17 colors. No capital or experience required. Just write orders. We deliver and collect. You pay monsely. Write Florida, 3000 Republic Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

LEARN how to make a real success in the mail order business. Send stamped envelope for free particulars. H. Johnson, 5128 Wells St., Chicago, III.

START a pressing, cleaning and dyeing establishment and build profitable business. We tell you how. Write for booklet. Reliable Vending System, Dept. C, Charlotte N. C.

MAKE money! Start mail business. 25.00 in capital will get you on your feet. Write N. B. Wolfe Dray Co., 401 Washington, Muskegon, Mich.

WHY not sell us your spare time? $1.00 per hour. $9.95 daily easy for full time. High-class, fast selling, patented Hotney—37 styles, 17 colors. No capital or experience required. Just write orders. We deliver and collect. You pay monsely. Write Florida, 3000 Republic Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

LEARN how to make a real success in the mail order business. Send stamped envelope for free particulars. H. Johnson, 5128 Wells St., Chicago, III.

START a pressing, cleaning and dyeing establishment and build profitable business. We tell you how. Write for booklet. Reliable Vending System, Dept. C, Charlotte N. C.


START in Business. Samples and stock 1c. Cochran, Graysville, Ohio.

CHEMICAL Expert will furnish Formulas for Coloring Foods, Beverages, Lots for Trade or Private. W. L. Cummings, Ph. D., 225 Gordon Ave., New York.


November 30th, 1941

YOU have a business of your own: the most fascinating of all business propositions. In the World, a foot conception; easy; trained in a few months, in a few weeks, a new protected system that enables women and men to grow step by step greater than they ever thought possible: no capital required or goodwill or soliciting or address, Stechman Laboratories, 1 1/2 Block, Brooklyn, New York.


Stamford, reports $63,921.40 gross commissions last year. Joseph Cullen, Wichita, Kansas, reports making over $3,000.00 gross commissions last year. Joseph Cullen, Wichita, Kansas, reports making over $3,000.00 gross commissions last year.


GOLD money easily earned at home spare time disinterested people. No capital, Free instructions. W. P. Hayden, West Virginia, Coats. Books $6.75, 128 Chatsworth Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.


GOOD money earned almost at home spare time disinterested people. No capital, Free instruction. W. P. Hayden, West Virginia, Coats. Books $6.75, 128 Chatsworth Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.


WHAT to Invent for Profit" free. Pat- ent News-C, Washington, D. C.

MACHINE mixing instructions, covering wood or rubber, 12 patterns with thick, Pre- proof, waterproof, low cost, sanitary, all colors. Particulars, 200 illustrations free. Chris Mahler, Box 122, Huntingdon, N. Y.

$8,500.00 will establish you in Cash Business. Wonderful opportunities everywhere for making fortunes. Details Free, Mon- tana Finance Corporation, Co. Dept. 46, 728 So. Walsh Ave., Chicago.

START business Electric Lawn Mower Sharpening Machine, Cut- edge moment. Write Singer, Kansas, 315 South Lawrence, Kansas City, Mo.


INCORPORATE any enterprise under common law form. State transactions in any state, no corporation taxes; no Secretary, Treasurer, just our form, complete. Booklet free. Herbert Co., Rand- McNally Building, Chicago.

MANUFACTURE Extracts, and other novelties, 200% profit; we tell you how. Write White Willow Drug Co., 1239 Ladd Ave., Cincinnati, O.

CHEMISTRY

YOUR chemical problem solved and working process furnished Five Dollars, send name, address, city and state. Write more, suit ing Chemist, address Box 2462, Boston.

1,000,000 FORMULAS, 1016 pages, $2.50, 500 FORMulas Free if you order quick, Local Book Shop, 5004-M North Rochester, Chicago.

FORMULAS AND TRADE SECRETS

$1.00 FORMULA; cuts grease; cleans windows. Formulas for all chemicals. Costs 5c, sells $1.00. Klean Kwik, 1946 S. Main, Jacksonville, Ill.


EXPERIENCED Manufacturing Chemist, will solve your chemical problems and furnish working process, and accurate formulas for anything. John Rivers, 242 East 71st St., Chicago, Ill.

500 VALUABLE Formulas, 25c; For- mula Free literature. Harvey Temple, Des- catur, Ind.

3,000 FORMULAS, Monographers, 50c each, 10,000 Bills, 404-BF, North Whipple, Chicago.

FORMULAS—Guaranteed, Catalog free, Benjamin R. Johnson, 4044-BF, North Whipple, Chicago.


MAKE first class paints without oil, prod- uct. Write 25c for Formula line. Box 326, Rock Hill, S. C.

5,000 RECIPES, $1.25. Best formulas and practical instructions for all chemical and trade or occupa- tion are included in "Yourman's Guide." Many never before published. Edwards Pope, c/o M. J. Pope, 108 E. Delmar, Chicago.


BEAUTY. "Cher." Widely advertised Beautifier. Women will love it. 50c and up, R. K. Rostrum Laboratories, 4047-CB North Whipple, Chi- cago.

FORMULAS of the better sort. Write for our free catalog. National Scientific Labora- tories, 325 North Clark, Chicago.

3,000 FORMULAS, 100 pages, $1.00, Hillside Laboratories, 7021-AC South Win- chester, Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS Earn $50 to $100 a Week selling flag holder for Auto Running Board. Every owner wants one, retail for $1.50. Costs 84 per dozen for flag and holder; you make $5 per dozen. Exeptional territory. Decoration Day and July 4th big sales. Send blank for full particulars. M. P. Lamotheaux, Commer Cat Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Big Money Operating 4 in 1, an $50 commission. Good display window pie, selling pepper popper, hamburger, fruit and refills. You are working only on square feet table leaves, folds up size small trunk. Start in headquarters, New Y. City. Make small money. Process Voter P. M. Co., Salina, Kan.

If you need good salesmen—agents who know how other are doing it. I'll gladly render the necessary assistance. Full particulars. L. C. Broadcasting Agency, Chicago.


MAKE good profits. Sell the Twentieth Century Polar Ice Blanket. Saves ice. Football, dance, golf, tennis, etc. 15c. Co. 1153 Harrison St., Davenport, Iowa.


EVERYBODY buys ice-scaring clothes. Peerless Products Co., Jackson, Tenn.

DISTRIBUTORS wanted in each state for J. W. Taylor’s and 5c Blankets, Radio Batteries, Dial Storage Battery Company, Baltimore, Maryland.


WANT Distributing Agents everywhere for Hanlinch, the new original powdered handsoap. Removes grease, grime, ink, paint, dirt, and anything from the hand without injury to the skin. Every merchant makes big money from it. Get the details. Send for free booklet. Phoenix Hand Soap Co. 122 West Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.

AGENTs—Send for sample “Protect,” the new toilet article. This preserves your clothes. You can do a whiz business. You can get $10 per sample. You can go anywhere; with your 25 cents you will be looking for your next hundred dollars. Free samples furnished at cost to your customers. C. F. Potter & Sons, 425 Main St., Utica, N. Y.

Large Shirt Manufacturer wants Agents to sell complete line of shirts direct to women and girls. Free samples. Address Madison Mills, 503 Biddle Street, New York.

AGENTs—Best seller: Jem Rubber Repair for tires and tubes. Superb success. Will put it on cold, vulcanizes itself in two minutes, and is guaranteed to last the life of the tire. You make big money with each sample. Address Amazon Rubber Co., Amazon House, Wall Street, New York.

AUTO owner the agent wanted each locality to use and take orders for handmade Motor Oil. Will send you an agent’s card. Bond $8,000 and 12,000 miles (no seconds). Shipped prepaid on approval. Get your tires free. Get your supplies free. We make $100 to $300 weekly. Write for wholesale prices to the Complete Tire Co., 140 South Washington Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

AGENT makes $10.00 a day or more selling Colloid Tire Protectors. Prevents punctures and blow-outs. Doubles mileage. Easily applied, no cement or tools required. All savings—three year guarantee—like them. No capital required. Big commissions paid weekly. No delivery. Get complete details to merchants. Don’t miss this opportunity. Colloid Tire Protectors Co., 275 Court St., Dayton, Ohio.


ONLY One Policy Daily Means $100 Profit. Same Policy pays $5,000 death; $25 yearly bene- fit. Pays for disease, cancer, nervous diseases, any disease, both acceptable. Premium $10 yearly, Full or part of time. Easy seller. Write quick for details. Underwriters, Dept. B, 196 Market St., Newark, N. J.

$75.00 WEEKLY with new specialty. Sells on sight to auto owners and trade. Sells $25 weekly for $10.00. Can sell 25 gross per week in 60 days. 100 to 200% profit on small investment. Write for full plan and information. C. L. Winegar, 2331 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.


LIFETIME Guaranteed metal outfit makes artist article costing 1c, sells 15c like wildfire. Retail $1.00 to $2.00. Write for details. Brilliant Specialty Co., 16 Bergen St., Jersey City, N. J.

LIVE man to distribute for great "Post Ointment." Hand or mail. Odor sells it. Address: The Kroll Co., 377 E. 159th St., Chicago, Ill.

ADDRESS—$3 per hour and more!!! Sell Inflatable Chair Covers. Durable, weather-resistant, lucky chaps. Pencil sharpeners. butter sharpeners. Free specimen. Tech specialties Co., 16 Bergen St., Jersey City, N. J.

LIFETIME Guaranteed metal outfit makes artist article costing 1c, sells 15c like wildfire. Retail $1.00 to $2.00. Write for details. Brilliant Specialty Co., 16 Bergen St., Jersey City, N. J.

EVERYBODY buys ice-scaring clothes. Peerless Products Co., Jackson, Tenn.

DISTRIBUTORS wanted in each state for J. W. Taylor’s and 5c Blankets, Radio Batteries, Dial Storage Battery Company, Baltimore, Maryland.


WANT Distributing Agents everywhere for Hanlinch, the new original powdered handsoap. Removes grease, grime, ink, paint, dirt, and anything from the hand without injury to the skin. Every merchant makes big money from it. Get the details. Send for free booklet. Phoenix Hand Soap Co. 122 West Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.

AGENTs—Send for sample “Protect,” the new toilet article. This preserves your clothes. You can do a whiz business. You can get $10 per sample. You can go anywhere; with your 25 cents you will be looking for your next hundred dollars. Free samples furnished at cost to your customers. C. F. Potter & Sons, 425 Main St., Utica, N. Y.

Large Shirt Manufacturer wants Agents to sell complete line of shirts direct to women and girls. Free samples. Address Madison Mills, 503 Biddle Street, New York.

AGENTs—Best seller: Jem Rubber Repair for tires and tubes. Superb success. Will put it on cold, vulcanizes itself in two minutes, and is guaranteed to last the life of the tire. You make big money with each sample; she will be looking for your long boxes in order to make big money again. Samples furnished free. Premiums for your customers. Exclusive territory granted. See exclusive dealers in every city. Credits given. Don’t call. P. M. Mortimer & Sons, 41 West 30th Street, New York.

DUSTLESS Sponge Cloth. New Invention. Retail (50c) — Costs (41c) (1) Rub Clean, Polishes Automobiles, pianos, Furniture. Nulife (A) Sponge, Hart- ford, Conn.

WHY work for others: Make and sell your own goods. We show you how. Enor- mous profit can be made on this free book explaining everything. National Scientific Laboratory, 211 North Monroe, Richmond, Va.

Large Manufacturing Company makes machines that enables us to sell our patented curtain rods at the old price. Three Cents each. Big order! Write Right Curtain Rod Co., Providence, R. I.

EARN big money fast applying gold initials, letters, numbers to all kinds of goods. 4-1/2 profit on $1.50 sale—particulars and samples mailed free. Address: Lettering Company,Dept. 17, East Orange, N. J.


REX India fibre Broom. One of the biggest sellers on market. Outlets five or six cities—price no higher. 100% profit. Rex Fibre Product Company, 145- C New Ave., Brooklyn, New York.

To every owner buys Gold Initials for his auto. You charge $1-35; make $1.35. Ten orders a day easy. Exclusive territory. Big repeatar. American Monogram Co. Dept. 40, East Orange, N. J.

Our Ex-Col Luminous Crucifix *shines brilliantly in the dark.* Sells on first sight. Just arrived. Address, I. P. Hanson, Dept. B, 57 E. 15th St., Chicago, Ill.


SPECIALTY Salesmen making $10.00 day selling Non-Scale Water Filters on sight. Best carvers’ article tested. Write for details. C. A. Shinn, Manufacturer, 73 Franklin, New York.

BIG Profits With Exclusive Territory—$50 to $100 weekly easy. More has been sold in one day’s work. Wonderful invention delights householders. No matter where you sell it—bath outfit, fountain, water fountain, without plumbing; only $57. Easier buyers everywhere. Send no money. Terms. Write today. Crossfilter Manufacturing Co., 628 Allen Blvd., Toledo, Ohio.


LIVE man to distribute for great "Post Ointment," hand or mail. Odor sells it. Address: The Kroll Co., 377 E. 159th St., Chicago, Ill.
SELL Necessities Everybody needs and buys the “Business Guide.” Bryant cleared $200 a week on his free. Nichols Co., Box 1-B, Naperville, Ill.

AGENTS—N-R-G Laundry Tablets, the old reliable monogrammer for life agents. Million sold—used in many homes—sales waiting for you. Free samples. Write us, please, today. Free sample cash. 3634 North Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS—Big Returns, fast office sellers; partners and free. Osgood Pen Co., Daily Record, Baltimore, Md.


$15.00 DAILY selling Radio Gas Litter, Seller takes all. No motices or friction required. Sample free. Rapid Mfg. Co., 10 E. 14 St., New York, N. Y.—Dept. B.


SENSATIONAL new wet pocket cigar Lighter. Retail value $1.00 Tricked plated, fasted to watch chain. Agent’s sample and particulars, 60c. C. Thomas, 5236 Harribo, Chicago.


SELFOILE—Agents. Streteem—Selfo Ie lights any fire while users sleep, or any time, even when unused; guaranteed firmly patented. Sample 25c, prepaid; money back if not satisfied. Indian Station A, Boston, Mass.

MOST Wonderful Seller. 50c profit every dollar, no stock to carry. Licenses cost free. Minn. 241-23 PM, Smith, Detroit.

GET Our Free Sample Case—Tablet article, perfume and specialties, wonderfully profitable. La Dema Co., Dept. A, St. Louis, Mo.

AGENTS—Good salary and commission selling “Ratasyll,” new rat and mouse exst- timator; ready for use; required—no-poisons; rodents die outside, after eating. Empire Wholesale Co., 3439 N. Wells, Dept. 301, Chicago.


AGENTS, control territory, Edij Flavors, household necessities, perfumes, carriers, fruit preserve, famous “Herb Tablets.” Jet Pharmaceutical, Altoona, Pa., 30c. B-BRIGHT (Continued)


FOUR $5.70 sales to merchants net you $90.00 daily—daily profit multiplied. Write Empire Wholesale Co., 3439 N. Wells, Dept. 301, Chicago.

HIGH-GRADe SALESMAEN WANTED

MONEN who travel medium size and small towns, and who can add sale to $150 weekly to their income with the famous K. & S. line of salesmen. WANTED! For our rating in Dem’s or ask your banker. Salescard experience preferred, but not required. Write to day for free card. Empire Wholesale Co., 3439 N. Wells, Dept. 301, Chicago.


If you can sell, you can make from $75 to $150 a week taking orders for our Guaranteed and Tested Earring suits at $2.25. Tailoring experience not necessary. We take all accounts, and supply you with finest selling outfit. We do all delivering. You just write orders and pack cases, write orders, when you write, state experience and give ref- erences. Address Department 26, Park Tailoring Company, Chicago.

WANTED—Salesmen calling on garbage dealers, manufacturers of garbage and wrench; sells readily; sample 25 cts. Mac-O- Chee Mills Co., Dept. 3936, Cincinnati, Ohio.

TAILORING agents wanted to sell all work suits tailored to order. $20.50, all wool tropical worsteds two-piece suits—$19.50, palm beaver—$17.50. We believe this is the best and biggest value line in the country. Work suits are made on our premises, in pleasing his customers and getting repeat business. To such men we will gladly send full samples and complete information.

Address Sales-Manager, J. B. Simpson, 208-209 School St., Chicago.

SPECIALTY Salesmen of the highest type to sell Butterfly Tints, a non-bleeding, brilliant, lasting ink. Full and complete commission basis. Butterfly Tinting Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

For free samples, specializing in mirrors, plat- ing and refinishing materials, autos, chandeliers, bedstands, headlights, Outfits furnishing, country stores, 1133 Broadway, New York City.

$4.00 PROFIT on Every $5.00 Sale. The Lucky Fox (Patent Good). Every storekeeper, Doctor, bakes, quills, shoe shops, etc. Orders take care of. 100% commission on sales. Drawer 596, Hartford, Conn.


MAKE a Steady Income on Jubilee Auto Accessories. Easily sold to all garages, accessory dealers, mechanics, visors, spark plugs, oil gauge, windshield cleaners, oil bottles, window attachments, etc., any part. We carry customers’ accounts. Generous commissions. Low prices. Jubilee Auto Accessories, 1001 Folsom, Chicago.

COUNTY representatives to introduce newly patented sharpener for all kinds of kitchen blades. Sample 50c. Fasto, Box 865, Seattle, Wash.

A WONDERFUL Seller! Any man, woman, boy or girl can make big wages. Some agents make from $8.00 to $20.00 per day. Crimp Grip Clothes Line Fasteners are a simple, time-saving device for holding a rope, wire, string, etc. for manufacturer or merchant. It pays for itself quickly in time saved on wash days. No knots—It fastens and re- fastens hundreds of times. Every housewife who uses Crimp Grip—ends pride. It is a house hunter. There is but one Crimp Grip. Write for particulars, a pair and a mounted sample, with full particulars to agents. Crimp Grip Company, Boulder, Ill.


TRAVELING Salesmen calling on retail stores wanted by large manufacturer to sell all clothing and accessories. Articles round, fast selling, different by side line. If not earning $125 weekly, write Crenk Co., 222 Charles St., Boston, Mass.
SALESMAEN—Become Independent. Own your own business. Earn $100 a week, increase as performance warrants. Start with $7,500 Accidental Death. $50 Acci-
dental Disability each year; $250 life insurance each year; $750 retirement benefit, 50 year term. Write or call Frank B. Berlin, 108 Lee Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

SPECIALTY Salesmen or State Distribu-
tors for American Rayon Rayon. Sells to all leading dealers. Big repeats. Act now. Write Frank Berlin, 65 East 3rd St., New York, N. Y.

NEW YORK: To acquire name, reputation and territory in the Twin Cities, $100,000.00 available. Write Frank B. Berlin, 108 Lee Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

HELP WANTED

STOP Working for Wages Immediately, Trastolat, Box 12722, San Francisco.

ALL men, women, boys, girls, 17 to 60, willing to accept Government Positions, $117-$199, traveling or stationary. Write Mr. Ozment, 101 St. Louis, Mo., immediately.

UNEMPLOYED: Read Employment Magazine. Copy 10c, 714 Wolfe, Eikhart, Ind.

LOCOMOTIVE Firemen for railroads nearest their homes—everywhere; beginning wages, $15.00 per week, advance with experience. Write, Union Pacific Railway Association, Desk M-1, Brooklyn, N. Y.

START Silverspint Mirrors, Headlights, Tailglasses, Radiator Grills, Windshield wipers, Freon, Clarence Strehlke, Desk 23, Marion, Ind.

SALESMAEN, we pay larger commissions than any other Brush House in the country for the sale of Sanitary—twisted—in Wire Brushes. Sanitary Wire Brush Co., 15 Mercer St., New York, N. Y.

AGENTS wanted to organize sales force, make from $5,000 to $10,000 yearly; the best and fastest selling automotive goods in the market; sells 4 to 8 at a time. Write for particulars. Modern Paint Co., 674 Ave. New York City.

AUTO Experts needed. $45.00 week. Experience necessary. Correspondence lessons free. Franklin Insti-
tute, 34-40th St., Rochafeler, N. Y.

FIREMEN, Brakemen, Baggageemen, Sleepers, train porters (colored), $500 Experience unnecessary. 1189 Railway Bureau, 1189 Railway Bureau, 328 Fourth Ave., 3rd Floor, New York, N. Y.

WHY not sell us your spare time? $1.50 per hour. $9.50 daily easy for full-time-
working. Distribute 8¢ Houser—37 styles, 17 colors. No capital or ex-
pense required. Orders received weekly, we deliver and collect. Your pay daily, also sellers' discount offered besides. Complete outfit furnished. All colors—grades, including silks, Mac-O-Ches Mills Co., Desk 2664, Cincinnati, Ohio.

LOOK! Men—women, 18 up. U. S. Government Jobs. $110-$190, List po-
tions available. Write, Franklin Institute, Dept. 8-21, Rochester, N. Y.

WAKE up, U. in Business for yourself. We furnish, Direct, freight and instructions free, Bell Lighting Co., Inc., 257 Water St., New York, N. Y.

BE a Finger Print Expert. Demand increasing. Write for special free offer. American Finger Print Institute, 1906 Broadway, New York, N. Y.


BE a Finger Print Expert—Opportunities on most important National sys-
tem, 186 East 79th, New York.
QUALITY Printing! Reasonable Prices! Tell your friends and let us quote your next job. No charge for samples or estimates. Ernest Fantus, 525 South Dearborn, Chicago.

PRINTING, Typography, Monograph. Low prices. Also, Letterhead. Advo, 441 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

5,000 LETTERHEADS, 250 white envelopes printed and mailed $2.50. Sample free. Print Shop, 98 Providence, Worcester, Mass.

250 LETTERHEADS or Envelopes, $2.50 prepaid. Sample free. Printers Service, 414 Broadway, New York City.

200 TWO-COLOR letterheads, $2.65, sample free. Advertiser, St. James, N.Y.

FOR MEN

ARE YOU OLD at Forty? See our advertisement on page 128 of this issue. The Electric Thermal Company, 222 Main Street, New York City.

FOR SMOKE

TOBACCO—Extra Smoking, 5 lbs. $1.00; 10 lbs. $1.50; 25 lbs. $2.50. Cheapecro, 5 lbs. $1.00; 10 lbs. $2.50, quality guaranteed. V. C. Thompson, 51-55, Mayfair, Md.

REE Leaf Tobacco. Rich Red Color. Top Curing. 100 lbs. for $4.50, 25 lbs. for $1.50. Smoking. 10 lbs. $2.50, $3.00 per bale. O. D. Miller, 13 New England St., Boston, Mass. (Colter is Reliable).—Martin Bank.


RAZORS AND BLADES

BLADES reconditioned, one edge, 25¢; double, 50¢. Regular razor only 25¢. All hand finished. Ackroyd Corn Housing Co., New Britain, Conn.

BLADES, reconditioned, one edge 25¢; double, New York Ed. Co., Glenn Cove, N.Y.

WANTED—Scales, Territory still open to inquiries. Best cutters. Minted razors, complete line imported cutlers. Good commissions. Lewin Import, 50-51, Syracuse, N.Y.


ADVERTISING for any business, by mail or to make your list known. Send for booklet. L. W. Fawcett & Co., 522 Kinslow St., Boston, Mass.


LEOPARD, cows and mountain lions $15,000 ap. Albert Gerlach, Box 811, New Orleans, La.

CANDY

CANDY—Very cheerful, 15c Bbl. for $1. postpaid. Superb hand-dipped chocolates; a fascinating range of country fashioned candies, caramel, etc. So good your friends will not know you paid for it. Boston Chocolate Co. M-310 West Superior St., Chicago.

DIAMONDS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY

JEWELRY Engraved. Initials, etc. David Simon, 4027, Fountain St., Louis, Mo.

WONDERFUL Scientific Discovery: "Bakeable"—changes color under every different light condition. Sample one ounce of pure SACCHARINE from 1 up. M. H. Mollens, Eppingham, Va. Valuable agency. Reasonable price (imported), 15c Doane St., Buffalo, N.Y.

ANTED, all kinds of sewing machines. Write for full list. The Western Sewing Co. 162 N. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.


For Data—Relics collected from Eu- rope's Battledfield, sailing vessels, medals, in-signias, helmets, etc. Illustrated catalogue sent. War Photographs 25c. Lieut. Walter, 1071 River Pt., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SOUVENIR—The death dealing Hand Grenade made into a beautifully designed Electric Boulevard Lamp at a surprising low price. Write for free circular giving full particulars. Art Furnishings Com- pany, Desk 2, 1018 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago. Ind.


PHOTOGRAPIHS AND RECORDS


WANTED, Machines to Repair. Davis Phonograph Shop, LaPorte, Ind.

FOR SALES—3 New Double-Faced 10" records, $1.00, while they last. Davis Phonograph Shop, LaPorte, Ind.

BUILD your own Phonograph. We furnish everything at lowest prices. Write for Catalog, American Phonograph Co., 2515 North Crawford, Chicago.

MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

SATXOPHONISTS: 10" Saxophone Method, 44 lessons, 100 pages, price $2.00. Virtuoso Schools, Buffalo, N. Y.
PATENTS


 PATENT 1,404,837 Automatic Locking Device for a Ball Bearing. Includes the element of a lock lid to the floor at any angle. Chippewa Iron Company, H. Reed, 22 Hickory Ave., Baltimore, Md.

 PATENT 1,404,837 On Water-Water system. Furnishings installation in a city or town. Cash or royalty basis. J. C. Harbison, Harwich, Mass.


 PATENT 1,404,837 Outfitting Fridge. Fridge cost $2,000,000 annually, Retail $10,000, profit $1,000, net $9,000. 19 months to pay. Give us your address. Cole, F. 8. Turner, Orvus.

 PATENT 1,404,837 Shoe Last Fastener. Address J. G. Galther, General Delivery, Washington, D. C.


 PATENT 1,404,837 Non-Skid Chain Fastener, and auxiliary link, which is prepared for cross links. Chris Hansen, Box 65, Minneapolis, Minn.

 PATENT 1,404,837 Sale or Royalty.—Patent pending. 1929. New photograph case, novel. Manufactured by G. H. West, 18 Worth, N. Y.


 PATENT 1,404,837 Spark Plug. Cuts down to 10.00 worth. I. W. F., New York.

 PATENT 1,404,837 Kenyon Dice—Never American, Canadian patents granted; British pending. Improvement can be used not only for all small and power vacuum washing machines, but also for electric kitchen larders and washbasins.

 UNITED STATES—Canadian patents. Automobile bed; adjustable all touring cars and limousines so that these four x forty-one inches; can be used during picture shows; Canadian, Seventy-eighth, Thirtieth Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

 DRAWING INSTRUMENTS AND DRAFTING SUPPLIES


 SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS

 NEW and used surveying instruments from factories. Satisfaction or money refunded. Wissler, 619 Broadway, St. Louis.

 MODELS AND MODEL SUPPLIES


 PATENTS Procured. Send sketch or model today for examination, prompt re- port and advice. No charge for preliminary advice. Write for free booklet and blankform to give details. Litton, 240 Broadway, New York, N. Y.


 PUNCH press and screw-machine work, tool and die making, model and special ma- chine work wanted. Have decided our manufacturing space and added machinery. Let us now use your models and cut your parts. Hardware and Machine Co., Dept. A, 6150-6152 N. Clark St., Chicago.


 We make working models for inventors and experimental work to prevent a waste stock of brass gears and model sup- plies. Send sketch or model to the Pierce Model Works, Tinley Park, III.

 BEFORE ordering your model write for free samples. Model & Machine Co., 1705 Clune Engi- neering Co., St. Louis, Mo.


 FOR MANUFACTURERS

 SPECIAL labor saving machinery, jigs and Fixtures and other production tools. New screw machine tools, production work of all kinds. Write Modern Machine & Pattern Co., Terre Haute, Ind.

 WANTED—Metal Stamping and Model Shop, to be located on the same floor and ideally located and equipped to develop patents. Meyers Company, Box 263, Bedford, Ind.


 MANUFACTURING


 SURFACE, nuts, screw machine products, all metals, Autoscrews Works, 255 West Broadway, New York City.

 We are established manufacturer of auto accessories which are daily sold by practi- cially all wholesale and retail accessory concerns. Consider making us your manu- facturer of new automobile products, capable of large production. Write for our line of patented articles prepared. Address Auto- motive Architectural Co., 1100 North America- bidget Bldg., Chicago, III.

 GEARS, tools and metal specialties. Send for free list. Machine Works, 2910 Herston St., Chicago.

 WE design and build special machinery. Send for free copy of Mechanica. G. Clune Engineering Co., St. Louis, Mo.
POPULAR MECHANICS ADVERTISING SECTION


WE specialize on Dies, Stamping, Lighting Fixtures, The Times Mfg., 410 Kimball St., Danville, Ill.

MACHINERY, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

MACHINE Lathe, medium and extra heavy. Drill Presses, Planers, Sharpeners, Metal Stock Moulders, Freight and Passenger Elevators, 2 to 1000 tons. Blowers, Pulleys, Hangers and Shuffling. All kinds of slightly used machinery and surplus equipment. H. F. Hainer Elevator Works, Kansas City, Mo.

CONCRETE Building Block Machines and Cement Block Machine Co., 303 South Third St., St. Louis, Mo.


LIGHT Power Transmission Machinery, Bearings, Hangers, Pulleys, Reducing Gears, Serpentine Drive. Wingfield H. Smith, Buffalo, N. Y.

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL Experiments—Here is the book you have been waiting for—"How to Build It". 244 pages, 422 articles, 530 illustrations, Price $2.50 postpaid. Popular Mechanics Book Dept., 200 East Ontario St., Chicago.

WHOLESALE Prices Meters and Electric, including sockets, lamp parts, receptacles, switches, wire, conduit, cleats, brackets, and all accessories. Send us your requirements and we will make our best offer. Erie Electric Co., 633-HR S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

A Special offer for the Per Hour. Moto- scro Auto Generator. Operates on any make automobile. Produces electricity for Moving Picture Machines, Theatres, Schools, Churches, Homes, Etc. Write for free particulars.

ENGINEs, MOTORS AND DYNAMOS


STEAM Engines, one Hp. $15.00; 1 1/2 Hp. $35.00; 2 Hp. $110.00; 3 1/2 Hp. $265.00. Hotel Rooms and Receptions, Steamer Harbor, Chicago.

GOVERNORS on used auto engines make good power plants. Circulars Andrews & Smith-Governor Co., Springfield, N. J.

ALTERNATING Current Motor Generators. Reliable Makers only, including 1/4 H. P., $10.00; 1/2 H. P., $15.00; 1 H. P., $30.00. Whitelaw, Crocker-Wheeler Western Electric Co., Chicago.

Lamps of every description, including arc, searchlights, 75,000 candle power. One page cooper etching machine for photo etching and finishing. Plans and specifications $1.00 each. Easy to make. Commercial Printing House, Baltimore, Md.


SHOP Notes Volume 17 contains 792 practical articles such as Half-ton Traveling Press, Simple Press, Gas-Fired Forge, Oil-Gas Generator, Moving Picture Machines. Price $4.50. 496 Ibs. 50 cents postpaid. Popular Mechanics Book Dept., 200 East Ontario St., Chicago.

PATENTS—Write for our free illustrated booklet containing digest of 792 Conception Blank. Send model or sketch and description of the invention for our opinion of its patentability. Discount to mechanics. Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 149 North Washington, D. C.

FOR THE SHOP

SIX-INCH Delaware Lathe, Small Bench Grinder, Small Bench Miller, are some of the valuable articles found in Shop Notes, Vol. 17. A great deal of construction is given. In addition hundreds of other important articles are included. All of the best and most useful ideas of the best values recently offered the shop man. Price $50 cents postpaid. Popular Mechanics Book Dept., 200 East Ontario St., Chicago.

FREE LIBRARY. All subjects, List Free. Lashers Bros., Union City, Pa.

BLACKSMITHS

BLACKSMITHS. Listen? Any handy man can make more money doing hard jobs easy, Forging and welding solid, with Top of the Line. Machinery, Blacksmithing, Hardening and tempering to a standard with solved temperature chart. All for one dollar. Samples Free. W. M. Tody, Sidney, Ohio.

BLACKSMITHS. Plumbers, etc. Here's what you have needed for years. Simple, Practical, Inexpensive, Universal Bender Machine, Bendis Eres, U's, Angles, etc. Bendis 1 1/4" standard Pipe cold. Also bend Automatic. Write for sample. Send for circular. Little Giant Bender Co., Lewiston, Maine.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS

BUY—Exchange—Sell! Many of our readers have asked us to exchange the article you are looking for—and lots of times for articles you don't want to turn into cash. Get together! Let our two million readers know your wishes—the help you send! Send your ad today to Geo. F. Baker, Manager Classified Advertising, Popular Mechanics Magazine, Chicago.

TWO new X-4 type genuine German Bosch magnets $25.00 each, two new Bosch motorcycle magnets, Chas. Kaufmann, Santa Ana, Cal.

TOO many have asked us to list this one. One of its kind capacity, one two gallon, $15.00 and $25.00 respectively. Chas. Kaufmann, Santa Ana, Cal.

OUR new four point arm embroidery needle at $1.00 and rug needle at $1.50 are among the most popular articles, daily interested; profits big. Particulars free. Hager Bros., 4305 Main, Dallas, Texas.

FOR SALE—Printing Press, Type, Cases. Jay Hershberger, Kokomo, Ind.

MAKE you own self or manufacture them for sale! New improved folding one or two deck camp bed, auto lunch box, perch or hanging seat. Plans and specifications $1.00 each. Easy to make. Commercial Printing House, Baltimore, Md.

GASOLINE—Lamp—Lamps—Lamps. (See page 122 for details.) Popular Mechanics Magazine, Chicago.

Where are your old tools? We buy all old tools. Circassian, Elkhorn, Neb.

GASOLINE Lamps and Lanterns. Catalog Free, Little Wonder Light Co., Terre Haute, Ind.

WANTED—MISCELLANEOUS

CASH paid for ancient Indian Relics. Donald Bondeman, Kalamazoo, Mich.

I HAVE Pearl necklace, beautiful quality. Will sell for solid gold value plus $20. Will exchange for good camera, typewriter, or what have you. Send today. Satisfaction guaranteed. Real Estate Blender, 1201 Kennedy Ave., Chicago, Ill.

CASH paid for old gold, platinum, diamonds, fine teeth, Liberty Bonds, unused stamps, and previous articles. Goods returned immediately if not satisfactory. Bush Products, 144 Fifth Ave., New York.

CASH for old gold, silver, platinum points, diamonds, fine teeth, Liberty Bonds, unused stamps, and previous articles. Goods returned immediately if not satisfactory. Bush Products, 144 Fifth Ave., New York.

MAIL us your discarded Jewelry, Gold Crowns and Bridges, Watches, Diamonds, Silver Plate, Jewelry, etc. Write for free offer today. Money promptly mailed. Goods returned if not satisfactory. Bush Works (The Old Reliable). Dept. 71, Chicago.

REAL ESTATE

ATTENTION—"Get acquainted." Cash for real estate, property, personal, furniture, hardware, store, office, machinery, all valuable property, no matter where located; confidential services. Mason & Ewen's Agency Business Agency, Cincinnati, Ohio.

$500 SECURED Equipped Farm, 102 Acres, Handy City, Ohio. Fruit: 3-story 8-room house, barn, poultry house, only $1200, furniture, house, implements included, part cash. Page 152, Real Estate, write us personally. E. A. Stout, Prov., Stout Farm Agency, 1509 Nassau St., New York City.


37 ACRES $35 cash $2 monthly (take auto) $2000 acres, some highly improved, handsome, neat, inclusive. 10c. P. M. Birch—cock, Batesville, Ark.

SALE or Trade—Orchard-bearing 60m. 500 cherries, 200 pears, 100 pears; fully equipped, tractor, sprayer, fremen house, 5 miles college town, 15 miles St. Louis, Big crop in sight, low, low estimate 15,000 bushels apples. Half cash. Other lands. Burcher, Box L, Neosho, Mo.


FOR SALE—Three full sections in Mc- Kenzie County and two sections in Billings County, North Dakota. Each section contains 160 acres, balance for cattle. Each section has valuable deposits of lignite which will, quite likely, be worth many times the present value of the land. The value of the state is developing very rapidly, with good schools within easy access. Buyers write for details. We will sell one or more sections at a price which almost anyone can afford to pay.


FARMs wanted by cash buyers, various states. Describe, state lowest price. R. A. McCauley, 312 Wilkinson Blvd., Omaha, Neb.

$120 HAMMOND Multiplex typewriter, very fine, sleek type, set $49; Oliver No. 5, Ideal No. 4, Remington No. 2, Lin, Latham Drug Store, Minneapolis, Minn.

SPECIAL sale on bicycles. (See page 152 for details.) Popular Mechanics Magazine, Chicago.

SPOTMIX—Prepared Spunge Cloth with full instructions how to Press Your Own Clothes. 1.00. Spunge Cloth Co., P. O. Box 116, Springfield, Mass. The

GET posted—Good prices paid for butterflies, insects. See circular display advertising, page 28.

HOMEOPATHIC and Biochemic preparations sent postpaid to all parts of the United States and Canada. 5c, 25c, $1.00. Hacket Bros., Co., 111 N. Walsh Ave., Chicago, Ill. Established 1853.

ARE you old at forty? See our advertisement on page 138 of this issue. The Electro Thermal Company, 2122 Main St., Steubenville, Ohio.

TRAPPER Nelson's patented packs for those going into the hills; best pack produced; carries larger load with less fatigue. Ask about same or send 25c for information and make your own. Trapper Nelson Mfg. Co., Box 692, Bremerton, Wash.

5 MASTER KEYS. Work like magic in emergencies or prove whether your home is burglar-proof. Test and open thousands of locks. Send 1 today. Novel key chain Free. Master Key Co., 3 Manhattan Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.


BLUE-PRINTS. Castings, 1⁄4; steam lines, 1⁄2; steam engines, 1⁄4; horizontal or vertical. Blue-prints free on receipt of one 50 cents. Order from ad. Stamps for circulars, Master Metal Co., Box 212A, Edin, Ill.

OLIVER OIL-GAS BURNER & MACHINE CO., 20415 Oliver Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Salesmen Reporting Biggest Sales They Ever Made on Amazing New Invention Everyone Wants

SALESMAEN ARE MAKING FORTUNES

"I am making $1000 per month. I have made big money before, but did not expect so much. Your Burner is just the thing."—J. Carminey, S. D.

"I am sending today for 7 Oliver's. This is one day's orders ($85 profit). Selling like beer in a dry town."—W. H. Drew, Mtlc.

"Send following weekly hereafter: 10 No. 1; 8 No. 2; 4 No. 3."—Berger's Weekly Profit Order, St. Louis.

"I made $43 last night selling Oliver Burners. N. B. Chelan, Wshngt."

"F. W. Bentley of Phila., says: I sold $215 today!"

Quick Sales—Big Profits

Every agent we appoint makes big money. You can, too. We have a number of definite territories which we are ready to dispose of to those who act quickly.

COPPER BRINGS FULL OFFER

Mail this coupon now for our offer. We are not making any extravagant claims about this. We don't have to. We want you to give the facts. Writing will not obligate you in any way. But hurry. Send the coupon at once. You want to get in on this big money, whirlwind, all-season seller.

OILIER OIL-GAS BURNER & MACHINE CO. 20415 Oliver Bldg. ST. LOUIS, MO.

OLIVER OIL-GAS BURNER & MACHINE CO.

20415 Oliver Bldg. ST. LOUIS, MO.
Be An **ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN**

**GET YOUR ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN’S CERTIFICATE THROUGH ME AND YOU WILL BE GUARANTEED THE AID OF MY ORGANIZATION TO SECURE YOU A POSITION PAYING YOU THE HIGHEST SALARY YOU EVER RECEIVED TO START**

**Command $250 to $600 Monthly**

My course is designed to fit you for a position as Electrical Technician, Supervisor, Foreman or Manager of Equipment. These positions cover the electro-technical field and pay a rate of compensation running into thousands of dollars a year. Take my Home Study course and prepare yourself in spare time by this most simple, direct and inexpensive method to become an expert in **MOTOR MAINTENANCE, ARMATURE WINDING, BATTERY, SUB-STATION AND POWER HOUSE WORK, AUTOMOTIVE, AIRCRAFT, TRACTOR AND ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING, GENERATOR, SWITCHBOARD AND HOUSE WIRING, TRANSMISSION, INSTALLATION AND LINE CONSTRUCTION**, and I will not only guarantee your success in this study, but I will undertake to train you until you are actually earning $3,000 a year. More than that, when you graduate and are qualified to receive your Electrical Technician Certificate from me, if you are not more than pleased with your training, or if you are not fully convinced your earning power has been GREATLY INCREASED, or if you are not completely satisfied you can hold down a high-class job at the highest rate of compensation paid men of your experience—either you may come in with me and finish your training here in my plant—at no cost to you—or

**I WILL GIVE YOU MY COURSE—FREE**

There are no “ifs” nor “buts” about this offer. If you have a common school education and will agree to study a little evenings for a few months, I guarantee to train you to be a first-class man, or the course need not cost you one penny. Therefore, write at once or mail the coupon for full details of my truly remarkable proposition. **DO THIS NOW**—to avoid possible disappointment.

**Wonderful FREE OUTFIT Offer**

With this electrical course you will get free and prepaid an up-to-date outfit of electrical apparatus, instruments and appliances for doing experimental and practical work at home, and, in addition, if you reply to this ad promptly, I shall give you, as my student, a complete EXPERT’S training in **RADIO FREE.** This is a wonderful opportunity for you, for with this splendid, up-to-the-minute FREE Course in Radio, (covering construction, operation and installation) and my help, it is possible for you to make $50.00 a week and up right at home while learning. I shall supply what you need to aid you to do this without one penny expense to you and you can start RIGHT IN. Get details of this great offer at once. Send Coupon or Write—NOW.

S. V. SMITH, Chief Engineer
Home Study Dept., S. & H. Electrical Works
Desk F. F. 1, 1422 W. Monroe St., Chicago

---

**Mail this for BIG FREE OFFER**

Dear Sir: I am interested in your guaranteed Home Study Course of Training in the best-paid divisions of Electricity also how you aid the free to make money while learning. Send particulars at once free of charge.

Name: ______________________
Address: ____________________
"Look At Him Today!"

"Six years ago he started in here just as you are doing. Now he's General Manager and makes more in a day than he used to make in a week. The first week he was here he began to train for the job ahead by studying in spare time with the International Correspondence Schools. Inside of six months he got his first promotion. You've got the same chance he had, young man. Follow his example. Take up some I. C. S. course right away. What you are six years from now is entirely up to you."

This is the story of thousands of successful men. They did their work well, and in spare time, with I. C. S. help, trained themselves for advancement. That's the thing for you to do. Whatever your chosen work may be, there is an I. C. S. Course that will prepare you right at home for a better position with bigger pay.

More than 150,000 men are getting ready for promotion right now in the I. C. S. way. Let us tell you what we are doing for them and what we can do for you. The way to find out is easy. Just mark and mail this coupon.

Learn to Play

Violin, Mandolin
Banjo-Mandolin

The NEW PHONOGRAPH WAY

To advertise the World's Most Successful Method of teaching Violin, Mandolin and Banjo-Mandolin, Prof. F. M. Schneider will give away

FREE $25.00 INSTRUMENT
to one pupil in each locality.
your choice of any one. Only
a small charge for lessons—a
new cent a week your only
expenditure. Success Guaranteed or Pay Nothing.

SCHNEIDER'S SIMPLEX SYSTEM

Gives PERSONAL INSTRUCTIONS—12 complete lessons on Records. Six-year Combined Course teaches all three instruments in one. Simple to A-B-C. You can play any of these instruments by

notes in a few days. Play for Money in 2 months. 30,000 have learned to play beautifully, some are now playing in orchestras, at
weddings, parties and church socials. Be popular—save months of

time this New Phonograph Way.

Get First Record FREE—5 Days' Trial

We will send you absolutely free, the first record for 5 Days' Trial. Your request will enable us to protect you on free Instrument in your

locality. See for yourself how easy and simple it is to learn to
talk music. Just send our coupon and mail today.

SEND NO MONEY—JUST SEND COUPON

Prof. Schneider, Director Schneider School of Music
196-7 Vernon Ave., Mt. Vernon, III. (Suburb of Chicago)

Please send me free Record and PREPAID, for 5 days' free trial, your first lesson for free Instrument. I will send complete information on course, and mail free record, without obligation or commitment in any way.

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE JOKES

Publishers pay from $1 to $5 apiece for jokes, epigrams and humorous stories. Tremendous demand for original material. Professional humorists earn good salaries. Our course in Humor Writing teaches you how to originate jokes, epigrams, stories. Learn in your spare time—earned in your spare time furnished. Write for information.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMOR

Office 4, 414 Park Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

BE AN ARTIST

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illustrating, Pencil, Pen and Ink, Poster and Fashion. Our methods quickly develop your talent in every

line. By Mail or Local Classes. Write for terms and list of successful students.

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS

87-8 Flaten Bldg., New York

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and Engraving.

A fine trade commanding a good salary, and your services are always in demand. Address Hovisological, Dept. F, Bradley Institute, Peoria, Ill., for our latest catalogue.

BECOME A RAILWAY MAIL CLERK

Examinations soon. $1600 to $2300 a year. No strikes or lockouts. Common education sufficient. No "pull" necessary. Mail coupon for catalogue.

Patterson Civil Service School

Dept. 56, Rochester, N. Y.

Please send without charge our Catalog, describing this and other fine U. S. Government positions.

NAME

ADDRESS

Learn Electricity

How would you like to earn two or three dollars every evening after school and prepare yourself for a fine big job at the same time? Here's the opportunity of a lifetime for you fellows who like Electricity. Begin right now to prepare yourself for a regular man's size job in this fascinating field. Your chances for a big success are simply wonderful—the pay is big ($70 to $200 a week) and advancement comes swift and sure.

I Will Train You at Home

With my easily learned, spare time Electrical Course I will train you at home like I have trained hundreds of other boys who are now big successful men. It will not interfere with your school work and you can earn more than the small cost of the course doing odd electrical jobs in your spare time. The Course pays for itself. I will show you how to get this work and how to do it. Some of my boy students make $10 to $15 a week this way.

Tools, Apparatus and Radio Course FREE

Send me the coupon below and I will tell you all about the big outfit of tools, apparatus and instruments and a new Radio Course that I am giving to my students for a limited time. I will send you my big interesting Electrical Book and a sample lesson, too—all Free. You will be tickled with the things I will send you Free.

Mail the coupon right now.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer
Chicago Engineering Works

Dept. 51-A

CHICAGO

Use This "FREE OUTFIT" Coupon

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer
Chicago Engineering Works,

Dept. 51-A

2150 Lawrence Avenue, Chicago

Mail coupon below for your big Electric Book Sample Lesson and particulars of your Electrical Course and Free Radio Course. This will not obligate me in any way.

NAME

ADDRESS

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
Get Into The AUTOMOBILE BUSINESS

The Great opportunities in this wonderful business are continuing and growing. This year will add three more millions of cars to the twelve million now in use. Think of these millions of cars to repair! Think of the millions of tires, batteries and electrical systems to keep in running order! You can quickly realize WHY the Automobile Business is THE Business to get into.

Every where you go you see the need for better garages, battery repair shops, tire shops, and welding shops to do all this work.

If you are a wide-awake, ambitious man, can you think of a better business to get into? Be a trained man, so that you can have a business of your own, and do the service work on these cars.

Make $2000 to $10,000 Yearly

Some of our graduates do even better. Big auto factories, garages and service stations continually ask for M. S. A. S. Trained Men. We cannot fill one-third of the calls that come to us. The man who comes to the M. S. A. S. has a FACTORY ENDORSED TRAINING which will get him a job anywhere. Prepare yourself now for one of these good jobs, or to have a business of your own.

Start Course at Home and Complete It Here

ENROLL NOW FOR OUR HOME STUDY COURSE

You can start your training without waiting until you can come to Detroit. Our Home Study Course is now ready after two years of steady work on it by our faculty. You can study auto at home under the personal supervision of our experts, then come here for shop practice later when you can. In the meantime you can be making a start. Send for the detailed outline of these lessons, and our 100 page illustrated catalog showing our shops and equipment. Both are Free.

The heart of the Michigan State Auto-Academy.

Read what the auto makers say about this School, the only school which they endorse:

PACKARD — "Do not believe you would make any mistake in attending this school if you wish to become thoroughly experienced in the Automobile business. Have no hesitation in recommending it in every particular."

BUICK — "We believe in the Michigan State Automobile School located at Detroit would best meet your requirements as its courses in technical training are most thorough and complete in every detail."

HUDSON— "The Michigan State Auto-School is the finest institution of its kind in the country. In fact we endorse its method of instruction because it ranks highest in the standard of schools. Its equipment and personnel is second to none. This school is thought very highly of by the automobile men of Detroit. You will make no mistake by entering for a course."

STUDEBAKER — "The Michigan State Automobile School at Detroit conducts a very good school. We do not know of a better automobile school than the Michigan State."

THE AUTOMOBILE JOURNAL— "The Michigan State Automobile School today is conexed by those who know, to be the greatest institution of its kind in America. It is endorsed by the leading men in the industry. A first-class automobile mechanic is in demand today and can always earn a salary consistent with his knowledge and ability. We do not hesitate to endorse the M. S. A. S."

Be a WINNER! Get Started!
Fill out and mail the Coupon NOW—TODAY!

Michigan State
Dept. 306, 3729 Woodward Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.
Have a Business of Your Own

Hundreds of M. S. A. S. graduates are in business for themselves all over the world. You can have a shop of your own too. With 12 million cars to repair there is a crying need for good garages, battery repair shops, electrical service stations, tire shops, and welding shops. And it means success to train at the M. S. A. S. in Detroit, the Automobile Center.

What Our Graduates Say

Our files are full of letters from men who have taken our training Courses and are now making big money in the automobile business for themselves. Read these — they are typical of the thousands of letters we get:

"Am very busy these days — lots of repair work. Have five men working for me. I am just past twenty-one and I was seventeen when I took the automobile course at your school."
— R. N., Worcester, N. Y.

"I am now foreman of the shop where I work, and making good with a Capital G. I have doubled my salary and am also turning out far better work than I did before taking your course."
— Mervin B. Gill, Kimberly, Idaho.

"It is four years last month since I finished the two courses at your school. Have not had a single job I could not master. Have earned $100 every month since I got home. Give M. S. A. S. credit for my success."
— J. L. Mayo, Kansas.

"Have been in business now for myself about three years; we sure have a good business. There are several garages here in a little city of about 2,000 and we get all we can do all the time. We also employ two men, besides overtime, so you see we are getting our share."
— W. F. Daehnert, Nellisville, Wise.

"I have been in the garage here for 2 years and my wages have been increased 300%.

"I have in charge for the Government and State of N. C. 600 trucks and 200 tractors. I am making $250 a month and all of my expenses."
— W. L. Harrod, Roederville, N.C.

You Can Be As Successful As These Men

"Before entering your school was earning $12.00 per week. I knew absolutely nothing about automobiles. Since I left your school your school has worked up through several positions, last one paying $800 per month. Then decided to go into the business myself. Present earnings are $150 per month."
— H. S. Bradley, Ohio.

"Have worked with men who had fifteen years experience, but my M. S. A. S. training put me up with them, and sometimes ahead of them."

"If I had it to do over again would be to M. S. A. S. ten years earlier."
— J. R. Navarro, West Va.

Train for Success—Let Us Help You—Start Now!

It's up to YOU! If you want to get ahead, you must act. Our training will positively help you. One of the great advantages in coming to the M. S. A. S. is that you get a long thorough course, learning everything in detail. Men realize now that they cannot learn the Automobile Business in six or eight weeks while studying three or four other trades at the same time. Each one must be given enough time to learn work properly. That kind of QUALITY TRAINING is the M. S. A. S. way.

Show Your Grit—Take This Opportunity

Don't say you never had a chance. A Big One faces you right now! Send for our free illustrated catalog! Decide now that you will come to the M. S. A. S. as soon as you hear from us.

Automobile School

The Only Factory Endorsed School

Courses Also in

Battery Repairing
Welding and Brazing
Tire Repairing—Machine Work

Our Money-Back Guarantee

We guarantee that a graduate of our Automobile and Tractor Course will be qualified to fill a position as assembler, demonstrator, tester, repair man, auto electrician, chauffeur, tractor operator or farm lighting service man or we will refund his tuition fee.

Send This Coupon Today!

Michigan State Automobile School
Dept. 306, Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen: Send me your FREE Catalog telling all about the opportunities in the Auto Business, and particulars of your Home Study Course which will enable me to start my training at once.

Name ____________________________
Street or R. F. D. ___________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________

Copyrighted material
ENTIRE SET ONLY $12

Just Out!

$10,000 Master Set
AUDEL'S ENGINEERS AND MECHANICS GUIDES

THE BOOKS YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR
4750 Pages—8754 Illustrations

Just completed—Audel's New Master Set for Engineers and Mechanics!

Every Engineer, Mechanic and Electrical worker will welcome this set as a sure source of advancement and higher pay because of the complete up-to-date information that is thoroughly and easily explained on every branch of Engineering and Electrical practice.

Why a $10,000 Library?—Because it would cost the reader more than $10,000 together with years of labor and experience to collect, plan, arrange and prepare for his own study and ready reference, the vast fund of knowledge printed in this Master Set.

The entire set costs you only twelve dollars—knowledge and instruction that has cost thousands of dollars and years of time—yours for $12.00—$1.00 a month.

Study This Brief Table of Contents

1. Theory, Practice and Operation of All Steam Engines, Valve動作—
   Valve Setting; complete information on all types and pressures of Steam Engines, including Poppet Valve Engines, and Locomotive; the Locomotive, Marine Engine, Turbine; Rotary Engine; etc. (B.T. 505 pages)
2. PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT OF STEAM ENG.
   Theory and Construction of Steam Engines; steam-generating and condensing apparatus; boiler-house construction; locomotive; marine engine; turbine; theory of operation; etc. (B.T. 576 pages)
3. DIESEL ENGINE,—Theory and construction of Diesel Engine; how to inspect and test engines; et al. (T.B. 355 pages)

Send No Money—Send Only This Coupon
THEO. AUDEL & CO.,
72 Fifth Ave., New York City
Please send me for free examination, AUDEL'S $10,000 MASTER SET FOR ENGINEERS AND MECHANICS. Ship at once prepaid, the 8 numbers, total cost $12.00. If satisfactory, I agree to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail you $1 each month until paid.

Name

Occupation

Employed by

Home Address

Reference

PM June 23
**HOW TO READ BLUE PRINTS**

_A practical course that will help every man in the building trades_

The building trades are booming. There is a shortage of trained men in many lines. Men who can read blue prints are especially in demand. It isn't hard to learn to read blue prints if you go about it in the right way. You can learn right at home in spare time, through the International Correspondence Schools, without losing a day or a dollar from your present work.

Through this course you not only learn all you need to know about building materials and specification writing, but you work on actual blue prints—the very same blue prints a contractor would receive if asked for an estimate, or a foreman would receive from a contractor.

In a surprisingly short time you can acquire a knowledge of blue prints that will be of great value to you in a salary way the rest of your life.

**Mail this coupon to-day!**

--- TEAR OUT HERE ---

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5525-D, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can qualify for the position or in the subject before which I have marked an X.

**TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blue Print Reading</th>
<th>Electrical Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor and Builder</td>
<td>Mechanical Draftsmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Draftsman</td>
<td>Machine Shop Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Builder</td>
<td>Railroad Positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Engineer</td>
<td>Steam Engine Operating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing and Heating</td>
<td>Civil Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Surveying and Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Metallurgy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive Work</td>
<td>Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>Steam Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture and Poultry</td>
<td>Radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Airplane Engines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Salesmanship</th>
<th>Business Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Industrial Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Letters</td>
<td>Personnel Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Trade</td>
<td>Traffic Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monograms and Typing</td>
<td>Business Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomas</td>
<td>Banking and Banking Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business English</td>
<td>Accountancy (including C.P.A.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Service</td>
<td>Netherlands Auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railway Mail Clerk</td>
<td>Bankers Auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common School Subjects</td>
<td>Bookkeeping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Subjects</td>
<td>Private Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrating</td>
<td>Business Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartoons</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Learn Illustrating**

At Home—In Your Spare Time from the school that has trained many commercial illustrators now earning $50 to $200 or more weekly. Plenty of opportunities open for trained artists. Work can be done at home. The Landon Picture Chart Method makes original drawing easy to learn. Bend in stamps for full information and sample chart. Also state age.

THE LANDON SCHOOL
158 National Blvd., CLEVELAND, O.

---

**Mount Birds**

We teach you by mail to stuff and mount all kinds of Birds, Animals, Game Heads. Also to make skins and make pegs. Be your own taxidermist. Described in your home without cost or risk of increase your income selling specimens and mounting heads. Easily, quicker, easier in quality as by men and women. Highest endorsements by thousands of students. Write today for our great free book, "How to Mount Birds and Animals"—free today. N. W. School of Taxidermy, A&77 Wood Blvd., Omaha, Neb.

---

**Singerland School of Music, Inc., Dept. 214, Chicago, Ill.**

**LEARN MECHANICAL DENTISTRY**

Earn $250 to $350 a week. Taught by practical methods—day or night. Three-monthly course. Modern laboratories. No previous training required. Enrolled 80 years. H. E. Boothe, M.D., Chicago.

**BODEE DENTAL INSTITUTE**

NEW YORK: 137 W. 26th St. 1925, N. 22nd St. 1205 Main St. BROOKLYN: 15 Franklin Ave.

**LEARN MECHANICAL DENTISTRY**

Earn $250 to $350 a week. Taught by practical methods—day or night. Three-monthly course. Modern laboratories. No previous training required. Enrolled 80 years. B. E. Boothe, M.D., Chicago.

**BODEE DENTAL INSTITUTE**

NEW YORK: 137 W. 26th St. 1925, N. 22nd St. 1205 Main St. BROOKLYN: 15 Franklin Ave.
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Your Choice a Dime a Day

No matter what your occupation, one of the home study sets listed below will quickly fit you for a better job and bigger pay. Any set you select will be sent for seven days’ examination, and if you decide to buy, you may pay the rock-bottom price at the rate of only 75c a week. But you must act now! When our present supply of paper and binding materials, bought at pre-war prices, is used up, production cost will be greater and we will be forced to increase the price.

These books are the work of recognized authorities. They are written in plain, easily understood language by recognized authorities, and contain hundreds of photographs, diagrams, tables, etc., that make difficult points as simple as A-B-C. Handsomely and durably bound in half or full morocco leather (except as noted), and stamped in gold.

Pay-Raising Books

At Greatly Reduced Prices


**Carpentry and Contracting**, 5 volumes, 2538 pages, 1000 pictures. Was $27.50. Now $19.95.

**Automobile Engineering**, 5 volumes, 2600 pages, 2500 pictures, diagrams, etc. Was $46.00. Now $21.80.


**Steam and Gas Engineering**, 7 volumes, 2500 pages, 3000 pictures. Was $52.50. Now $24.90.


**Drawing**, 4 volumes, 1078 pages, 1000 pictures, blue-prints, etc. Was $30.00. Now $14.90.

**Civil Engineering**, 5 volumes, 2500 pages, 2500 pictures. Was $47.50. Now $21.80.

**Automobile Engineering**

Vol. 1

MOTORS, ENGINES, PARTS, ACCESSORIES

Examination

Shipped for 7 Days' Examination

Yes, we'll gladly ship any set right to your home or office upon your simple request. Pay only shipping charges when the books arrive. Don't send a penny until after you have used them 7 days, then remit only $2.80 or return them at our expense. Pay balance at rate of $3.00 a month—75c a week.

Act now—while these splendid books are being offered at 20 per cent to 50 per cent less than regular prices. This offer is open to every person within the boundaries of the United States and Canada. Grasp your opportunity—fill in and mail this coupon NOW!


American Technical Society
Dept. X19A, Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me set of .................................................................

for 7 days' examination, shipping charges collect. I will examine the books thoroughly and, if satisfied, will send $2.80 within 7 days, and return them at my expense.

To insure prompt shipment fill out all lines.

Name .................................................................

Address .................................................................

Employed by .................................................................

Copyrighted material
Thousands of Opportunities for Auto Experts

GREER
Trained Men
Earn $50 to $125 a Week

GREER Special Summer Course offers you chance to learn complete Automotive Mechanics in just eight weeks. Good jobs waiting for GREER graduates. The pay is BIG—$50—$125 a week! Opportunities in all sections of the country. Automobile business is booming. Count the cars now in use. Every one you see is a prospect for the mechanic who knows how to repair an automobile the right way. GREER training puts you in the "Know How" class. You learn through practical experience with real motors. Course includes: Truck, Tractor and Automobile Repairing, Automatic Drivings, Roadside Repairs, Primary Ignition, Electric Lighting and Starting Systems, Vulcanizing, Machine Shop Practice, Shop Management, Selling, etc.

Employment Guaranteed

Demand for men so great we can now guarantee you a job that will pay living expenses and even more while you are learning! GREER employment department flooded with open positions. Then with a GREER diploma, you can qualify for a permanent position at good pay, or go into business for yourself. GREER Summer Course is your special opportunity! Now you can get complete instruction at greatly reduced cost.

Write for FREE BOOK
Learn what GREER has to offer you. Our FREE BOOK "How to Succeed in the Automotive Business" tells all. Start today for a Better Job, Big pay and Permanent Employment! Mail coupon at bottom of this column.

GREER COLLEGE
of Automotive Engineering
2056 S. Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Mail This Free Book Coupon

ERWIN GREER, President,
Greer College of Automotive Engineering,
2056 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Send me your Free Book, "How to Succeed in the Automotive Business" and Special Tuition Offer.

Name: ..........................................................

Address: ..................................................
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Sure Rupture Comfort
BE COMFORTABLE—Wear the Brooks Appliance, the modern scientific invention which gives rupture sufferers immediate relief. It has no obnoxious springs or pads. Adjustable Air Cushion bind and draw together the broken parts. No salves or plasters. Durable. Cheap. Sold only by reliable druggists. Ask for the free illustrated mark bearing portrait and signature of C. E. Brooks which appears on every Appliance. None other genuine. Full information and booklet sent free in plain, sealed envelope.

Ticket to Chicago
(The Electrical Center of the World)
FREE

WE pay your railroad fare to Chicago—the Electrical Center of the World—from any place in the United States. Grasp this opportunity to see the country at our expense. Don't stick in one spot—travel—get experience. Come to Coyne—learn electricity in 3 months. Fit yourself for a big paying job. The largest electrical school in the country specializing in electrical instruction only.

Learn Electricity in 3 Months

Get a complete training—so you can make big money as Power Plant Operator, Superintendent, Telephone man, Construction worker, auto, truck or tractor electrician, battery man, radio expert, or you can go into business for yourself as electrical contractor, dealer, auto ignition or battery expert and make from $3,000 to $20,000 a year. Hundreds of our graduates today are making big money and you can do the same if you grasp this opportunity—act now.

Great Shops of Coyne

No books or useless theory. You are trained on $100,000 worth of electrical equipment. Everything from door bells to power plants. You work on motors, generators, house-wiring, autos, batteries, radio, switch-boards, power plants—everything to make you an expert ready to step right into a position paying from $45 to $100 a week.

RADIO COURSE FREE. We include the following free with the regular course:
1. A complete course in auto, truck and tractor electricity and storage batteries. Greatest outlay of auto, electrical and battery equipment in the country.
2. Course in Radio—the marvel of the age. Constructing, installing and operating. You can build your own wireless telephone set.
3. A life scholarship in the Coyne school. You can stay as long as you wish and return for further training at any time in the future.

Earn While You Learn! We help students to secure jobs to earn a good part of their expenses while studying.

Send Coupon
Don't delay a minute—send that coupon right now for our big free catalog and full particulars of Free Railroad Fare offer. Remember this special offer is limited so act now!

B. W. Cooke, Pres., Coyne Electrical School
1300-1310 W. Harrison St., Dept. A-935 Chicago, Ill.

Dear Sir: Please send me free your big catalog and full particulars of your special offer of Free Railroad Fare and two extra courses.

Name ___________________________
Address _________________________

Student Winding e Stator

Endorsed by Electrical Industry
1300-1310 W. Harrison St., Dept. A-935 Chicago
BE A RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTOR

The Most Pleasant Work I Know of

By L. P. Reifin

"I have been employed as a Railway Traffic Inspector for several months now and since the first day I began studying the course, an entire new field has been opened up to me. It is the most pleasant work that I have ever had the good fortune to be engaged in.

"I was employed as a passenger brakeman on one of the largest R. R. Companies, and when the Business Depression came into us in spring of 1921 I was suspended on account of reduction in force. Whereas this position is permanent, and without the wonderful course prescribed, I would have never been able to be engaged in this line of work. "This line here extends from the state line of N. H. to state line of R. I., being 15 divisions, and the ride of today will not be the one you make tomorrow. They cover the whole Eastern half of the state of Mass.

"Another great thing, you are practically your own boss, and deal only with the better class of men in this line of work. "I owe a debt of thanks to the Standard Business Training Institute for the great opportunity derived from their course of study where advancements are unlimited."

Position Guaranteed
Earn Up to $250 per Month, Expenses Paid
Prepare in three months' spare-time study at home for this fascinating profession. Many opportunities for advancement: many men are needed. Steady, pleasant outdoor work; travel or remain near home.

You Take No Risk
After completing course if we do not get you a position paying at least $110.00 a month and expenses, we refund your entire enrollment fee. Cost is moderate.

Send coupon today for full details

Standard Business Training Institute
Buffalo, N. Y.

Learn Autos and Tractors
Wonderful opportunities constantly offered trained men; we train you thoroughly to start your own business or make good money as motor expert, driver, shop foreman, etc.

7,000 Graduates making good. Catalog Free.
Cleveland Automobile School, 1814 E. 24th St., Cleveland, O.

Learn to Fly
$100 Reduction for Short Time
First class air pilots, with special training in Aviation Mechanics earn $5,000 a year up. Operating companies' demand for specially trained Pilots, Field Managers, Superintendents and Airplane Mechanics growing every day.

Mr. Dan Kiser, late of U. S. Air Mail Service and Army Flying Corps, will train you thoroughly in all branches of this profession and fit you for pilot license.

Special Rate Now in Force
For a limited time you can secure this training fitting you fully for the greatest red-blooded profession of them all at a big reduction in the cost of tuition. Write at once for particulars sent free and without obligation.

Address: DAN KISER, Chief Engineer
Dept. F 1, S & H Works (Aircraft Div.)
1422 W. Monroe Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

Drafting
Plan Reading
Building

"BECOME A LIGHTNING TRICK CARTOONIST"

H ave 50c for cash. Rent 50c for supply program of tricky drawings, with instructions by a professional, guaranteed
BALDA ART SERVICE, OSHKOSH, WIS.

Chicago School of Watchmaking, Dept. 20, 4310 Lincoln Ave., Chicago

STAMMERER
You can be cured by our course of natural individual lessons. Write today for free booklet, "How To Stop Stammering."
SAMUEL A. RODBURG, Director
Boston, Mass. (Established, 1897). 244 Huntington Ave.
Boston 17, Mass.
Copy this Sketch

and Get This Rule

FREE

I am anxious to find men with desire to become draftsmen. With business picking up everywhere many thousands of draftsmen will be needed at salaries ranging up to $1,000 and $3,000 per year.

To every person 16 years or older sending a sketch I am going to mail free and prepaid the Draftsman's Ivorine Pocket Rule shown here. This will come to you entirely with my compliments. With it I will send a 6 x 9 book on "Successful Draftsmanship." If you are interested in becoming a draftsman, if you think you have or may attain drafting ability, sit down and copy this drawing, mailing it to me today, write your name, and your address and your age plainly on the sheet of paper containing the drawing.

Salaries up to
$250 and $300 a Month

I am Chief Draftsman of the Engineers' Equipment Co. and I know that there are thousands of ambitious men who would like to better themselves, make more money and secure faster advancement. Positions paying up to $250 and $300 per month, which ought to be filled by skilled draftsmen, are vacant. I want to find men who with practical training and personal assistance will be qualified to fill these positions. No man can hope to share in the great coming prosperity in manufacturing and building unless he is properly trained and able to do first class practical work.

I know that this is the time to get ready. That is why I am making the above offer. I can now take and train a limited number of students personally and I will give to those students a guarantee to give them by mail practical drawing room training until they are placed in a permanent position with a salary up to $250 and $300 per month. You should act promptly on this offer because it is my belief that even though you start now the great boom will be well on by the time you are ready to accept a position as a skilled draftsman. So write to me at once.

FREE

$80 Drafting Course

To every student enrolling now I give an opportunity of getting an $80 drafting course absolutely without cost to him. So send in your sketch today and learn all about this offer.

Mail Your Drawing at Once

FREE this $25 Draftsman's Working Outfit

These are regular working instruments—the kind I use myself. I give them free to you if you enroll at once. Don't delay. Send for full information today.

Chief Draftsman, Engineers' Equipment Co., 1951 Lawrence Av., Div. A-935 Chicago

and Get an Ivorine Pocket Rule Absolutely FREE!

Ambitious men interested in drafting hurry! Don't wait! This is your opportunity to get into this great profession. Accept the offer which I am making now. Send in your sketch or request for free book and free Ivorine Pocket Rule.
$95 An Hour!

"Every hour I spend on my I.C.S. Course has been worth $95 to me! My position, my $5,000 a year income, my home, my family's happiness—I owe it all to my spare-time training with the International Correspondence Schools!"

Every mail brings letters from some of the thousands of I.C.S. students telling of promotions or increases in salary as the rewards of spare-time study.

What are you doing with the hours after supper? Can you afford to let them slip by unimproved when you can easily make them mean so much? One hour a day spent with the I.C.S. will prepare you for the position you want. Yes, it will! Put it up to us to prove it. Mark and mail this coupon now!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 3527-D, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can qualify for the position or in the subject before which I have marked an X.

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
- Business Management
- Industrial Management
- Personnel Organization
- Traffic Management
- Business Law
- Banking and Banking Law
- Accounting (including C.P.A.)
- Bookkeeping
- Private Secretary
- Business French

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
- Electrical Engineering
- Electric Lighting
- Mechanical Engineer
- Mechanical Draftsman
- Machine Shop Practice
- Railroad Practice
- Gas Engine Operating
- Civil Engineer
- Surveying and Mapping
- Metallurgy
- Steam Engineering
- Radio
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LEARN AUTO PAINTING IN DETROIT

Earn $50 to $300 Weekly
Auto business on the boom. Hundreds of Auto Painters needed. Now is the time to get out of the rut. Now is the time to prepare for a better job. Over 400 men who have taken our training are making big money. You can make the same. Age or education makes no difference. Ambition and common sense is all that is necessary.

Start a Business of Your Own
Little capital necessary. Every Village, every Town and City offers big possibilities for the ambitious Automobile Painter. Custom Shops are fast following in the wake of the service station and garage. You can learn in from 8 to 10 weeks' time. We teach you in practical, methodical way on real Automobiles, Bodies, etc. The Instructors are men who have made Automobile Painting and teaching their life's work.

Instructions are individual. You can start any time. The cost is small. TODAY—RIGHT NOW—write for our special offer and catalogue. No colored students accepted.

DETROIT AUTO PAINTING SCHOOL
26 B. A. F. S. Bldg., 426 Superior St., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher

Learn at Home
by wonderful print-and-picture method that teaches in half usual time. Far superior to private teachers. Simple as A, B, C—a child can master it. Your lessons consist of real selections instead of tiresome exercises. When you finish one of these delightfully easy lessons you've added a new piece to your list. You read real notes—no numbers or trick music. Method is so thorough that many of our 300,000 students are band and orchestra LEADERS.

Automatic Finger Control
Our own invention—the music marvel of all ages. Trains and guides you fingers so that they fall into proper place almost automatically.

FREE BOOK Shows You How
you may quickly become a fine player or singer through the U.S. School home study method. Write for your free copy before free books are exhausted. Mention your favorite instrument or whether you prefer vocal music. Please write your name and address plainly. Address

U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 76 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y.C.
He Makes $200 Every Week

Read Grover C. Fishbaugh’s Amazing Story of Success! You can easily make as much money or even more with a very small investment.

Two years ago Grover C. Fishbaugh was a discouraged veterinary physician, struggling along, hardly able to make ends meet. Then opportunity knocked and today his net profits from a small investment are more than $200 every week.

Mr. Fishbaugh saw an opportunity to make big money in becoming a lubricating specialist. He knew nothing about the motor car business at that time. He did not even own an automobile. But recognizing the demand for this kind of service he invested his last dollar in a lubricating rack and started in a new business on a vacant lot.

The first week proved to him that his vision had been right. Within six months he had made enough money to finance the purchase of the adjoining property, remodel the building and establish a modern service station, with all the latest equipment.

Out of his profits since he has built himself an attractive bungalow and bought a good automobile.

Why Not Start in Business for Yourself! The Manufacturers of the Famous Alemite High Pressure Lubricating System Will Tell You How!

We can tell you how to go into the lubricating business and make big money like Grover C. Fishbaugh. You can start for as little as $200. Simply fill out the coupon below and we will send you complete details without a penny of cost to you. Don’t put it off another day. This is your chance to get started on the road to success.

The Bassick Manufacturing Company
2674 N. Crawford Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

I am interested in getting into the lubrication business.
Please send me without any obligation or cost, complete information.

Name:
Street: _____________________________
City: _____________________________ State: ____________

The New Home of Popular Mechanics Magazine: When in Chicago, our readers are invited to visit our building and see how the magazine is made and printed. Our location is 200 East Ontario Street, just east of Michigan Boulevard and only a few blocks north of the Loop.
Spirited Pictures and a Speaking Skull

Remarkable Demonstration in Broad Daylight
before the Editors of This Magazine

BY J. L. PEABODY

EVERY one who believes in spiritistic phenomena, as well as those who are openly skeptical, cannot fail to be interested in the "spirit pictures" made by the Jesuit priest, Father de Heredia. The Jesuits, as is commonly known, study diligently for at least 13 years, take the three vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, and then follow some particular line of study to which the rest of their lives is devoted.

This system has given the world valuable results in many fields, and literature is rich with stories of the work of these single-purposed men. Father de Heredia—a Mexican born in Mexico City, and now at Holy Cross College, Worcester, Mass.—has spent his life investigating spiritism and has followed it not so much with the mind of a scientist as with the uncomplicated logic of a boy, for that is the way, he says, to strip spiritism of the frauds commonly practiced in its name. He demonstrated recently in the Popular Mechanics photographic studio how spirit pictures could be made under "test" conditions so that the closest observer could not say how it was done. Using the magazine's equipment, including camera, plates, and chemicals, numerous "spirit" views were produced, even to the white cloud of "ectoplasm" commonly associated with them.

To guard against plates being shifted, they were signed by persons present and Father de Heredia himself sat for some of the views while the magazine's operator made the exposures. The results were as gratifying as any of the pictures exhibited by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle—and yet Father de Heredia did it all by trickery, and willingly explained how.

Father de Heredia discovered how to make spirit photographs quite by accident several years ago. He had been experimenting with some luminous paint and had laid down, temporarily, an object coated with that substance. Upon picking it up, he observed that there remained a faint photographic impression upon a sheet of paper on which the object had rested. This led him to try to transfer a picture directly to a plate by first coating the picture with paint and then laying it...
upon the sensitized surface. Results were obtained with amazing simplicity. Any picture could be transferred to an unexposed plate without affecting its appearance sufficiently for detection, and the plate could then be placed in the camera and exposed in the usual manner. The result when printed was a sharp impression of the person sitting for his portrait with an etherealized presence, or presences—according to the treated copy used—flying in a gauzy cloud near the subject, or even transparently across his face.

When a boy, Father de Heredia had studied magic under the renowned Herrmann. The boy's father was wealthy and maintained a private theater for his sons. Herrmann had given a performance which so delighted the young Mexicans that they begged to be taught the secrets of the profession. This boyish delight in clever tricks has seasoned the priest's personality and kept him very human. Magic and science are the allies which enable him to make spirit pictures under test conditions.

The priest clips his "ghosts"—a beautiful child, a gliding figure, a line of marching soldiers, an aged woman—from foreign periodicals. He always has a supply with their surfaces washed with luminous paint and freshly exposed to the light. A sitter enters the studio. Perhaps fearing fraud he has brought his own plates and chemicals—or his own camera even. He examines everything relating to his mission. The good father refuses to use the plates until the subject has written his name on them to insure that no shifting can be done. Father de Heredia watches him sign the plate, his own hand—in the palm of which is the paint-treated spirit picture—resting lightly on one corner. The plate is then placed in the camera by the subject himself, who may even press the bulb. The sitter is eager. He insists on developing and printing the plate immediately. His eagerness increases. The print is still wet, but there—unmistakably—is not only his own likeness, but that of the aged mother for whom no normal person ever ceases to yearn.

Fortunate, indeed, for the subject, that the picture was made by the good Jesuit priest, who willingly explains how he did it.

Many and devious are the ways of the fraudulent cabinet medium, according to Father de Heredia. A man may have a hairless chest, but what is there to prevent him from wearing a wig on his chest? Under such a wig may be concealed clouds of fictitious ectoplasm.

An examining committee is practically always restrained by delicacy from making a thorough examination of a medium. Where the medium is a woman, she must have a chaperon—and according to the priest, any man skeptic is helpless when opposed by two clever women.

Let us pass, however, from the demonstrations of the Jesuit to a Corinthian-pillared hall where are gathered several score of people, every one of whom has suffered a bereavement that has left him groping through the hard facts of reality into the shadows of the unseen. If we had time we could read a story into each of these faces. An old man on a low rostrum at the front is announcing such hymns as "Lead, Kindly Light," and "When We Gather at the River."

A group of men at the front are
Two "Ghosts" Haunt This View of Father Kane of Loyola University and Father de Heredia. They Are Both "Luminous-Paint" Spirits, Evoked by the Jesuit Scientist in the Popular Mechanics Studio.

Setting up a cabinet which they have carefully examined. The medium herself is in the hands of the examining committee of women; she will soon appear in a coat and skirt borrowed from persons in the audience. The overhead lights blink out one by one. The room now is in semidarkness so that the dope-faced man at the piano looks like a death mask in the gloom. Over the rostrum one blue light gleams. No one quite knows when it was switched on, but there it is like a spiritual eye to oppress any who may doubt.

The medium stumbles out of the anteroom into the cabinet, the women's committee files silently into the room. The old-man leader has instructed every one on the front seats to clasp the hand of his neighbor on the left and right. Why do some of these people grip one's hand so hard?
Suddenly a voice—a gruff, loud voice—from the cabinet! It is Pedro, the medium's control. "Watch for Balsamo who lived from 1743 to 1795."

The curtain is parted, they are swayed by a flimsy gust. Heavens! what is this? It is not the usual spiritual figure, but a skull that emerges. A horrid grinning human skull. Pedro speaks again. "Balsamo will answer questions. Three raps will mean 'yes' and two raps 'no.' Is that right, Balsamo?"

The skull opens its grinning jaws and clicks its teeth sharply three times—meaning "yes." The people are leaning forward breathlessly.

"Balsamo, look about you"—the skull slowly turns from left to right, from right to left—and see if you know anyone present.

"Click! click! click!" responds Balsamo—he recognizes no one.

"To prove that Balsamo understands what is said to him, will some one choose two figures from the chart on the rostrum and Balsamo will add them together."

The chart has all the figures from 1 to 9 and some one chooses 5 and 8. The gruesome thing responds with 13 staccato clicks, and a great sigh breathes up from the spectators.

"Is there anyone here who would like to ask Balsamo questions?" calls Pedro. The women shrink back, but a graying man calls out: "Have you ever seen John Patterson on the other side?"

"Click! click! click!" answers Balsamo, turning his hollow eyes upon the speaker, who trembles visibly.

"Can you take a message to him?"

"Click! click! click!"

"Tell him"—with a big sob—"Dad knows he was not a coward."

"Click! click! click!" answers the skull, but where is it?

It has disappeared, and the medium is staggering out into the arms of the waiting committee.

Such a seance is quite possible were Balsamo, the mechanical skull, to fall into the hands of unscrupulous persons. It is the invention of Professor Freud, otherwise known as Joseffy, the Magician.

On the same day that Father de Heredia showed the assembled editors of Popular Mechanics Magazine how to fake spirit pictures, Joseffy exhibited Balsamo, who has been named after a Spanish magician who died in 1795. Balsamo has no visible mechanism of any kind. The head is pivoted on a small circular base and has a three-inch frill of chiffon around its neck. It was passed from hand to hand; there were no connections between it and its control.—Joseffy. It was then placed upon a pedestal and not only gave the performance described, but did many other things.

The skull turned either to left or right, as it was directed. Joseffy asked the time; a spectator took out his watch. It was exactly 2:06 p.m. "Click! click!" answered the skull; a pause and then six more clicks in rapid succession.

Every one responds to magic. There were more tricks. Mind reading: answers from beyond to questions. "Thought transference?" questioned one hesitatingly.

"Thought transference?" chuckles Father de Heredia; "no, just a trick, but I will not tell you how it is done. It is a great secret. Ha! Ha!"

"Ectopistle!" laughs Joseffy, the wizard.
VICTIMS OF SHIPWRECK MAY WALK OCEAN TO SAFETY

A one-man life-saving device with which shipwreck victims may "walk" to land is being offered steamship companies. It consists of two pontoons that slide back and forth alternately in a rigid frame, the operator placing a foot in each one, standing erect, of course, and grasping the handles of a steering device. As the pontoons are worked, paddles on the bottom aid the walker, folding up so as to offer no resistance on the forward slide. In windy weather a sail assists the walker.

NEW DUTCH CANAL

One of the most important canals Holland has constructed, connecting the Zuider Zee with the Rhine, near Helmond, with Geertruidenberg, on the coast near the mouth of the Meuse, was scheduled to be opened for public traffic during May. This new waterway cuts the province of North Brabant lengthwise into two almost equal parts, gives the industrial town of Tilburg an exit to the sea, and makes possible intercommunication between this town and the important Dutch cities, Maastricht and Bosch. Its length is approximately 42 miles, its depth about 8 feet, and its surface width 71 feet. About $10,000,000 has been spent on the project.

GERMS TRAPPED BY AIRPLANE FIGHTING WHEAT RUST

Seeking to find the source of the germs of "black stem rust," a disease of wheat, an airplane has been used within the last year to test the air above the fields. It was not known whether the rust germs were carried to the wheat-raising states from the South by the wind or whether the barberry, a shrub of rapid growth quite common in the wheat belts, served as a breeding place for them. Glass plates, coated with a mucous substance, were mounted on the wings of the airplane, which then flew over infected fields at heights varying from 1,000 to 7,000 feet. The plates were exposed to the air for different periods of time and the results led to the conclusion that the germs were sheltered by the barberry rather than brought from the South by air currents. In one instance 6,800 spores were caught on a glass plate exposed for 65 minutes. It was also learned that the spores would germinate at heights of as much as 7,000 feet above the ground.

An exceptionally dry winter has so weakened Japan's electric power, through the drying up or lowering of the level of streams and lakes, that steam plants are being installed to help out.
View of the Popular Mechanics Pressroom with the Big Rotaries at Work: This Room Has a Floor Space of 10,000 Square Feet, and Every Corner of It Is as Light as Day. This Issue Is the First to be Printed in the New Building. Each Press Produces 384,000 Printed Pages per Hour, Folded and Ready for Binding, Which Is Equivalent to More than 1,000 Complete Books. All Machinery in the Building is Motor-Driven and under Instant Control by Means of Push Buttons Located at Convenient Intervals.
IN occupying our new building and issuing the first copies from it, we have thought some of our readers would be interested in a few words as to how the magazine was originated and its development.

The first copy of Popular Mechanics was issued January, 1902, from one small room, by its founder and present editor. The idea had been developing in his mind for five years, suggested by reading a large number of other technical and class publications while publishing some of his own. He realized the enormous number of articles of a highly interesting and instructive character, including science, mechanics, engineering, industry, and discovery, which were expressed in technical terms that the layman could not understand, and limited to the comparatively small circulation of such publications in those days.

The Popular Mechanics idea was to secure this information at first hand and at the earliest possible moment, and concisely tell the story of these events in the form of a weekly, which two years later was changed to its present monthly-magazine size. From the first it was liberally illustrated, although at that time few publications indulged in many pictures.

A long-time policy is an absolute independence of the editorial and advertising departments. Readers frequently inquire why the name of the inventor or manufacturer of something described is almost never printed. It is to avoid even the appearance of advertising in the editorial pages.

This first small room, however, was soon outgrown, and from that day to this, the space required in which to produce the magazine has been steadily increased, until its present seven-story home became necessary in order to properly produce the publication.

The Popular Mechanics building occupies 85 by 120 feet, on a lot 120
by 165 feet located on the northeast corner of Ontario and St. Clair streets, Chicago. It is devoted exclusively to our offices and printing plant.

The basement of the building is used as a storage space for paper and provides room for 2,000,000 pounds.

The third floor is occupied by the advertising, subscription, and mailing departments. The general reception room is also located on this floor.

The fourth floor comprises the general administration, book, and cashier's departments. There is also a museum which is rapidly becoming of considerable interest as a permanent, fireproof resting place for what have been, in most cases, cherished family heirlooms. These are mounted on the walls or displayed in show cases, each article accompanied by a card bearing the name of the donor, with a brief description of its history. The public is invited to inspect the museum at any time during business hours.

The fifth floor is devoted to the editorial department, the bureau of information, and the library. The bureau of information gladly answers any inquiries regarding articles in the magazine, as well as furnishes any other information in its power, with absolutely no charge. The editorial department is so laid out that each writer has a room to himself.

Our art department on the sixth floor, in its arrangement and equipment, is among the finest in this country, the photographic branch being particularly complete. Something over 75,000 illustrations have appeared in our pages since the
first copy of the magazine was published. The building is fireproof throughout, being constructed of brick, steel, concrete, and tile. It was completed in 10 months, by Marshall & Fox, the architects and builders. At the formal opening recently, over 700 guests inspected all departments.

It is the policy of the magazine not to indulge in special editions, nor to announce forthcoming features. Our effort is to try to do each month at least a little better than the one before; it should be no violation of policy to say we hope to at least live up to this endeavor. When in Chicago, our readers will find a warm welcome, and a guide to take them through all departments of the making of a magazine, should they honor us with a call.

**CROCKER ECLIPSE PICTURES SHOW SUN STREAMERS**

Above: The Huge Camera Erected in the Wilds of Australia by the Crocker Expedition for Photographing the Eclipse of the Sun

First photographs of the sun's eclipse last September, obtained by the Crocker expedition to Wallal, West Australia, were recently shown the public. The pictures were taken with a 40-foot camera and furnish evidence that Einstein's predictions were correct. These photographs show the sun's corona to have been 40,000 miles wide, from which long streamers of light shot forth, one extending 2,500,000 miles from the sun's center. More than 30 stars were recognized on the camera plates and 23 of these were measured.
ENGINEERS of the Bureau of Mines have devised a new method of purifying helium which will be a great aid to the safe and economical operation of the "ZR-1," the navy's new American-built rigid dirigible.

In this new charcoal-adsorption method, as worked out by Doctor Moore, of the Bureau of Mines, impure helium is passed through a bed of coconut charcoal maintained at a temperature of approximately 312° below zero Fahrenheit. In passing through the cold charcoal, all of the impurities, which are principally oxygen and nitrogen, are adsorbed, and the helium that is drawn off from the apparatus is within .1 per cent of perfect purity.

The removal of the impurities is an interesting engineering and chemical process which is made possible by the adoption of liquid air for the refrigerating medium. If liquid air is held in an open container, it will boil quite vigorously and the vapor produced thereby is practically at the same low temperature as the liquid.

In the process as developed by the Bureau of Mines, this cold vapor is needed to cool the incoming impure helium and also to cool the coconut charcoal and its container. With the charcoal and the incoming impure helium at the temperature of liquid air, or thereabouts, the helium is caused to pass up through the charcoal bed under a pressure of about 15 pounds to the square inch, and under these conditions, the charcoal has the property of removing and holding all of the impurities and allows the pure helium to pass off through the apparatus.

On warming up the charcoal cells, this adsorbed nitrogen and oxygen is driven off, and the cell is ready to be cooled down for another purification run. By means of a number of these cells, properly connected, the process is made a continuous one.

Helium in balloons or dirigibles is slowly contaminated by the diffusion of air into the envelope, and purification at intervals, depending upon the nature of the airship, is necessary as a measure of economy and also to conserve the supply. At present the government plant at Ft. Worth, Tex., is extracting about 450,000 cubic feet of helium per month from the natural-gas wells in that vicinity, at a cost of approximately $80 per 1,000 cubic feet. After the helium has been used for inflating a gas bag and has become mixed with oxygen and nitrogen and other impurities, it can be restored to its original condition at a cost of approximately $1 per 1,000 cubic feet.

In constructing and preparing for the flights of the "ZR-1," the navy engineers are taking every precaution for safety. While the Bureau of Mines has been working on the helium problem, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has been checking the plans for the big ship.

These precautions have been taken because it is fully realized that an accident to the "ZR-1" will be a very severe setback to further construction of this type of air craft. Owing to the tragic accidents that have happened to the big airships purchased abroad, there is a feeling of distrust among people for this type.

The accidents to the ships purchased abroad have been due to faulty construction and the use of hydrogen as the inflating element. From the day the first draftsman put pencil to paper, the navy engineers determined that no accident would happen to the "ZR-1" from either of these causes.

The big ship is nearing completion at Lakehurst, N. J., and is expected to make its first flight early in July. It is 680 feet long—125 feet longer than the Washington monument is tall. The greatest diameter
is 79 feet, and the gas capacity is 2,100,000 cubic feet. This gas will be held in 20 separate gas cells or bags. A skeleton framework of an aluminum composition incloses these bags. They are lined with gold-beater’s skin and, under ordinary conditions, are gas-tight. Along the keel of the ship are quarters for the crew and tanks for the water ballast and the gasoline.

Six engines of 300 horsepower each, in six separate cars swung beneath the ship, will furnish the motive power. These engines have been given continuous speed tests of eight hours’ duration and are scheduled to drive the big ship at a speed of 60 miles per hour. The plans call for a continuous flight of 50 hours, which would take the ship across the United States or across the Atlantic. The “ZR-1” will be closely observed and handled with diplomacy before being called upon to make any spectacular flights.

**AIR PHOTOS MADE OBLIQUELY IN CANADIAN SURVEY**

In order to save time in covering the great distances of Canada, new methods of aerial photography have been adopted in making recent surveys. The photographing is done straight ahead from the nose of the machine, pictures being taken to the right, left, or to the front as desired. An advantage of this method is that it allows an area up to fifteen square miles to be shown on each picture, instead of only an area of three-quarters of a square mile as formerly. The adoption of this method followed a demand for more exact information regarding the Mackenzie River region arising since oil was discovered at Fort Norman. The work of surveying Canada has gone on slowly since the early French settlement.
SURFACING MACHINE USES ABRASIVE BELTS

Interesting features of construction are embodied in an improved type of sanding and grinding machine in-

![Surfacing Machine with Abrading Belt in Vertical and Horizontal Positions](image)

tended for small wood or metal parts. The grinding surface is an abrasive belt, easily adjustable and replaceable, which can be pivoted about its lower roller shaft and set in any position between vertical and horizontal limits. A stationary dust hood and a removable guard add to the safety of the unit. The working table, 9 by 16 inches, can be tilted up as high as 15°, and down to an angle of 45°, making it adaptable for work where faces of the material are not square with each other. The table is at a convenient height from the floor, permitting work to be handled with ease.

FRENCH HAVE NEW SYSTEM OF TENNIS SCORING

In view of the fact that the present method of scoring in the game of tennis is quite clumsy, especially in match tournaments, the French have devised a new system, the principal object of which is to end long-drawn-out contests. Instead of requiring six games to win a set, the French would have the set go to the player who first won nine games, while deuce sets—those in which neither player scores—would be done away with. Further, matches should be the best two of three instead of the best three of five sets. In this way no match could consist of more than 51 games.

BUNDELING MACHINE MAKES SCRAP-METAL BALES

Circular bundles of scrap are made by a machine that has novel construction features. The scrap metal, which may consist of tangled wire, bed springs, tubing, or similar material, is wound around a revolving mandrel. As the bundle is formed, pressure is applied on its outer surface, but the full power of the machine, five horsepower, is required for only a few minutes, when the bundle is within 1 inch of the full size. Rotating disks at the ends of the mandrel absorb much of the wear that would otherwise fall on the frame. A winch is provided on the bundler, to haul the scrap from delivery wagons to the front of the machine.

FIRST "PULLMAN" CAR FEATURED IN MOVIES

In connection with an office survey of the growth of a sleeping-car concern and the great advancement made in the construction of its coaches, a moving-picture film has recently been completed. For the purpose, "Old No. 9," the original car, which made its first trip on Sept. 1, 1859, from Bloomington, Ill., to Chicago, was featured, and a story, built about the early public attitude toward the innovation, was concocted, employing the services of a number of actors. The old car carried a sign requesting passengers to "Please Remove Boots before Retiring"; seats were not cushioned; the berths were pulled down into position by means of ropes and pulleys; heat was scantly supplied by a wood-burning stove, and illumination was by candles. At night the seats and backs were adjusted so as to form one long bed, and the sections were subdivided by curtains. A great deal of adverse comment was made at the time because of the narrowness of the aisle, which made it difficult for the women, who then wore hoop-skirts, to negotiate its length. Similarly, the men complained because the prevalent "stovepipe" hat was frequently knocked off by the suspended lights and the low ceiling, which latter was covered with oilcloth. The uncushioned seats were reversible. The vestibule idea not yet having been developed, the doors at either end opened directly onto the platform. It was nevertheless termed the "Palace Car," although "Sleeping Car" was the name appearing on the outside. On its initial trip the "Old No. 9" carried only five passengers and was in charge of Conductor J. L. Barnes, who died recently.
WHAT GOES UP—COMES DOWN

BY FRANCIS W. WILSON

If you stood looking at a substantial brick building about 150 feet distant, and as you looked the brick walls, windows, and roof dissolved—in a split-second—into a cloud of dust and smoke which shat skyward, you would probably “register” surprise of a degree that would delight even the most exacting motion-picture director. The building, as I first viewed it from a window of the drafting room, housed two quite substantial boilers. One of these “blew up” as I looked.

When the patter and smash of falling things had ceased, I noticed the remarkable clearness of the window glass in front of me. I put out a hand—there was no glass! The force of the explosion, acting away from the office building, had created a vacuum that sucked out every pane of glass on the side of the building I was in. Powerful as this suction must have been, I had felt no effect from it, though I stood within 3 feet of a window.

During the noon hour the bridge shop was deserted, and therefore, there was but one casualty. The fireman was alone in the power house, and not a remnant of his body could be found after the disaster.

The twin boilers had been bedded in brick masonry, and the terrain exposed to the full force of the explosion suffered a bombardment from bricks and bits of iron. Scattered about within this area were frame cottages. Fourteen bricks tore through one such house, but did not injure a woman and girl who were in it.

The oddest freak of all, from a mechanical point of view, was afforded by a piece of iron pipe which landed on an empty flat car that stood in the shop yard, half-way between the power house and the office building. Half of its 30-inch length projected through the 4-inch-thick oak platform of the car.

The pipe landed approximately 75 feet from the site of the explosion. It might have ascended to a great height, or perhaps was projected almost horizontally. In either case it struck the car with tremendous force; otherwise it could not have cut a clean core of seasoned oak from the floor.

I measured its inclination, which proved to be about 28° from the horizontal. If it fell from a great height and struck the car at this angle, how could it punch a hole through the floor? Falling from a height, its descent would have been almost vertical, since it landed so near its starting point. In that event the result would have been to simply scoop out a dent in the floor if it landed at an angle.

If it fell with a rotary motion, the punched hole could not possibly have been neatly cut, but would have been more or less torn in the direction of the plane of rotation. If the piece of pipe were shot from the power house in an approximately horizontal direction, and with sufficient force to punch through the car floor, its trajectory would have been almost flat in the short distance traveled, and contact with the floor of the car could not have stopped its flight.

I have never arrived at a satisfactory solution of this odd problem. For a number of years I kept the core of wood which was removed from the interior of the pipe. The sheared edges were clean-cut and smooth. Fortunately nothing fell on the roof of the building in which I stood.
THE sleet-covered appearance of the wires in the picture is due to an electrical phenomenon known as the corona effect, which is one of the factors that work against the use of higher voltages in the transmission of electric power. The line illustrated carries 600,000 volts, and was built for studying this effect and the spacing of the conductors. It was necessary to use transformers of special design in the production of this extremely high voltage, and, similarly, insulators of special design in the construction of the line.

LEAKING SEWER WRECKS CITY STREET

A CAVE-IN of unusual proportions occurred recently in Philadelphia, letting down half a block of city street, and almost wrecking the rows of houses on either side. It was an old 14-foot brick sewer that broke down, the collapse taking place on the morning following a heavy storm. It is believed that the excessive flow of storm water increased its defective condition, so that the resulting leakage washed away large quantities of surrounding material and left the pavement slab unsupported. The noise of the cracking of the slab before it collapsed averted possible loss of life, warning, as it did, a number of boys who were playing in the street.

While the idea of raising sunken vessels from the floor of the sea by means of devices embodying the principle attached to—few, if any, have proved of sufficient practical value in actual operation to warrant widespread sunken ship, since divers cannot work or even live under the great pressure of such depths, and a diving bell of

Now, however, the testing out of a system, long under trial, has resulted most satisfactorily, although the recently the pontoons to reach the surface that they tore out sections of the vessel's sides—\(\frac{1}{4}\) inch plates—in their upward tractorlike machine which is supplied with air by an internal system and with electricity by means of cables from the and 12 feet high, is a steel drill. The machine is moved up to the sunken vessel and the drill applied to its sides. A on both sides, the pontoons are lowered into place. These pontoons are steel cylinders, 12 feet in diameter and 25 feet through which the air is pumped to give them their lifting power. They are braced inside the "hell." At the bottom through the valve into the caisson by the mother ship, which results in such an upward pull that only eight were

Ivand Sound—had the plates held. The left-hand part of the picture shows the artist's conception of the action of the into the air under its impetus. On the right appears the tractorlike diving bell, the chains by which it is lowered to
of a balloon—a chamber filled with air, which, of course, tends to rise to the surface, pulling with it whatever it is adopted by salvagers. One of the principal troubles has been the inability to attach the apparatus to the hull of the sufficient strength could not be readily handled. The reported test itself was not successful in one way. This situation was brought about by the fact that so eager were the surge. The difficulty in regard to pressure at the sea floor is overcome in this system by an electrically operated mother ship. Projecting from the tractor, which is operated by and carries three men in a caisson, 7 feet in diameter series of holes are bored in pairs through the plating of the ship. When a sufficient number of holes have been bored long. The cylinders are open at the lower end, while the upper end is fitted with a heavy cap carrying an air valve, are hooks attached by chains. These hooks are inserted in the holes in the boat's side. The air is then pumped used in the recent test, fully demonstrating their ability to lift the 300-ton vessel—an "Eagle" boat sunk in Long pontoons used in the test, as they tore sections of the vessel's sides loose and rushed to the surface, one leaping 25 feet the ocean floor and later raised to the mother ship's deck being seen extending upward from the top of the cylinder.
PERMANENT HEADBOARDS AID SLEEPING-CAR PRIVACY

Seeking to increase the privacy of sleeping-car passengers during the day, experiments are being conducted with permanent headboards erected on the principle of a rigid partition between the seats. The innovation, already installed on nearly 100 standard cars, has the further advantage of permitting the occupant of one section freely to control ventilation at his seat without causing drafts to blow on other passengers.

HIGH-VACUUM AND PRESSURE PUMP COMBINED

A small pump of unusually neat design provides, with one rotor and a single casing, high-vacuum and pressure service such as is required in surgical work. The circular rotor turns in an oval chamber, leaving a space on either side. In one of the spaces vacuum is created, and in the other, pressure developed. Brass plates, fitted with wedges that automatically compensate for wear, are set into radial slots in the rotor in such a manner that, under centrifugal action, a tight joint is maintained with the casing when the pump is running. The pump forms a unit with the motor, by which it is driven through a gear.

MACHINE ROUTS ELECTROTYPY PLATES THREE AT A TIME

A machine has been developed that routes out the dead metal from three electrotype plates simultaneously. Its use is in preparing curved plates for rotary printing presses. The machine is equipped with three drums on which are mounted the plates, which must be exactly alike, and which are movable up or down and from side to side under the control of the operator. The operator guides the movement of the center one of three power-driven routing tools, which are mounted on spindles in such a way that the work is duplicated on the two other plates.

Engineers have disclosed, through surveys of mechanical processes in industry, that lighting is the principal source of fatigue among workers. To the influence of bad lighting these engineers lay a loss of 20 cents a day for each worker, figuring this sum as the cost of lower efficiency. This would mean a loss of about $2,500,000 a year in the United States.
PUPILS BUILD BUNGALOW WITHIN SCHOOL

In the new Technical High School at Omaha, Neb., the pupils will be given the unique experience of building a complete bungalow, "life-sized" and ready for occupancy, the entire construction taking place within the high-school building itself. The task will be undertaken as much to demonstrate the high-grade equipment of the school as to teach the young carpenters their work.

Doors large enough to permit the pupils' structure to be moved out of the building on rollers and disposed of for a real home have been provided. Those who are authorities on the teaching of children declare that this method of instructing them arouses their interest a hundredfold as compared with that they display in building miniature houses and other articles.

The school is planned throughout on this life-sized idea. In the automobile department, a 3-ton crane has been installed to enable the students to work on real automobiles. In these shops all the tools used by mechanics in garages, and many of the new inventions, are available, so that the pupil will in reality have a thorough grounding in these trades when he finishes the course.

Other features of the building include classes in salesmanship, where all the working parts of a department store are in use, even to the cash-carryer system of overhead wires and cages.

In the auditorium, which will seat 2,000 persons, an arrangement of the moving-picture machine and screen has been made whereby there will be no distortion of the pictures shown. A cafeteria, a kitchen, an orchestra room for concerts, a library—in short nearly everything found in the lives of grown-ups—is provided in this remarkable institution.
DIAPHRAGMLESS TRANSMITTER IMPROVES BROADCASTING

A new transmitter for radio makes possible the broadcasting of music and other sounds with more of the original purity. This clearness is attained by eliminating the diaphragm, which, because of its inertia, is incapable of vibrating in sympathy with all parts of the range of audible sounds. In the new transmitter the mechanical disk is replaced by a minute electrical discharge which flows between two points, separated by a very small air gap. This discharge is affected by sound waves, but, having no perceptible inertia, it responds equally well to all vibrations, whether they are caused by high or low notes. The device is about the size of a large watch, and when in operation, a point of light can be seen, caused by the flow of electrical energy against one of the terminals.

PORTABLE BAND SAW CUTS WOOD AND METALS

A small portable band saw has recently appeared on the market that will accommodate itself to the cutting of almost every kind of material by a quick change of blades. A change of speed is provided for cutting hard metals like iron and steel. The table, which tilts up to an angle of 45°, is mounted on a quick-acting saddle. It is designed for use on benches like those found in pattern and model shops, tool rooms, and trade schools.

AUTOMOBILE AIDS SINKING OF MINE SHAFT

An interesting example of the marked contrast between the methods of modern prospectors and those of a generation or even a decade ago, is found in the work of a contractor who recently agreed to sink a mine shaft for a western syndicate at Goldtown, Calif., then the scene of a gold rush. Finding the delivery of the mining equipment he had ordered delayed, the contractor decided to use his automobile engine to aid in the work. Hitching a cable, which passed over a block and tackle, to the front of his car, he found it was easy to haul up the buckets of material from the shaft. The car faced the shaft and backed away from it in pulling up the containers, which weighed, loaded, 400 pounds each. A smooth path was thus worn in the desert sand.
QUEER TREES OF THE ISLAND CONTINENT

The Bottle Tree of Australia: It is not of great height, but of very wide girth.

The Typical Views Above and Below Show Some of the Peculiar Trees to be Found in Australia. The Circular Insert Is a View of the So-Called "Canoer" Tree, from Which the "Blackfellows" Cut Bark for Canoes. The Eucalyptus, Found in Great Numbers and Varieties, Is an Evergreen, Shedding Its Bark Instead of Its Leaves. The Grove Below Indicates the Naked Appearance of the Trunks. Note the Contrast Between These Trees and the Tall Species in the Upper Right View.

The "Timber Getters," Cutting Down One of the Tall Species of the Eucalyptus Family.
CHAIN OF GIANT RESERVOIRS URGED FOR RIVER SEINE

New plans are continually being made looking toward the control of the Seine in time of flood, when the rise of the waters endangers the communities along its banks, including the city of Paris. Among the latest of these is a scheme calling for the erection of 23 huge reservoirs along the banks of the river which would have a combined capacity of nearly 70,000,000,000 cubic feet, and it is estimated that, even should the Seine rise almost to its record flood height, the reservoirs would serve to reduce such a rise by one-half. They would also be able to hold a reserve supply of water during the dry season when the lowering of the Seine hinders shipping. Another use would be in irrigation, and by building power stations at the entrance to the reservoirs, 300,000 horsepower could be developed, it is believed.

PRECAST TILES MAKE FOR ECONOMICAL BUILDING

A new way has been found to reduce still further the cost of building construction in Berlin. L-shaped tiles are used to form hollow walls, the long legs of the "L's" forming the wall faces, while the short legs act as distance spacers between the walls. The tiles are precast in steel forms, about 30 at a time, so that the exterior faces of each form are also the interior faces of the next adjoining one. Suitably placed lugs on each form lock with those of its neighbor, providing even spacing, preventing any shifting of the individual forms with respect to each other, and so preserving uniformity in the blocks. The blocks, of course, may be surface-treated for smoother appearance.
WONDERFUL SELENIUM "EYE"

Sorts Bad Beans from Good with More than Human Accuracy

BY R. C. FOLGER

A CHAIN of 10 strands connecting the earth and the moon could be made if all the beans grown in the United States in a single year were placed end to end. Imagine having to pick out every tenth or twentieth bean from such strings! Something quite similar occurs in the sorting of beans, for the bad ones have to be picked out before marketing the product.

Owing to the high prices they have brought in recent years, beans are no longer regarded as a cheap food. One of the reasons for this is the primitive method still used for sorting beans. Rows of women seated in front of conveyors pick out the bad beans, casting the "culs," as the bad ones are called, into a box which is weighed at the end of the day to determine the pay of the women. Unfortunately, many causes beyond the control of the grower affect the quality of a bean crop; bad weather and blights often result in a high percentage of culs in every bushel.

In Michigan there was a young farmer who yearly faced this situation with a questioning mind; science had aided in finding cheaper methods for industry and for other agricultural processes; why could it not help in the sorting of beans? One year he reaped an exceptionally poor crop, the culling of which consumed about half the money he would have received had the beans been good. He thereupon determined to build a machine that would sort beans at low cost at all times, and, even in the event of a low-grade crop, leave the grower a fair profit.

Without scientific training, Ray F. McWilliams, the farmer-inventor of this bean sorter, began casting about for something that would detect the difference between a good bean and a bad one, the latter being darker in color either wholly or in spots. He learned that a mineral (selenium) was sensitive to changes in light reflected upon it, resulting in a similar variation in its electrical conductivity. Obtaining a selenium cell, he made experiments to learn whether he could use it for the machine he had in mind. The cell and others he later obtained, lacked the necessary sensitiveness and was too slow in reacting to light changes. Undaunted, he proceeded, with the limited resources at his command, to unravel for himself the secrets in the construction of a selenium cell, and, thanks to an accidental discovery, the end of a year found him with a cell he could use for his purpose. The new cell could detect the slightest change in color and was quick to respond to these changes. For seven years longer he worked in the development of the machine which today picks
out the bad beans from among the good ones with more than human precision.

The beans are placed in a trough at the top of the machine from which they are fed by small wheels through a series of hoppers until they pass out in single file along a pair of horizontal feed rollers.

A selenium cell is placed over each pair of rollers, and is so inclosed that it receives light only through a tube, the lower end of which is directly over the moving string of beans.

As the beans pass under the tube each one receives a flood of light from an electric bulb, which is focused on it through a double lens. When a discolored bean comes into range the selenium cell reacts to the change in color, causing a magnet to close, thus raising a finger which pushes the bad bean from the rollers, while the good beans pass on into a bin and are ready for market.

The selenium cell is electrically connected with a pair of ordinary dry-cell batteries so as to form a circuit which operates the electromagnet. Hinged to a support alongside the magnet is the finger, one end of which extends over the magnet, while the other curves around and over the rollers in such a manner that its end is opposite the lower end of the tube. When a bad bean appears, the selenium cell instantly "sees" its darker color as contrasted with that of the good, white beans. It immediately sets up a greater resistance to the electrical current passing through it. This causes the magnet to act, drawing down one end of the metal finger, so that the other end is raised. In being raised, the finger pushes the bad bean off the rollers, and it drops into a bin. The instant this is done, the change in light as seen by the selenium eye releases the magnet's hold on the finger, which returns to its first position. The good beans continue on their way down the rollers, dropping into another bin.

The machine is about 5 feet in height and length and is light enough to be easily moved by two persons of ordinary

This Illustrates the Long-Practiced Method of Sorting Beans. Each Woman Operates a Treadle That Controls the Movement of a Small Belt Carrying a Stream of Beans toward Her: the "Culls" are Picked Out by Hand and Deposited in a Box alongside the Belt.
strength. Each machine is equipped with 16 cell units, which provide for a total sorting capacity of 15 bushels of beans an hour, or equal to the average work done by a dozen persons sorting by hand. The machine is driven by a \( \frac{3}{4} \)-horsepower motor, and the operating cost would probably be less than the wages of one man who alone could tend a number of such machines. Another advantage of the machine is that its capacity for unsorted beans would not be affected by how many bad ones were in the lot, whereas, in hand sorting, the more bad beans there are in a bushel, the longer it takes to sort them.

Grading of coffee beans as well as sorting the ordinary varieties of food beans can be done by the machine. It has also sorted olives according to the colors of green, red, and dark purple. Doubtlessly additional uses could be found for the machine in many other fields.

**WALL** OF WATER ROCKS  
**OCEAN VESSEL**

Towering 70 feet, a “wall” of water believed to have been set in motion by a submarine disturbance, nearly proved disastrous to the Pacific liner “Brush,” 50 miles off the coast of Mexico recently. The captain of the ship described the approach of the strange freak of nature as an unbroken black line near the horizon when first observed by the lookout. When its nature was discerned, the ship was made ready for the onrush of water. When the wall hit the “Brush,” the captain declared it was as if a huge hand had clasped the vessel and raised it into the air. There was not a breath of wind, but for six hours after the occurrence, the log of the ship shows, the “Brush” labored in swells equal to those off Cape Horn and was driven miles off its course.

**LAZY TONGS LIFT VALVE SPRINGS EASILY**

The difficulty of lifting valve springs of an automobile engine to permit removal of retaining pins, is greatly lessened by means of a set of lazy tongs recently devised for the purpose. Extending the tongs closes the jaws. These latter are then inserted under the valve. Pushing the tongs shut has the effect of opening the jaws, thereby lifting the valve. A suitable handle gives a firm grip to the user.

**LEANING PINE OF ROME LEANS MORE THAN TOWER OF PISA**

There is a leaning pine tree on one of the golf links near Rome, Italy, which, unlike its famous contemporary, the lean-
NEW COTTON GIN USES TWO SETS OF SAWS

By using two sets of gin saws instead of one, a Texas inventor claims to have doubled the capacity of a cotton gin. In spite of this greater usefulness, only 20 per cent more power is needed to run the machine. A feature of the invention is that the upper set of saws revolves 100 or more revolutions faster a minute than the lower, thereby relieving the latter of some work and enabling the handling of the longest staple cotton. Hitherto, the long-fibered cotton has been run through rollers instead of saws.

BUILD FRENCH OCEAN LINER ON NEW POWER PLAN

Both as a means of saving valuable space and considerable fuel, the new French liner "De Grasse" is to be powered by a combination of electric motors and Diesel engines, the former to be driven by the latter. There are quite a number of electric ships afloat whose current is generated by means of steam turbines, but the present case is said to be the first in which so large a ship—it will be an 18,000-ton vessel—will use Diesel engines in this manner.

Space saving will be had in that it will not be necessary to build a huge tunnel from amidships to the stern to house the propeller. The generators will be placed where convenient, and the current conveyed to the motors at the ends of shafts as short as can be practically contrived. It is a well-known fact that Diesel engines are less costly in upkeep than steam turbines.

GAS-BURNING NOZZLE AVOIDS FLASH-BACK

A new nozzle of simple design is reported to have overcome the difficulties of the flame being blown out, owing to the velocity of the outrush of air and gas being greater than that of the flame propagation. This condition is often encountered when an attempt is made to burn a premixed combination of gas and air. Around the main orifice of the new nozzle is an annular casing communicating with the main orifice by means of four small holes through which passes a small quantity of the gaseous mixture. With reduced velocity inside the casing, the small quantity of gas forms a circle of quietly burning flame surrounding the main orifice, which is thereby heated sufficiently to insure ignition and complete combustion of the mixture passing through it.
SUBSOIL TILLAGE INCREASES IN CALIFORNIA

The need of breaking up the hard soil that exists just below the soft top earth practically throughout California has led to the development of a number of powerful machines in recent years. Few farming implements have to be designed to withstand the tremendous strains that result from the resistance offered by this stubborn subsoil.

The hardpan, as this lower stratum is called, is of two kinds—natural and artificial. The former may be found at the surface or many feet below the surface, and it varies from a few inches to many feet in thickness. The artificial hardpan is the result of the farmers plowing to the same depth year after year and is appropriately called "plow sole." The danger lying in this condition is that the rain, soaking through the soft upper earth crust, drains away from the fields when it strikes the hardpan and plow sole, which it cannot soak into. Since, in California, it rains but three months out of the year, the moisture must be saved for the remaining nine months of the growing season; thus, hardpan and plow sole, which force the rain water to drain off, must be broken up.

Deep tillage consists of two operations: chiseling and subsoiling. The former goes to a depth of from 6 to 15 inches, whereas the subsoiling reaches down 24 to 48 inches. Often 225 horsepower is required to pull the tillage implement.
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BROKEN RECORDS AND IMPROVED MACHINES

Above: Lieutenant Lester J. Maitland, who established a new speed record, when he drove his plane over the course at an average of 244.97 miles an hour.

Target glider carried on upper wing of plane: when released by pilot, it descends at about 30 miles an hour, thus furnishing a realistic target for anti-aircraft and airplane gunners. It weighs only 23 pounds.

Giders of this type, known as the "GL-2," are being developed by the Army Air Service for the purpose of instructing beginners in the science of plane control, without the expense of purchasing and operating motor-driven planes.
MARK RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AVIATION

In the Picture Above is Shown a View of the Fokker Monoplane "T-2," Used in Establishing the Endurance Record of 36 Hours 5 Minutes 20 Seconds, Recently Made at Dayton, Ohio, by Lieutenants Macready and Kelly. This Shatters Their Own and Other Previous Records, and at the Speed They Maintained in Cruising around the 30-Mile Course, They Travelled Far Enough to have Crossed the Atlantic. The Ship Flew at an Altitude of About 2,000 Feet and Made 75 Miles an Hour.

At the Left is Shown Lieutenant John A. Macready, and at the Right Lieutenant Oakley Kelly, Who are Accredited with a New Airplane Endurance Record.

In This Picture is Shown the Airplane Engine Which Recently Completed a Record-Breaking Run of 273 Hours with the Throttle Wide Open. This is Equivalent to Driving an Ordinary Airplane a Distance of About 60,000 Miles.
CONVENIENT DRILLING TOOL IS MOTOR-DRIVEN

A new utility drilling tool designed with special reference to engraving work, is driven through a flexible shaft geared to a universal electric motor, which is pivoted to the base. The chuck, which takes a wide range of drill sizes up to \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch, has five speeds, from 500 to 2,000 revolutions per minute.

OX-DRAWN SLEDS THRESH EGYPTIAN GRAIN

It is difficult for the American farmer, who uses agricultural machinery for practically all his operations, to realize how crude and rudimentary are the means used in other parts of the world. In Egypt, for example, a floor of beaten earth is used for threshing grain. The heads and straw are laid down lengthwise of the floor, and a crude ox-drawn timber sled is driven over the stalks. Iron disks, mounted in the heavy frame of the sled, press out the grains, at the same time crunching the straw, which is later used for fodder. Broomlike wooden forks are then used to separate the grain from the chaff by tossing the mass up into the air, the prevailing northwest wind in Egypt being an essential factor in this operation. In spite of the crudity of the method, it is claimed that good results are attained.

WATER-SERVICE BOX HAS SAFETY FEATURES

A new water-service box, intended to meet the requirements of railroad work, is designed with a view to convenience and safety-first measures. The box, which is built to be set flush with the ground or pavement, contains a lever-operated valve that must be either open or completely closed, and which is provided with a standard air-hose coupling. The device is nonfreezing, is arranged for connection to surface drain, and has a self-closing cover.

Egyptian Threshers, Using Oxen to Draw the Heavy Timber Sleds over the Grain on the Earth Floor: Wooden Forks are Used for Separating the Grain from the Chaff
CAISSON HOIST FACILITATES FOUNDATION WORK

An individual caisson hoist for each well or pier in a foundation was used with considerable success recently. This procedure has several advantages over the endless-cable system, in which 10 or more piers are worked at the same time by a single drum and engine, driving an endless cable encircling them all. In such a method the entire operation may come to a standstill if the cable fails or a sheave becomes worn. Furthermore, the set-up must remain in place until the last well is finished. On the other hand, the individual hoist can be set up anywhere, even under a building already built, without regard to the location of other hoists, and it can be shifted as soon as it has completed its particular well. It is electrically operated, and is protected against reverse motion by a positive safety device.

RED FINGER LIGHT TO AID NIGHT AUTO SIGNALING

A small red light worn on the finger like a ring, has been made to aid night signaling by motorists. As the driver extends his arm and hand to signal a turn, or whatever it may be, the lamp is automatically lighted by the outstretched-
**TURNTABLE FIRE LADDER EXTENDS FROM TRUCK**

An effective fire-fighting unit is seen in a new extension ladder of English manufacture which is considered remarkable for its great "reach." The ladder, which is built to reach heights of 60 to 90 feet and upward, if necessary, is mounted on a turntable carried over the rear axle of a motor truck. It can be used either for lifesaving or as a water tower. The truck motor operates the ladder mechanism by means of two levers under control of the driver, indicators showing the amount of the extension and the safe angle at which the ladder can be worked. Raising and extending the ladder can be done at one time. The four sliding sections of the ladder are raised by wire ropes, safety devices preventing overwinding and the ladders from dropping in case a rope should break. Revolving the ladder around the turntable may be done by hand or with the motor. Adjustable hinged struts at the rear of the chassis provide direct support from the ground, instead of through the wheels and springs, when the ladder is in operation. In the traveling position the ladder sections are folded lengthwise above the truck, running over the platform from the rear forward and a few feet beyond the radiator.

**RADIO NEWS SENT TO CHINA**

A commercial telegraph company has succeeded in receiving daily messages from Hillsboro, Ore., at a radio-receiving station set up recently near Shanghai, China. Reception is over a loop antenna, transmission being through a standard arc used later in the day for working a Portland-San Francisco radio circuit. The wave length is 8,609 meters.

Motor Turntable Fire Ladder When Fully Extended to a Height of 90 Feet: With the Truck Stationary, the Ladder can be Turned Around at Right Angles to the Chassis. Indicators Give the Extension and Working Angle Found Safe
TWIN ROTARY BLOWERS SHOOT SNOW FROM HIGHWAY

A newly developed machine for clearing highways and city streets of snow was put through severe tests recently, with satisfactory results. It is a twin rotary machine, two blowers with very large nozzles being used to suck up the snow and shoot it off the roadway. An 80-horsepower gas engine is used to furnish the necessary power, but the outfit is not self-propelling, and must be hauled about by a tractor or other means. Its principal use is to "break road" quickly immediately after a heavy snowfall, and under these conditions it cuts an 8-foot swath very effectively.

SUN'S RAYS AND FLASK BURN FINISH ON OFFICE DESK

How simple it is for a fire to be started was recently shown in an office at Corning, N. Y. The rays of the sun, coming through the window, fell on a decanter that was being used as a vase on the desk. It happened that the rays were concentrated on a spot about the size of a small coin, such as would have been the case had a sunglass been used. As a result, the finish at that point on the desk was burned through.

The Sun's Rays, Concentrated by the Decanter, Burned a Hole through the Finish of This Desk. Luckily, No Papers were Lying About.
INTERESTING STEEL-BOTTOMED DOUBLE-DECKED YACHT-CLUB FLOAT LAUNCHED IN CHICAGO

A YACHT-CLUB float, 50 feet wide and 150 feet long, with ample sail and clothes lockers, cafeteria service, a lounge, large verandas, and dinghy space, is being put in service at Chicago by the Chicago Yacht Club. On the upper deck are the cafeteria and kitchen, a storeroom, a ladies’ locker room, a rest room, lounge, and promenade deck. Folding doors between the last two open for dancing.
LATEST ADDITION TO THE FLEET OF THE NEW YORK YACHT CLUB

The grace and swift, birdlike motion of the sailing vessel are admirably brought out in the painting of the “Husar IV” here reproduced. The vessel is a pleasure yacht built for a New York sportsman and recently launched at Copenhagen, Denmark. For cruising purposes, it relies, besides its ample canvas, on a 600-horsepower crude-oil engine. It is 200 feet long and will be manned by a crew of 25, exclusive of officers.
MAIL-BOX SENTINEL DEFEATS LETTER THIEVES

The activities of mail-box thieves, who can easily take letters from the ordinary box, are rendered fruitless by the attachment of a simple hook appliance recently placed on the market. This consists of two overlapping series of wires, having their upper ends coiled to impart a spring action to each series. When placed against the letter opening on the interior of the box, the upper series, like a one-way gate, permits the letter to be inserted and to fall into the box. The lower series of wires, however, has hooked ends, and guards against any attempt to withdraw the letter through the slot.

SPRAYED COTTONWOODS SHED NO COTTON

The United States Bureau of Plant Industry has developed a method of preventing the growth of the blossoms of the cottonwood tree, thereby freeing that popular shade tree from one of the greatest objections to its use, the falling of the cotton. Spraying with a 2-per-cent solution of sulphuric acid is the method resorted to, and when done in the spring, is effective in stilling the growth of the annoying tufts of cotton which otherwise would strewn the streets and yards. A spray of kerosene, gasoline, or common-salt solution also gives desirable results, the last having the advantage of cheapness. Crude oil, while also effective, is disfiguring to both trees and property, and, of course, the acid spray may not be used in contact with iron parts. If sprayed in the spring, before the leaves come out, no injury whatever results to the tree itself.

NEW VARIETY OF PEACH 2076 DEVELOPED

The efforts of horticulturists to supply the need for a yellow peach ripening a little later than the so-called “Elberta” peach has resulted in the development of a new variety which seems to fill the desired requirements. This peach, called “Wilma,” is as large and of the same color as the “Elberta,” but is rounder, held to be of better quality, and ripens a week later than the latter. The trees are vigorous, productive, and hardy, and have therefore been recommended to New York State fruit growers, as well as orchard owners elsewhere, as suitable for localities where the winters are severe.

STICKER LABELS FOR AMATEUR 1945 RADIO PANELS

The number of radio enthusiasts who are constructing their own sets has been growing so rapidly as to prompt one enterprising manufacturer to bring out something new for adding distinction to the completed product. This is a set of sticker labels, having a gold-dust surface, and bearing suitable identifying legends, as “aerial” or “loading coil,” which can be quickly applied to their proper place on the panel. When applied, these labels have no perceptible thickness to the touch, and add greatly to the finished appearance, and increase the convenience of the homemade panel.
SEAPLANE LAYS EFFICIENT SMOKE SCREEN

The use of dense smoke clouds by naval vessels for the purpose of screening battleships from the enemy, has been practiced for a long time. Fast destroyers are usually employed to lay the cloud of heavy smoke, which is produced by regulating fuel and draft in the main boilers. Recent tests, however, have proved the efficacy of seaplanes in this respect. In fact, the seaplane has at least two advantages over the destroyer: it can lay a screen much more rapidly; it can regulate the height of the screen above water, and may make it completely envelop an object by flying over and around the latter. When a seaplane is used for laying the screen, the smoke results from the introduction into the exhaust pipe of chemicals that increase the volume as well as the density of the exhaust gases.

MUSSLE CULTURE WILL HELP PEARL-BUTTON INDUSTRY

An important step toward insuring an adequate supply of raw material for the pearl-button industry is being made by the United States Bureau of Fisheries, which, for the first time in history, is cultivating fresh-water mussels during the entire first year of their growth. The activity of mussel culturists heretofore has been confined to getting the young bivalves well started in life, during the brief period when they attach themselves to the gills and fins of fish. Now, however, as a check upon the effectiveness of their work, the fish will be kept in large wooden troughs until the mussels drop off, after which the latter will be retained in the wooden tanks for a year, the better to observe and facilitate their growth. The mussels will then be planted in their natural environment to complete their life cycle.
NEW CIRCULAR BUNGALOW SAVES SPACE AND STEPS

Dissatisfied with the usual type of bungalow, a British architect has designed a circular bungalow which is cheap to construct and easy to maintain. The structure of the inner room, the largest one, forms the backbone of the whole framework, and from the corners of this, six partitions radiate, giving space for four rooms, a kitchen, a hall, a servant's bedroom, a bathroom, and a larder, in addition to the inner room. The outside wall forms a polygon of 12 sides, a dome fitted over the center room providing light and air. A form of laminated wood—three or more layers of wood cemented together under great pressure and stitched with thin cord—is used in constructing the bungalow, all sections of which are ready-cut at the factory and so designed as to enable three men to assemble them into a house in a week. The accessibility of every room should save many steps daily.

CHANGING A RIVER'S MENACE INTO A UTILITY

The spring flood waters in many of the mountain streams of Utah carry large amounts of gravel to the cañon mouths, where the arrested speed of the current allows the gravel to be deposited over valuable land. In several cases, as at Levan, Nephi, Parowan, Beaver, and Cedar City, the townsites are so close to the cañon mouths that some of the property involved is particularly valuable.

In some instances, the gravel covers several acres, and grows deeper and larger with each spring freshet, forming fan-shaped deltas. New channels have been excavated annually in these gravel deposits, only to be filled again in the first few days of the snow-fed freshets; barriers have been constructed tending to confine the stream, and other devices and schemes have been tried, with only temporary success.

Probably the best arrangement was installed at Parowan some years ago, in the form of a riprap of large, loose logs, framed across the channel in the midst of the gravel delta. This tended to lift the stream and check the speed so that the suspended gravel was deposited in the place selected by the builders. In fact, by an ingenious arrangement of the logs, which allowed a shifting of the current when the deposit was built up to a certain height, the builders obtained deposits of sand and gravel of rather uniform sizes, which were used later in highway and building-construction work.

Also, by a system of wings it was possible to produce the deposits in suitable depths for ready loading by the dump-
MILLS RUN WHILE POWER DAM IS REPAIRED

BY HORACE E. THOMAS

WHEN the swollen waters of the Willamette River late last winter tore a great jagged hole in the dam that impounds it to supply power for the manufacturing plants at Oregon City, a serious engineering problem arose. This was to restore the dam and to keep the wheels of industry running in the meantime. The problem was solved by an engineering feat of exceptional difficulty.

The dam controls a large body of water that is diverted from the Willamette above the Oregon City falls, which, though not industrial, is beautiful. The fall of the water is 70 feet, it is known as the Oregon City falls, and the dam backs up this great body of water behind it. The dam is located at the mouth of the Tualatin River. The work of clearing the debris from the gap and to string a 2½-inch cable between them. Hanger rods were attached to the cable and from the rods was suspended a large beam constructed of four timbers, each 8 by 16 inches, securely bolted together. As soon as this was in place, it was strengthened by a framework of large timbers heavily braced.
pit method, after the floods had subsided.
A gravel-arresting dam at Kanosh, on
Corn Creek, will have an initial capacity
of about 50,000 cubic feet of gravel, but
can be made to carry twice that amount
by adding a few feet to the height of the
barrier.

BEAN HARVESTER THRESSES
IN SAME OPERATION

A new machine for threshing beans
as they are harvested has been built by
a soy-bean grower who found separate
harvesting and threshing too expensive.
At the front of the machine are two slots,
each for a row of beans, with guides
that deflect the bean plants into the path
of the slots, where the beans are threshed
out by vertical beaters that strike both
sides of the plant. The beans that fall
from the pods are elevated by drag chains
to the top of the machine, where shaker
screens separate them from dirt and
other foreign materials, these being dis-

charged at the rear of the ma-
chine. The beans drop through
the screens into boxes that are
large enough to hold the accumu-
lation from one complete trip
across a 1,000-foot stretch. The
machine is tractor-drawn, and it
is stated that it will harvest ap-
proximately an acre of beans in
one hour.

GASOLINE BLOWTORCH HAS
FOOL-PROOF FEATURES

Unusual features to promote safety
have been embodied in a new blowtorch
now on the market. It uses gasoline or
kerosene as fuel. One
of its favor-
able points is
a safety valve
that blows off
at 40 pounds’
pressure,
which is
about twice
the normal.
Another ad-
vantage
is that there
is only one
opening in
the tank,
avove the fuel line, which eliminates
troublesome soldered connections.
WHEN the swollen waters of the Willamette River late last winter tore a great jagged hole in the dam that impounds it to supply power for the manufacturing plants at Oregon City, a serious engineering problem arose. This was to restore the dam and to keep the wheels of industry running in the meantime. The problem was solved by an engineering feat of exceptional difficulty.

The dam controls a large body of water that is diverted from the Willamette above the Oregon City Falls, a cataract which, though not high, is famed for its beauty, and is familiar to travelers in the West. The flood resulted from heavy rains and warm temperatures that melted the mountain snow at the source of the Willamette and its tributaries. The swift water, growing to almost unprecedented volume, practically leveled the falls, inundated the surrounding country, and exerted a tremendous pressure which the timber dam, 800 feet long and 17 feet high, could not withstand.

At the height of the flood came a crash of tearing timbers that could be heard above the roar of the water. A section of dam, 100 feet long, was swept away and the pent-up water found a new outlet through which it rushed.

As soon as the waters had receded sufficiently to permit operations, engineers surveyed the situation. The usual method would have been to construct a cofferdam and then make the repairs in comparative safety. This method was rejected, however, because it would have meant closing down many factories, entailing great loss to the paper and woolen mills affected. However, since the river was certain to remain at a stage of comparatively high water for several months, and since, even with the gap in the dam, there was sufficient power to keep the mills running, it was determined to restore the dam without the protection of a cofferdam.

Several methods were suggested. It was first decided to build a great slab of reinforced timbers and beams and to slide it into place, as a section of the dam, 20 feet at a time. This was abandoned as impractical, uncertain, and costly, and it was determined that it would be more feasible, although hardly less hazardous or difficult, to bridge the opening one timber at a time.

The first step was to build towers of piling, 20 feet high, at each side of the gap and to string a 2½-inch cable between them. Hanger rods were attached to the cable and from the rods was suspended a large beam constructed of four timbers, each 8 by 16 inches, securely bolted together. As soon as this was in place, it was strengthened by a framework of large timbers heavily braced.

The upper surface of the dam has a slope of 45°, and the next step was to slide one timber to form the component units of the dam. Each of these timbers was 14 inches square and 26 feet long. It was no simple job to place these timbers, but once in position, they were held securely by the pressure of the water and the reinforcing that connected them with the part of the dam already in place. The great beam on which they rested could not have borne the terrific weight if it were not for anchor cables attached to the beam at right angles and fastened on shore. Several of these cables were attached as soon as the beam was laid, and others added, every 70 inches, as the deck of the dam was built. Turnbuckles were provided, so that the cables might be tightened as required to keep the structure in alignment.

The difficulty of the work was increased by the fact that the lower ends of the timbers rested on solid rock. It would have been much easier to get them into position if the ends could have been buried in mud or sand. Once they were in place, the usual method of holding them with sacked sand was followed.

Hazardous as the work was, it proceeded without mishap. With the season of low water approaching, contractors rushed the dam to completion, so that by the time the river fell, the dam would be ready and the mills kept running.

ELECTRIC TREATMENT RAISES VISCOSITY OF OILS

That the viscosity of mineral oils can be raised by a combined treatment with electric discharges and with hydrogen, is the contention resulting from a series of systematic experiments recently completed. The treatment increases the viscosity of the oil and makes it more resistant to high temperatures, thereby rendering it suitable for use in place of more expensive lubricants, such as castor oil, in machines like air compressors, Diesel engines, and internal-combustion motors, it is claimed.
Above: Looking alongside the Dam, from One End of the Temporary Framework, Erected to Assist in Stopping the Gap in the Dam. The Rushing Waters Made the Repair Operation a Hazardous One. Below is Shown the Opposite Face of the Dam, at the Crest. Heavy Cables Anchored the Framework to the Shore.
GLOVE PROTECTS THROWING HAND OF CATCHERS

A baseball glove to protect the throwing hand of catchers is being introduced by a sporting-goods company. The base of the glove is similar to a first baseman’s mitten, with the exception that the fingers are joined together at the tips and heavily padded. The glove is designed for use in batting practice—particularly to protect the fingers from foul tips and wild pitches. In a game, it would, of course, have to be discarded, since it would interfere with throwing the ball.

POCKET MICROSCOPE FOR FIELD WORK

A handy, compact microscope has been patented recently and placed on the market, designed especially for the use of those who frequently wish to make examinations while away from the laboratory, and for students. The instrument has a range of magnification from 25 to 225 times, is equipped with a hairline focusing device, removable stage, slide clamps, and reflecting mirror. The magnification is obtained without interchanging lenses by simply withdrawing or telescoping its tubes, which are conveniently marked for this purpose, to the desired degree. A dust-proof protective cap is provided, and the instrument is small enough to be carried in the pocket.

PORTABLE PEELING MACHINE FOR SMALL RESTAURANTS

A peeling machine which is small, light, and can be put out of the way when not in use, has been made for smaller restaurants. The device, consisting of a circular metal drum with an intake chute, a discharge door, a hose connection, a water-discharge opening, and an electric motor, is placed on the sliding board of the kitchen sink. Peeling is accomplished by an arrangement of revolving, perforated cylinders, while a continuous stream of water washes out the fine peel and dirt. It is claimed the device will peel 15 pounds of potatoes, turnips, or other similar vegetable in less than two minutes.

Rubber bands are placed about the Sunday home-subscription issues of an Indiana city newspaper. It is claimed that the innovation prevents the various sections of the papers from being blown about, and lost, while on the porch or doorstep.
COCONUT FESTIVAL STAGED IN SOLOMON ISLANDS

NATIVES of the Solomon Islands, who, because of their cannibalism, head-hunting, and other cruel habits, have long had an unenviable reputation among civilized nations, are gradually becoming less savage. Under strong British, German, and Dutch influence, they are largely confining themselves to more humane practices and ceremonies. One of the more popular of these is the festival of the coconut. Thousands of the nuts are strung along poles, and the tribesmen circle about them in a weird, frenzied dance to the music of tom-toms. Afterward, the coconuts are eaten at a great feast. The interesting photograph given here, showing a group of the warriors decked out in their holiday regalia, was snapped just before the festival began. Behind the tribesmen can be seen a section of the coconut poles around which they dance.

OLD NEW HAMPSHIRE MANSION TO BE MOVED TO NEW YORK

An undertaking of no little difficulty faces the Metropolitan Museum of New York in the transporting of a New Hampshire mansion to Gotham. Searching for a suitable home for its colonial treasures, the museum finally purchased the Wentworth Gardner house, at Portsmouth, N. H., built in 1760. Containing as it does some of the finest examples of colonial art, particularly carved woodwork, the museum authorities believe it can be placed as a wing to the present museum building. The old furniture has already been sent to New York, and soon the mansion will be moved, probably by dismantling it and shipping it in pieces. It will be incorporated as part of the museum, and its treasures will be on view to metropolitan visitors.

The Wentworth Gardner House, Now at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Where It was Built in 1760; It is About to be Moved to New York City.
CHILD'S PUSHCART CARRIED LIKE BRIEF CASE

A new pushcart used for wheeling children along the street, that folds up and can be carried like a brief case, is being placed on the market in England. It is designed for people traveling with children, and can be taken into busses or railway coaches like ordinary hand luggage. It is made mostly of aluminum, and as it weighs only 14 pounds, may be easily carried.

NOVEL FARMING EXPERIMENT FOR WAR VETERANS

Sixty world-war veterans are trying an interesting experiment in California's famous Imperial Valley. This group of men, injured during the war and now being assisted by the U. S. government, have taken peaceful possession of the land near Brawley, formerly known as McDevitt's Project. McDevitt was the leader of a group of idealists who established a colony, hoping for a perfect or Utopian community life.

When the colony failed, the Veterans' Bureau, aided by the businessmen of Brawley, decided to take over the land for its charges.

Under the plan worked out between the bankers of Brawley and the Veterans' Bureau, each ex-warrior picks out his farm and contracts to pay for it in from 14 to 28 years. The cost naturally varies according to the character of the land and the improvements made. During the first three years the veteran is required to pay only 3 per cent interest on the cost. After the third year he must pay one-fiftieth of the cost every six months. On these 50 installments he pays 5 per cent the first two years and 7 per cent for the remainder of the period.

As the buyers, in most instances, are starting the experiment with very little capital, the owners of the land are furnishing vines and fruit trees and making necessary improvements, the cost to be paid by the veteran when the vines and orchards begin to bear.

Another new idea adopted was that a budget of expenses be made out by months for three years ahead and closely followed by the purchaser. The benefits derived from the budget plan, however, have been quite remarkable, and it now has the hearty support of all the veterans.

In addition to this economic training, the settlers are also receiving the very best scientific training and advice. Naturally a large colony of this kind attracts attention. Experts connected with both government and private institutions and organizations are visiting the veterans and giving them the benefit of their experience in poultry and hog raising, dairying, the raising of fruits and vegetables, farm management, irrigation, machinery, in fact in every branch of farming.

When the floor of a concrete reservoir started to crack before it was put into service, the idea was conceived of accelerating the cracking so that its worst effects might be known and remedied. Ice and salt were spread over the floor for a depth of 6 inches, then drained away, the cracks opened with chisels, and then filled with a mastic composition.
A String of the 3,000 Camels to be Used in Carrying Railway Ties and Other Supplies for the New Railroad to be Built in Australia from Oodnadatta, in the South, to Port Darwin, in the North

DOUBLE GAS-MANTLE BURNERS GIVE IMPROVED LIGHT

Greater lighting efficiency is claimed for a new type of incandescent-mantle light, recently invented, which has twin burners. The gas inlet passes between the burners, permitting the gas to become heated by radiation from the glowing mantles. This system is credited with a considerable increase in light, with only a relatively small increase in gas consumption. The argument is that the heated gas, reaching the mantles at or near the ignition point, can have no cooling effect on the mantles.

NEW AUSTRALIAN RAILWAY TAPS RICH LANDS

The Australian Commonwealth government announces that the new transcontinental railway, from Oodnadatta, in the south, to Port Darwin, in the north, will be built through the richest mineral and finest pastoral sections of the center of the continent. This will be the first step of a plan to cover every section, including the vast deserts, with railways which will not only facilitate commerce but also form a defensive barrier for the Australian coastline. It is estimated that, in the case of the east-to-west transcontinental railway, which was opened for traffic a few years ago, over 3,000 camels will be employed in the preliminary construction work.

PORTABLE RECEIVING SET IS EASILY INSTALLED

A portable, extremely light radio-receiving set which can be put into operation by simply allowing some insulated wire to lie flat on the floor and attaching a wire to a telephone or radio receiver. The portable radio-receiving set in use: Above, a similar set for use with a permanent aerial.

The Portable Radio-Receiving Set in Use; Above, a Similar Set for Use with a Permanent Aerial

\begin{center}
\end{center}

The crystal of the fixed type, is within a holder resembling a telephone pedestal, while the earpiece is set at the top. The usual means of tuning in are provided. The radius is from one to about 35 miles. Extra earphones may be attached by a special extension arrangement.
BRITISH ROADBUILDING EXPEDITION

Settling of a Fixed Frontier Policy has Always Been One of the Most Delicate of the Problems Facing the British Government of India. Recently a Roadbuilding Expedition Began Operations from Thal to the Tochi River in the Rasmalak Plateau. Rasmalak Is the Objective of Getting into the Heart of Waziristan, Which has Always Been a Veritable “No Man’s Land” between the British Northwest Frontier of India and Afghanistan. Consequently a Comprehensive System of Defense, by Soldierly, of the Road Workers has Been Necessary to Protect Them against the Constant Sniping of the Savage People, the Mahsud Tribes, Who Inhabit This Wild Stretch of Territory and Resent the Enroachment of Civilization.

Above: The 5th Rifles Advancing as a Reserve Unit over a Section of the Completed Military Road to Rasmalak.

Above: In Spite of the Vigilance of the Military Corps, the Mahsud Outlaw Bands Continually Took Toll of the Workers. As a Means of Transporting Troops and Laborers Wounded in These Frequent Encounters, Captain C. M. Stoker, M. C., in Charge of the Work, Devised a Special Type of Stretcher for Attachment to the Camel Pack. The "Doli," as the Device is Named, is Here Seen. It is Made in Two Types, and a Pair is Swung from a Support on the Camel's Back. Right: A Large Steam Roller Brought from Delhi, Many Miles to the South, being Employed to Make a Road around a Bad Corner. The Presence of This Machine of Modern Life, Together with the Work It is Aiding in Performing, Symbolizes to the Wild Tribesmen the Advance of a Civilization They in No wise Court. They Believe That When the White Man has Once Penetrated Their Mountain Fastnesses, Their Liberty will have Gone.
KITCHEN GAS-RANGE BURNERS LIGHT AUTOMATICALLY

In the usual “self-lighting” gas burners on kitchen ranges it is necessary to turn on the gas and press a button to cause the pilot flame to operate. A new burner, recently invented, does away with this feature, by lighting automatically when a vessel is placed on a rack above the burner. The weight of the vessel operates a plunger which opens the main valve and admits gas to the burner, where it is ignited by a small pilot light. Removal of the vessel from the burner automatically cuts off the gas supply. The burner is made to fit any stove, and can be substituted for the ordinary burners.

TAR-POURING KETTLE HAS ADJUSTABLE NOZZLES

An improved type of pouring kettle just placed on the market has the decided advantage of using adjustable nozzles for pouring tar, thereby minimizing drippings and leaks from the spout. Three sections, each screwing into the other, make up the spout, and any of these may be removed, according to the flow desired. The outlet valve is controlled from the handle, making it easy to fill any joint in the roadway with minimum drip, and the valve itself is so close to the nozzle that it aids in this effect.

JAPAN QUIETLY MAKING ADVANCES IN AVIATION

The picture shows Akira, one of the Japanese flying aces, and the plane, of native manufacture, in which he has made some noteworthy flights. Japan is regarded as the most advanced in air craft of any of the nations of the Orient, although Spain and China are also showing progress. Not only is aviation being developed by the Japanese for military purposes, but also for commercial work and for sport.
NOVEL PORTRAITS MADE BY MULTIPLE EXPOSURE

SOME interesting portraits have resulted from a method of multiple exposure which differs from the ordinary process in that there is an overlapping of the various views with no division line between them. It is likely the pictures were made against a dull dark background and in a room where the only illumination was from one or two lamps placed at the sides of the camera in such a way that light would be reflected only from the sitter. Then, by making a time exposure near one edge of the film, the other portions would be unaffected and different portions could be successively exposed by turning the camera slightly before each exposure.

MACHINE CUTS ICE CAKES TO STANDARD WEIGHT

To cut blocks of artificial ice into cakes of standard size and weight at the factory, an inventor has developed a machine for scoring the large blocks as they come from the refrigerating machines. After the 300-pound blocks come out of the machines they are run through the scoring machine. Rapidly moving saws cut the blocks to size in two directions. Then a tap from the point of the iceman's tongs will divide the blocks, thus saving much time and unnecessary waste. A block so divided, will, of course, also greatly facilitate delivery.
NEW MILKING-MACHINE VALVE PREVENTS INFECTION

A new type of vacuum valve has been devised which automatically and instantly closes whenever the operation of the hose line to which it is attached is interrupted. The valve is especially adapted for use with milking machines. When the cup is accidentally detached from the cow's udder and falls to the floor, as frequently happens, instantaneous closing of the valve prevents dirt and other impurities from being sucked through the hose into the milk supply, thereby contaminating an entire tank of the fluid. The valve opens automatically as soon as the cup has again been attached to the udder.

ONION-"SET" PLANTER SAVES TEDIOUS LABOR

The drudgery of planting onion "sets" by hand is greatly lightened, if not entirely eliminated, by the use of a mechanical planter recently placed on the market. This device is conveniently mounted on a light four-wheeled frame, having two inclined wheelbarrow handles for propelling by hand. A hopper with inclined bottom guides the young onion set into a funnel spout, dropping it directly into the bed of a short furrow which has been previously loosened up by a small specially shaped shoe just in advance of the spout outlet. The planter also has several adjustments for sets of differing size.

AUTO-WASHING DEVICE KEEPS SOAP SOLUTION UNIFORM

Garage workers realize the importance of using a proper soap solution for washing cars, knowing that an excess of soap, aside from being wasteful, will damage the car. A recent invention does away with this difficulty by providing mechanical means for properly dissolving the soap. It consists of a mixing tank, having inlet and outlet valves, and a perforated soap-holding receptacle which can be agitated and revolved from the outside of the tank after water has been admitted. The piping is so arranged that live steam may be by-passed around the soap receptacle and through the outlets in case soap has accumulated in the valves or clogged the perforations.

Considering the title of chauffeur objectionable, a New York organization of hired drivers of private automobiles which recently opened a $400,000 clubhouse, has named the club the Society of Professional Automobile Engineers.
View of a Room in the Department of Agriculture's New Moving-Picture Laboratory, Showing the Arrangement of the Lights and Camera: Note the Open Construction of the Room, Providing an Abundance of Light from Both the Skylights and the Windows

FEDERAL FILM LABORATORY COMPLETELY EQUIPPED

Covering 10,000 square feet of floor space, a motion-picture laboratory recently built and equipped by the Department of Agriculture for production of educational matter is said to be the only government film-producing and distributing agency of its kind. The fireproof brick structure, 90 feet long and 60 feet wide, has the second, or top, story roofed with skylights and fitted as a studio, while the first floor has various rooms for operations incident to the manufacture and distribution of the pictures.

In all there are about 15 rooms or compartments reserved for this purpose. These include offices for the title writers, storage vaults, and compartments for developing, drying, and assembling films. Apparatus for slow-motion analyses and a unit whereby microscopic objects may be visualized for portrayal on the screen, complete the camera equipment.

From a motion-picture entitled, "Exit Ascaris"—descriptive of a method for eradicating roundworms from swine—to a production labeled, "Sentinels of the Sunset"—showing the splendor of the scenery in the vicinity of Mount Lowe and Mount Wilson, in California—the films now on hand depict almost every phase of life in the countryside.

SIMPLE METAL PUNCH HAS SELF-CONTAINED DIES

A new portable metal punch of simple construction uses no separate dies and has few wearing parts. The instrument, which weighs about 5 pounds, is provided with punches for making five sizes of holes, from 1/8 to 3/8 inch, in sheet metal up to 1/4 inch in thickness, and will work to within 3 inches from the edge. In operation, the magazine die is revolved until the desired size of hole lines up with the punch, when it is secured in place by a thumbscrew. A blow with a hammer on the top of the punch completes the operation. The device is so constructed as to make changing the dies easy.
OXYGEN-BREATHING APPARATUS WORKS AUTOMATICALLY

A new oxygen-breathing apparatus that works automatically, even under water for a short time, is now being used by the Navy Department. The apparatus, which is self-sustaining for approximately 30 minutes under severe working conditions, consists of a steel cylinder, or flask, having a capacity of 1 1/4 cubic feet of oxygen under pressure of 2,250 pounds to the square inch. It is provided with control valves and a reducing valve for bringing the pressure down to about normal, a cooler in which the oxygen and inhalation air mix, a regenerator for absorbing carbon dioxide, and suitable breathing tubes.

STEEL-REINFORCED PLYWOOD APPEARS IN ENGLAND

Ordinary three-ply wood, with one or both sides covered by a sheet of steel coated with lead or zinc, has made its appearance in England. The metal sheets are attached by a chemical process. The innovation, claims the manufacturer, protects the wood, makes it fireproof, and in addition improves the structural properties. Among the many ways it is expected it may be utilized are for shelves and partitions in houses; in vehicles, for body work of various descriptions, and on farms for silos, and tanks. The material can be readily cut with a circular or small handsaw, and wire nails can be driven through it without drilling. In tests, it is claimed, the material was found to be at least 80 times as stiff as mild steel.

CLOCK WITH ONE HAND AIDS IN AVOIDING ERRORS

Designed to make the reading of time an even more simple matter, a clock with one hand has made its appearance. Between each of the usual hour markings, eleven equal divisions have been made bearing numbers from 5 to 55 inclusive, in multiples of 5, indicating the minutes. As the hand moves around the face, the point thus indicates the exact time. The makers of the instrument point to frequent errors in telling time made because of confusing the two hands of an ordinary clock. The new instrument is made up in forms suitable for use on automobiles, and in watches and desk clocks.

The most powerful radio equipment afloat will be aboard the “Leviathan” when the giant ship reenters transatlantic service under the colors of the U. S. Lines some time in June. The equipment, which will be six times as powerful as that carried by the average steamship, will provide for uninterrupted communication with points 3,000 miles distant.

OIL-WELL FIRE SHOOTS 200 FEET INTO THE AIR

A fire of terrific fury raged recently when an oil well in the Okotoks oil fields of eastern Alberta caught fire, and roared continuously for 38 hours. The well was of recent origin, and for two months prior to the fire had generated the enormous gas pressure of 820 pounds per square inch. The friction of small gravel stones, rushing through the casing under this pressure, is believed to have generated the spark which ignited the gas. During the height of the fire, the peak of the flames roared more than 100 feet above the 87-foot derrick, and was visible for miles in the surrounding country. An estimated damage of $30,000 resulted from the fire, in addition to the enormous quantity of gas consumed.
The Illinois-Alberta Oil Well, in Alberta, Canada, so named in deference to the home state of most of its stockholders. This view shows the spectacular appearance of the fire at the height of the flames, which rose fully 200 feet into the air. The gigantic jet of burning oil roared continuously for 36 hours before the internal pressure of the well had dissipated itself.

Mrs. L. Long. Parkland
Alberta, Canada.
A new multiple-spindle drilling, reaming, and threading machine of the drum type has been designed especially to meet the requirements of quantity production of parts like pistons, and bearing caps for automobile engines. The machine operates continuously, and all the attendant has to do is to put in and remove the work, which is carried between two large flanges and held in place by a shoe upon which a cable bears. It is not an indexing machine, as the spindles travel with the work and are moved through bushings in the flanges by a stationary cam. The machine is actually working through two-thirds of the revolution, and it is believed that, with a special attachment for loading, small parts could be speeded up to a production of 1,000 to 2,000 an hour.

PORTABLE MACHINE MELTS ASPHALT PAVEMENT

For the purpose of speeding up pavement repairs and reducing the cost, a portable machine that softens the old asphalt surface, which is raked off previous to laying with new asphalt, is being used by a western city. A hood that extends from the rear of the light motor truck on which the equipment is mounted, covers a 4 by 6-foot area of pavement, to which it conducts the heat generated by an oil-fired brick-lined furnace extending along the top. An auxiliary steam motor is used to move the machine back or ahead a few feet, while the old asphalt is raked off.
SUGAR-CANE TRAILER TRUCKS REPLACE OXCARTS

The inroads of modern equipment on old-fashioned, obsolete methods of handling sugar cane have resulted in banishing the familiar two-wheeled cart, with 7-foot wheels, drawn by oxen, and the substitution of trailers. These are to be hauled by tractors and are reversible, that is, they can be drawn from either end, singly or in trains. In operation, the end doors are lowered, forming a platform for the laborers, who pass the cane into the trailer, piling it lengthwise, the leaves having previously been stripped from the stalks. The trailer body can be quickly and easily tipped for unloading by hand screws and levers. Where previously a load of only 3 tons of cane could be drawn by oxen who moved at a speed of one mile per hour, a tractor now hauls from one to four trailers, each containing 6 tons of cane, and moving at a speed of four miles per hour.

ROTARY BRUSHES TO AID THE HOUSEWIFE

An electric-driven polishing brush for use in the home is the product of an enterprising inventor seeking to lighten the drudgery of polishing stoves, silverware, and similar articles. The brush is of the rotary type, cone-shaped, and can be fitted to the motor of a vacuum cleaner, after all the polishing with little expenditure of energy and may be fitted to the vacuum cleaner.
A MILLION TREES FOR CALIFORNIA'S HIGHWAYS

BY H. H. DUNN

THE motorist driving anywhere over the 6,000 miles of paved highways in California soon will find himself protected by the shade of lofty trees in summer, yet warmed by the western sun in winter, for the state, through its highway commission, is planting, as rapidly as possible, a deciduous shade tree every 25 feet along both sides of every paved highway. This means that 1,267,200 such trees are to be planted to shade only the paved roads now completed within the state, while the annual increase in road building and paving in California will nearly double this number by the time the ten-year program of tree planting is completed. So far, over 200 miles have been planted, and there are more than 200 miles already shaded by older trees, set out by farmers and other residents. In the cities and some of the smaller towns, the municipal governments have assisted in this tree planting along the main highways, and it is estimated that approximately 300 miles more have been added to the highway planting in this manner, thus giving a total of some 700 miles lined with trees now giving complete or partial shade.

The means for this systematic planting was brought about by the establishment of the State Forest Nursery, near Sacramento, as a result of the cooperation of the California Highway Commission, which purchased the land, and the California State Board of Forestry, which propagates and distributes the trees. Thirty acres of land were purchased in 1921, and seeds planted, and buildings and lath houses erected, which now contain several hundred thousand trees, and by midsummer, this year, will hold nearly 2,000,000 seedlings. The principal trees raised, after some experimentation by the forestry board, are California black walnut, European sycamore, Lombardy poplar, American elm, and black locust, all of which shed their leaves in the winter, thus permitting the full heat of the sun on the highways in winter, yet providing dense and fast-growing shade in the summer.

Preference among these five trees is gradually crystallizing around the walnut, which is allowed to grow about ten years, and then is cut off and grafted with English walnut, resulting, in four years more, in a tree which has all the...
shade-giving properties of the wild walnut and discards its leaves in winter. Besides raising trees for the highways, the nursery also provides ornamental trees and shrubbery for the state parks, and the grounds of state-owned buildings and institutions.

The plan of planting the highways is cooperative, and involves three separate agencies—the California State Highway Commission, the California State Board of Forestry, and the agency, organization, or individual which applies for and puts out the trees. As soon as an application for trees is received from a county, city, automotive, or civic association, or other organization, it is referred to the Highway Tree Planting Committee, which consists of three members, namely, the state highway engineer, the state forester, and the gardener of the Capitol Park, at Sacramento. This committee makes a plan for the section of highway to be planted, giving the species of tree most suitable for use there, and indicating the best method of planting. Then a planting permit is issued by the State Highway Commission, and stakes marking the location of the trees are set by experts from that commission. The trees are furnished ready for immediate transplanting by the state nursery, and the applicant bears the cost of transportation, planting, and supporting of the trees by stakes. After the trees are planted they are cared for and maintained by the State Highway Commission, which replaces any that may die. The state forester supervises this work.

The response to this plan has been widespread. In 1922 the state nursery was unable to supply the demand for trees, and indications are that this year, though the number of trees ready for planting is far greater than last year, there will not be enough to supply the demand. Chambers of commerce, boards of supervisors, city councils, women's clubs, and other organizations have asked for trees, and the states of Washington and Oregon are following California's lead in this praiseworthy undertaking.
EGG-SHAPED CULVERT IS SELF-CLEANING

It has long been known that egg-shaped sewers are self-cleaning, if laid with the narrow end at the bottom, but a manufacturer has now applied that principle to culverts. The small bottom concentrates even a small flow, giving greater depth, and this has the effect of increasing the velocity and reducing the likelihood of deposit. This type will retard the deposit of silt or mud very efficiently even where the slope is not great.

HYDROELECTRIC PLANT RUNS WITHOUT ATTENDANTS

No attendants are required at a new water-power plant built on the White River, in Indiana, operating two turbine-driven generator sets, each of 340 horsepower. A dam, 345 feet long and 10 feet high, makes available an adequate flow for the turbines. A feature is the automatic control of the generators, which are actuated by float switches. Low water will automatically cut out one of the units, and high water will as promptly start it again. In addition, all the bearings of the machines are equipped with heat controls to prevent serious injury. An overheated bearing will automatically shut down the plant before permanent damage results. Adjoining the powerhouse is a so-called fish ladder, which permits fish going upstream to pass the dam through an ascending series of pools.

NEW EXPANSION TURNBUCKLE HAS POSITIVE LOCK

An adjustable expansion turnbuckle is one of the clever and useful devices recently patented. The turnbuckle remains positively locked, when shut by means of an expansion lever which also serves as a wrench for making adjustments. The device has the same length of right and left-hand threads, all of the advantages of the usual turnbuckle, and will fit in the place of the usual type. The buckle is made in two parts riveted to an eccentric, of which the expansion lever is an integral part.
ACQUAINTING THE AIRMAN WITH THE LANDING FIELD

THE municipal landing field at Hartford, Conn., is here shown as pictured by an Army Air Service cameraman and interpreted by the airways section of the service, in the form in which it will be issued to airmen flying to Hartford. The field is located on a bend of the river just south of the city, which boasts other landmarks that are plainly visible to airmen. For safety's sake, attention is specifically directed to the power line and towers, which form dangerous obstacles for the flier near the field unless he is aware of their location. The field is identified by a circular marker, 100 feet in diameter, composed of a 4-foot band of crushed stone made more conspicuous by whitewash.

WORLD’S-TIME CLOCK FOR RADIO PURPOSES

At the immense new central transmitting station in Berlin, it was imperative that the sending operators should know the exact time in any other part of the world at a given moment. Some form of clock was found necessary, that would indicate day and night, and simultaneously indicate the time at all other important radio stations throughout the world. A map of the world was therefore placed on a circular glass dial, on the outer edge of which two 12-hour scales were graduated at 5-minute intervals. This dial, being darkened around half the edge, to indicate where it is night, is moved around by clockwork. Arrows extend from the stations on the map to the edge, indicating the approximate times at any given moment. The entire device, moving across the shaded area, eliminates need for calculation by the operator.
CAB TOP ON TRUCK LOWERED TO CLEAR LOW BRIDGES

In use in Great Britain, but of American design, a motor truck is so constructed that the cab top can be swung forward to the front of the radiator to enable the truck to pass safely under low bridges. Two triangular side supports, connected with the cab top, flank the sides of the cab, to which, at about the level of the driver's seat, they are pivoted. Between the dash of the cab and the front of the top is a hinged windshield that folds up when the top is swung forward, till it comes to rest in a position no higher than the driver's head.

MICROMETER TAPE MEASURES DIAMETERS

A new tape has been produced for accurately measuring the diameter of machine parts, like the pistons of gasoline engines. It consists of a flexible steel band that is wrapped around the object to be measured, and gives a reading direct to the nearest one-sixteenth of an inch, and to the nearest one-thousandth of an inch by means of a vernier scale.

AIR SERVICE Prepares MAP FOR AIRMEN'S USE

A new map which places before the airman practically all the desired information regarding the character of country he is flying over, has just been developed by the Airways Section of the Army Air Service. Rivers, railroads, highways, and towns are marked in different colors with a suitable indication of their class and relative importance. Various degrees of ground elevation are designated by various shadings of color. Small purple dots denote landing facilities, on which sketches are found along the border of the map, while purple crosses designate landing facilities on which no sketches are available. The name of a town underscored means that there is a large building near the railroad, on which is the name of the town.

MINIATURE COPPER KETTLES MADE FROM COINS

An example of skill and patience, and the ease with which copper is worked,
THE "silent" elevated railway, or something approximating it, has been achieved in Philadelphia. That city has just completed and opened to the public a 6½-mile stretch of high-speed transit line that is held by engineers to be the quietest in the world. It is also of interest by reason of the advance it marks in the adoption and use of mechanical safeguards against accident.

The first contract for the work was let in 1915, and when completed, the aggregate cost of the line was $15,000,000. Of this, $3,000,000 alone was spent on cars.

Quiet operation has been achieved quite simply from the point of view of the engineer. The methods used represent a forward step in comfort and health. Pedestrians may converse without effort while a seven-car train passes overhead at full speed. There is a noise, but it is more like the distant boom of a big gun than the familiar high-pitched clatter of a passing train.

In the Frankford line, two major developments were made on the structure itself in addition to the improvements in the cars. The first was to fill the interstices of the H-beam uprights, on which the road is carried, with concrete. Various experiments have shown that such beams act as sound transmitters, carrying to the pedestrians vibrations that otherwise might have been dissipated in the air above. The second change was in the support for the rock ballast in the roadbed. Instead of using the familiar bolted latticework of steel, the engineers put in concrete arches. The result was...
a structure almost as solid and vibration-proof as masonry.

For about a mile near the terminus, the line runs through a part of Frankford Avenue, which is so narrow that a center-column structure had to be used. Even here the engineers managed to attain an unusual solidity. A special type of column was designed, supported below the street surface by plate girders that in turn rest on concrete piers 12 feet apart. The result has been a considerable deadening of noise even when the old-type cars are used.

The new cars are similar in some respects to those in use on the later lines in New York, but they have some additional safeguards. Fully automatic couplers were installed, the use of which not only eliminates the necessity of brakemen standing between the cars when trains are being made up in the yards, but also equalizes the speed of each car so that the train acts as a unit. It makes for less noise and more comfort. Another step in that direction is dual control of the air brakes, one of the old type, and the other electrical, the latter being instantaneous. In the old equipment, when the motorman applied the brakes, the first car in the train was the first to slow down. The second car bumped into the first, and so on throughout the length of the train.

PORTABLE INSTRUMENT GAUGES

A portable instrument has been invented and marketed recently, which quickly and conveniently determines the capacities of large tanks of irregular shape, without special measurements and calculations. The device is mounted on a tripod, and equipped with a stop watch, and inlet and outlet valves. In use, the instrument is placed over the manhole of the tank to be calibrated, and a suitable nozzle, whose rate of flow is known in advance, is fitted to it. Whereupon water is turned on. When the tank is full, the elapsed time is carefully noted with the stop watch, and the total quantity of water passed is determined from a set of tables.

FREEZING BEFORE FORCING IMPROVES RHUBARB

Recent experiments have shown that rhubarb of exceptional tenderness can be grown from roots that are allowed to freeze before forcing their growth in a warm, moist atmosphere. The explanation is that the plants do better after undergoing a rest, and that freezing provides the necessary dormant period during which nourishment is stored. The plants can be packed in moist sand and grown in a warm cellar. While the quality of the stalk is the same for plants grown either in the dark or the light, those grown in the dark have a very small leaf.

RADIO HEADSET HAS WIDE RESISTANCE RANGE

The so-called "cracking" or rattling of the diaphragm common to most radio telephones is eliminated in a new type of headset, which uses a four-pole, instead of the usual two-pole construction. This affords a resistance range of 1,000 to 4,000 ohms, making it suitable for the high resistance found in a vacuum-tube set as well as for the low resistance of a crystal set. The poles of this improved headset are slotted their full length, in quarters, improving the tonal reproduction.

Oil-burning ocean vessels without large funnels are said to be regarded skeptically by Russians, Poles, and their neighbors, when about to emigrate to the United States. More often than not, in spite of explanations, they insist on using boats with smokestacks.
A View of One of the San Francisco Coal Docks, Showing the Unloading Towers Lined Up for Duty: Being Mounted on Rollers, They can be Shifted About Easily

ROLLER-MOUNTED TOWERS UNLOAD COAL SHIPS

Unusually heavy shipments of coal and coke coming into San Francisco by steamer made necessary a change in the design of the coal-handling towers in order to speed up the unloading of the ships. These towers were so heavy and cumbersome as to be moved only with great difficulty. It was decided to mount each of them on six heavy steel rollers to make them more easily portable. The rollers used were 8 inches in diameter and 3½ feet long, grooved deeply around their circumferences to receive the bearing of the tower supports. Iron bark, one of the heavy and tough woods, was used as bearing material. A steel plate, well lubricated, lying between the two parts of the bearing, permits it to be swiveled like a chair caster.

CLOSE-UP OF THE STEEL-ROLLER BEARINGS, OF WHICH SIX ARE LOCATED UNDER EACH COAL TOWER: DETAILS OF THE SWIVEL ARRANGEMENT MAY ALSO BE SEEN

a camera shutter, which can be opened or closed in order to vary the volume of sound. A door on the lamp base conceals the interior, thus effectively hiding the inner mechanism.

RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH SETS IN TABLE LAMP

Ingenious adaptations of radio outfits continue to appear on the market, one enterprising inventor having fitted up a table lamp to include both a radio set and phonograph in its base. No aerial is required, as the lamp is made of copper; neither are batteries necessary. One of the special features of the outfit is the use of a magnetized diaphragm, built like
Group of Pearling Lugger Anchored outside Broome, on the Northwest Coast of Australia. In the Town One Finds Asia and the East Indies Fully Represented: for of the 2,500 Total Population, 1,000 Are Colored Aliens, and Mostly Employed in Pearl Diving.

These Pearls Are of Various Grades. Other Qualities Being Equal, the Nearly Spherical or Symmetrical Pearls Are the More Valuable. Some of the Ornaments Carved From the "Baroques," or Irregularly Shaped Pearls, Are Also Shown.

One of the Divers About to Descend: Upon His Reaching Bottom, a Basket Will Be Lowered to Him for Use in Hauling Up the Shells. The Diver's Pay Is in Proportion to the Number He Collects. Some 120 Feet Is Usually as Deep as He Dares to Go. At Any Depth He Can Stay Under Water But a Short While.
Certain of the Shells, when opened, may be found to contain a "blister," as shown to the right. This may cover a valuable pearl or, more often, a misshapen one. Above: A close-up of a blister.

Whether or not pearls are found, the shells are brought ashore. The pearless shells are later exported to cities throughout the world to be made into pearl buttons of various descriptions.

From the boats, the pearl baskets are carried on the shoulders of the brown men to a stand where they are sorted. Sorting is usually done in the afternoon, whereas the diving is best done from sun-up to noon.
WATER-SUPPLY INTAKE LINE
FLOATED INTO POSITION

Floating into position 1,500 feet of 14-inch pipe in a continuous length composed of 30-foot sections, was an interesting piece of construction successfully accomplished in connection with a recently completed intake for the water-supply system at Peoria, Ill. The Illinois River at this point flows through a channel that is 22 feet deep 20 feet from the shore, but owing to the water received from the Chicago Drainage Canal, the stream overflows a flat, formerly a cornfield, to a depth of 3½ to 4 feet, and forms a shore line 1,500 feet from the edge of the channel.

The first step in the installation of the pipe line, which extends from a concrete pump pit on shore to a point just beyond the edge of the main channel, was the construction of two barges, 12 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 2 feet deep. The barges were then connected by 4 by 6-inch timbers which held them 30 inches apart. On each barge was erected an A-frame. Across the top of the A-frames was fastened a beam, to the center of which was attached an eyebolt for the suspension of a chain hoist. Then, near the shore and in line with the concrete pump pit, were placed two bucks similar to the ordinary sawbuck. The first length of pipe, the outer end of which had been closed with a blind flange and chained to the cross beams between the barges, was allowed to rest on the bucks, while a second length was brought from shore and bolted to its open end. When this was completed the second length was pushed ahead onto the bucks and across the barges out into the stream. The process was repeated until the barges were 1,500 feet from shore and the pipe line laying floating on the water with one end chained to the barges and the other resting on the bucks. Under these conditions it was possible to anchor the barges over the desired intake location, and, after removing the blind flange, attach a suction length consisting of a swivel elbow and strainer. The shore end was then taken from the bucks and bolted to the pump.

Workmen Bringing from the Shore, at the Left, a 30-Foot Section of 14-Inch Pipe to Connect to the End of the Intake Line Resting on the Bucks at the Right: The Line Floats with Its Outer End Chained to Barges.
suction, with the joint cracked sufficiently to provide for a vent. By lowering on
the chain hoist attached to the A-frames
of the barges, the whole line gradually
sank until it rested on the bottom. An-
chors, composed of two 1-cubic-foot
blocks of concrete joined by a chain,
were placed at 100-foot intervals along
the line, and thus the pipe finally im-
bedded itself firmly in the muddy bottom
of the river.

NEW TYPE OF FRICTION
CLUTCH ENDS JERK

Improvements in the wood-shoe fric-
tion clutch are claimed for a new type
recently brought out in Germany. The
clutch features a specially designed,
highly elastic S-spring inserted into the
clamping mechanism. This, by reason of
its great resilience, is said to overcome
any jerk when the clutch is engaged,
thus avoiding breakage of the clutch it-
self as well as the machine controlled
by it. Moreover, the new clutch is
greatly reduced in size and weight, and
the clamping pressure, in the dead-point
position, is only slightly in excess of what
it is when the clutch is completely thrown
in. The special spring also enables the
clutch to be thrown in readily under any
load.

STREAMLINING CUTS DOWN
HEAD RESISTANCE

Concentrating their attention on scien-
tific streamlining, Franco-British engi-
neers have designed a most unusually
shaped automobile which, they believe,
will prove very speedy, since head-resis-
tance to the wind has been cut down con-
siderably. The body is built of duralu-
numinum, a new light alloy, and aluminum
on a system like that used in making air-
plane fuselages. The under part of the
car is incased in sheet aluminum, only
the brake drums and axles projecting.
Entrance is gained to the car—powered
by a six-cylinder motor developing 200
horsepower—by a side panel, and by a
part of the roof and a section of the
fender being hinged and, so, easily raised.
The entire car weighs only about 3,000
pounds.

Experiments in growing rubber trees
are expected to be the first concern of the
Department of Agriculture on its test
farm at San Diego, Calif., land for which
has been chosen and a lease asked from
the city by the government. The new
station will propagate many foreign
plants used in various industries, and con-
duct experiments for the purpose of dis-
covering rubber substitutes.
AN effective method of extinguishing fires that occur in oil that is stored in large open-top tanks, recently demonstrated that a fire of considerable proportions could be quickly put out by a curtain of water properly applied. The features of the method lie in water distributors and their arrangement for covering the surface of the burning oil with an unbroken sheet of water that prevents air from reaching the source of the fire. The action of the spray nozzles is assisted by mist formed from the impact of the fine water jets against the sides of the tank and by some of the water being converted into steam due to the heat from the burning oil.

The water distributor, which is made of heat-resistant metal, consists of a nozzle with an orifice restricted by means of an inverted conical-shaped disk with a threaded stem that is screwed into a cross rib through the central opening in the nozzle body. Several small holes through the stem and outer face of the conical tip provide for additional jets of water. This type of nozzle produces a high-velocity spray that forms a sheet
QUICKLY PUTS OUT OIL TANK

W. GEIGER

of water radiating out from it in a horizontal direction.

In one of the tests, the flames from 850 gallons of oil which had been burning for five minutes, were extinguished in less than five seconds with 25 gallons of water. The accompanying illustrations, in the order they are numbered, show an oil-tank fire which had been burning for four minutes; the fire just after the water had been turned on and the curtain of water had extended over the surface of the oil; the action of the water curtain in checking the fire, two seconds after the sheet of water had spread over the fire, which, it will be noted, is practically out; the effect three seconds later; the appearance 10 seconds later, and the water issuing from the nozzles shortly after the pressure was shut off.

(C)Stating that the development of aerial and submarine sound generators offers a large field for scientific effort, a member of the National Research Council's committee on acoustics has proposed an experimental ship to be equipped for research in this phase of marine physics.
LAST LINK IN 6,500-MILE HIGHWAY COMPLETED

BY E. M. WEBBER

WITH the official opening of the Banff-Windermere Highway in the Canadian Rockies, scheduled for the near future, the last link in a 6,500-mile chain of scenic roadway will have been welded into place, making an unbroken circuit from California to Canada and return. Thousands of Americans will, no doubt, be attracted by this tour, as it passes through Grand Cañon Park, Yellowstone National Park, Glacier Park, and the Shuswap Indian Reserve in western Canada, and traverses part of a most picturesque country. From Macleod, in southeastern Alberta, a "rectangular" route can be covered, including the beautiful 93-mile link from Banff to Windermere, just completed. One side of the rectangle runs north from Macleod, crossing many streams, through Parkland and Midnapore to Calgary. Here the road makes a great winding turn in a generally westerly direction toward the wonderful country surrounding Banff. After leaving this latter town the road soon begins to run south, ascending steadily past Sinclair Pass, which divides the Brisco and Stanford ranges. Vermillion Pass, the highest point on the trip, is just ahead with an altitude of 5,376 feet. The fourth, or southerly side of...
On the Road between Banff and Lake Windermere, near Radium Hot Springs: Towering Cliffs Flank the Highway That was Literally Blasted Out between Them.
the rectangle begins after Fort Steele is passed near Elko. Here the highway swings sharply to the north, as if it had lost its sense of direction, but, recovering at Michel, it turns east, making a sharp "corner" again at Pincher, and reentering Macleod, the starting point, from the southwest. Every part of this 567-mile circuit passes through regions of great natural beauty, and the motorist cannot but feel well rewarded after making the round trip. The route is conceded to be one of the finest in Canada by those familiar with its scenic highways.

OIL HEATER USES SEPARATE COMBUSTION CHAMBER

The necessity of lining with firebrick or clay the fire box of oil-burning boilers and furnaces is eliminated in a new type of burner which uses a separate combustion chamber. An additional advantage of this burner is that combustion is localized and intensified in the separate chamber, having the effect of muf- fling the roaring noise of burning oil. A motor-driven air blower maintains the proper air-to-oil ratio, and a centrifugal type of oil governor, mounted on the blower shaft, controls the oil feed. If the current should fail, the motor would, of course, stop, causing the weights of the governor to drop, closing the oil valve.

NEW DEVICE LOWERS VOLTAGE FOR ARC WELDING

A new device designed for using arc-welding apparatus in connection with 500-volt direct current, such as is available on many electric railways and in some industrial plants, consists of a resistor-reactor that operates in connection with a potentiometer. The potentiometer voltage, minus the arc voltage, determines the dropping-out voltage which may be set at some such value as 30 or 40 by means of special resistance and adjusted to a fraction of a volt. It is said to maintain a reliable ¼-inch arc without objectionable flashing and the resulting crater.

Two Views Showing Opposite Ends of the New Resistor-Reactor That Operates in Connection with a Potentiometer to Reduce Direct-Current Voltage to a Value Suitable for Arc Welding.
COLORED FIGURES ADD LIFE TO CONCRETE WALLS

BY ARTHUR JONES

Decorative panels for concrete walls on suburban estates may be developed to such a point as to form a most attractive feature. This conclusion was reached by a New York sculptor, Charles Cary Rumsey, after making extended experiments on his own estate in the Wheatley Hills of Long Island. What would otherwise be bare and unattractive gray walls are transformed by the magic of colors and lifelike figures into ornamental features that add greatly to the beauty of the lawn or garden. For the walls of his estate, the artist selected for panels and borders the figures of graceful Grecian dancers, vigorous animals and flying birds. The first problem he had to solve was how to put the colored concrete into molds. He determined that the relief must be simple and broad and not too sharp. One of its special charms must come from a softening and blurring of the outline through the peculiar rough nature of the concrete.

In making the panels, the sculptor has used many colors, that is, each panel is in a different color scheme. One panel, for instance, is in black and white, another in light and dark blues, a third in contrasted greens, and so on. Wild horses,
Flying Birds, Leaping Beasts, and Dancing Nymphs Are the Effective Mediums Which the Sculptor has Used to Add Color and Life to the Gray Walls. The Vigorous Action Portrayed in the Panel Is in Keeping with Its Surroundings, Also Supplementing Its Beauty.

Bulls, giraffes, pelicans—all in motion—are vividly portrayed in appropriate colors. Just how well these colors will stand exposure remains to be seen, though one panel that was built four years ago, has, so far, shown no deterioration through weathering.

**EMERY-WHEEL ATTACHMENT FACES VALVES**

The need of special and expensive grinding machinery for the facing of valves is eliminated by the use of a simple emery-wheel attachment which is about to be placed on the market. Valve and stem are supported in a small bracket easily attached to the grinding-wheel frame, and vertical, horizontal, and rotating adjustments are provided to bring the valve face into proper contact with the emery wheel. A sheet-steel safety guard envelopes the wheel and keeps the grindings within bounds.

**ONE-SHEET WRITING PAD MADE TO LAST "INDEFINITELY"**

A small writing pad which can be used "indefinitely" without renewal has been patented recently. The device is made of a sheet of cardboard covered on its upper side with a blue-wax composition. Over the wax is a sheet of strong tissue paper, and on top of this a sheet of a transparent substance resembling celluloid. This upper sheet, when written on with a blunt instrument, causes the tissue paper to stick to the wax, making visible the writing.

The "Everlasting" Writing Pad: Lifting of the Central Tissue-Paper Sheet Causes the Writing on the Celluloid Top Sheet to Disappear.

To "erase," the tissue paper is lifted off the wax, neither retaining any impression.
HENS REGISTER EGGS WITH NEW DEVICE

Hens may now "write" their own egg-laying records by means of a device recently invented. It consists of a trap nest enclosed in a sheet-iron box, 36 inches long, 14 inches wide, and 20 inches high. The recording attachment is a rubber stamp bearing the hen's name or number, which is fastened to its back by wire loops. When the hen enters the nest, the stamp rubs against an ink pad. As the hen advances a few inches farther, the stamp makes an impression on a strip of paper running upon two rolls. Immediately beyond is the door of the nest proper, and as this is opened, the paper is automatically moved extending from the base. The arrangement permits accurate check by the owner.

MINING ALABAMA COAL WITH STREAM OF WATER

For the first time in Alabama, hydraulic mining of coal has been resorted to at Alco, for loosening and breaking down the banks of a surface deposit, eliminating considerable hand labor. In this case, stripping operations with machinery would have been too expensive, consequently a small steam-power station was erected near an adjoining creek for pumping water to the coal site. Cast-iron pipe is used to bring up the water, and a stream of great force is shot against the bank, loosening the coal so that it can be handled easily. This system has been used with great success for mining operations elsewhere.
UNDERGROUND PARKING SPACE FOR HOTEL GUESTS

BY H. S. GRASSMAN

An unusual innovation in hotel construction characterizes the plans for a new addition to the Edgewater Beach Hotel, in Chicago, ground for which has already been broken. The site, one of the choicest in the city, extends through from Sheridan Road, a popular driveway, to Lake Michigan, affording a wide vista over the lake's waters. In keeping with the nature of its patronage, largely of a resident character, the hotel management has devised an unusual scheme for adding to the structural convenience of the entire layout. Between the existing structure and the new addition, hidden underground, a large parking space and storage area for the guests' automobiles will be laid out, covering about two-thirds of an acre. Entrance to this subterranean garage will be through a street-level portal on one side of the new structure, and a tunnel-like driveway, 70 feet long, will pass under the building, running level a bit, then inclining downward and into the underground area. From the surface no trace will be evident of this unusual feature of hotel construction. To the eye, there will be visible only the wide beautiful plaza which will span the space between the old and new buildings, and the low connecting structure which unites them. The latter is shaped like a cross, one arm being a passageway floored with art marble, and the other arm containing a lounge room and a conservatory. The conservatory fronts on the lake, the entrance from that side being a terraced plaza. Between it and the lake a marble dance floor will be laid out, for outdoor dancing in the summer. In conformity with the appointments and fittings of the present structure, one of the most attractive hotels in the city, the entire program calls for an establishment of luxurious comfort, unusual conveniences, and striking beauty. The entire plat area is almost five acres in extent, and permitted the designers a wide latitude in its architectural possibilities.

DRYING UP OF OWENS LAKE REVEALS NEW WEALTH

Owens Lake, one of the great inland salt seas of California, located in Inyo County in that state, is rapidly shrinking in depth and area, and is doomed eventually to disappear. Maps printed perhaps within another decade will indicate the former location of this picturesque desert sea by a dotted line, and in the bed of the lake will be located numerous salt, soda, and potash plants, forwarding trainloads of these valuable materials into the avenues of commerce.

The disappearance of Owens Lake is the inevitable result of one of man's great engineering enterprises—the utilization for irrigation purposes of the fresh water supplies which originally served the lake. Although lying at an elevation of 3,569 feet, this body of water has no outlet. Following some prehistoric upheaval of the earth's crust, the Owens River, which is made up of innumerable streams trickling down from the mountains, was forced to discharge its waters into the immense basin formed in the Mojave Desert, and the resultant sea is now known as Owens Lake. Although fed with fresh water, the lake, having no outlet, heretofore lost its waters only by evaporation. Its level has been maintained by the balance between the rate of evaporation and the amount of fresh water flowing into the lake. Naturally the water is very salty.

But that balance is now destroyed. Aside from the taking up of the little feeder streams by the irrigation of farm lands in the semiarid Owens Valley, by the building of the Los Angeles aqueduct the Owens River was taken away bodily through 286 miles of steel pipe and open ditches into the city. Such inroads upon the supplies of fresh water draining into the lake make the rate of evaporation far in excess of the quantity supplied. The level of the lake has fallen about 20 feet. With the receding of the lake, its waters have become increasingly saline. A number of salt, soda, and potash plants have already sprung up around the shores on locations that formerly were part of the lake bottom. These plants are now doing a profitable business. When the lake will have disappeared entirely, it is estimated that some 500,000,000 tons of salt, soda, and potash will be available.

Following a decision to expend $20,000,000 during the next 10 years, on improvements to the Suez Canal, the channel will be deepened at once from 31 feet to 32 feet, and as soon as possible to 35 feet. The banks are to be 200 feet instead of 150 feet apart.
NEW TOTEM POST
ADDED TO
HARVARD MUSEUM

The Harvard College Indian Museum has come into possession of a totem house post from the Kwakiutl Indian tribe in the Northwest of Canada. This house ornament, together with the two house posts previously acquired, forms one of the most valuable additions to the collection. It stands about 17 feet high, with the upper part carved to resemble an eagle poised for flight, and weighs approximately two tons. A legend tells that an ancient tribal leader was erecting a house when a “thunder bird” alighted near by. From the bird’s neck appeared a man who helped the tribesman erect the totem posts used in building the lodge.

AUTOMATIC GRINDER FOR LAWNMOWER BLADES

An interesting grinding machine has been devised recently, which has almost equal precision in grinding lawnmower and ledger blades, paper cutters, planer knives, and similar tools. The grinding action on this machine is entirely automatic; even when a lawnmower reel is set up, with its curved blades, no further attention is required until all the blades have been ground twice. At this stage a bell rings to notify the operator, who may deepen the cut and repeat the process by a slight turn of the feed screw. Arms are provided for gripping various-shaped blades by means of three contact points at each end, with a leveling adjustment to insure accuracy. The machine will also grind other tools.

An Automatic Grinder for Tool and Lawnmower Blades: To the Left the Machine Appears Complete for Grinding Mower Blades; to the Right a Beamer is Shown in Position for Grinding.
PRECISE MAP SURVEYS BY AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

by CLEVELAND GAINES

Battle-front conditions during the World War greatly stimulated the development of aerial photography, and focused the attention of map experts upon the possibilities that lay hidden in that infant science. One of the principal advantages of the aerial survey is, of course, the rapidity with which it can be made; but hitherto all known methods have involved errors, which had to be computed and compensated for later. The construction of an accurate map from such data therefore involved considerable time and effort.

Doctor Hugershoff, professor of geodesy at the Forest Academy of Tharandt in Saxony, Germany, is responsible for an ingenious precision apparatus which is said to overcome these difficulties. The new instrument, which is really a huge stereoscope of special design, permits any two aerial photographs of the same region, partly overlapping, to be used automatically and without further calculation, for the mapping of the area in question. Two important auxiliary instruments are used in connection with the device, and are responsible for its special claims to merit. The first of these is a computing theodolite, which mechanically records the point of reference as well as the various inclinations of the plate from the horizontal when an inclined photograph is taken. The second accessory, equally imp...
portant, is a drawing mechanism which enables the operator to trace on a sheet of paper, automatically and with accuracy, any topographic features passed over by a movable gauge mark, which is viewed through the eyepiece. Suitable control wheels enable the operator to regulate the gauge mark as he pleases, and a special scale allows the altitude of any traced point to be read immediately. Actual experience has shown that the average error of points ascertained in this manner at a height of 1 mile does not exceed 4 feet, either in a horizontal or vertical direction; and such a degree of accuracy is sufficient for topographic purposes.

ENGLISH RAILLESS CAR HAS SIX WHEELS

For the purpose of obtaining a more equal distribution of the weight, the company operating the railless trolley cars in Bradford, Eng., has redesigned its rolling stock so that each car is now equipped with six wheels. The two rear wheels support half the load, while the four front ones, all of which respond to the steering mechanism, bear the remainder. The load of the motor and front of the transmission is thus spread over eight tires. The front wheels are connected with a central steering column.

METAL CABINET FOR SHAKING OUT DUST MOFS

A portable metal cabinet in which the dirt accumulated on a dust mop may be shaken out, is now being sold. The cabinet stands about 2 feet high and 1 foot square. On one side is a hanging door, in the middle of which is a slit, closed by two rubber projections. After the mop has been placed in the cabinet, these projections cling to the pole and prevent the dust from escaping back into the room. The cabinet also has—for those who use a vacuum cleaner—another door on top, through which the dust bag may be emptied. At the bottom is a removable drawer for disposing of the contents. The “receiver” here described is carried by a handle at the top; another slightly larger model, intended for hotels, is equipped with small rubber wheels. Both are constructed of a light, strong metal and are easily portable.
WHEEL-RUTTED ROCKS RECALL DAYS OF OVERLAND TRAIL

In certain sections of the West, deep ruts channeled in the rocky roadway bear mute evidence of the streams of immigrants who, 60 and 75 years ago, slowly toiled their way across the plains and through the mountain passes to the golden land beyond. With a distinctness slightly marred by the weathering of time, these grooves show the action of hundreds of iron-shod hoofs and of the wheels of heavily laden prairie schooners. One of the most marked is about 40 miles west of Independence Rock in Utah, not far from the crossing of the Pacific trails and the continental divide.

NEW BOILER DESIGNED FOR LIQUID FUEL

A new water-tube boiler, designed with regard to the characteristics of liquid fuel, which sometimes gives poor results because it is applied to boilers designed for solid fuel, has appeared recently in England. It consists of a number of vertical, bent tubes nested together somewhat in the shape of a lantern globe, with the ends welded into two annular drums.

The burner with its ignition device is located above a central opening in the upper drum, and air from a motor-driven blower is introduced at the same point. The jet of fuel being ignited, the blower forces it toward the bottom of the boiler where, after contact with a steam-superheating coil, the burned gases are directed upward among the tubes by a deflector around the outside.
OIL-WELL MAGNET RECOVERS LOST EQUIPMENT

A new feature of construction has been incorporated in a recently developed magnetic fishing tool, commonly used in oil-well operations to recover lost drills and other equipment. Unlike other devices, the new tool supplies its own electrical current for the magnets, doing away with troublesome wires. Six batteries are used, mounted one above the other over the magnet and enclosed in a heavy protective casing. An automatic circuit-closing switch operates the magnet only when the tool touches the object being searched for. To prevent mud or other foreign matter in the bottom of the well from interfering with the working of the magnet, a small pump within the device forces water around the face of the magnet and the object being fished for, thoroughly cleaning both, so that an effective magnetic contact is obtained. The lifting capacity of the instrument is stated to be about 4,000 pounds.

SLEEPING-CAR LEAKAGE MAKES PERFECT VENTILATION

Years of experimental work, and the making of 5,000 tests, all bearing upon the problem of properly ventilating sleeping cars, have finally brought reward in the development of almost startling, yet scientifically correct conclusions. It has now been determined that large openings are not necessary to secure an adequate fresh-air supply, the unavoidable leakage inward, caused by the car’s motion, being sufficient to furnish all the air necessary. To stimulate the inward leakage, however, it has been found that exhaust ventilators, in the top of the car, are necessary to suck the dead air out, thereby improving the circulation. This simple means, scientifically determined to be adequate under actual service conditions, has the further advantage that the small incoming eddies take on irregular motions, that cause slight air movements which, however slight, are essential to proper circulation.

AUTO GASOLINE GAUGE HOLDS RESERVE SUPPLY

A combination gasoline gauge, lock, and signal of simple design which reserves one gallon in the tank after a warning has been signaled the driver, has been placed on the market. When in the “on” position, gasoline flows freely through the gauge to the carburetor. In the “lock” position the supply is cut off. When the supply is low, the gauge cuts off the gasoline from the carburetor until the driver has turned the gauge key to the “reserve” position. In this way the device acts as a signal that the gasoline supply needs replenishing and yet prevents absolute draining of the fuel tank.

Scientists in Great Britain are developing a special thermometer to be used by fishermen in search of hake, a fish said to regulate its movements according to the temperature of the water. The thermometer is trailed behind the fishing boat.
Measuring the speed with which an explosion of gas is propagated—in certain instances, such as an oxygen-hydrogen mixture, as high as 10,000 feet a second—has been made possible through a new apparatus developed at the Underwriters' Laboratories in Chicago. This device, a supercamera, consists of an explosion chamber, 4 inches in diameter and 10 feet long, in one side of which, near the ends, are slits covered with a quartzite lens. In front of these slits are attached small periscopes which deflect the light of an explosion against a photographic film on the outside face of a revolving drum. After preparation of the explosive mixture, it is piped to the explosive chamber. A spark plug explodes the charge at one end of the chamber. The flash is thus photographed on the film at the beginning of the explosion and again when it has traveled to the other end of the chamber. With the peripheral speed of the drum known, and the distance between the two images on the film ascertained, it is possible to determine how long it took the flash to travel the 10-foot length of the chamber, and from that figure compute the speed per second of the explosion.

It will, of course, be necessary to so gauge the speed of the drum carrying the film, that it will not complete a full revolution while the explosion spreads from one end to the other of the test chamber. The device was made in an attempt to better safeguard life by learning more of explosive gases.

STEAM-FLOW RECORDER FOR SMALL PLANTS

The importance of economy in small steam plants has prompted one enterprising manufacturer to develop a steam-flow recorder which indicates and records exactly how much steam is flowing from the boiler at any given time. This instrument can be easily attached to a range of boilers, and the cost of installation is quite moderate.
FLOATING ICE IN THE MOVIES
MAY BE ONLY PARAFFIN

All is not ice that glistens. Paraffin, for example, when spread over water, and photographed with a movie camera looks as much like ice as that substance itself. Hence its popularity with motion-picture companies when taking scenes that call for floating ice.

MACHINE TIES WIRE-STRAP ENDS QUICKLY

An easily handled wire-strapping machine has just been placed on the market which simplifies the labor of tying the ends of wire straps quickly and efficiently. After enveloping the case to be strapped, one end of the wire is fed into the device, the other end, leading to the wire drum, being also gripped in the machine before cutting. Reversal of a lever automatically tightens the wire, twisting the ends and cutting them after they have become wrapped about each other. All moving parts of the machine then return automatically to their original positions.

SLEEPING FLOWERS GIVE CLEW TO NEW ANESTHETIC

Florists' complaints that carnations curled up their petals and "went to sleep" when placed in some greenhouses, led to the discovery of a new anesthetic. Investigating the drowsiness of the flowers, it was discovered that it was caused by leaky fixtures permitting illuminating gas, which contains 4 per cent of ethylene, to escape. The ethylene caused the open flowers to close.

It was only recently, however, that Dr. A. B. Luckhardt and J. B. Carter tested the effects of this gas as an anesthetic at the University of Chicago, finding that it renders human beings and animals unconscious pleasantly and causes no bad after effects of any kind so far as can be determined. Recovery is said to be rapid even after long administration.

LICENSE-PLATE CARRIER FITS VARIOUS SIZES

There is on the market a simple carrier that is adjustable to fit automobile-license plates of different sizes, and which requires no rivets, bolts, or screws for fastening the plate in place. It consists of two pieces of thin metal bent to receive the long edges of the plate, connected with two pairs of links and a coil spring that prevent the plate from slipping out.
IOWA GRANDSTAND OF STEEL ASSURES PERMANENCE

The authorities at the University of Iowa had permanence as one of their objectives in building the grandstand for their athletic field, and with this in mind determined on a steel structure. The seats are built of long plates bent along their edges so as to form a large Z-shaped cross section. The central part of the "Z" forms the tread of the seat plate and is about practically waterproof. The plank seats are bolted to brackets attached to the seat plates by stud bolts. The sections now in place will accommodate 9,500 spectators.

STUDENTS' HANDSAW HAS TWELVE SETS OF TEETH

Unusual means for bringing home to manual-training students and carpenter apprentices the proper index of a saw's qualities has been adopted by a large manufacturer of saws and other carpenters' tools. Shop instructors are loaned a demonstration handsaw of standard finish, but made with six varieties of teeth, each variety illustrating, with two sets, correct and incorrect tooth filing, setting, and beveling, as well as defects in the blade caused by poor "smithing." Rip teeth and crosscut teeth are shown on this saw.

This Demonstration Handsaw Illustrates the Right and the Wrong Way of Filing, Setting, and Beveling Saw Teeth. It is Used by the Instruction of Manual-Training Students and Carpenter Apprentices.
PARISIAN STREET LAMPS HAVE BUILT-IN MAIL BOXES

The municipal authorities in Paris have taken official notice of the fact that visitors find it difficult to post a letter, on account of the obscure location of the mail boxes. These were frequently located in doorways and tobacco shops, where their presence was unsuspected by the stranger. A new type now adopted, of which 3,000 have been placed in service, is built into the base of a street lamp, so that even a visitor knows where to mail his letters.

"PLANT TREES" AS CIVIC-EMBLEM PLAN IN NEBRASKA CITY

A seal picturing a magnificent maple with the inscription above it, "Nebraska City, Nebraska, the Town That Gave the World a Great Idea," and at the bottom, "Plant Trees," is to be carried on the business stationery of the commercial and professional men of that city, if the plans of those sponsoring the idea are realized.

The motto, "Plant Trees," originated with the late J. Sterling Morton, of Nebraska City, who was also responsible for the movement resulting in the legalization of Arbor Day in that state. Following this lead, nearly every state in the Union has set aside an Arbor Day, at which time school children and others plant trees. Ned C. Abbott, who suggested that the seal be adopted, writes that a short item in this magazine describing the slogan and seal adopted by the merchants of Walla Walla, Wash., "The Valley They Liked So Well They Named It Twice," inspired him to create the device.

ITALY'S TELEPHONE SYSTEMS AGAIN IN PRIVATE HANDS

The telephone systems of Italy, lately owned by and under the supervision of the Italian government, will be turned over to private industry for operation, it is announced. The state will retain ownership for the time being, however, granting only the right to operate, with a percentage tax of the profits as requisite clauses of the agreements. The concessions, with a minimum of 25 years, may possibly terminate in complete private ownership.

SPRING LUBRICATING TOOL IS HATCHET-SHAPED

For injecting lubricant between the leaves of automobile springs, a new and simple tool has been devised. In shape it is similar to an ordinary hatchet, with an opening running through the handle and head, down to the edge. An outside screw thread runs around the end of the handle. The car is jacked up, the edge of the tool driven between the leaves, a tube of lubricant screwed on the thread, and the grease or graphite forced through the opening from the tube, into the space between the leaves of the spring.
THE most important scientific battle in many years in the field of plant diseases has been waged within the last year on the Pacific coast of the United States and Canada, a battle in which the stake is standing white-pine timber valued at $300,000,000, menaced by the destructive blister rust.

The pest, which formerly was found only in the eastern portion of North America, was discovered in the fall of 1921 on some black-currant leaves from Vancouver, and a search revealed the disease as present over a considerable area. Immediately the two governments took concerted action to check and stamp out the blight. Timber experts, forest rangers, and many civilians were enlisted in the service of scouring a wooded area of 4,000 square miles, and a well-equipped air force, which already was established at Jericho Beach, Vancouver, with three modern seaplanes, was called upon to lend assistance in car-

but in cases of quite extensive growth, both succumb as easily. Seedlings in particular are liable to fall a quick prey to the disease, which is quite serious in view of the widespread attempts at reforestation.

While there is some difference of opinion as to the damage done to mature trees, according to some reports trees 2 feet in diameter are killed by this blight. The disease which is a native of Europe, and evidently originated in the Baltic provinces of Russia, has been known in the latter locality since 1865. It gradually spread to Switzerland, France, and Great Britain, and finally invaded the North American continent.
LARGE PIER AT VANCOUVER NEARING COMPLETION

By Henry C. Copeland

The Ballantine Pier, now under construction at Vancouver, B. C., will be the largest pier of its type on the Pacific coast, and one of the two or three largest of the kind on the continent.

Dredging for the foundation began in August, 1920, and construction work in May, 1921. The estimated cost will be 5,000,000 dollars.

The pier will be 1,200 feet in length by 341 feet in width, and will be used for general freight purposes. Rail service will be given by two tracks on each apron at the sides and three in the center. Warehousing facilities are provided in five two-story reinforced-concrete sheds, of which four are 500 feet by 110 feet, and the fifth 400 feet by 110 feet, in ground area.

Electric cranes will be used for loading and unloading the ships, and electric conveyors will handle the freight in the

Diagram Showing Cross Section of Warehouse and the Arrangement of Cylinders Used as Supports
warehouses. Grain galleries are also provided.

The method of constructing the pier is unusual. The structure rests upon 413 hollow concrete cylinders in sections. These are precast, and are 7 feet in outside diameter with 9-inch walls. Notches are cast in the ends of the sections, so that they will "key" together and can be cemented into one solid column as they are sunk into place.

The sections are guided into place and lowered from tall derricks. The dirt is brought out of the cylinders by means of a dredging bucket dropped down the inside. Large cast-iron rings, six tons in weight, are used as a load to force the cylinders down. At times as much as 450 tons of these weights are used on a single column.

In some cases, it has been necessary to sink the cylinders through 85 feet of material to reach bedrock. When the foundation rock is reached, a diver is sent down the inside of the cylinder to clean up the bottom preparatory to cementing the column to the rock. The entire core of the column is then filled with concrete, and the finished result is a pillar of solid stone, 7 feet in diameter, reaching and cemented to the bedrock.

On top of the columns precast, trusses of reinforced concrete are placed, and about them is built the form for the concrete deck.

In carrying on this work, the cylinder sections and trusses were all cast at North Vancouver, across Burrard Inlet, where there was plenty of room for assembling material and storing the cast parts for curing, whereupon they were conveyed to the site of the pier on scows as needed.

Considered from the standpoint of permanency and cost of maintenance, this type of wharf structure is far superior to the creosoted-piling structure.

**FOUR-IN-ONE TOOL MAKES HANDY COMBINATION**

Four commonly needed tools—jack, vise, breast drill, and screwdriver—in one are offered on the market in the form of a single combination tool. The ratchet driver which works the jack also serves to actuate the drill or screwdriver when it is fixed in a socket placed in the end of the shaft.

Left: The Combination Tool When Used as a Breast Drill. Above: As a Vise. Right: As a Jack
PHONOGRAPH WITH KEYBOARD PICKS OUT RECORDS

As an innovation in the construction of phonographs, an inventor has built a machine that, upon the pressing of any certain two keys, picks out the desired record, places it in position on the turntable, swings in the tonearm, and lowers the needle into position, thereupon starting the playing mechanism. When the record is played through, the mechanism automatically gets into action again, swinging the playing arm back, stopping the turntable, picking up the record, and returning it to its place in the magazine, which holds 50 records. The pressed-down buttons lock themselves and the remainder of the keys in position, thus preventing tampering with and injury to the mechanism while the record is being played. Fifteen keys control the machine. These may be built on a portable board so as to be carried about the house, an electric cable connecting it with the phonograph.

RECORD FOR HAULING SPRUCE CLAIMED IN MAINE

Rivalry among the crews in the Maine woods, as to which could haul the biggest load of "pulp," as the peeled spruce for paper making is called, resulted recently in a crew at Venture Brook, Washington County, piling and hauling a sled with a total load of over 12 cords. This is considered quite unusual for haulage of this kind. The sled was 32 feet long, or the length of four cords, and the supporting stakes were 12 feet high. In spite of the heavy load, only the regular two-horse team was needed to pull it.
OLYMPIC GAMES' 1932 SESSION AWARDED TO LOS ANGELES

The Olympic Games will be held at Los Angeles in 1932. This announcement was made at the international Olympic committee's recent meeting in Rome to discuss plans for the games in Paris next year. It was decided that Amsterdam, Holland, would be selected for the meet in 1928, because disturbed economic conditions might prevent European competitors from financing a trip to the United States at that time, but that America should have the next available date. The award terminates a vigorous campaign by athletic authorities throughout the country, and by Los Angeles, which in building a new large stadium expressed the hope that the award would be made to that city. This will be the second time the games will be held in America, the first being in 1904, at St. Louis.

SIGNAL INSTRUMENT CHARTS WATER-LEVEL RECORD

A constant check on the water level in steam boilers is the object of a new recording device recently placed on the market. The instrument makes a written record of the height of the water in the boiler throughout the 24 hours, and in addition rings a bell whenever the level is either too high or too low. A mechanically operated pen draws a red ink line on a circular, clock-driven chart, and this record indicates graphically all the important facts which need to be known regarding the care the boiler is receiving. The red line also shows the exact time when the boiler was "cut in" and "cut out," when it was banked for the night, when it was "blown off," and when in operation. Foam in the boiler actuates the bell signal in the same way as would low water, and the ringing will continue until this undesirable condition is corrected. The water gauge is illuminated sufficiently to make its markings visible 50 feet away.

CONCRETE OFFICE BUILDING COMPLETED IN DALLAS

One of the world's tallest concrete office buildings, a 21-story structure known as the Medical Arts Building, has been completed in Dallas, Tex. Except for the three lower stories, it is in the shape of a cross, thus admitting outside light to all the offices. These are being occupied only by physicians and surgeons. The building might be called a monolith, having been poured in one continuous process. The cost was 1,250,000 dollars.

DESIGN HOSPITAL AIRPLANE FOR SURGICAL WORK

A hospital airplane, the first of its particular type in this country, will soon be built at McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio, it was recently announced. It will embody a special design, distinguishing it from ambulance planes now in use, and provides a compartment in which a surgeon can administer to two patients lying on comfortable cots while the plane is in flight. The capacity will be a pilot, a surgeon, and two patients, or, if some less essential parts of the equipment are left out, four persons in addition to the pilot can be carried.
HUNDREDS OF SNAKES KILLED BY ROAD CREW

A road-construction crew working in central Washington has been killing hundreds of rattlesnakes daily. The road on which the snakes have been found in such numbers is being built from Yakima to Ellensburg by the United States Bureau of Public Roads. Recently a single blast killed 123 of the reptiles, 41 of which were more than 4 feet in length, some with as many as 15 rattles. The crew gathered a few dozen of the snakes, after a blast, and strung them from a rope "for exhibition purposes."

Giant "CASH REGISTER" AIDS UNIVERSITY CAMPAIGN

"Ringing Up" the Giant Imitation Cash Register at the University of Southern California

A giant "cash register" constructed of wood was recently used as a publicity stunt by students of the University of Southern California in conducting a drive for school funds. Placed at a conspicuous point on the campus, the register was the rallying place of student-workers who met to report their progress. As the amounts were called, a campaign leader "rang them up" by striking the proper keys with a sledge hammer. Girl students, standing behind the appliance, slipped into place placards bearing the appropriate figures.
CONCRETE VIADUCT MAKES ALTAMONT PASS SAFE

The completion of the Altamont Pass viaduct on the Stockton Highway in California eliminates one of the most dangerous crossings as well as one of the worst stretches of road in the state. The structure is of concrete, built on what is known as a reverse curve, that is, like the letter “S,” with its curves drawn out and flattened. It is 35 feet high, with the outer edges of its curved roadway elevated on the bends to assure safe travel. Foundations for the piers had to be carried down to bedrock, which was found 35 feet below the surface. The importance of this link may be gauged from the fact that more than 3,000 vehicles have occasion to use the crossing each day.

BLUEPRINT DRIER FEATURES COPPER CYLINDER

Embodying a number of features of merit, a new machine for drying blueprints has been placed on the market. In operation, the wet prints are drawn around a heated cylinder by means of an endless canvas belt and delivered dry and free from wrinkles in a receiving tray within easy reach of the operator. One feature is the use of a copper cylinder, which heats quickly and to which the prints will not stick. A thermostatic control for use when gas is the heating agent, and a set of switches for electrical heating, are provided. Special emphasis is placed on an ingenious arrangement whereby the canvas belt may be easily centered; an asbestos apron which may be run through the machine to protect the canvas belt from rotting when not in use, and cut gears and ball bearings in the driving mechanism. Eight to nine feet of prints may be run through the machine per minute.
Egg-Candling Machine Uses Acetylene Gas

An improvement over the electric type of egg candler is claimed for a new machine which employs acetylene gas as a source of illumination. By this means the machine makes a blood streak in the egg show red, instead of merely dark, as in the electric candler, thereby furnishing a more reliable means of grading the eggs. A small gas generator furnishes the light, and is connected to the candler by means of flexible hose. The device is hooded, and its interior painted a dull black, to minimize reflection.

WELL-KNOWN SKIPPER GIVEN "LEVIATHAN" COMMAND

CAPTAIN HERBERT HARTLEY, recently given command by the United States Lines of the largest American ocean liner, the "Leviathan," and the second largest ship in the world, attained his post by reason of typical Yankee pluck and merit. He is, as well, the oldest in point of continuous service and the only American-born captain in the service of the American Line. He was born at Oswego Falls, N.Y., in 1875, and, after his years of training joined the "St. Louis," at that time (1896) one of the fastest and largest of transatlantic liners. For 21 years he was shifted from ship to ship, always advancing, until, in 1917, he returned to the "St. Louis" as its captain. As skipper of the "St. Louis" he ran the German blockade in March, 1917, the vessel being the first armed merchantman to reach an English port. Later in the war he was made a lieutenant commander in the Naval Reserve, in recognition of his skill and daring. When, after the war, the "St. Louis" was burned, Captain Hartley was placed in command of the "Mongolia," which position he retained until he took a vacation recently, his appointment to the "Leviathan" following his brief rest.

NOVEL SUBSCRIPTION APPEALS IN HAWAII

Among the victims of a tidal wave, which recently did much damage to Hilo on the island of Hawaii, were many Japanese and Chinese. When their countrymen set about raising funds for their relief, headquarters were established in one of the stores of the town, and money pledges collected. These, written on long strips of paper, were then hung about the front of the store to serve as an appeal for additional funds.
KNOCKDOWN ROWBOAT SIMPLE AND COMPACT

As the result of an ardent fisherman’s desire for a quickly assembled knockdown boat of light weight yet staunch seaworthiness, a new all-wood boat has made its appearance. The picture to the right shows the compact case in which the boat may be packed and secured to the running board of an automobile. Two canvas bags provided with strap handles are fitted to the case. Although a 12-footer, the boat can be contained in a 12 by 18-inch space.

Right: Showing the framework of the boat assembled, the canvas cover yet to be attached. A padlock in the bow prevents disassembling of the boat. The floor is so constructed that a weight on the bottom binds more tightly the metal fastenings.

Left: With no other tools than the hands, the 11 separate boards are quickly meshed together. No bolts, screws, complicated fasteners, or small loose parts to become lost or misplaced, are used. After the floor is put together, the sides are assembled and attached.

Left: The boat completely assembled, the heavy, strong army-duck canvas being the last addition. The buckling of the seats stretches the enveloping material over the boat tightly. All wood used is three-ply waterproof airplane board, metal fasteners being riveted with large brass rivets. Weighing 100 pounds, the boat will accommodate three grown persons. The inventor claims it can be assembled in from six to eight minutes, will not shrink from heat, nor leak, and will last for years.

[Boat price information]
BUTTER VARIETY CASES NOW USED IN GERMAN CITIES

Vanity cases are reported to be used for carrying butter by women restaurant patrons in Berlin and other German cities. The men use metal boxes, made in imitation of a small book, for the same purpose. Few of the restaurants can afford to serve butter as freely as in pre-war days, and in those providing it the price is exorbitant.

SPECIAL SLEEVE FEATURES NEW ROLLER BEARING

A new roller bearing which, in common with others of the type, has for its main object the reduction of friction losses suffered in bearings where sliding friction occurs, offers a feature in an accurately ground high-carbon steel sleeve that is clamped to the shaft. Steel collars welded to the sleeve are so drilled and tapped as to render it impossible to put the sleeve on the shaft incorrectly, thus insuring a true bearing surface for the rollers.

GULF STREAM PREVENTS MAIL FROM REACHING LIGHTSHIP

Though the ocean was calm, and apparently entirely "as usual," the mail boat calling at the Diamond Shoal lightship, near Cape Hatteras, N. C., recently found the Gulf Stream near the lightship running so strong that it was impossible to row through it. Ordinarily, the stream is some distance from the ship. Before leaving, the captain took the temperature of the stream and found it to be 72° F., while about 100 yards away, outside the stream, it was 16° lower.

COLLAPSIBLE COOKSTOVE FOR CAMP USE

A collapsible cookstove and heater for camp use has been devised, which rightfully lays claim to the merit of great simplicity of construction. It consists of two sections of pipe, mounted vertically, one above and the other below the stove proper, at opposite ends of it. Wood or other fuel can be used in the lower pipe or chamber, the heat passing upward, through the stand, and out through the upper pipe, a damper regulating the draft.

PORTABLE WELDING OUTFIT GENERATES OWN GAS

A new portable oxyacetylene appliance has appeared in the form of a gas generator intended to do away with the use of high-pressure cylinders. It operates automatically without clock or motors, is simple to use, and has the equivalent carbide capacity of a 150-cubic-foot cylinder of gas. It weighs about 200 pounds.
OVER THE TOP—AND DOWN

THE English Grand National Steeplechase, one of the most colorful events in the world of sport, is never without its thrills—and mishaps. Few falls, however, have approached the spectacular more closely than that taken by "Trentino" at the Bechers Brook jump. Both horse and rider hit the turf almost perpendicularly.
WINTER WHEEL DESIGNED FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Successful results are reported to have been obtained with a new type of wheel that can be used on a motor-driven sleigh or attached to an ordinary automobile by removing the rear wheels and mudguards. The wheel, which is in the form of a helix with its axis parallel to the ground, worms its way through snow and over ice with a traction that increases with the load in the vehicle. Each wheel is driven by special gears inclosed in a case at the rear.

DISSECTING SCOPE IS COMPACT AND EFFICIENT

A simple and efficient dissecting device designed for use in examining small objects found in plant and insect systems, offers a compact instrument that can be folded up and carried in the student's pocket. It consists of a tube-shaped holder which is held in the left hand with the forefinger in position to manipulate the tweezer while the thumb rests on the tiltable focusing block. The right hand is thus free for using the dissecting needle. When not in use the part to which the lens and tweezer are attached, and the tools, can be slid into the hollow tube.

WAGON FILLS AND DUMPS ITSELF IN SHORT TIME

For transporting earth or other materials, a self-loading and dumping wagon has been invented. A wide blade in front lifts the earth, and a conveyor carries it upward into the box. Distributing is done by an apron, as in a manure spreader. The moving parts are actuated by traction of the rear wheels, and a wheel regulates the action of the blade. The wagon fills itself in about 50 feet, dumping as desired.
AUTOMATIC MILLING MACHINE FOR PRODUCTION WORK

The salient feature of a new milling machine, designed for the production of duplicate parts in large quantities, is the automatic control of the speed and travel of the spindle and table. This is accomplished by means of dogs located at the front and rear of the table. Other dogs provide for automatically working the starting, stopping, and reversing of the spindle. The automatic stopping of the spindle with the table on the return stroke provides against marring the work. By reversing the spindle, two sets of cutters with teeth facing in opposite directions permit a cut to be made in either direction. The table is long enough to permit setting up of work on one end while the cutter is operating. It is arranged for constant-speed drive either from a line shaft or from a motor in the base.

DEVICE HANDLES VEGETABLES MECHANICALLY

An interesting handling and weighing receptacle for vegetables has been placed on the market for the convenience of retail grocers. It is designed to simplify the labor of sacking onions, potatoes, and the like. Ordinarily, the merchant fills the sack at the barrel, then carries it to the scales for weighing. The new device has a capacity of several bushels, and can be set up on the counter. A sack, resting on the scale platform, is placed under the spout, and it is only necessary to work a small lever back and forth, meanwhile keeping an eye on the scales, until the correct weight registers.
RICE-FIELD WASTE BENEFITS SUGAR REFINING

From the fibrous rice materials—the hulls, straw, and fibers—which formerly cost money to dispose of, now is being made a product that not only brings a

ized, it had not shrunk or lost its shape, which indicated it to be a porous material of clarifying properties. He mixed some with molasses and there was no change, but when he boiled it with caustic soda to remove the silica, and then mixed it with molasses, the mixture cleared up at once.

When treated commercially, the fibrous rice waste is put into a retort from which air is excluded, and there exposed to a temperature of 2,000° F. for half an hour. The carbonized material is then transferred to digesters and, with a strong alkali solution, is subjected to a temperature of 235° for two hours. A nearly pure carbon results, which is porous as a sponge, and so hard that it requires several hours' grinding in a ball mill to reduce it to a powder. Even the dust particles retain a definite shape and their porous nature, which makes the material such an active clarifying and decolorizing agent. As a decolorizer it is mixed with a sugar solution in the proportion of one-half pound to 100 pounds of sugar, heated in a suitable tank, and filtered. The material still possesses considerable coagulating properties and gum-absorbing power, and is used for clarifying impure cane juice.

The use of boneblack in connection with sugar refining involves an expensive outlay for the production of the boneblack and for treating the sugar. It is said that with the new material a refined sugar of exceptional purity can be had at somewhat less cost than with boneblack. Another advantage that is to be regarded as of some importance, is
that the reasonable cost for equipment will put the use of this material within the reach of small refineries.

This carbonized rice waste has possibilities as a decolorizing agent for coconut and other oils, as well as for glue, gelatin, glycerin, and many chemical solutions.

NEW FIBER FLOORING HAS FIREPROOF QUALITIES

Claims of unusually fire-resistant qualities are made for a new type of fibrous flooring material recently developed and placed on the market. The material is made up in sheets measuring 16 by 28 inches, and in two thicknesses, 3/8 and 7/8 inch. It is also asserted that it is a non-conductor of heat, and will neither expand nor contract appreciably under temperature changes—both very desirable qualities. Its additional bids for merit as a floor covering, are that it is noiseless to the tread, oil and waterproof, and not slippery to walk upon. When laid, the joints between the sheets are filled with a special compound, making a floor covering of practically uniform texture. The sheets are laminated, all the long, narrow

individual sections being held together by four parallel pins running through the sheet. Speed and ease characterize the labor of laying this floor.

AUTO STEERING-WHEEL LOCK

EASILY INSTALLED

One of the newer auto steering-wheel locks is made so that it can be easily installed by the owner himself. It consists of a section which is first clamped, then pinned to the steering post, and the lock proper. The latter is of the plunger type with two plungers, one on each side of one of the spokes of the steering wheel, and when in position prevents turning of the wheel.
DEVICE REGISTERS QUANTITY OF OIL AND GAS IN TANK

The number of gallons of gasoline in the supply tank or the quarts and pints of oil in the crankcase of an auto engine, can be ascertained by the driver without leaving his seat, by means of a device recently put on the market. The indicator is placed on the instrument board, and from it are read either the gallons of gas or the amount of oil. In making a reading, one stroke on the pump handle located beneath the indicator, forces all the liquid out of the standpipe, which is then put in communication with the hydrostatic pressure of the tank by turning the lever to the register position. The gauge then shows the respective amounts on hand.

NEW LAMP LOCK ATTACHES TO BRASS SOCKETS

A new locking device that attaches to standard brass sockets and is intended to prevent theft of electric-light bulbs, is being placed on the market. It is simple in construction, being made of cold-rolled steel. When attached, it is nearly impossible to remove the lamp from the socket, and it is dangerous to attempt to do so without the use of the key. It is protected by an insulator that guards against shock.

PLAN MONUMENT AT CAPITAL FOR SOUTHERN "MAMMY"

A monument at Washington, D. C., to commemorate the virtues of the old southern “mammy” has been proposed by the Jefferson Davis chapter of the Daughters of the Confederacy. A government gift of land for that purpose is said to be under consideration by Federal authorities. While exact plans as to the form the monument will take have not been adopted, it has been suggested that it should be a seated figure of a middle-aged colored woman, the “real mammy type,” with a “pickaninny” on one side holding her hand, and a white child on the other; this to symbolize the mothering she has given to the two races. Visitors to the South say that the cheerful, utterly unselfish mammy of the old days, whose character has become largely traditional, will soon disappear, and it is believed that she deserves a fitting memorial.

VERY DURABLE SCREWDRIVER WITH INSULATING HANDLE

Made from high-grade steel, a new screwdriver is tempered so as to give it such durable qualities that it is claimed to be indestructible. It has a handle, made of an insulating composition, which is secured by a patent locking device that prevents it from twisting on the shank. The insulation is tested to stand 15,000 volts. The blade is of selected steel, carefully forged and heat-treated, and extends through the handle. It is intended specially for the use of electricians and automobile mechanics.
This Photograph Shows the Density of the "Forest," Roswell, New Mexico, Planted. Once on a Barren Plain, the Town Began Setting Out Cottonwoods Nearly a Half Century Ago. Today the Trees Literally Hide 325 Homes, Three Churches, and a School.

FOREST SURROUNDS HOMES OF CITY ON PLAIN

Shade trees in a city surrounded by the open-plain country of the Southwest have an appeal much stronger than in communities where any tree problem has been one of elimination rather than of production. On that portion of the plains which is now known as Roswell, N. M., cottonwood and elm trees have been planted with fervor since the 80's, and as an example of what can be accomplished, this city now has in its midst a veritable forest of shade trees. So dense is the growth that even without the foliage the branches of these city trees are thick enough to hide 325 homes, three churches, and a school. Property owners are required to care for all trees on and near their property. A special permit is required before any can be cut or removed.

TELEPHONE LINEMAN USES HANGING CHAIR

A comfortable seat while making wire repairs is provided by the handy device developed by a western lineman for his own use. The chair is mounted on a collapsible platform, which is carried about on a small truck. On short trips this lineman wheels his little truck about by hand, but on longer ones it can be attached to an automobile. Ropes and pulleys are used for elevating the platform and chair and keeping the whole on a level. The lineman finds that having a secure and comfortable seat improves the character and increases the amount of work done.
This is the entrance to the Thirteenth National Orange Show, held at San Bernardino, California. This annual event is of considerable importance to Southern Californians, and always draws huge crowds. Naturally, most of the space is devoted to exhibits and feature displays of fruits.

Right: Queen Anne granted the land upon which this church was later built at Wells, Vermont. It is 150 years old. The large "windows" over the door are but cleverly painted imitations—this because of the prohibitive cost of glass in those days. Left: A sundial erected on the bank of the Fox River, Illinois, marks the site where Lincoln was mustered out of army service after the Black Hawk War.

Two years were spent by an artist in Edwardsville, Illinois, in painting this bird's-eye view of his home town. His painting measures 5 feet high by more than 20 feet long.
The Tourist Overtaken by the Dark will Find Ample Hospitality If He Spends the Night at Pendleton, Indiana. A Comfortable Camp is Provided, Equipped with Running Water, Electric Lights, and Gas for Cooking. All Free. It is Supported Entirely by the Townspeople.

Above: Bellevue, Iowa, on the West Bank of the Mississippi, Has a River-Front Park, Extending the Entire Length of the Town. This Boat Landing Is One of the Numerous Beauty Spots of Bellevue. Left: A Simple, Sturdy Memorial, Erected by the Local Post of the American Legion on the Park Lawn. Below: Bellevue’s Park Driveway, Skirting the River.
CHECK PROTECTOR WEIGHS ONLY HALF POUND

The latest check-protecting device that has made its appearance claims the merit of extreme simplicity, and weighs only

\[ \frac{1}{2} \text{ pound.} \]

It is handled like a small office punch, being gripped in the hand and the check inserted under two guides. A hard-rubber knob, grooved to facilitate turning accurately, carries all the necessary figures and characters on its circular edge. As each figure is set, the handles are squeezed and brought together; this action makes a red-ink impression of the figure which also bristles the paper and prevents erasure. On releasing the handles the check is automatically advanced a space ready to be given the next impression.

TONS OF DUST TRAVEL IN THE SKY

Two thousand tons of dust was deposited per square mile in the vicinity of Laramie, Wyo., recently, according to the calculations of Prof. S. H. Knight, of the University of Wyoming. This dust was partly transported from other western states. Such deposits are comparatively large in all western states, though usually more than 90 per cent of the dust is of local origin. Only the very finely powdered dust travels very far, though

some has been carried from Utah, Nevada, and Arizona to Wisconsin and Ohio, as microscopic examinations have revealed.

The most favorable condition for precipitating the dust is, paradoxically, a snowstorm, though the late summer showers in the arid states are much more heavily freighted with dust, at times even mud. The rain and snow serve to filter the air, leaving it very clean. At times in the western states, clothing, windows, walls, and all other objects exposed at the beginning of a storm coming after a prolonged drought, will become badly smeared.

There are accounts of other heavy dust deposits, upward of 800 tons per acre being reported in one instance in the Dakotas. But where the dust deposited has been lifted from the Rocky Mountain region and carried to Wisconsin the amount seldom exceeds 15 tons per acre.

WRENCH COMBINATION TOOL HAS STRONG GRIP

There has recently been introduced a combination tool which is essentially a wrench with a movable jaw that carries teeth engaging segmental gear teeth on the end of one of the plierlike handles. Three interchangeable jaws convert the tool into a wrench, suitable for many purposes. The arrangement of the movable jaw provides for adjustments.

METAL AND GLASS WELDED BY SIMPLE METHOD

Electrical fittings have recently been made in which copper and porcelain or glass were welded by a new method which is declared to be as cheap as it is effective. The copper rod, or rivet, is threaded through the porcelain or glass and a pressure of one-half ton applied for a quarter of a second, during which interval heat is instantaneously applied to effect a fusion.

Copyrighted material
WINCH DESIGNED TO ATTACH TO FRONT OF TRACTOR

A new winch that attaches to the front of a tractor has been designed to pull cables through underground conduits satisfactorily. Though intended for use in telephone work, it is adaptable for many other purposes. The objection to some tractor winches that they have only one speed, has been overcome by introducing an ordinary automobile transmission between the power shaft of the tractor and the cable drum. Power is transmitted from the tractor through a set of gears to the transmission and through a cone clutch to the winch drum, thus providing three speeds forward and one reverse.

DEVICE SHOWS CRITICAL POINT IN HEATING STEEL

A new device for determining the critical point in the heating of steel, by indicating when the steel ceases to be magnetic, is a light self-contained instrument that can be held in one hand and is free from leads or electrical connections. The indicator receives its magnetism from a permanent magnet which is protected from injury by its location within the instrument itself. Inasmuch as the test is applied to the steel instead of the flame, the device can be used in the course of hardening a small piece of steel, such as a tap, when heated over a Bunsen burner. The device requires no calibration.
Considerable rivalry among various cities and villages has sprung up concerning the question of which has the widest-paved thoroughfare. Here are shown two views of the work of paving Main Street, Keene, New Hampshire, with concrete. Keene claims the widest-paved street in New England. In the upper photograph are seen the details of the construction, and the great width of the thoroughfare permits inspection of the various steps in the work. Below are shown the piles of gravel and rolls of wire netting used as a foundation for the layers of concrete.
TURN WORN-OUT MONEY BACK INTO PAPER

Worn-out United States currency representing millions of dollars, cut up and pulped, has been shipped to the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., to be used experimentally in the manufacture of paper. Prior attempts at the laboratory resulted in paper of a poor quality, but it is expected that with a new cleaning process a more satisfactory product will be obtained. As much as two to three tons of paper money are discarded and destroyed on occasion at the treasury in Washington, D.C. If the experiment proves successful, the government will continue the pulp shipments.

WATER-PROPELLED NOZZLE CLEANS SEWERS

A two-part water-propelled nozzle, made of bronze, has been developed lately for removing obstructions in sewer or drain pipes. The two parts are connected by a ball-bearing swivel mounted between them, the head, or forward end, being pointed and containing a series of diagonal vanes to produce a rotary motion when in action. When connected to a hose and the water is turned on, the latter escapes through perforations in the rear of the head, causing the nozzle to impel itself forward and drag the hose after it. The point of the head is also perforated, so that part of the stream serves to loosen up the obstructive material.

NEW ISLAND REPORTED FOUND NEAR FRENCH INDO-CHINA

A new island, believed to be of volcanic origin, is reported to have been sighted between the Philippine Islands and French Indo-China. It is said to be about 50 feet above sea level and a half mile in circumference. Farther east, in the Pacific Ocean, a governmental scientific party is exploring Bird Island, one of the bits of isolated lands in the Hawaiian archipelago. This expedition also intends surveying most of the islets between Kauai and Midway Islands of the Hawaiian group.

WIDEST GRANITE CONCRETE ROAD IN THE WORLD

What is claimed to be the widest concrete-paved street in the world is laid at Keene, N.H., and measures 140 feet from curb to curb. On account of the lack of suitable trap rock or gravel in the state, and great prevalence of granite and marble, crushed granite was used in the concrete. After excavating to sub-grade, the latter was rolled, and a 7-inch slab, reinforced with steel mesh, was applied to the roadway. The unusual width necessitated a division down the center line, each 70-foot section being again divided into three parallel lengths separated by butt joints. In order to lay out safety lanes at the street crossings, the concrete at these points was mixed with a portion of lampblack, and a 10-foot section, 2 inches thick, was laid over the ordinary mix to present a sufficient contrast between the safety lanes and the remainder of the pavement.
SIMPLE BUCKET ELEVATOR STORES FARM GRAIN

A simplified type of bucket elevator intended greatly to facilitate the work of the farmer when storing corn or grain, has been placed on the marge edge buckets. Rolled with welded joints are provided in the new elevator. These are mounted between an endless steel strap, whose links pivot on roller bearings, a feature which lessens the power requirements of the drive. Its capacity is 100 bushels of grain elevated in from three to five minutes, on a gasoline consumption of 1 gallon in 10 hours.

PILOT IGNITION DESIGNED FOR STEAM CARS

A new pilot-light assembly now on the market, for use as an ignition device for the fuel burner used on steam automobiles and trucks, features a rapid vaporizer that, it is claimed, does not collect carbon, and an arrangement of the air intake that prevents the pilot from being blown out.

HELIicopter Rises 20 Feet WITH NEW MOTOR

A new record was recently made at McCook Field by the De Bothezat helicopter, when a height of 20 feet was attained in several tests, none of which lasted over two minutes. The improvement over previous performances is attributed to a new 200-horsepower rotary motor with which it is anticipated a height of 100 feet can be reached.

MAGNET TURNS STIRRING RIG INSIDE CLOSED DISH

A clever arrangement has been devised for stirring solutions that the chemist often finds necessary to keep from contact with the air, and which, for various reasons, cannot be put in containers, that are susceptible to shaking. The agitator, which somewhat resembles the mixer of an ice cream freezer, is mounted on a spindle which is pivoted at the bottom and the cover of the vessel, and carries at the top an iron crosspiece. On the outside, and just above the cover, is mounted a strong magnet which is provided with a suitable driving means. When the magnet turns, the iron crosspiece at the top of the agitator spindle follows, thus creating the stirring action.

Surrounding Chicago's sewage-disposal plants with parks and golf courses is being considered by city officials. The plan has been recommended to offset the "sentimental" damage done to adjacent property under present conditions because of public dislike of such localities.
Gopher Has Mechanical Farm Rival

An interesting attachment for use with a farm tractor has been placed on the market, which greatly helps the farmer to till his soil. Instead of breaking it with a plowshare into lumps which later have to be broken with a harrow, this machine digs up the soil almost as a gopher does with its paws, and throws it back into a well-pulverized seed bed. The tractor, which is of 35 horsepower, may, of course, be used without the tiller for general purposes, as the latter is easily detachable.

Details of the Construction of the Mechanical Badger, Showing the Hooks Which Act Like the Paws of the Little Animal, Digging Up the Soil and Throwing It Back into a Well-Pulverized Seed Bed

Autos with Endless Tread Successful in Norway

Two automobiles equipped with endless-tread traction, not long ago successfully underwent severe tests near Christiania, Norway, where they were made to climb steep hills, cross ditches, and traverse underbrush and deep snowdrifts. The endless tread, which is quite similar to the traction rig of the tanks used during the war, enables the machines to travel at a good rate of speed under adverse conditions. The machines have finished bodies like an automobile, and the chassis is of the same type as that used on the trucks that crossed the Sahara Desert recently, as recorded in the March issue of this magazine.
TANK WATER HEATER USES NO COILED TUBES

The copper coil of tubing found in most tank water heaters is dispensed with in a new type of heater which uses a number of straight vertical tubes. The advantage claimed is that circulation of the heated water is very rapid, on account of the small travel necessary. The heater is tested to a pressure of 600 pounds per square inch, many times the pressure it would be subjected to in ordinary use. What is asserted to be a nonflash-back burner is incorporated with the heater, doing away with the annoyance which frequently occurs when the gas pressure fluctuates.

DUTCH RADIO STATION SPANS 12,000-MILE GAP

A new radio station recently installed at Kootwijk, Holland, makes it possible for the Dutch government to communicate directly with its East Indian colonies, without dependence upon foreign cables, as has hitherto been the case. A station at Bandoeng-Malabar, Java, has been equipped to both send and receive messages from Holland. The Kootwijk station is a sending station only, messages being received at Sambeek, 20 miles away. This receiving station is equipped with the most modern apparatus, including registering writing machines and machines that print the signs in relief on wax rolls, so that they can be reproduced vocally in much the same way as a phonograph record. These instruments are specially useful for automatically registering dispatches, as these are sent out with great speed.

MAMMOTH AUTO TRAILER HAS FREIGHT-CAR CAPACITY

The rapid increase in transportation by truck has been followed closely by an increase in truck capacities to meet this growth, and finally by the rapid development of trailer trucks. Perhaps the largest of these yet to appear is now being used in the transportation of automobile bodies, and is fully 40 feet long, exclusive of a 10-ton truck which hauls it around. It is of substantial pressed-steel construction, 8 feet wide by 12 in height, and is roomy enough to accommodate 24 bodies at one time. It is carried on only two axles, one of which is the rear axle of the truck proper, but the tread is very wide to distribute the load better.
COMMERCIAL SNAKE BREEDING IN CALIFORNIA
BY ARCHEM. DUNNING

A huge concrete-walled pit where snakes and other reptiles will be kept and permitted to breed under surroundings similar to their natural environment will shortly be established near Griffith Park, Los Angeles, Calif. This novel idea is being carried out by a citizen of Los Angeles, well known throughout the Southwest as an expert on rattlesnakes and reptile life. The pit will cover two acres, excavated below the level of the surrounding terrain and inclosed by a high and wide concrete wall, with a promenade atop. At intervals, similar walls will cross the entire tract, thus giving visitors ready access to any section.

Almost every reptile indigenous to the country, with the exception of alligators and crocodiles, will be found here. Near the center of the tract is to be located a swampy pool for water mocassins of all obtainable varieties, spreading adders, and creatures of the lizard family that thrive in such surroundings.

Rattlesnakes will, however, be the main attraction, and arrangements for the delivery this spring of 5,000 from a Texas dealer have already been made. Rattles produce from 25 to 45 young in each litter, and the young attain maturity in one year. Consequently, there will be no lack of "stock" once the pit is in active operation.

Snakes will be supplied to the moving-picture studios and for educational films. Snake oil and venom will be marketed in quantities. The oil is said to be of value in the treatment of rheumatism and is in demand among mechanics who do finer grades of machine work. There is a
steadily increasing call for the venom from physicians, chemists, and others, who use it for medicinal purposes. The supply is inexhaustible, for each snake may be deprived of its venom every eight or nine days without injury. Rattlesnake skins are sought by manufacturers of novelties, and there will be no difficulty in disposing of all that can be produced, it is believed.

Close by the pit an additional half acre is to be similarly fitted up as a breeding place for rats and mice to be used as food for the inmates of the pit. The weekly bill of fare, at first, is estimated, will be from 10,000 to 15,000 rats and mice. Vice versa, snake carcasses will be fed to the rodents. Papier-mâché dens with hinged tops that may be lifted will be a feature of the pit. This will afford an excellent opportunity to make a close study of the reptiles under various conditions and in the various seasons of the year. The originator, who has been studying, capturing, and exhibiting reptiles, mostly snakes, for the better part of 35 years, is the authority for some interesting statements.

"The rattlesnake is a gentleman among reptiles," he says, "because he never strikes unless molested, and even then gives his victim timely and ample warning. The 'hoopsnake' of folklore is a myth, and the 'jointed' snake credited with disintegrating itself into living sections at will, exists only in imagination. Most snakes are rendered dangerous only because of their own timidity, and occasionally one dies soon after capture, literally frightened to death." Rattlesnake flesh is a succulent and delicious edible, resembling frogs' legs in flavor and appearance. The number of rattles is not a certain indication of a snake's age. Sometimes two rattles grow a year. Only one snake native to the United States is susceptible to music. That is the "silver racer," found in California and in many of the middle-western states. This snake is particularly charmed by the twang of the jew's-harp, and will approach within a few inches of the player if the harmony is sustained for a moderate length of time.

The snake fancier's experiences with snakes started on his father's Iowa farm at the early age of seven. On his way to school one day he climbed an apple tree in pursuit of a woodpecker that had dodged out of sight into a knot hole. He plunged his hand into the hole and pulled out a blacksnake that had half swallowed the bird. Too frightened to let go, he dropped to the
ground with his gorged prize, and taking it home placed it in a box behind the barn.

The thrill of the capture remained with him, so he hunted for more snakes and added them to his collection until he had perhaps a dozen. The neighborhood boys, at one cent each, were permitted to peep. After a while, a carnival company with one “Bosco, the Snake Eater,” came to a neighboring town. Bosco heard of the collection, rented a horse and buggy (it was before the days of automobiles), came out to make an inspection, and bought the lot for $10. That settled it as far as the amateur collector was concerned. Snakes from that time on were his absorbing passion. Their habits became the subject of his constant study, and their habitats his constant quest.

His travels have led him into the wildest sections of Old Mexico and over sterile Texas plains. He has captured the deadly water moccasin deep in the moss-hung Florida Everglades and in the sodden swamps of Arkansas. He has endured for weeks the terrific heat of Death Valley in order to get first-hand information regarding the reptile life of this sandy waste. When he first came to Los Angeles, moving pictures were just getting a start there. It was before the day of the esthetic “silver screen” and elaborately staged productions. Movies to be successful had to have an element of novelty and danger. Hence the advent of “Hugo.”

Hugo was a South American python, 22 feet 8 inches long, weighing about 160 pounds. He was, notwithstanding his size, the one snake that the collector ever succeeded in thoroughly subduing, and it took the trainer six months after his purchase to accomplish it. For hours at a time the man worked with the big reptile in a room 12 by 14 feet, with a padded pillow to ward off the blows of the savage jaws. Finally, however, the snake Hugo became so tractable that he would drape himself over a beam and coil the lower part of his body into a swing for his master.

“The Coil of the Python,” a prehistoric cinema thriller, was Hugo’s most notable starring vehicle. During the big scene of the production, the trainer allowed the python completely to coil upon him at the imminent risk of being crushed into a pulp. As a matter of fact, it took all his skill and 20 minutes of hair-raising effort to extricate himself at the conclusion of the scene.

He accomplished it by tickling Hugo in the tummy!

The trainer’s moving-picture experiences all had their part in fitting him for the management of his pit, which he plans to make his future life work.
POPULAR MECHANICS

NEW TEAR-GAS GUN MAKES EFFECTIVE WEAPON

A new tear-gas gun is being marketed for the use of police officers and other representatives of the law, to whom it is released only after recording the serial number of the weapon. It is designed to be used in quelling riots; in making raids, when the inmates of a room can be subdued by discharging the gas through a keyhole or similar opening, and in other work where physical injury is to be avoided.

The gun consists of two cylinders, each 2 1/2 inches in diameter and 7 inches long. One cylinder is charged with air at 1,800 pounds' pressure, and the other contains a tear-stimulating liquid which is vaporized through a nozzle by operating the air-cylinder control valve.

BENDING DEVICE RENDERS OLD RAILS USABLE

A rail bender, developed for use on an eastern street railway, was designed for the purpose of taking out the vertical bends from the ends of rails, caused by car wheels passing over the rail joints. The bender, which is operated by a 35-ton jack, is made of several pieces of old rail mounted on two movable legs, so as to accommodate short or long bends. The operation consists in passing a heavy yoke under the rail and over the jack, which is then pumped up, bending both rail ends and plates slightly above level.

AUTO CAM GEAR INCREASES STEERING LEVERAGE

A type of steering gear for automobiles just placed on the market makes use of a cam-and-lever arrangement which greatly increases the leverage at the driving wheel and also hastens the turning action. The cam, or actuating member, is similar in appearance to a single-thread screw of varying pitch. In mid-position the pitch of this cam is very slight, and the motion slow, so that in straight-ahead driving considerable road shock is taken up before reaching the wheel. As the pitch increases, however, the motion increases rapidly toward either extreme of the cam; the result being that only a slight turn of the steering wheel is necessary in rounding a corner. The cam is mounted in ball bearings. Because of its rapid action, great facility is given in parking a car close to the curb in congested districts.

Left: Side View of Rail Bender in the Process of Straightening the Bent Ends at a Rail Joint. Right: End View of Bender, Showing the Yoke That Holds the 35-Ton Jack to the Rails, and the Brace Which Keeps It from Tipping.
HIGH-PRESSURE STREAMS TO CLEAN CONDENSERS

One of the great nuisances in many power plants is the mud and slime that collect in the tubes of steam condensers. This foreign matter is brought into the condenser with the circulating water which is pumped through the tubes to cool and condense the steam on the outside of the tubes. After a few weeks’ operation the tubes have a very noticeable coating of mud; hence the necessity of a tube cleaner. The mischief caused by the mud is quite apparent when it is remembered that dirt is a poor conductor of heat and acts as an insulating material inside the tubes, preventing the normal action of the condenser.

There are a number of more or less mechanical means of doing this cleaning, but most of them require that the condenser should be shut down.

In a new device the condenser is fitted with special plates on the shell opposite one end of the tube nest. Each plate has a socket and check-valve arrangement through which a nozzle may be inserted and high-pressure water turned on, so that the nozzle shoots a stream of water into each tube. The force of the water jet dislodges any collected dirt, and after a few moments’ application, the tube has been literally scoured clean. The socket is so constructed that the nozzle may be turned about until it has played over every tube within the range of that particular plate. Other plates give access to the other tubes.
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A clogged oil filter is worse than useless, and heretofore the only method of insuring certainty of uninterrupted operation has been frequent inspection. The result is that the filter frequently becomes flooded and overflows, or the flow of oil to the lubricated parts is less than the requirements. In a new device, an automatic alarm is incorporated which gives ample warning when the straining bags begin to clog up. The supporting rings of the bags are made with an overflow spout which conducts the unfiltered oil to a tilting, two-compartment tank, attached to a transverse pivot shaft and free to rock from side to side. As one of the compartments becomes filled, the tank overbalances to that side, and discharges its contents, causing a striker to ring a gong. At the same time the other tank compartment is brought under the oil stream. This action continues as long as the oil overflows from the clogged filter bags.

BRANCH OF YALE COLLEGE SUCCESSFUL IN CHINA

"The College of Yale in China," a branch of the American college of that name, now has an enrollment of more than 500 men. This school was founded in Changsha-Fu, the capital of the province of Hunan, in 1906, with 13 students. Since then, the Yale alumni have been most active in supporting the institution, financially and otherwise, and it has progressed steadily. It is said that its school of medicine is one of the largest and finest in China. All instruction is given in English.

EMERGENCY DEVICE REPAIRS BROKEN AUTO AXLES

A simple device for making emergency repairs in the case of a broken car axle is now on the market. The device which can be carried in the tool kit and can be installed with a wrench, will enable the autoist to travel under his own power to some shop where permanent repairs can be made. It consists of a hardened steel bushing which is slid over the broken axle, to which it is held by a special locking pin and a setscrew. The bushing carries at its outer end a stub axle on which...
NEW MOTOR FOR TEMPERATURE-CONTROL APPARATUS

A new motor adaptable to temperature-control apparatus, either in connection with thermostats for residence heating or for industrial purposes, is built integral with the transformer, and is provided with leads ready to connect to the supply circuit. It is inclosed in a dust-tight casing and provided with a pressure-oiling system that requires but little attention. It transmits energy through a train of "figure-eight" gears, to a crank with a lifting power equal to 100 pounds at 1 inch from the crank center.

NONCORRODIBLE COPPER CAST UNDER HOT-WATER

Copper castings are rendered noncorrodible by casting the metal at high temperature under hot water, according to a method that probably originated in Japan, where it is widely practiced. Articles known to have been produced in this way, are unaffected after 35 years, due to the protective coat of cuprous oxide formed from the decomposition of the film of steam which separates the hot metal from the water during the casting operation.

PARKING LIGHT FOR AUTOS WORKS BY CLOCK

An interesting attachment for preventing collisions has been invented recently, and will be a boon to automobile owners who park their cars in front of their homes for the night. The device consists of a clock mechanism which is electrically connected to the parking lamp, and which can be set to turn on the light at any predetermined hour, as, for instance, when it is just getting dark. If the car is to be parked at the curb all night, the clock may be set to break the circuit to the light at any desired hour in the morning, whenever dawn is breaking. A master switch permits breaking the circuit at any other time, regardless of the clock.

Our Bureau of Information is for your benefit. Use it as often as you please.
NEW DEVICE CUTS AND CORES GRAPEFRUIT

An interesting machine now ready for the market cores grapefruit and cuts it

from the outer rind. In the main, the machine consists of a pair of curved blades supported from a carrier hinged to an inner toothed ring, that gives the blades a combined up-and-down and rotary movement. The ring is in turn carried on an outer fixed ring, which also supports the driving mechanism. Below this is placed the half grapefruit in a cup-shaped holder, that is forced upward by a handle against a ring that fits the cut edge of the fruit. The machine is said to do neat, clean work about five times as fast as it can be done by hand.

HUNDREDS ANSWER INVITATION SENT VIA RADIO BY MAYOR

In dedicating a new broadcasting station in San Francisco recently, Mayor Rolph spoke into the transmitter as follows: “I want to find how far my voice is carrying—how big my audience is. Send in telegrams to me and send them collect. Come on, Mayor Hylan of New York, and you, Mayor Curley of Boston!” Responses came from every state in the Union, Honolulu, Canada, and from a ship 1,000 miles at sea. It was estimated that $3,000 worth of replies arrived within a very short time. Some of the more interesting ones were dis-

played in the window of a local telegraph company which handled the deluge of incoming messages.

ADJUSTABLE WINDOW-SASHES FOR ANY WEATHER

A multiple-sash window, whose several sashes slide horizontally in the window frame, has been developed recently and will permit adjustment to suit any external weather conditions. Two or more sets of sashes may be mounted in the frame, of which one set may be provided with glass, and the others with wire screening, or Venetian blinds. In the winter all may be fitted with glass, insuring an absolutely weather-tight window for keeping the cold out. Horizontally grooved frames, invisible in the window wall, receive the flanged rollers with which each sash is provided; and the wall is recessed, of course, to receive those sashes which are not in use. The sides of the frame proper are also pro-

vided with a stop catch to limit the movement of each sash.

A moderate-priced automobile is now being introduced that has an air-cooled motor with copper cooling fins electrically welded to the iron cylinder casting. The advantage lies in the superior heat conductivity of copper, which is about nine times that of cast iron.
HOMEMADE DEVICE HANDLES HEAVY STONES

A resourceful farmer of the Northwest has rigged up for himself an odd-looking device which he uses to lift heavy stones out of the ground and to haul them out of the field. The device, which is mounted on a frame built up on four wagon wheels, consists of a 5-foot-diameter wheel attached to a piece of 6-inch well curbing, around which is wound the chain that grapples the rock. One pair of horses pulling on a 2-inch rope encircling the wheel, will lift out of the ground a 6 to 8-ton rock requiring four horses to haul. The load is held in the raised position by a lever-operated piece of timber that slides across the frame and locks with one of the crossarms of the wheel.

SOUND-WAVE “FILTER” MAY ELIMINATE NOISES

An unusually ingenious device has been invented by Prof. G. W. Stewart, of the University of Iowa, for suppressing, or eliminating entirely, undesirable sounds. Unlike previous attempts along these lines, Professor Stewart’s principle is not to put obstructions in the path of the unwanted sound waves, but instead to cause successive sound waves to interfere with each other’s transmission. Cylindrical tubes are used for this purpose, open at both ends and free from obstructions, but having, at regular intervals, branching tubes and chambers. At each branching point waves are reflected backward through the tube. The inventor calls his device an “acoustic wave filter,” and believes that it may find application in telephones, phonographs, and other musical instruments, so that these machines will make audible only those sounds desired.

RATCHET SCREWDRIVER HAS PISTOL GRIP

An improved type of screwdriver has recently appeared on the market for handling large or stubborn screws with much greater ease than is possible with the ordinary straight-handled tool. A pistol grip is provided with this tool, which is of the ratchet type, enabling the operator to exert a powerful leverage even when the hands are wet or oily. In addition,
MACHINE CUTS RUBBER BANDS FROM OLD INNER TUBES

Inner tubes that have passed their usefulness as part of a pneumatic tire, are now being converted into elastic rubber bands by a man who has designed a machine for this purpose. In this machine the tube is automatically fed to a special saw that cuts off the bands at the rate of 20,000 an hour, and drops them on a conveyor. It is expected that the moderate price at which they can be purchased will find the bands a ready market, as a substitute for wrapping twine, in many retail stores and in factories that put up merchandise in small packages.

TIRE DEFLATER LEAVES HANDS FREE FOR OTHER WORK

A simple device for deflating automobile tubes has been placed on the market recently which can be readily secured to the valve to keep it open when necessary. Only slight pressure is necessary to clamp the device to the valve stem, a small pin keeping the valve spring down and permitting air to escape from the tube. The hands are thus left free to do other work.

HYDRAULIC-DREDGING METHOD APPLIED TO PEAT DIGGING

Excellent results were attained recently in the extraction of peat from the extensive bogs and moors of Finland by the use of water jets for tearing up the raw peat. By this method the resulting plastic mass is free from stumps, the presence of which makes hand digging so uneconomical. Two water jets, of from 225 to 300 pounds' pressure, are fed by a 330-gallon per minute pump, and cut up the outer layer of peat like knives. The resulting pulp is then further diluted, so that it can be pumped like water, in the meanwhile being thoroughly mixed by the blades of the pump at the rate of 4,000 cuts per minute. The stumps, which are laid bare and thoroughly cleaned by the action of the water, are cut to pieces with large shears attached to the pump cart, and then disposed of. In the drying yard, the thin peat pulp is allowed to settle in layers about 10 inches thick, the excess water evaporating.

ELECTRIC ALARM PROTECTS BANKS FROM HOLDUP

Burglar-alarm equipment, for banks and similar institutions, is being provided in the form of an electric siren that can be sounded from any one of a number of different points. A central relay switch, to which the lighting circuit is connected, operates the siren whenever contact is made at a starting station. At each starting station is located a foot-operated push button, and at some convenient point a push button which stops the siren. The siren is operated by a universal electric motor, and the relay switch is independent of current for contact.
SUCTION DREDGE GETS GRAVEL FROM BATHING POND

For years the residents of Cowles, Neb., had been compelled to get all their building gravel from outlying districts, because of its scarcity locally. What little there was, was of poor quality, mixed with dirt and clay, and unfit for use. Quite by chance, an observing farmer discovered that there was a fine deposit of clean gravel in the bed of a near-by pond, which had been very popular for bathing purposes. At first this was uncovered in small quantities, but finally a suction dredge was installed to meet the rapidly growing demand. A dynamo on the bank of the pit furnishes power for the pump equipment, and is fitted with a flexible connection to permit the dredge out in the pond to shift its position readily. A flexible flume, with its mouth buried in the gravel at the bottom of the pond, is carried on a trestle, and conveys the pumped material to the bank.

“SAFETY-FIRST” GUARD RAIL ENVELOPS CAR

The ever-growing extension of automobile traffic, with its accompanying increase in automobile injuries and fatalities, has stimulated the invention of numerous appliances, designed to minimize the effects of collisions. One of the latest of these to appear on the market is an all-steel rail inclosure, about 1 or 1½ inches in diameter, which completely envelops the car, following the fenders and running board. It is claimed for this attachment that, when resiliently braced against the sides of the car, it provides sufficient recoil against shock to prevent buckling of the chassis frame.

REAL ESTATE IS BEING SOLD “OVER THE COUNTER” AT A CHICAGO DEPARTMENT STORE AS PART OF ITS REGULAR “MERCHANDISE.” THE PRACTICE IS SAID TO HAVE LONG BEEN CUSTOMARY IN LONDON DEPARTMENT STORES.
ARMY .45-CALIBER PISTOL MAY BE CHANGED

Interesting recommendations have gone forward recently from the U. S. Cavalry Board to the chief of cavalry covering modifications to be made in the regulation .45-caliber automatic pistol. One important change recommended is that the main spring housing be bulged and checked, thus eliminating the tendency of the pistol to point low when held in the natural grasp. A shorter trigger is also recommended, because it reduces the distance from the back of the grip to the front of the trigger and therefore allows a man with a small hand to grasp the pistol more comfortably. It is also desired to change slightly the shape of the safety lock, so that it will not pinch the skin. Ten sample pistols, incorporating these changes, were tried out in pistol practice with uniformly satisfactory results. The changes can be made without additional expense, and it is believed that they will make the automatic pistol an even more satisfactory weapon than it is at present. Definite action approving these modifications is expected shortly.

REDEEMABLE METAL TOKENS USED BY MILK COMPANY

The handling of paper tickets, at times a troublesome problem for both customer and dealer, has been solved by a western milk-distributing company by the use of aluminum tokens which are redeemable at their face value in milk. The paper tickets had several serious disadvantages, among which may be mentioned the annoyance of extracting them from empty bottles, the heavy cost of printing, and the expense involved in employing a staff solely for counting, checking, and destroying those turned in. Now the driver buys $100 worth of the metal checks, sells them to those desiring milk, and later uses the same ones over again.

SIMPLE CARD INDEX INTENDED AS CALENDAR MEMO FILE

A simple desk-calendar memo file has been made with a card-index arrangement. A card designating the month is placed first in a small built-up tray, open in front, while through a hole in the card's center can be seen another card with the day of the month printed upon it. Behind these daily key cards are kept the plain memo cards.

DOUBLE-BLADED GARDEN HOE WITH SHARP EDGES

With the ordinary garden hoe, on account of the shape and bluntness of its single blade, considerable effort is required to force it into the ground, and it is not adapted for digging out weeds easily, or cutting off the stems of tuberous plants, such as potatoes. All these things can be readily done with a two-bladed hoe, recently patented, which has the blades extending outward from their connection to the handle and terminating in two sharp points.

From these points the blades slope toward each other until they nearly meet, and are shaped like knife blades with sharp edges.

A French dealer in antiques is said to be in the habit of acquiring wood-boring worms with a taste for furniture. Some of these he feeds on his own new furniture to give it a more venerable appearance, while the rest are sold to other dealers. Formerly worm holes were simulated in cruder ways.
CHILDREN'S PICTURE-STORY DEPARTMENT

A New Vehicle for the Kiddies Which is Propelled with a Motion Similar to Rowing, and is Steered with the Feet: It is Also Seen as an Exerciser for Some of the Mothers

Into the Jaws of Death: This London Zoo Keeper must Be on Pretty Friendly Terms with His Charge to Place Himself So Smilingly within the Maw of a Hippopotamus

Major Clarence Weighs Only 17 1/8 Inches High, is Smallest Adult in the World—and He is Attempting to Pull a Truck Load of Giants Whose Combined Weight is About 1,000 Pounds. The Shortest is 7 Feet 4 Inches Tall

Howerton, Who Pounds and Stands Believed to Be the

To Madison Square Garden, New York City
NEW TRENCH FORCE PUMP HAS CONVENIENT FEATURES

A new type of trench force pump has a number of features that will appeal to contractors and others having to drain muddy and gritty water from sewers, ditches, and excavations. It will deliver water 10 to 80 feet above the pump, or through a hose or pipe from 100 to 1,000 feet long, and is fitted with an outside packed plunger and as interchangeable poppet valves for suction and discharge. The unit consists of the pump and gasoline engine, or electric motor, mounted on a truck, and its usefulness is further increased by a winch head capable of a 500-pound pull.

Night air service between London and Paris, with planes leaving each city at 6:30 p.m., is now being undertaken as an experiment. Ground lights every 30 miles and colored signals from the airplanes are planned.

COMB ON BARBER’S SHEARS INTENDED FOR HOME USE

Another device intended to make hair trimming at home easier has recently been patented. It is an ordinary pair of barber’s shears with a holder of metal, attached to the underside. A comb is slipped into this holder, and the operator proceeds with the work much in the manner of a person using a pair of clippers. The comb is readily removed for the purpose of cleaning.

Our Bureau of Information will answer all questions regarding articles appearing in this magazine.

NEW TIRE-RIM REMOVER UNUSUALLY POWERFUL

A newly invented device for contracting rims to remove them from a tire requires much less power in using than other similar tools. Two strong jaws, opened and closed with bolts and wing nuts, grasp the rim on each side of the joint. The alignment of the ends is broken with a specially designed lever. Then, by working a ratchet, a screw

Device for Removing Split Rims, Shown at the Right When First Applied, and at the Left with the Rim Ends Out of Line

Copyrighted material
Concrete Runways Aid Car Repairs

BY GEORGE A. LUERS

The runways shown in the illustration will prove of great convenience in any garage or repair shop, public or private; they are far easier to make than pits, and can be built in a few hours.

A simple wooden form is made as shown in the lower right-hand corner; only one form is necessary, although two edges of the hole. If there is a cement floor in the garage, it will be sufficient to chip it out to the dimensions of the inside of the form and about 1½ or 2 in. deep, and to wet the rough chipped surface thoroughly, to allow the new concrete to bond with the old.

The main form being set in place, the will speed the work. When the location of the runways has been decided upon, excavations are made, about 2 ft. deep and a little shorter in length and width than the form, to allow it to rest on the V-shaped form for the grooved runway is set, on top of it, and clamped in place by using C-clamps on the battens on the side of the main form; a mixture composed of 1 part portland cement to 2
parts sand is poured in, and thoroughly tamped with a long iron rod, poking all corners well, to insure that there will be no pockets or unfilled places.

The depression in the top of the runway that holds the car wheel is formed with a trowel or similar tool, while the concrete is still soft, and the form is allowed to remain for at least 24 hours, when it may be removed and used for the other runway. The runways should be kept thoroughly wet for about 10 days, when they may be put in service. The car is simply driven up the runways slowly, under its own power, the depressions in the tops preventing it from being driven over the back.

The dimensions shown will be suitable for most cars, and the runways should be 56 in. center to center. They should be set near a window, to provide sufficient natural light, and far enough from the wall so that the work on the car can be performed with comfort.

New Method of Lowering Quarry Floor

The lowering of a quarry floor is usually a most laborious operation. The original quarry is generally cut to about the ground-water level, and, in making a new cut below this level, the common method is to blast out a small hole, remove the stone with a clamshell, or by some other method that is just as tedious, and then pump the water out. After that a shovel is let down into the hole, and the hole is enlarged to a proper working face.

A new method, recently employed in an Ohio quarry, is to drill a large area with blast-hole drills, as in opening a new quarry. The entire area is shot at once with heavy charges, to break up the rock as much as possible. In this case an area, 300 by 72 ft. in size, was drilled and broken to a depth of about 25 ft. Holes, 15 in. in diameter, were then drilled close to the edge of the broken-up area, to a depth of about 30 ft. These holes, of course, were driven through broken and shattered rock, and were lined with old screen plates. Suction intakes were let down into the drill holes, and the entire area was pumped out. A steam shovel was then set to work at the edge of the blasted area, and worked right down to the new level.

Internal Limit Gauge

While internal limit gauges, for determining the minimum and maximum allowable sizes of holes, are usually marked to distinguish the “go” and the “not-go” ends, the figures or letters are quite small, and they must be read each time so that the proper end may be used.

To eliminate this trouble, we knurled all our gauges on the “not-go” end, so that the inspector would know, by feel, which end he was using.—J. H. Moore, Toronto, Can.

Slide for Tool-Chest Drawers

There are several types of slides used for tool-chest drawers, but the one illustrated is novel and will be appreciated by woodworkers. The slide is metal, and is used on a tool box having an open front, similar to a machinist’s tool chest. A brass channel is screwed to each side of the drawers, and brass strips, an easy fit in the channels, are fastened to the sides of the box, as indicated. The metal slides have a long life, do not warp nor permit the drawers to rub against each other, and support the drawers firmly when the latter are drawn almost all the way out.
Fence-Post Attachment Made of Pipe

When it is desired to run a slanting wire fence on the top of the poultry fence, wooden slats, nailed to the fence posts, are generally used to support the wire; these, however, are not as a rule satisfactory, as they are neither as strong as they should be, nor do they last as long as desired.

A better and more substantial type of support can be made from 2-ft. lengths of pipe, flattened on one end for a distance of 8 in. and bent to a 45° angle as shown. The upper portion is slotted with a heavy hacksaw blade, for the reception of the barbed wire, and the flattened portion is nailed to the outside of the fence post with long spikes. Paint, applied both internally and externally by dipping, will keep the pipe from rusting.

After the wire has been pushed into the slot, and has been pulled up tightly, a blow with a light hammer on the edge of the slot will clinch the wire. This arrangement is the simplest and most effective way of fastening the wire to the pipe.—J. V. Romig, Allentown, Pa.

Truck Attachment for Handling Armatures

It is usually a difficult and time-consuming task to move heavy armatures, as they must be handled with great care in order to avoid damaging the winding, commutator, or the shaft. A couple of iron arms, attached to an ordinary two-wheel hand truck, have been found to facilitate this work greatly. The arms are bent as shown, faced with sheet lead, and bolted to the truck in place of the regular bracket. Armatures up to 15 and 20 in. in diameter, or other machine parts mounted on shafts, can readily be handled by one man on a truck of this type, providing, of course, the length does not exceed the distance between the arms.—Chas. J. Le Compte, St. Louis, Mo.

Attachment for Hand Truck That Facilitates the Handling of Armatures: With It One Man can Handle an Armature That Ordinarily would Require Two Men

Rack for Drying Blueprints

Drying blueprints on a rack, as shown in the drawing, is a considerable improvement on the usual method of drying them over a line. A triangular frame of wood is built, as shown, the wooden crosspieces having a number of small spikes driven through them so as to project about ½ in. in front. The crosspieces are set far enough away from each other to allow a good circulation of air around the wet prints, when they are hung on the points to dry. A pan underneath catches the water dripping from the prints.
Height Gauge Made from Planer Gauge

The addition of a blade to the common planer gauge provides the mechanic with a very satisfactory height gauge. The blade is made of tool steel, ground to a knife edge, as shown, slotted, hardened, and tempered, and the bottom surface ground true. The knurled screw that fastens it to the gauge has a thread of the same size as the regular extension blocks for the gauge. The gauge is set, in the usual manner, with an outside micrometer, and the blade then clamped in place. With the use of the extension blocks, the gauge has quite a wide range of adjustment.—G. W. Nusbaum, Takoma Park, D. C.

Extractor for Locomotive Brasses

Many railroads are compelled to maintain small repair shops at outlying points to take care of engines running on branches, or shifting at junction points, and, as these shops are not usually fully equipped, many ingenious labor-saving devices are devised in the shops themselves.

One place, not equipped with a drop pit, was experiencing considerable trouble in removing journal bearings from engine-truck and trailer-truck boxes, as these were slid into the box from the center of the engine, and it was extremely difficult to obtain any hold on the bearing when in place in the box, even after the "sponging cellar" was removed. The extractor illustrated was found to lessen the trouble considerably. After removing the sponging cellar, the engine is jacked up, and a chisel inserted between the crown of the brass and the box. An opening is thus made into which the extractor is thrust, far enough for the lip on the end to catch the inner side of the brass. Then, by using a wrench on the square head of the long screw, the bearing can easily be withdrawn from the box. With a bearing that has run hot enough to melt the babbit, and where the latter has run down over the axle and cooled, this has proved to be about the only method of replacing the bearings without dropping the wheels, a practice that is not always applicable in small repair shops.—C. A. Sprout, Lancaster, Pa.

Trick Lock for Workbench Drawer

A trick lock for the workbench drawer is shown in the drawing. An ordinary butt hinge, with one leaf fastened to the underside of the drawer, as indicated, so that the loose leaf will drop down of itself, is all that is necessary. A false bottom is nailed under the drawer to conceal the hinge. A small hole is drilled in this bottom, directly under the hinge, so that the movable leaf can be pushed up with a pencil, or with the finger, to permit it to be passed over the lower edge of the drawer opening in the bench. When the drawer is closed, the leaf drops down, and prevents the drawer from being opened by anyone not acquainted with the secret.

Flushing Sewer by Water Pressure

When a sewer becomes clogged with lint, as is often the case in laundries, it is quite a problem to clean it out thoroughly and quickly. It has been found that water under pressure is about as good a means of flushing the sewer as any. The water main is connected to the sewer above the trap, as shown. The connection is, of course, made as tight as possible, so that it will be waterproof and stand considerable pressure without blowing out. A good method of connecting is to use a coupling that will fit inside the sewer pipe, at one end, and reduced at the other to...
2 in., and to stuff the space between coupling and pipe with rags. Then, by wedging and bracing the coupling in place with a few heavy pieces of lumber, the connection is made secure. A 2-in. pipe is then connected from the coupling to the water main.

Water, under pressure of about 60 lb., is then turned on, and the obstruction will be forced away. By employing this means, the expense and time of digging up the sewer are eliminated.

**Radius-Finding Tool**

The tool shown in the illustration will be found very useful to machinists, patternmakers, and others. With it the diameters of broken gear wheels, pulleys, and other parts, of which only a portion of the rim remains, can be found, or the radius of any arc determined. It consists of two arms, cut from sheet metal to the shape shown, and slotted along their centers, to fit a small clamping screw with a flat head. Two points are filed on the end of each arm, as indicated in the drawing, on a line square with the centers of the arms. When in use, the four points are brought into contact with the curve or arc, and the nut tightened. The flat head of the screw has a fine mark in the center, and measurements may be made with a pair of dividers from this mark to one of the points. A wide range of radii is covered with this tool.

**Cementing Gasoline-Line Couplings**

While working on gasoline equipment, such as stove burners, one will often find a union or coupling that leaks, no matter how much white lead or other compound is applied. It has been found that if the ends to be connected are given a liberal application of ordinary liquid glue, tightened, and allowed to dry, the joint will be permanently leak-proof.

**Novel Spanner Wrench**

The illustration shows a spanner wrench that can be used on a large variety of work. It is made of bar stock, bent to the shape indicated, with the ends overlapping for the length of one side. A number of grooves are filed between these ends, as shown, to allow the insertion of small pins. A bolt or screw passing through the center of both ends enables the pins to be clamped in position. By having the grooves cut uneven distances apart, almost any desired spacing can be obtained. If necessary, a handle can be passed through the wrench to obtain greater leverage.

**Pulling Pump Cylinders**

The tool illustrated was improvised to pull up a pump cylinder that had fallen to the bottom of a well, and was found very satisfactory. It consists of an iron bar, to one end of which two iron dogs are loosely pivoted, as shown, on a rivet extending through both dogs and the bar. Small pins are driven into holes drilled in the bar, below the dogs, to keep them from falling below a horizontal position. Both dogs are pointed at the end, as indicated, and, when horizontal, measure a little more across than the inside diameter of the cylinder. The bar is threaded at the upper end, a length of 3/4-in. pipe screwed onto it, and the device lowered into the well, additional lengths of pipe being screwed on, until the bar strikes the bottom of the cylinder. Upon pulling up on the pipe, the dogs dig into the wall of the cylinder and allow it to be lifted with ease.—Ed. Henderson, Lake Mills, Ia.
Shield for Post Holes

When setting up large posts or poles, a considerable quantity of dirt is usually pushed into the hole by the end of the pole, and this very often must be removed in order to sink the pole to the proper depth. To eliminate this difficulty a sheet-iron shield for the hole has been found very useful.

The shield consists of two semicircular lengths of sheet iron, to which a split flange is riveted, as shown at the right. The exact dimensions of these parts, of course, depend on the diameter of the poles, although the dimensions given in the drawing will serve in most cases. The guard is inserted in the hole as indicated, and can easily be removed after the pole has been set in place.

Tool Holds Auto-Cylinder Blocks for Preheating

An Indianapolis welder uses the simple but ingenious tool shown for handling automobile-cylinder blocks in a preheating furnace. It is usually necessary, when preheating the blocks, to turn them over often, and this tool reduces the labor required to the minimum.

The apparatus consists of a short piece of 3-in. pipe, welded to a long piece of 2½-in. pipe, which is drilled for a cross handle. A tee, which is a sliding fit on the 2½-in. pipe, is fitted with a smaller pipe, and this, in turn, with an elbow and horizontal pipe which has a hoist hook on it, to allow the assembly to be suspended from a crane.

The 3-in. pipe is fitted with a casting, as shown, which is fastened solidly to the pipe by setscrews, and which carries two arms, made of 1-in. square steel, bent at right angles, and held in a slot in the casting by means of a setscrew and plate, as shown in the sectional detail. These arms straddle the cylinder block, and support it, when the 3-in. pipe is thrust into the cylinder, and permit the cylinder to be manipulated in any manner that may be desired.

The crane used has a track running over the furnace, and the hoist can be swiveled so as to bring the block to any desired position.

The furnace used is of firebrick, built on an iron table, and is provided with doors, about 6 in. deep, swinging on a vertical rod which is welded to a clamp and fastened to the table. There are six doors, so that a six-cylinder block can be handled if necessary.

If a four-cylinder block is in the furnace, and it is necessary to turn it, the procedure is as follows: Four of the doors are opened, the remainder being kept shut, to conserve heat as much as possible; the 3-in. pipe is then thrust into a cylinder, with the arms straddling the block. The block is hoisted enough to enable it to be withdrawn, the setscrew on the tee is loosened, the block turned by means of the handle, the screw tight-
Building a Small Horizontal Steam Engine

BY HAROLD E. BENSON

The small engine described in this article was built by the writer in his spare time—about an hour a day for four months—and drives the machinery in a small shop. At 40-lb. gauge pressure, the engine runs at 150 r.p.m., under full load, and delivers a little over .4 brake horsepower. A cast steam chest, with larger and more direct steam ports, to reduce condensation losses; less clearance in the cylinder ends, and larger bearing surfaces in several places, would bring the efficiency of the engine up to a much higher point than this. In the writer's case, however, the engine is delivering ample power for the purpose to which it is applied, and consequently these changes were not made, but, if the engine is to be used for continuous rather than intermittent service, it would be foolish to waste power costing more than the changes needed to conserve it.

It might be remarked, at this point, that no method of construction described here is to be taken as the best; many better methods of making each part will doubtless occur to the reader. Some improvements that were thought of too late to be incorporated in the engine will be mentioned in the proper place.

The cylinder, shown in Fig. 1, is made from a piece of steel pipe, selected with special regard to the condition of the inner surface. This may be bored to size, and lapped, or ground. A standard inside diameter will make the fitting of a standard auto-engine piston ring easy. The ends are threaded on the lathe, standard pipe-thread size, while supported on two conical hardwood blocks, held on a threaded mandrel, and drawn firmly into the cylinder ends with nuts and washers. The standard mandrels for this purpose, if available, are much convenient. The rectangular plate A, that supports the rear end of the cylinder, is also bored and threaded on the lathe, using a four-jaw independent chuck to hold it. This plate, the rear cylinder head, and a copper gasket are clamped together, and the similar holes in each are drilled at one time.

The front cylinder head is a pipe cap, the exterior of which is turned to present a more pleasing appearance, and drilled and threaded to receive the stuffing box, Fig. 2. The distance between the edge of the front-end steam port and the inner side of the cap, when screwed home, should be much less than that shown, not over 1/4 in., for efficiency, and the same at the rear end. When the cap has been permanently screwed on the cylinder, one side is flattened, as shown, on the shaper or grinder, and the steam ports laid out and drilled. It would be a decided advantage to make these ports as much larger than given as is possible, as the efficiency with 1/2-in. ports is far below what it might be.

View of the Engine Complete. Ready to be Mounted on the Bed and to be Connected to the Steam Line: The Total Cost of Building Was $15.49. This may be Considerably Reduced by Following Closely the Directions Given

To make the stuffing box, a length of 2-in. cast-iron rod is drilled to fit the piston rod, then turned out at the front, recessed to a width of 5/8 in. for the packing, and threaded to fit the gland nut. The piece is then reversed in the lathe, and the outside threaded to fit the cylinder. After cutting off, the wrench flats are ground on the shoulder. The gland nut is made of brass-bar stock, threaded to fit the stuffing box, and the hexagon ground on it. When the parts are assembled, with the packing in place, the piston and rod should work smoothly, but stiffly, in stuffing box and cylinder, and be almost immovable when the ports are closed.

The piston is made of cast iron, and undercut to reduce the weight, as in Fig.
3. The groove is turned to suit a standard ¾ by 3-in. piston ring. The piston rod, which is of steel, must be fitted to the piston with great care, to insure their being exactly square with each other. If the face of the piston is square with the edge, the inner nut on the rod faced off square in the lathe, while on the rod, and the piston and locknuts then put on and tightened, no difficulty should be experienced.

The steam chest, shown in Figs. 4 to 7, is the hardest part of the engine to make. In this case, it is built up, using a square bar for the port block, an angle piece for the bottom and side, two endpieces, and a cover.

The port block, Fig. 5, is made of soft steel, the ports being drilled in as indicated by the dotted lines, from the ends and front, so as to provide a continuous passage for the steam. The exhaust port is drilled in from the front and bottom faces. The endpieces of the steam chest are held in place by short ½-in. capscrews, tapped into, and closing, the holes in the ends of the port block, and by long ¾-in. bolts connecting the outer edges. The stuffing box on the front endpiece, Fig. 7, is made by brazing a blank nut to it, and making a snug-fitting gland for it, as shown in Fig. 8. The gland is drilled a neat fit for the valve rod, and for the ¼-in. bolts that draw it into the stuffing box against the packing.

All parts of the steam chest are ground flat and smooth before assembling, and, when chest and cylinder are completed, are brazed together, all joints, the exhaust pipe, and the supports being brazed at the same time. When brazing, the steam ports should be plugged from inside the cylinder, to prevent any spelter from flowing into and closing them. The steam-chest cover is not brazed on, but is held by ¾ by ¾-in. screws, entering the port block, and by long bolts at the outer edge, passing through a heavy strip of iron below the chest. Packing is used on the steam-chest cover joint.

The slide valve, Fig. 9, is cut from a block of soft steel, or cast iron, the opening in the face being cut as deeply as possible, drilling the center hole first, and plugging it to obtain centers for the drilling of the outer holes. If the steam ports are enlarged, the dimensions of the valve must be changed; the new dimensions can be found by making a full-size layout of the ports and valve, or by making cardboard models of steam chest, valve, and ports, and adjusting these until the correct dimensions are obtained.

There is room for considerable experiment on the valve; any textbook on steam engines will provide suggestions for adding lap to the valve, to cut off the steam before the end of the stroke, and since it is comparatively easy to make this part, it is well to fit the valve to the engine after the latter is complete.

The crosshead and guides, shown in Figs. 12 and 13, are simple in construction. If a shaper or planer is available, a better construction may be made by following any of the designs seen on large engines. Oil cups on each bearing will furnish sufficient lubrication.

The connecting rod, Fig. 14, is made of 1-in. square stock, turned to a diameter of ½ in. in the center. The "big end" is drilled larger than the crankpin, and then sawed as indicated, so that the upper piece may be removed. Bolt holes are drilled through both pieces. When the engine is assembled, shims are placed between the halves of the big end, and babbitt poured through the oil-cup hole, around the crankpin, using putty dams on each side of the bearing. Small holes are drilled in the walls of the crankpin-bearing seat, before babbitting, to anchor the babbitt in place. The other end of the rod is fitted with a yoke and wristpin, as indicated, the diameter of the pin being made as large as possible, and run in babbitt bearings. Large-engine practice may be followed here, if desired; in fact, it will pay to study the details of large units, and to follow them as closely as possible everywhere, remembering that this description does not pretend to show the best practice, but only how the job may be done with material at hand.

The eccentric is turned from round stock, 2 in. in diameter, cutting the sheave first, then changing centers to turn the boss. The latter should be left long enough to enable it to be held in a chuck for drilling, after which it may be cut to length; the boss may be fitted so as to bear against the outboard crankshaft bearing, to prevent side motion of the crankshaft, instead of using collars.

The eccentric rod and strap are made of a length of ¾ by ½-in. flat iron, as shown in Fig. 15. The valve-rod end should be fitted with a wristpin and yoke as on the connecting rod, instead of the construction indicated, which is only shown to give the dimensions. The strap that fits the groove in the eccentric is lapped to a smooth bearing surface by clamping it round a mandrel covered with fine emery and oil, and grinding until the strap fits the eccentric sheave perfectly.
Figures 1 to 8, Complete Details of the Cylinder, Stuffing Box and Gland, Piston and Piston Rod: Figures 6 to 7 Show the Component Parts of the Steam Chest, as Built Up, and an Assembly View of the Finished Steam Chest, without the Cover; Note Carefully the Method of Drilling the Steam Ports in the Block Shown in Figure 5, and the Position of the Various Parts in the Assembly View.
Figures 9 to 11. Details of the Slide Valve, Valve Rod, and Guide, Showing How Opening is Drilled in Valve: Figures 12 and 13. Crosshead, Crosshead Guides, and Crosshead-Guide Supports; Figure 14, Detail of Connecting Rod; Figures 15 and 16. Eccentric Rod and Strap, and Eccentric Sheave; Figures 17 and 18, Crankshaft Bearings and Crankshaft; Figure 19, Side View and Part Section of Flywheel.
The crankshaft may be made in two ways. It may be built up as shown in Fig. 18, the ends of the shaft and the crankpin being threaded, or shouldered and pressed into the webs, and pinned. This method requires great care and accuracy, to keep the shaft ends and pin square. The shaft may also be turned from a solid bar of steel, turning the crankpin first, then moving the centers and turning the main shaft. This method makes a fine crankshaft. After turning the crankpin, the space between the webs must be blocked firmly with a piece of metal or hardwood, to prevent the webs from being sprung in when turning the main shaft.

To set the valve, the crank is put on the forward dead center, and the eccentric set 90° ahead of it, then locked. The eccentric may be led or advanced a few degrees after the engine has been running, if necessary.

The flywheels are cast slightly larger than the size shown, then turned down on the lathe until of the proper weight. This will depend upon the speed of the engine, the load, and other factors; the flywheels on the writer's engine weigh 10 lb. each, and it will be noticed that as much of the weight as possible is concentrated in the rim, the web being made as thin as practicable. The wheels are keyed to the shaft, the keyseats being cut by holding the shaft stationary in the lathe, while running the cutting tool horizontally by means of the carriage feed, and feeding the tool with the cross feed.

The construction of the three crankshaft bearings, Fig. 17, is obvious; they are drilled out, while clamped together, to allow babbitting, the metal being poured through the oil-cup holes, which are easily redrilled and tapped afterward.

The engine base, shown in the assembly views, is made of oak, 2 by 8¾ by 25 in. in dimensions. A heavy iron base bracket, or reinforcing bar, Fig. 20, is fastened to the rear of the base with lag-screws. The holes in the front of the bracket are tapped to take the cylinder and steam-chest support screws, or they may be drilled plain and pockets cut directly behind them, in the base, to receive nuts for the screws. After the cylinder assembly has been bolted down, the crosshead guides may be bolted in place, so that the crosshead will come to within an equal distance of each support at the ends of the stroke.

When constructing an engine in this manner, it is best to build the cylinder and steam chest first, and make the subsequent parts conform to the dimensions of these parts. This is essential, in any event, in the case of the crosshead-guide supports and valve-rod guide; these should not be drilled until the crosshead is attached to the piston rod and the valve rod to the valve, and the correct height for the holes determined. The
Guard for the Planer

The illustration shows a very good knife guard for the wood planer. It is made of 3/4-in. pine, cut to the shape shown, and is attached to a flat-iron lever fastened to the spindle of a common door check, which, in turn, is screwed to the edge of the planer table. The door check holds the guard tightly against the work guide, or against the edge of the work. The revolving knives are covered at all times. The edge of the guard is faced with a band of sheet brass to prevent wear. A drawer pull may be attached to the upper side of the guard to facilitate handling it on wide work.

Protecting Edges of Concrete Steps

To prevent the edges of concrete steps from being broken by the impact of heavy barrels, boxes, etc., it has been found very practical to reinforce them in the manner illustrated. Strips of galvanized iron, or other metal, as long as the steps, or at least as long as the part subjected to most wear, are bent and imbedded in the concrete, as indicated. The part of the strip imbedded is first perforated with 1-in. holes along both sides, leaving a space, about 1 in. wide, that is exposed on the edge of the tread.

The concrete steps to the basement of a warehouse that were reinforced in this way have withstood the jars of heavy boxes for two years, and the edges do not yet show any evidence of the hard usage to which they have been subjected.

Setting Milling Cutters to Depth

The drawing shows a neat little device to aid the milling-machine operator in feeding cutters to accurate depths. It is hard to tell just when the cutter actually touches the face of the work, although, if this can be determined accurately, the rest is merely a matter of feeding the cutter to the depth indicated by the graduations on the handle.

The tool is made of thin spring steel, bent as shown, and with the ends doubled over. A short piece of 3/16-in. wire is passed through holes drilled in the body, and bent over at both sides.

To use the tool, a piece of heavy paper, about 1/2 in. wide, is wrapped tightly once around the work, and the ends are caught in the jaws of the tool, which are closed on the paper by swinging the bent pin to the position shown. The table of the machine is then brought up, and at the same time run back and forth, until the revolving cutter cuts through the paper. The tool, of course, drops as soon as this occurs, warning the operator that the cutter is in contact with the work.

Scriber Set in Fountain Pen

The mechanic frequently finds it necessary to carry a scriber around, so that it is available whenever needed, but to carry it in one's pocket is rather dangerous. To overcome this difficulty, a scriber point can be set securely in the barrel of a fountain pen in the same position that the pen point and feeder otherwise occupy. The cap is screwed on the barrel as usual.
Flux for Brazing

The usual method of applying borax to metal before brazing is to apply it to the metal dry, after the metal has been thoroughly scraped or cleaned. It has been found, in a large coppersmith's shop, that a better way is to coat the metal with a solution of boracic acid. The advantage of this is that the solution penetrates every crevice, and covers the surface completely, thereby protecting it from oxidation and also from impurities while brazing. The boracic-acid solution is made by adding quantities of the acid to hot water, allowing it to remain for several hours, with an occasional shaking, and then bottling the liquid for future use.

Wall Troughs for Poultry Feed

Cleanliness and economy are effected in the chicken pen by the use of wall troughs for feed, such as shown in the illustration. They keep the feed clean, and prevent the hens from getting into the feed and scratching it out.

The upper detail shows a grain, dry-mash, or grit trough. It is made of wood, to the dimensions given, and is hung on the wall so that the bottom is about 2 in. above the ground. The lower detail shows a vegetable trough, made in a somewhat similar manner, with the exception that the front of the trough is made of coarse wire netting. Beets, potatoes, and green feed are deposited in the trough, and the hens pick them away, through the mesh, until the very last scrap disappears.

Holding Containers on Bench

The drawing illustrates an excellent method of holding small bottles and containers in place on the workbench.

Neat and Convenient Method of Holding Containers on a Bench to Prevent Them from being Overturned Accidentally, or Damaged

to prevent them from being upset, pushed off, or broken accidentally.

A number of holes are bored through the bench top, near the rear edge, so that the bottles will be well out of the way. A strip of metal, bent as indicated, and fastened to the underside of the bench top, holds the containers in place. The holes are bored of various sizes, corresponding to the diameters of the bottles, and the metal strip is bent so that the top of each container is flush with the surface of the bench top.

An Improvised Trammel

Frequently the machinist or carpenter needs to describe a circle or arc beyond the range of the ordinary dividers. This is easily done by clamping the dividers and a scriber to a stout wooden strip, in the manner illustrated. The pointed ends of both scriber and dividers are spaced a distance apart approximately equal to the radius of the arc to be described, and exact adjustment can then be made by means of the screw on the dividers. This trammel serves just as well as the regular instrument.
Removing Willows from Open Drain

It is usually a difficult matter to remove willows from the banks of a small stream of water, except in the dry season, and, at that time, other farm duties, such as cultivating and harvesting, are pressing and require all of the time. Hence the work of removing the willows is often neglected until the channel is almost choked.

By employing the method shown in the photographs, I was able to remove the willows easily and completely during the wet season. I obtained the beam of an old breaking plow, and after heating it, gave it a quarter twist a few inches from the back end, so that the share was turned at right angles to the beam. This blade I sharpened, and then replaced the clumsy plow clevis on the end with a smaller one.

With a few feet of log chain attached to the beam, and a team of good horses to pull the plow, the sharpened end was hooked behind the roots, and the team started. The result was that the blade drew still deeper under the roots and removed not only the roots and bushes, but, at the same time, a considerable portion of the earth that had accumulated in the ditch.

I have found this method quite the speediest I ever tried.—Elmer Hufford, Rushville, Ind.

Tamping Explosives

Metal tools of any kind should never, under any circumstances, be used for tamping explosives in bore holes, or to press the charge into place, even in soft ground, as there is always the danger of striking a pebble, which might produce a spark sufficient to ignite the charge.

For loading and tamping, only a wooden tamping stick should be used. For shallow work, an old broom handle is ideal; for deep holes, when a long stick is needed, a straight sapling can be used to advantage.

For tamping horizontal holes, where a heavy tamping stick, such as one made of oak or hickory, would be difficult to manipulate, a stick made of a light wood, such as pine or bamboo, is very desirable. Bamboo fishing poles, which are light, straight, and strong, make ideal tamping sticks under these conditions. It is positively dangerous for a powerful man to ram a charge of high explosives into a bore hole with a heavy tamping stick, even if it is made of wood.

In deep holes, a very long, cumbersome tamping stick would be necessary, so a tamping block is used in holes that are vertical, or nearly so. This consists of a round piece of wood, from 3 to 6 ft. long, and a little smaller in diameter than the hole, so that it will slide easily in it. A small rope is attached to the center of one end, by boring a hole diagonally from the center out through the side, countersinking the hole on the side, then threading the rope through the hole from the end, knotting it, and pulling it back, so that the knot is drawn into the countersink and does not interfere with the sliding of the block in the hole.

The block should be made of hardwood, to resist wear, no metal parts should be used, and it should not be too heavy. It is operated by raising it a foot or two and allowing it to drop on the "stemming," as the tamping material is called. The block, of course, is withdrawn when fresh stemming is dropped into the hole. The tool recently described by one of our contributors, which was made from a long bolt, has been condemned by the leading explosives experts and insurance companies, for the reasons stated above, and our readers are warned against its use.

Are you in doubt as to the best type of radio instrument to construct or purchase? Write to our Bureau of Information.
Sleeping Porches for Hospital

The illustration shows how an old western hospital was converted into a modern open-air sanitarium by reconstructing the windows so as to permit the beds to be pushed out onto small porches.

The window openings, which were of the ordinary size, were cut down to the level of the floor. A small porch, supported by iron brackets, was built on the outside of each window. A light metal railing was built around the porch and fastened to the wall, and the porch was screened in to keep out flies and other insects. Two doors were substituted for the part of the wall that was cut out below the window, as may be seen in the lower photograph.

With this arrangement the bed can be drawn into the room during stormy weather, and the doors and window closed. No drafts are encountered when the doors and windows of the rooms are kept closed. Shades can very readily be attached to the porch screens to keep off the rays of the sun, if desired; however, no shades are used on the building shown in the photograph, although it is located in a country where the sun shines with little interruption for long periods.—Edward H. Flaharty, Denver, Colorado.

Reseating Globe Valves

After the seat of a globe valve had been ground several times, it became necessary to renew it. Instead of employing the usual method of tapping out and using a threaded seat, I made a plain tapered seat and forced it in place. The job was accomplished quickly because no tapping was necessary. Hard metal was used for both seat and valve.—Robert D. W. Berry, Philadelphia, Pa.

Handling Cable Ends

Anyone who has used a wire cable for hoisting purposes, or elevator work, knows the difficulty of passing the end through a hole or eye only slightly larger than the cable itself; the end will twist and flare out regardless of how well it has been wired, and perhaps the tie wire must be driven back to permit the cable to pass through.

To overcome this difficulty, wire the cable as usual on the end, and also 6 in. from the end. Heat the end of the cable with an acetylene torch, or dip it first in molten lead for a few minutes, to draw the temper, and then in soldering flux, and solder. When cool, file off the surplus solder, and with a pair of heavy pliers twist the cable tightly. It will be found that it will remain twisted and can be bent any way desired. By heating the cable the hemp core is burned out, making the cable smaller. When using this method, always cut the cable long enough to allow the end to be cut off after the cable clamps are in place.

Making Tight Hose Connections

To make a tight rubber-hose connection to an air or acetylene tank, or to connect two pieces of rubber hose on a short nipple, heat the tapered end of a punch and insert this into the end of the hose for a few moments, just long enough to melt the surface of the rubber slightly. Then slip the hose over the nipple as quickly as possible. It will be found that the hose will slip over the nipple very easily, providing, of course, that the nipple is not too large. After the rubber has cooled, it will be on so tight that it cannot be removed except by cutting. No wires or clamps are necessary on a connection made in this way.—W. E. Rausch, Milan, Mich.
A "Sun Porch" for the Beehive

The newest "wrinkle" in beehive construction is the "sun porch." It is made of wood, with a glass front, and fits snugly into the opening of the hive case, as indicated in the photograph. It is claimed that the attachment adds to the warmth of the hive, and prevents much of the bee mortality that is usual during winter and early spring.

The porch provides a protected and well-lighted air space, about 5 in. wide, between the inner and outer entrances, into which snow and rain cannot penetrate, and enables the bees to bring out the dead ones all through the winter, so that the floorboards are kept sweet and clean. The framework of the sun porch is made just large enough to fit in the outer entrance of the hive case, and to butt against the block of the inner entrance. The glass front, which is cut to fit the framework, projects about 2 in. over the alighting board. A small piece of tin is nailed on the bottom of each of the sloping ends of the frame, and is bent up in front to form a holder for the glass. When the glass is in position, the bottom edge is about 1/2 in. above the alighting board, so that the bees have a clear entrance all along. A 1/2 by 3/4-in. slot is cut in the center of the framework, at the top of the glass, to allow any bees that may run up the glass to fly out.

The sun porch makes it possible for the bees to be left with little or no attention throughout the winter, as there is little danger of suffocation through the blocking of entrances by snow or ice. In the early spring, the space inside the glass is heated by the sun, and the bees revel in this and become warm before flying out. The porch also acts as a protection against robbing. It is easily removed or placed in position.—R. Franklin Mundorff, Kansas City, Mo.

Window Display for Coal Dealer

A retail coal dealer has arranged a display that is considerably more attractive than the usual assortment of lumps placed on exhibition in the office window. Wooden boxes, about 3 in. wide and as deep, were made in the form of letters spelling the word "coal." These boxes were painted white for the sake of contrast, filled with small lumps of coal, and placed in the window.

Oil Distributor for Milling Machines

The illustration shows an oil distributor that will supply a large surface, and that is especially valuable on form-milling cutters, to wash chips away. It is made of a piece of fine wire, twisted into a decreasing-pitch spiral, and mounted on a forked support, as shown. The weight of the oil running down the spiral causes the latter to revolve, at a speed dependent upon the amount of oil supplied. When the oil reaches the sharp twist where the pitch of the spiral is smallest, centrifugal force causes the oil to fly off. The area covered by the spray of oil depends upon the distance of the spiral above the work, the size and shape of the spiral, and the amount of oil supplied. The ends of the spiral are pointed to reduce friction and are set in punch marks made in the ends of the forked support.
Green-Gold Plating Solution

A green-gold plating solution for jewelers' use can be made by using regular yellow-gold solution, and adding to it, while plating, ordinary silverplating solution, watching the article closely until the desired color is obtained. Use a green-gold anode, and attach to the same wire a lead anode, the same size as the gold one. After plating, the high lights are brought out by rubbing with a wet finger, dipped in bicarbonate of soda.

Homemade Gas Torch

Sometime ago I saw a homemade gas torch used for heating a collar on a large shaft. The torch was made of pipe and fittings, and was so arranged that either a yellow or a hot blue flame could be obtained by the use of a sliding-valve arrangement to regulate the air supply.

The nozzle is made from a piece of 1½-in. pipe, 18 in. long, slotted as shown, threaded at one end, and provided with a cap. A hole, drilled in the exact center of the cap, is threaded to receive the jet.

A Simple but Efficient Homemade Gas Torch with Which Either a Yellow or a Hot Blue Flame can be Obtained

This consists of a piece of ½-in. pipe, 15 in. long, having one end threaded for about 3 in., and screwed into the cap, as shown, so that the end of the jet comes about 4 in. from the end of the nozzle. A sleeve, made from a 4-in. length of pipe, is slipped over the nozzle to cover the slots; the sleeve should be a good sliding fit on the nozzle. The handle can be made from a length of strap iron, riveted or screwed to the cap as shown. The amount of gas fed to the torch is controlled by a valve in the line, and the air supply by means of the sleeve over the air slots.—L. B. Robbins, Harwich, Mass.

Improving the "Steamboat"

The drawing shows an improvement on the "steamboat" used for tracing designs and drawings. The improvement consists in fitting two wooden clamps on opposite sides of the box to hold the work securely on the glass, and to prevent it from being moved accidentally while tracing.

The clamps are maple strips, held in place with bolts provided with wingnuts, as indicated. A flat steel spring is fitted under each clamp, to raise it when the wingnut is loosened in order to make it easy to insert the work.

Removing Tight Bolts or Screws

A convenient and effective method of removing tight bolts or screws is to place an ordinary detachable socket from a wrench set over the nut, so that two wrenches can be applied at the same time, as shown; the larger wrench on the side end of the socket keeps the socket from splitting open under the force applied to it with the smaller wrench. In almost every case this method will be found to loosen the bolt, without springing a good wrench, which is often done on jobs of this kind.
Serviceable Homemade Hoist

The portable hoist shown in the illustration has been found of great utility by a contractor whose work involves the placing of concrete burial vaults weighing about 1,800 pounds.

The legs of the hoist are 12-ft. lengths of 4 by 4-in. stock, two of the legs being braced in the form of a triangle by a crosspiece and uprights of the same stock. The other leg swings, on a 1-in. bolt, between the first two, at the apex of the triangle. This leg is swung out when the hoist is to be used, and folded in against the other two when the hoist is to be hauled away.

A 6-in. wooden drum is fastened to an axle that runs in bearings bolted to the vertical 4 by 4-in. pieces, and a 10-in. gear is keyed on one end of the axle. This gear meshes with a 6-in. gear, keyed on a shaft that runs in bearings mounted on the other side of the uprights, and two buggy wheels are fastened to the outer ends of the shaft. By loosening the collars shown in the detail, the shaft can be slid endwise, to put the gears out of mesh, when moving the hoist.

A heavy piece of wood, 2½ ft. long and fastened to one of the legs by a bolt, so as to permit its being pressed against the rim of the wheel, is used as a brake when lowering the load, and a long iron bar, sliding in a flat-iron bracket bolted to one of the legs, can be used to hold the load at any desired height, by thrusting it between the wheel spokes.

A heavy block and tackle is slung from the center leg by a clevis, the end of the cable being attached to the drum. Two long bolts, fastened through the triangular-frame legs, about 3 ft. from the bottom, provide handholds for moving the frame about, and spikes are driven into the lower ends of each leg to prevent slipping.

A large hook, fastened to the upper end of the center leg, allows the hoist to be attached to the rear end of a truck or car.—J. C. Coyle, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Guide and Die for Punching

When punching holes in sheet metal, it is sometimes difficult to locate the die exactly under the punch, especially when the holes to be punched are at some distance from the edge. To facilitate punching such holes, I made the tool shown in the illustration. It consists of the two opposite outer leaves of an elliptic rear spring. These I heated, straightened out, and cut to a convenient length, and then fitted the sockets so that, when hinged together, there was no sidewise play. I drilled holes of various sizes through both pieces, after hinging, and then tempered the pieces. The tool thus made is placed over the sheet, so that a hole of the proper size is over the place where the hole is to be punched. It is then an easy matter to punch the sheet; the bottom piece serves the purpose of a die and is always in the exact position to receive the punch as it is driven through.

—G. G. McVicker, North Bend, Neb.
An Improved Lawn Canopy

BY C. W. MORGAN

The lawn canopy shown in the illustration is rather unusual in design, and is very easy to construct. It may be used to shade the outdoor dining table or lawn furniture, and a hammock may be swung between its supports. The construction eliminates the faults of the common types, such as the sagging of the canvas and slacking of the ropes that are caused by changes in the weather.

The end supports are made of 2 by 4-in. stuff, the two sides of the triangular frame being 8 ft. 6 in. long, and braced near the bottom, by a piece of 1 by 3-in. stock, 7 ft. 6 in. long. Bolts are used to fasten the frame together, and a space for the ridgepole is left between the upper ends of the sidepieces.

The ridgepole is a 12-ft. length of 2 by 4-in. stock, notched at each end, to fit over the upper edges of the top crosspieces on the end frames, drilled, at the ends, for the bolts that fasten the end braces to it, and bolted to the sidepieces of the frame.

The end brace is 8 ft. 6 in. long, also of 2 by 4-in. lumber; it is bolted to the ridgepole at the top, and to a stake, driven into the ground, at the bottom. This, in the writer's opinion, is the best way to fasten the braces, although, of course, they can be fastened to the frames by struts, thus eliminating the stakes.

The canvas, which is 11 ft. long by about 11 ft. wide, is kept taut by a frame made of 1 by 3-in. stock and 2-in. poles or pipes. The frame is 11 ft. by 9 ft. 6 in. in dimensions, and the poles are fitted in hems, 4 in. wide, sewed in the canvas as shown in the detail. If pipes are used, the ends must be plugged for the screws or pins that fasten the 1 by 3-in. crosspieces to them.

Brass grommets are fastened in the canvas, at the points indicated, and tie ropes pass through them. The center grommets may be slipped over pegs in the ridgepole, or ropes passed through them and round the pole. The end tie ropes are fastened around the sidepieces of the canvas frame, and then led down to the legs of the main frame and tied within easy reach of the hand.

With this design, the canopy is always taut, and may be tilted to either side, as indicated by the dotted lines, thus making it serviceable for use any part of the day. If bolts are used to fasten the frame together, the whole canopy can be dismantled and folded up into a comparatively small space. The ridgepole and braces fold up together, and the end frames may be collapsed also, by removing only two bolts.
Two Kinks for the Fisherman

The drawing shows a fish lure that seldom fails in its purpose, providing, of course, that there are fish in the vicinity.

I have employed this lure for catching herring and perch, with a minnow on my hook about 3 ft. away from the lure. When the water is clear, the fish can plainly be seen to dart at the minnows in the bowl, but, upon coming in contact with the glass, they seem to realize that something is wrong, and immediately turn and snap at the minnow on the hook.

When removing fish from a stringer, it is usually necessary to force them back over the stringing needle, and this is not a very easy or pleasant task. To overcome this difficulty, I use a detachable ring on the lower end of the stringer, as shown in the illustration. The ring is made of No. 8 galvanized wire and has the ends hooked to engage with each other, as indicated. By squeezing the ring, it is loosened and can be removed from the stringer. With one jerk of the stringer, the entire catch will slip off.

The stringing needle is made of the same size of wire as the ring. The stringer is made of braided cotton line of the desired length, the ends being looped and fastened with suspender clips.—Frank L. Howe, Milwaukee, Wis.

Simple Filter and Water Cooler

The drawing shows a simple filter and water cooler that can be made from a tile pipe, filled with gravel, charcoal, and sand; the water enters the filter from below, flows over the top of the pipe, and is caught and led off by a gutter in the cement base. The tile pipe is 12 in. in diameter and about 2 ft. long, and is set in a cement base, formed as shown. The water main enters from below, through the cement base, the end of the main projecting into
the tile pipe being fitted with a return bend, to prevent the gravel from choking the pipe. The water is regulated so as to rise slowly through the filter and overflow down the wall of the pipe, the partial evaporation of the water keeping the wall cool, and consequently the water inside. A drain cock should be provided, as indicated, so that the filter can be drained when it is to be cleaned, and new gravel, etc., substituted for the old.

Retainer for Gasoline-Tank Cap

The loss of gasoline-tank caps is a frequent occurrence, which, however, can easily be prevented by means of the simple attachment illustrated. One end of a length of wire is soldered to the cap; the other end is bent into a loop, and a right-angle bend is made in the center of the wire. The loop at the end of the wire must be a little larger than the opening in the gasoline tank, and is sprung a trifle in order to force it through the opening.

Neat Method of Piling Stones on Cleared Land

A neat way for a farmer living in a rocky region to pile the stones gathered from his fields is to dispose of them in woven-wire containers located in the corners of the fields.

The containers are made from 12-ft. lengths of woven-wire fencing, rolled into the form of cylinders, the two meeting edges of each being stapled to a corner post. In filling the containers, the heavy stones are, of course, thrown in first. As the pile grows higher, it is built as evenly as possible to prevent it from sagging to one side. It may be necessary to drive a long stake on the side of the container opposite the corner post, and staple the mesh to the stake also. It is desirable that the mesh of the fencing be smaller at the top of the cylinder, so that the smaller stones will not fall through.

The piles of stone so arranged have a neat and roughly ornamental appearance, and add materially to the strength of the fence, by bracing the corner posts. When the containers have been filled, a cement composed of 1 part portland cement to 1 of sand can be poured over the pile, and tamped into all the crevices, making a solid, almost everlasting corner post, which will take the place of the wooden one when the latter is no longer serviceable. A solid foundation can be provided by digging under the pile, one side at a time, allowing some of the stones to drop into the excavation, and filling in with cement, or the hole can be dug before the stones are piled in the corner, the larger stones placed in the hole, and the cement poured in before building higher.—Ward L. Schrantz, Carthage, Missouri.

Preventing Poultry from Roosting on Nests

Finding that chickens had a preference for roosting upon the nests, rather than upon the roosts provided for them, the writer hit upon the simple idea illustrated to prevent this, and found that it worked effectively from the start. All that is necessary is to saw notches in the edges of the nest boxes, as indicated. The notches are cut about 2 in. deep, and need not be of uniform size, although this makes a neater job.—Edward L. Clark, Scranton, Pa.
Novel Sliding Doors for the Buffet

The novelty of the sliding-door arrangement for a buffet or cabinet, shown in the drawing, lies in the fact that both doors open at the same time, although only one of them need actually be pushed. Four small grooved pulleys and two lengths of light chain are used; sash cord or rope may also be used, but chain is preferable, as it will not stretch. The method of arranging the pulleys and chains is clearly shown in the upper detail. An additional feature of merit is the provision of end doors and shelves, so that all the space in the cabinet can be utilized.—C. F. Wilhelm, Kitchener, Canada.

Transplanted Onions Grow to Double Size

Last year I planted a large patch of onions in my garden, and as soon as they were large enough for table use, I pulled about half of them out to allow room for the others to develop into bulbs. After the tops were trimmed and the fiber roots cut back, to prepare them for market, I found more garden space available and decided to replant them. The soil of the two onion beds was practically the same, and there was no difference in the method of cultivating, but nevertheless the replanted onions developed bulbs that were double the size of the others. This was quite a mystery to me, until an elderly market gardener explained that I had accidentally discovered one of the secrets of successful onion culture. According to him, the removal and trimming of the onions when they were little larger than a lead pencil, caused the fiber roots to branch forth with thousands of minute roots, and limited the development to the bulb, which consequently grew to abnormal size.—G. E. Hendrickson, Argyle, Wis.

Improving Percolator Faucet

The illustration shows how a faucet for use on coffee percolators, etc., can be improved to prevent the drip that occurs a few seconds after the faucet is shut off. Two 3/16-in. holes are drilled in the plug, and a 5/16-in. slot is filed in the body of the faucet, as indicated. The holes, in connection with the slot, provide an air vent that opens the instant the faucet is shut off, and prevents the retention of any liquid in the nose of the faucet.—G. B. Olson, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Spool Holder for the Sewing Room

A piece of 3/4-in. wood, cut to the shape shown, hinged to the window casing so that it can be swung out, and provided on the upper edge with a number of pins or dowels, makes an excellent spool holder for the sewing room. The holder can be made as long as desired, and smoothed down, stained, and varnished to match the window casing. Holes, slightly smaller than the pins to be used, are drilled in the top of the holder, to an even depth, and about 1 1/4 in. apart. Large nails, about 4 1/2 in. long, clipped to even lengths, and with the upper ends rounded, make good pins.—E. W. Hall, Catskill, N. Y.
Bag Used as Dust Container

A cobbler who had installed an electric finishing machine found himself confronted with the problem of disposing of the dust. It was impossible to discharge the dust outside of the building, on account of the adjoining buildings. The difficulty was overcome by simply taking a grain bag and fastening it over the exhaust pipe, in the same way as the dust container is fastened to a vacuum cleaner. All the dust was retained in the bag, which was easily emptied.

Spraying Attachment for Garden Hose

The chief objection to the use of an ordinary garden-hose nozzle for spraying shrubbery or plants is that the flow of water must be reduced to a fine spray before any considerable area can be covered. To eliminate this objection, an attachment was made for the hose nozzle as shown in the drawing. A disk was cut from a tin can, and radial slits cut in it as indicated; after bending the sections, to form a "fan," the disk was mounted on a piece of heavy wire, bent and attached to the hose nozzle. Two corks were drilled and fitted on the wire, one on each side of the disk, to hold it in a vertical position. With this attachment, it is possible to use the full stream of water without damaging the plants.

Recess in Fence for Car

The illustration shows an arrangement used by a resident of Washington, D. C., for the temporary storage of an automobile until a garage could be built. A 7-ft. section of the backyard fence is removed and a recess, 14 ft. long, built in; it may be built of the same material as the fence, which is, perhaps, most advisable because the section of the fence cut out can then be used; or it may be built of latticework, as shown in the foreground, and vines planted around it, which would be the more decorative method. A strong chain is fastened securely around a corner post on one side of the entrance, and equipped with a heavy padlock, that can be snapped on an eyebolt fastened to the opposite corner post. If the recess is used during winter, it should be provided with a light roof to keep off the snow.—G. A. Luers, Washington, D. C.

Improvised Sash Weights

While repairing an old country building, sash weights improvised from old bottles filled with sand, were found to be entirely satisfactory. Although these weights were used only on one sash, they can be used equally well on both, but a lath, or other strip of wood, should be fastened vertically between the two adjacent bottles to prevent them from hitting each other and breaking.—P. F. Noyes, Wulfert, Fla.
Trousers Made to Fit in High Boots

A camper who found it rather uncomfortable to have the bulgy bottoms of his trousers "stuffed" into his high boots, soon remedied the trouble by cutting off the bottom hem of the trousers, a practice called "staging" by woodsmen, then ripping open the inner seam of each leg nearly up to the knee, and rewewing the seams down to the calf, fitting the cloth loosely to the leg. Small snaps were used to hold the part of the trousers below the calf snugly around the leg. For additional security, a small tape was sewed on at the bottom, so that it could be tied around the leg just above the ankle. The alteration thus effected eliminated all the difficulty previously experienced when pulling the high boots and socks on or off, and was much more comfortable than the previous method.—Le-roy W. Hutchins, Bronxville, N. Y.

Shock-Absorbing Radius Rods

The radius rods on a light car often cause considerable trouble, owing to the rapid wearing of the ball-and-socket joint under the crankcase. To prevent this trouble, a California man substituted for

the regular rods, spring radius rods of the design shown in the photograph. They are made of flat spring steel, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. thick and \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. wide. One end of each is bent to a semicircle of about 3\( \frac{1}{2} \)-in. radius, and bolted to the frame, as indicated, and the other end to the underside of the front axle at the point where the ordinary radius rod is fastened. The curve in the spring allows vertical motion of the axle and also a slight "cushion" to the thrust of the rear wheels, thus materially lessening the shocks on the body and engine.—E. B. Winter, Alhambra, Calif.

Towing a Canoe

When towing a canoe behind a motorboat, great difficulty is usually experienced in keeping the light craft from yawing from side to side and upsetting, unless some expert is in the canoe to keep it in the track of the leader. However, this is a "ticklish" position for one to be in, as it means constant vigilance and considerable muscular effort to avoid a bath. The difficulty can easily be eliminated by attaching the tow rope to the bow of the canoe in the manner shown in the illustration; the canoe can then be towed unoccupied, and will be found right side up and dry at the end of the trip. Tie the tow rope in a bowline, or any other secure knot, around the bow of the canoe as tightly as possible, pulling the knot under the middle of the canoe so that the rope will tend to pull the bow upward. Force one of the paddles under the forward seat or thwart, then over the loop of rope, and force it under the little triangular piece set in the bow of the canoe. This keeps the towline from slipping off the front of the canoe, and any speed can be made, with the assurance that the canoe will follow without any trouble.—R. Melrose, St. John, N. B.
Fly Trap for Dairy Barns

Milking fly-tormented cows in “fly time” has always been one of the farmer’s special trials. One farmer, however, by an ingenious application of the wire-cone fly trap to his special needs, has been able to keep his cow stable almost free of flies. Not only has this made milking easy, but the milk flow has been noticeably greater.

A barrel of separated milk, which is used for feed, stands just outside the barn door on this farm. This barrel is, of course, a great attraction for the flies, and they swarm around it in large numbers. This milk is used as a bait, the fly trap illustrated being placed over the container. The trap consists of a wooden framework, about 2 ft. square, which is covered with wire-screen cloth on all but the bottom side. In the open side four screen-wire cones are fastened to suitable strips; the small open ends of the cones extend inside the trap to within a few inches of the top, and the spaces between the large ends and the trap sides are filled in with pieces of wood, to prevent the flies from escaping. In use, the trap is placed over the top of the milk barrel, so that a part of the bottom opening of each cone extends beyond the edge of the barrel. Flies, in trying to get into the barrel, enter these cones, go up through them, and out at the top inside the trap, from which there is no escape. The top cover of the trap is hinged so that the dead insects can be removed as required. Boiling water can be used to kill the flies before the trap is opened. With such a trap unbelievably large numbers of flies are caught; as much as 5 lb. of dead flies have been removed at one time from it.—Florence L. Clark, McGregor, Ia.

Self-Acting Door Latch

A door latch for barns and granaries should be certain in action, so that the door cannot open accidentally after being shut. A spring door latch frequently gets out of order, and is therefore not very satisfactory, but a simple wooden self-acting latch of the kind shown in the illustration has been found entirely suitable for the purpose.

The latch consists of a single piece of wood, tapering from 4 in. to about 2 in. in width, so that one end will be much heavier than the other. It is bolted to the door loosely and slightly off center, so that the heavy end always tends to swing down. A curved slot is cut in the door, and a wooden pin, fastened in the latch, passes through the slot so that the door can be opened from the outside. When the door is closed and the latch is released, it swings to the closed position, owing to the greater weight of the wide end.—H. F. Grinstead, Columbus, Mo.

Edging Lawns with a Blowtorch

Where the surface of a walk is on the same level as the lawn, it is a common practice to trim the overhanging grass by means of a spade or other sharp implement, leaving a small V-shaped trench. This may be practicable on some lawns, but if there is much of a slope to the walk, the rains often wash away the soil thus exposed, and make refilling necessary at intervals.

Under such conditions it is better to refrain from further trimming, and allow the grass to grow. As soon as the roots have gained a firm foothold, to prevent erosion of the soil, further growth can be checked for the remainder of the growing season by running the flame of a gasoline blowtorch along a narrow strip. It takes only a few minutes to sear several rods of grass along the margin of the walk.
A WOMAN in a small country town in the East, who is confined to her bed by paralysis, conducts a very successful employment and information bureau. The methods applied by this woman should bring to others, similarly situated, not only the same measure of success, but also freedom from the mental depression that not infrequently accompanies bodily infirmity.

Beginning with two or three girls, for whom she undertook to find employment, her business has grown until her clientele covers the whole town and a large part of the surrounding country. She compiled a list of prospective employers in many different lines of business, and a corresponding list of prospective employees, and solicited patronage by means of personally written cards, and outlines of the qualifications of the applicants on her waiting list. She maintains a list of boarding houses and homes, to which she can send her clients, with the assurance that they will be suitably placed, and conveniently located, and where they can obtain rooms or board at reasonable rates.

Her ready sympathy, capability, and thorough understanding of the needs of employers and capability of employees, made both her firm friends, and, through these qualities, her business has increased until the financial return is sufficient to keep her in comfort.

The information bureau grew out of the employment business. By means of a large collection of books, magazines, trade journals, catalogs, and government bulletins, she has a wide variety of information at hand, and, with the assistance of the nurse who attends her, provides a service that is immensely appreciated by those in the community.

The conditions in most small towns are very similar, and, while some revision and adaptation of her methods and ideas may be found necessary to suit the particular needs of other communities, the general principles will apply anywhere, and the equipment used in this case will serve equally well in other cases.

The hanging table shown at the top of the illustration was the first piece of equipment made. The table itself is made of light lumber, and is 18 by 30 in. in dimensions. Two large screweyes are driven into one of the 18-in. edges, and these slide on a wooden arm, shaped as shown, and hinged to the head of the bed at a convenient height. A piece of spring wire, bent and fitted to the end of the arm, as shown in the detail, keeps the table from sliding off the arm accidentally, while permitting it to be removed whenever necessary. At the bottom of the table, a 6 by 6-in. block is hinged; this supports the table level on the bed, when in use, and is folded back flat against the table when the latter is dropped. A portable typewriter, while not part of the original equipment, could be fastened to the table as shown in the lower right-hand view, and would prove of great value as the business grew, as not only would it save a lot of time, but would give a much more businesslike appearance to the outgoing letters and cards. For shut-ins who have lost the use of one arm, a stout cord could be attached to the lower end of the table and to the bed within easy reach of the patient’s mouth. By gripping the cord in the teeth, the table could be raised to the bed, with a little assistance from the remaining hand; this applies also to the telephone.

Another piece of equipment that is indispensable, is the hanging filing cabinet. This is a light, but strong box, 18 in. wide, 24 in. long, and 6 in. deep. It is divided into as many compartments as necessary, one large enough to contain letterheads and envelopes; another for fountain pen, blotter, erasers, pencils, writing and scratch pads, etc.; the remainder of the space may be divided to suit the cards on which are listed the names and ad-
Simple and Easily Constructed Equipment for the Information and Employment Bureau Managed by the Shut-In: The Hanging Table, Hinged to the Head of the Bed, Provides a Splendid Writing or Typewriter Desk. The Hanging Cabinet Contains All Supplies for Correspondence, Together with the Index Cards Necessary for a Successful Business.
resses of employers and employees, and references to data for the information bureau.

The cabinet is hinged to the wall by means of two brackets, made of ¾ by about 1¼-in. flat iron, 6½ in. long; these are shaped as shown, and have strong butt hinges riveted or screwed to the outer ends, the hinges being also screwed to one of the 18-in. sides of the cabinet. A short, strong spring, which may be a screen-door spring, cut down, is attached to the cabinet and wall, as shown in the drawing; this spring aids in lifting the cabinet from the bed, and also assists in lowering, by checking the cabinet as it is dropped onto the bed. A leg is hinged to the lower edge of the other 18-in. side, to support the cabinet when lowered.

A pulley is fastened to the wall, above the cabinet, and a rope run through this, to a screw eye driven into the cabinet as shown. This makes it possible to raise or lower the cabinet easily; another, but shorter rope, attached to the same screw eye, is used to pull the upper part of the cabinet forward when it is desired to lower it, the patient keeping the other rope in the hand, and using it to lower the cabinet gently, when it has been pulled out of the perpendicular by the shorter rope. The hinged lid of the cabinet is provided with a lock, and may be used as a writing desk.

The telephone is attached to the head of the bed, on an extension bracket, within easy reach of the hand.

While this article is intended mainly to deal with the equipment necessary for a business of this kind, there are certain suggestions that may prove of help to those contemplating entering this field. Before starting on this work, the conditions in the town or territory in which the shut-in lives should be studied carefully. Lists of the households employing domestic help should be compiled; tactfully written letters to the persons employing such help will usually bring a response detailing such things as wages paid, hours of work, etc. This information should be card-indexed, and arrangements may be made whereby such employers will give notice of any prospective vacancy in their households. Advertisements must be inserted in the local newspapers, to get in touch with the help, and, once located, the agent should keep in touch, as closely as possible, with the applicant. These things are only suggestive, and domestic help is only used as an illustration; the method of attacking the problem will vary, but the same principle will apply.

If there are any factories in the neighborhood, these will usually have their own employment agents, but they should be approached, and a idea gained of the kind of help required, the hours, wages, etc.; it will probably be hard to break into this field, but if one or two good employees, carefully selected, can be supplied to a certain factory, respectful consideration of the service rendered may be confidently expected in the future.

Temporary help, homeworker’s services, nursing service, and other work of the same nature, should all be investigated thoroughly, a list of reliable workers compiled, and homes solicited on their behalf. As the agent gains experience, more avenues of service will open up, until the business is finally a success.

On the information-bureau side, it will be necessary to build up a good library of books, magazines, trade journals, etc. A study of the questions-and-answers department in the women’s pages of the metropolitan newspapers will indicate the general trend of the queries to be expected from women. These queries and answers should be carefully indexed and filed. For men, the problem is a little more difficult; if the community is a farming one, the bulletins of the Bureau of Agriculture and the farming papers will prove mines of information, and, while many farmers read these, only a few file the information for future reference. A good file once built up, an advertisement in the local papers offering information along these lines, should bring results, perhaps slowly at first, but growing in volume as the extent and reliability of the information are appreciated.

The ideas herein outlined are capable of almost indefinite expansion, and, intelligently applied, will lead to a life of cheer and service for any shut-in, with adequate financial reward.

Cleaning Rusty Crosscut Saws

An excellent method of cleaning and polishing an old rusty crosscut saw is as follows: Drill a vertical hole in the center of a small stump, and also saw a cut across it, passing through the hole; the depth of this cut should equal the width of the saw, minus the teeth. Invert the saw in the cut, allowing the teeth to project above the surface of the stump. Fill the hole around the saw with fine sand and moisten with a little water. By working the saw as if sawing, it will quickly be scoured as clean and bright as when new.—J. L. Jackson, Bass, Ark.
Auto-Trailer Rowboat Truck

During the dry days of summer, many rivers are reduced to shallows and pools, and to reach a good fishing or bathing location, without having to push or pull the boat over the shallows is impossible. Having this in mind, the rowboat truck illustrated was made from the front axle of an old automobile, to which two boards were bolted; the outer ends of the boards were bolted together, as shown. Crosspieces were nailed to the boards to serve as a cradle for the boat and prevent it from working out of position. The boat is placed on the truck so that most of the weight is supported by the axle instead of the planks. This truck is easily fastened to the rear of an automobile and hauled at fair speed over average roads to a place where the water is deep enough for the engine.—A. E. Granville, Barbourville, Ky.

Lamp Shade for the Photographer

The photograph shows an improvised lamp shade for use in a photographer's dark room when developing prints. The shade is made from an amber-colored bottle, with a neck large enough to admit the end of a lamp socket. On some bottles the flange on the neck fits nicely in a common shade holder. The bottom of the bottle is removed and the rough edges are ground down, to prevent injury. The bottle may be cut in several ways: A carborundum disk having a thin edge, if kept wet and rotated at a high speed, will cut heavy glass, but the bottle must be fed against the wheel very gently. A better way is to make a file mark—clean but not very deep—around the bottle and heat it with a long slender flame while slowly rotating the bottle. It is very important that the gas flame should not spread over the surface of the glass, for it is only the file mark that should be heated. A mere glancing touch is sufficient, and the glass will usually crack off in a very clean cut. Sometimes a fine platinum wire is wound around in the file mark and heated by an electric current. Less common is the trick of wrapping a strand of cord, soaked in kerosene, around the mark and igniting it. The principle is the same in each case. The unequal heating of the glass causes it to break, and, of course, it breaks at the weakest point—the file mark.—Paul J. Garvey, Chicago, Ill.

Preventing Damage from Storage-Battery Acid

Storage batteries, used for radio purposes, are often set on the carpet or on the varnished and polished floor, and, while this may be unavoidable, it is not advisable to take chances of having the rug or the floor finish ruined by any acid that may accidentally be splashed out, or that, in case of old batteries, may seep through the bottom. This danger is eliminated by the use of a shallow wooden box filled with sand, in which the battery is set, as shown in the drawing. A pair of handles, made of stout wire, are attached to the box to facilitate lifting and carrying the battery. Any acid that seeps through the battery case will be absorbed by the sand.
Simple Clothes-Drying Rack

The simple wooden clothes rack illustrated consists of two 1 by 3½-in. rails, held together at their ends by small brackets. The rails are notched to receive the clothes sticks, and may be made any length desirable; they are fastened to any convenient wall or partition, about 5 ft. above the floor. The clothes sticks are made of 1 by 1¼-in. poplar, and are 6 ft. long, the part extending beyond the rails being rounded on top. When removing the clothes, all that is necessary is to draw the stick out of the bracket and allow the clothes to slide off into a basket.—M. E. Duggan, Kenosha, Wis.

Adjustable Hanger for Baby's Swing

The adjustable hanger shown in the drawing is adapted for the common baby swing of canvas, and is well worth making for mother's convenience as well as baby's safety.

It is made of two lengths of 3/16-in. iron rod, bent to the shape indicated. One of the rods is fitted with a swivel, to which a coil spring is attached. The clamp consists of two washers: a guide washer that is doubled to slide over one rod, and a cam washer that is riveted loosely between the sides of the guide washer, as shown. The rod that has the coil spring attached to it is bent at the upper end and riveted loosely in a hole drilled in the cam washer, so that the weight of the swing, with its occupant, will force the washer tightly against the other rod.

The hanger must be made accurately, so that the guide will slide freely, and it may be made any desirable length, although one measuring 18 in., when closed, has been found most convenient.—A. L. Long, Springfield, Ill.

Repairing a Fountain Pen

To repair a split fountain-pen barrel or cap, coat the section to be repaired with shellac, covering the barrel or cap all the way around. Then, before the shellac sets, wrap this section with silk thread as uniformly as possible, and with all the tension that the thread will stand, making no provision for the ends of the thread except to smooth them down well in the setting shellac. After the shellac is dry, which only takes a few minutes, the job is finished by covering the section with another light coat of shellac, using the fingers in both cases to apply it. The section thus repaired will be the strongest part of the pen, and, if it should be the barrel, it will be absolutely leak-proof. If the shellac used is too heavy, it will not make a neat job, and if it is too light, it will set before it can be wrapped; it should have the consistency of flowing varnish.—E. H. Taylor, Howell, Tenn.
A “Safety-First” Toy Gun

There is probably nothing that appeals to the average boy quite so much as a gun. However, a real gun is a dangerous thing to put into the hands of a small boy, and it is not by any means safe even for a larger one. Even the toy air gun is not safe, as the small bullets shot with it may easily destroy the eyesight. A very inexpensive and serviceable toy gun, and one that is quite safe, is shown in the drawing; it can readily be made from a length of 1-in. pine board and a few pieces of sheet metal.

The board is shaped to the form of the gunstock and barrel, and a slot cut through it, as shown. The foresight, trigger, and hammer are made of metal. Any kind of soft metal that can be cut easily with a hacksaw or cold chisel is used; brass, from ⅛ to ⅜ in. in thickness, is perhaps preferable. A groove to hold the foresight, is cut in the point of the barrel, and the hammer and trigger are pivoted on pins driven through the stock. A small coil spring, set in a hole drilled in the butt, forces the trigger forward, so that the gun can becocked like any other gun. A rubber band is hooked over the foresight and stretched back over the cocked hammer, and the gun is then loaded. When the trigger is pulled, the rubber band pulls the hammer forward, and slips off, and the sudden release of the tension propels the band forward with considerable force. The length of the barrel and the strength of the rubber band determine the distance that the band is thrown. The gun can be used for target practice, and will shoot quite accurately. Fly shooting with a gun of this type has been found to be an alluring pastime for the youngsters, and one that develops real skill.—H. H. Siegele, Emporia, Kan.

Weed-Pulling Fork for Hoe

Long-rooted weeds often grow so close to potato and tomato vines in the garden that they escape notice until they have attained considerable height. As such weeds are often in a position where they cannot easily be reached with an ordinary hoe without endangering the plants, the attachment illustrated for uprooting them was devised, and found to be a practical and back-saving tool.

A piece of ¾-in. round iron rod is bent to the shape shown, to form a two-pronged fork. This fork is flattened and drilled at the points indicated. Corresponding holes are drilled in the blade of the hoe, and the fork riveted to the blade.

In use, the weed is gripped between the prongs of the fork, and the handle of the hoe pulled down, the edge of the hoe blade acting as a fulcrum. In this way the most stubborn weeds are uprooted. It takes only a short time to make the attachment.

Converting a Kerosene into a Gas Heater

A kerosene heater of the common type can readily be converted into a serviceable gas heater. Remove the oil receptacle and wick, and fasten a circular stove gas burner in position with wire. The gas burner can be purchased at small cost, and furnishes considerable heat.
Detector and Two-Step Amplifier for Dry-Cell Tubes

By F. L. Brittin

The introduction of the dry-cell tube has made possible the operation of tube detectors and amplifiers without the use of a storage battery, and enables those who, because of the trouble incident to the use of a storage battery, have been obliged to content themselves with a crystal detector, to build a set that will give every satisfaction.

The detector described in this article is designed as a separate unit, for those who do not wish to expend a great deal of money at the start; the two-step amplifier can be added at any time. The results obtained with these instruments are excellent; on a detector and two-step amplifier of this type, practically all of the large broadcasting stations in the country have been received in Chicago. The cost of the instrument is very reasonable, that of the detector being approximately $25, including batteries, tube, and phones, and of the complete instrument approximately $58. These figures may vary a little in different localities, but, as none but standard parts are used in the instruments, they will be found very close to actual cost.

The instrument is one of the simplest it is possible to make, as there are no coils to wind or tap, and no switches to mount. The inductance used is a 75-turn honeycomb coil, and tuning is accomplished by means of a 23-plate "vernier" condenser; the wave-length range is from 150 to 500 meters.

The panel used for the detector is $\frac{3}{8}$ by 6 by 9-in. bakelite, laid out and drilled as shown in Fig. 1. The panel is screwed to the base, which may be any piece of lumber $\frac{3}{4}$ by 6 by 9 in. in dimensions; it is best to attach the panel to the base by means of angle brackets—shelf brackets will serve excellently for this. It is a good idea to stain and varnish the base, to add to the appearance of the finished instrument.

The tube socket may be either of the types shown in Fig. 2; it is fastened to the base directly behind the $\frac{3}{10}$-in. ports in the panel. The grid leak is also screwed to the base; this is of the standard 2-megohm type, but, if this is unobtainable, a piece of bristol board, $\frac{1}{4}$ by $\frac{3}{4}$ in. in size, can be used instead. A pencil mark is drawn down the center of the bristol board, and brass wood screws are used to fasten it to the board, taking care to see that the screw heads make good contact with the pencil mark before wiring and screwing down tight.

The rheostat is mounted at the left of the panel, below the ports, as shown in Fig. 3, and the mounting for the honeycomb coil at the top of the panel, in the center.

The 23-plate vernier condenser is fastened to the right-hand side of the panel; this must be of the type specified, as the selectivity of the detector depends entirely upon this condenser.

The grid condenser is of standard type, of .00025-mf. capacity, preferably with mica insulation, and may be mounted anywhere found convenient.

The binding posts for aerial, ground, B-battery, phones, and dry cell are finally screwed in place. It is a good plan to put small brass or copper lugs behind these posts, and to solder the wires to the lugs.

The instrument is wired with No. 14 tinned-copper wire; the wiring can be covered with "spaghetti" tubing, if desired, or it can be left bare—busbar-fashion—as shown in the photo, Fig. 5. Every connection must be well soldered, using soldering paste, resin, or resin-cored solder; never acid, or acid-core solder.

The B-battery is a 22½-volt unit, and is connected to the two posts in the upper left-hand corner of the panel, Fig. 3. The phones are connected to the two posts directly below; these should be of a good make, and of not less than 2,000 ohms' resistance. The dry cell is connected to the two lower posts, the positive, which is always the center post of the cell, to the lowest post, and the negative to the one above.

The aerial used is of the ordinary type. If one wire is used, it should be 125 to 150 ft. long; if a two-wire aerial is used, it need not be more than 60 or 70 ft. long, constructed in the usual manner. In either case, the aerial should be 40 to 50 ft. above the ground for best results. The ground wire from the instrument is led to a water pipe, the pipe filed bright, and the wire fastened to it with a ground clamp. Instructions for installing aerials are given on page 814, in the May, 1923, issue of this magazine.

The panel for the two-step amplifier is $\frac{3}{8}$ by 6 by 12-in. bakelite, and the layout of the holes is shown in Fig. 7. The panel is laid out first, drilled, and the jacks and rheostats are mounted in place. It should be noted that two of the jacks, on the right-hand side, Fig. 8, are of the two-circuit type, and the one on the left, that for the second step of amplification,
Figure 1. Template for Laying Out Detector Panel; Figure 2, Dry-Cell Tube and Sockets; Figure 3, Rear View of Detector Panel, Showing Location of Instruments, Battery and Phone Connections, and Method of Wiring; Figures 4 and 5, Front and Rear Photos of Completed Detector, with Batteries, Ready for Operation as Soon as the Phones are Attached.
Figure 6, Front View of Completed Amplifier Unit; Figure 7, Template for Drilling Panel; Figure 8, Rear View of Amplifier Assembly; Note Especially the Method of Connecting the Batteries; Figure 9, Wiring Diagram for Detector and Two-Step Amplifier; Figure 10, Photo Showing the Back of Completed Amplifier
is of the single or open-circuit type. The transformers and tube sockets are mounted on the base, which is a 3/4 by 6 by 12-in. board. The transformer for the first step is a 10-to-1 audio-frequency transformer, and the one for the second step is of the same type, but the winding ratio is 3 to 1. The transformers in the drawing are marked just as they will be found on the majority of transformers, so that no difficulty should be encountered in wiring; F stands for filament, G for grid, and P for plate. If any trouble should occur, due to different markings on the builder's transformers, a reference to the circuit diagram in Fig. 9 will make it clear.

The binding posts at the left of the panel, Fig. 8, are for the batteries. Two dry cells are used, one for each amplifying tube, and are connected in parallel, so that, while the voltage remains the same as that of a single cell, the amperage is increased. The dry-cell, or "peanut" tube, as it is popularly called, operates at 1.1 volts—the voltage of one dry cell. The positive lead from the cells is connected to the center post; the negative lead is connected to the negative terminal of the first of the 22½-volt B-batteries, shown above the panel.

The B-batteries are connected in series, the positive lead being connected to the upper post on the panel, and the negative lead to the lowest post.

When the wiring has been done, the instrument is complete. If the builder desires, he can, of course, place each unit in a cabinet, or combine them in one cabinet, but this is not necessary.

To connect the detector to the amplifier set, all that is necessary is to disconnect the phones from the former, and to connect the phone posts on the detector straight across to the corresponding posts on the amplifier, as indicated by the dotted lines in Figs. 3 and 8, and in the wiring diagram, Fig. 9. The phone-lead terminals are then removed, and plugs substituted for them. The detector batteries remain exactly as they were.

To operate, put on the phones, turn the detector-tube rheostat until a hissing sound is heard in the receivers, then adjust the condenser until the signals "come in." If the amplifier is connected, the phones will be plugged into the first jack. Now plug in at the second jack, and turn the first amplifying-tube rheostat until the signal is loud, but clear; this is usually loud enough for comfort when listening to near-by stations. Distant stations will require the use of the second step, which is operated in exactly the same way as the first. A loud speaker can be used on the second step.

---

**MATERIAL LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bakelite panel, 3/4 by 6 by 9 in.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakelite panel, 3/4 by 6 by 12 in.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseboard, 3/4 by 6 by 9 in.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry-cell tube sockets, .75 to $1.00 each</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry-cell tubes, 1.00 to 1.50 each</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheostats</td>
<td></td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-plate vernier condenser with dial</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$4.00 to $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-turn honeycomb coil</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb-coil mounting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0025-mfd. grid condenser</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-meg. grid leak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-circuit jacks, $1.00 to $1.50 each</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-circuit jack, .60 to .70 each</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-to-1 audio-freq. transformer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-to-1 audio-freq. transformer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry cells, .90 to .40 each</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22½-volt B-batteries, $1.75 to $3.00 each</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair, 2000-ohm phones, $4.50 up.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 ft. No. 14, tinned-copper wire</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-ft. lengths spaghetti tubing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Renewing Old Rugs**

Brussels or Axminster rugs, known as "pile" rugs, have a very hard finish on the underside when they are new, but after they have been used for some time they soften. This is true particularly of the smaller rugs, perhaps because they are subjected to more frequent and vigorous shakings, and they then become annoying because of their tendency to wrinkle, which causes them to wear out soon, the threads breaking along the folds.

Some years ago a dealer in rugs told me that it was a wise plan to have the backs of rugs renewed occasionally with a glue preparation to lengthen their life. Having some small rugs that were worn, I decided to experiment with them. I found a package of some wall "sizing" in the house and proceeded to dissolve it according to directions, but made the solution thicker than usual so that it would not penetrate the rugs. I then placed the rugs face down on the floor, and spread the solution on the back with a broad, flat brush. When the rugs were dry, they lay as flat and firm as when new. It is sometimes necessary to stretch the rugs and tack them down on the floor until dry, as they must be kept flat.

—Stella Henderson, Lake Mills, 1a.
Convenient Cupboard Stepladder

The stepladder for the kitchen cupboard shown in the drawing proves very handy for the housewife, as it fits in the lower part of the cupboard when not in use, and can be drawn out and opened in a moment when needed.

A space, about 6 in. wide, is partitioned off in the lower cupboard, to hold the ladder when folded. A small stepladder that will fit in this space is made, or one can be purchased and fitted in. To the inside leg is bolted a wooden block, shaped as shown; this block slides on two strips of wood nailed to the sides of the compartment. The leg and block are bolted together loosely to permit the former to move freely. Part of the baseboard is then cut out and bolted loosely to the other leg. It is a good idea to reinforce this piece of baseboard, as it is otherwise likely to break. When the ladder is put in the cupboard, as shown in Fig. 2, the cut-out piece is in line with the rest of the baseboard, as in Fig. 2. When the ladder is pulled out and unfolded, as shown in Fig. 1, the steps are situated conveniently under the shelves above.

Shipping Berries by Mail

The usual plan for sending any variety of berries through the mail, by parcel post, is to put up the berries in small paper bags, and fit the bags into shallow, square cartons. The arrangement works well, but considerable time is required for proper packing. The following method saves a great deal of time and is entirely satisfactory: Fill the berries into divided pasteboard egg cartons, which are made to hold a dozen eggs each. The berries ship well in this manner, if they are shaken down gently.

Heating Water with Oil Stove

A simple homemade water-heating attachment for an ordinary oil stove can be made up at little expense. The attachment consists of a water tank and a length of 1/4 or 3/8-in. copper tubing, arranged as illustrated. Two coils are formed near the center of the tubing. The diameter of the lower coil should be a little greater than the diameter of the wick of the stove, and that of the upper coil a little smaller. The ends of the tubing are attached to a can of several gallons' capacity, or to a small watertight barrel. The connections can be made with the parts of a discarded gas headlight of an automobile, or if these are not available, with similar plates made of flat iron, drilled as shown. One plate is soldered on each pipe near the end, and the other plate bolted to it on the inside of the tank, after the end of the tubing is passed through the tank side. Packing is, of course, used to prevent leakage.

A Water-Heating Attachment for the Oil Stove, with Which Several Gallons of Water can be Heated to the Boiling Point in a Very Short Time
tank is placed on a wooden box or low stool to bring it to the correct level. The lower part of the tubing must be perfectly horizontal and enter the tank near the bottom. With this arrangement, water can be heated to the boiling point in a short time.

"Tumbling Barrel" Provides Sport for Bathers

A novel device that is popular at a Wisconsin bathing beach is shown in the illustration. An empty vinegar barrel, of about 50-gal. capacity, is filled with cement to the level indicated, after nails have been driven through the sides to keep the cement in place when set. The bung hole is tightly plugged, and a 1-in. pipe flange is screwed to the center of the upper end. Into this flange a 10-ft. "ladder," made of tees and long nipples, is screwed, which completes the device.

When placed in the water the "tumbling barrel," as it is called, floats with the upper end about 1 ft. above the surface of the water. The trick that affords so much amusement to the bathers is to mount the barrel and climb as far up the mast as possible before the barrel tips. The cement ballast of the barrel maintains the equilibrium of the "tumbler" as long as the bather stands upon its top, but any attempt to climb the mast results in some amazing gymnastics—and an eventual ducking.

A Novel Device Called the "Tumbling Barrel" That Is Popular at a Wisconsin Bathing Beach: The Trick Is to Preserve the Balance While Climbing the Mast

Burning Out Stumps Effectively

When clearing land of stumps for farming purposes, it is desirable to have the soil free from all roots as well as the stumps. When the stumps are pulled, the roots often break off. Some of these are overlooked and remain in the ground, and this, of course, is highly objectionable, as they will catch on the plowshare.

A good method of clearing land of stumps is to burn them out with the aid of saltpeter. Saltpeter, if so applied as to penetrate into the heart of a stump properly, will in a year's time reach down to the very ends of the roots. During the summer, when the stumps are thoroughly dry, drill a 1½-in. hole, about 3 or 4 in. deep, in the center of the stump, as indicated. Into this hole put 3 tablespoonfuls of saltpeter; then close the hole with decayed wood and dirt. During the following summer, dig out the dirt, fill the hole with kerosene, and set the stump on fire. It will burn slowly but surely, and will keep on burning under the ground until every piece of root is consumed. The action of the saltpeter makes a slow-burning match of the fibers of the roots, and carries the fire wherever it has penetrated.

J. V. Romig, Allentown, Pa.
A Homemade Statoscope

The statoscope is a simple form of aneroid barometer that is very sensitive to small changes of air pressure. It will readily detect the difference in barometric pressures of two levels 5 ft. apart, and will demonstrate that the air pressure is greater at the feet of a standing person than at his head.

A homemade statoscope may be constructed as follows: Take a length of glass tubing having a small bore, open at both ends, and, by means of a gas flame, bend it to a U-shape, as shown in the photograph. Suck a few drops of water or oil into the tubing, just enough to fill a part of the length between the bends. Now insert one end of the tubing into the interior of an empty vacuum bottle of 1-qt. capacity, by forcing the tubing through a tight-fitting hole in the cork. Vaseline should be used on the tube to insure an air-tight connection. The bottle should be suspended, by cords, upside down and absolutely plumb, so that no motion of the water may occur due to the instrument being tipped.

The air in the bottle is separated from the outer air by the water "plug" in the tubing. Any change of volume of the air in the bottle will therefore be registered by a motion of the water plug. Only two factors will change the volume of the air in the bottle: change of temperature and change of pressure. By using a vacuum bottle as a container, temperature changes will not affect the statoscope appreciably, except over long intervals of time. There remains only the influence of a change in pressure of the atmosphere, transmitted to the air in the bottle by means of the water plug or piston.

For small changes of atmospheric pressure, the relative change of volume of the air in the statoscope is equal to the relative change of pressure in the external air. If the barometric pressure changes by 1 part in 40,000, the volume of the entrapped air will change 1 part in 40,000 also, and, as 1 qt. of air approximates 69 cu. in. in volume, the water plug in the tubing will move a little more than \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. if the diameter of the bore in the tubing is \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. This corresponds roughly to the change of pressure accompanying a change of elevation of 6 ft., for elevations less than 1,000 ft. above sea level.

If two enlargements, or bulbs, are blown in the tubing, as shown in the photograph, the water will not be driven entirely out of the tube by great changes of pressure; air will simply bubble into or out of the flask for continuously increasing and decreasing pressures, respectively. As used in ballooning, if the bubble "breaks inward" the balloon is falling; if it "breaks outward" the balloon is rising. The rate at which the bubbles break is a measure of the rate at which the balloon ascends or descends. If the statoscope, with the enlargements in the tubing, is carried in an elevator, the number of feet change of level between successive breakings of a bubble serves to calibrate the device to read differences of level in actual feet. The device can be carried in an automobile winding its way up into the hills, and, from the counted number of times the bubble breaks, the rise in feet above the starting point may be ascertained. Of course, the number of feet elevation required to "break a bubble" varies with the actual elevation, so that the device should be calibrated in the region where it is to be used.

To take double precaution against temperature changes in the air within the statoscope, it is well to wrap the bottle in layers of felt. It is, of course, preferable to use a drop of oil in the glass tubing instead of water, as the oil does not evaporate.

Holding the Automobile Hood

The usual practice of raising one-half of an automobile hood and resting it on the edge of the dash is none too safe, as the vibration of a running engine, or any slight jar, will dislodge it.

To prevent this, cut a number of notches, about \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. deep, along the edge of the dash, near the socket into which the hinge rod of the hood fits. These notches must be as close to the edge of the dash as possible, so that, when the hood is closed, the notches cannot be seen. When the hood is raised, its lower edge is set in one of the notches, to prevent it from slipping down.—L. B. Robbins, Harwich, Mass.
PRIZE OFFERS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

ONE-MILLION-FRANCS ENDURANCE PRIZE FOR AERIAL ENGINE

An international prize of 1,000,000 francs (normally about $200,000) is offered by the French Committee for the internal-combustion aerial motor showing the greatest endurance.

Application for the privilege to compete, however, must be made on or before Dec. 1, 1923. The winner must be accompanied by a sum of 40,000 francs, and a certificate of 10,000 francs of the former sum one-half will be returned for motors passing the elimination tests. The latter sum will be deducted on delivery of the motors before March 1, 1924, on which date the tests are to begin.

For additional information address: Aviation Commission of the Aero Club of France, 35 Rue Francois I, Paris, France.

EXPOSITION OF VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS TO BE HELD IN CHICAGO

To arouse greater interest in vocational training and to give those who are contemplating taking up a trade or a vocation an opportunity to see "living" exhibits, demonstrating the various courses offered, an exposition of trade and vocational schools is to be held at the Coliseum in Chicago from May 30 to June 5. The schools planning to occupy booths represent a wide range of human activities. Among a partial list of 83 named, may be mentioned steam engineering, training, architecture, automotive electricity, masonry, office work, painting, bridge designing, dentistry, and engraving.

AMERICAN BALLOON RACE IS SET FOR JULY FOURTH, THIS YEAR

July 4 has been decided upon as the date for the international balloon race starting at Indianapolis, Ind. At least 14 balloons will start, according to the National Aeronautical Association. The prize will be awarded for the distance navigated, $1,000 going to the winner, $800 to second, $600 to third, and $400, $200, and $100 to fourth, fifth, and sixth respectively. The entries, it is said, will have craft of unusual design; and the army and navy air services will both compete. The contest is being sponsored by the Aero Club of Indianapolis, and the Chamber of Commerce of that city.

AMERICAN LEGION POST ESTABLISHES MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

A memorial scholarship in honor of the dead of the 86th Division, has been established at the University of Chicago by Blackburn Post, No. 107, of the American Legion. It will be awarded this year to a high-school student writing the best essay on the theme, "Why I Am Proud to Be an American." The essay must be typewritten, and must reach room 708, 21 North LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill., on or before May 20, 1923. Five hundred words is the maximum length considered.

FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH BASIS FOR ANNUAL CASH PRIZES

For the greatest original contribution on any subject relating to business development and the modern trust company, a prize of $2,500 is to be awarded in 1923, and a similar prize every three years thereafter, by the Chicago Trust Company. No restrictions are made as to the eligibility of the contestants. The winners will receive $1,000 and $200 respectively. The prizes are to be presented annually for briefier studies, not exceeding 20,000 words, are also announced. This contest is limited to bank employees, and to undergraduate students of economics, business, finance, or law.

The closing date each year is January 31.

When answering prize offers please mention Popular Mechanics Magazine

PURCHASING POWER OF CONSUMERS SUBJECT OF ESSAY CONTEST

Prizes of $1,500, $800, and $500 are announced by the Wallis-Thompson Company, of 542 Madison Ave., New York City, for the best essays on "A Statistical Index of the Purchasing Power of Consumers in the United States." It is hoped that the contestants will furnish additional help in developing a more accurate measurement of the purchasing power of consumers in this country.

The competition is open to all, the manuscripts may be of any length, and the closing date is Sept. 30, this year.

CIVILIAN ENGINEERING STUDENTS MAY CRUISE ON NAVAL VESSELS

The Navy Department, it is reported, has decided to offer to a limited number of leading universities and colleges, an opportunity to send two engineering students each to a cruising ship for a short time in the summer.

Commanding officers of the vessels will assign them to the ship's personnel, and then see that they are acquainted with the construction and operation of the machinery on board. It is expected that each student will have two weeks at sea.

DESIGN FOR SARAH BERNHARDT TABLET WANTED BY ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

For the best design of a memorial tablet to be placed on the tomb of Sarah Bernhardt, officials of the Orpheum Vaudeville Circuit, announce a prize of $500. Four other prizes, totaling $2,500, will also be given.

The sketches may be in ink or crayon, the idea rather than the execution important. Address J. J. Nash, manager of the Palace Music Hall, Chicago, Ill.

CONTESTS PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

Medals, Diplomas, and Money Awards: Announced August issue, 1921; awards offered by the Franklin Institute. The Franklin medal is for workers in technology; the Elliott-Cresson is for original research work; and the Nation's post office is for important development of previous discoveries and inventions. Each award consists of a gold medal with a diploma. There are also Certificates of Merit awarded for meritorious discoveries, and cash premiums for certain work in optics.

One Million Dollar Best Motor announced January issue, 1922; closes June 1, 1923; address, Aero Club of France, Paris.

Best Treatise Regarding Immortality: Prize $1,000; announced January issue, 1923; closes Dec. 1, 1923; address, Contest Editor, 2 West 47th Street, New York City.

Awards to Further Science of Electricity: Medals and prizes, amounting in all to about $20,000; announced February issue, 1923. For particulars address General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

For Best Work by American Chemist: An annual award of $500; announced February issue, 1923; address the Allied Chemical and Dye Corporation, New York City.

Names for Great Lakes Steamers: Two prizes of $50 each; announced February issue, 1923; suggested names must reach the company before the opening of navigation season in 1924; address the Detroit and Cleveland Navigation Company, Detroit, Mich.

For Best Studies in the Economic Field: Four prizes from $200 to $100; announced February issue, 1923; closes June 1, 1923; address, Prof. J. Laughlin, University of Chicago.

Maineport, Ore. Miami Beach, Fla., to Havana, Cuba: Prizes $10,000; announced March issue, 1923; write Miami Chamber of Commerce.

Essay on Economic Subject: Prize $1,500; announced March issue, 1923; the Simsoms economic Prize Contest, 470 Main St., Fitchburg, Massachusetts.
SCIENCE NOTES FOR DAILY USE

FOOD RESEARCH BUREAU EXPLAINS VIRTUES OF STALE BREAD

Most housewives know that the warming of stale bread when not too dry results in a freshening up of the loaf. The Food Research Bureau, in a report pointing out the wholesomeness of the stale loaf, explains that, in baking, much of the moisture in the bread is held by the starch which has gela-
tinized. As the loaf comes out of the oven, this starch remains solid throughout the bread, con-
tains all the moisture it can hold.

As the bread cools, the starch gives up some of the moisture, which is absorbed by the water constitu-
tents of the loaf, changing the crust from a brittle substance to one more pliable and soft, while the gluten of the crumb is given a toughness and firm-
ness which as fresh bread it did not have. This accounts both for the staleness and for the good results of again heating it.

Wholesale bakers lose millions of dollars yearly through agreeing to take back stale loaves. This raises the price to consumers. Bread a day old is as nutritious as when freshly baked, the bureau asserts.

SNEEZE GAS FOR USE IN ILLUMINATING GAS TO PREVENT SUICIDES

Introduction of a new sneeze-gas compound into illumination gas will prevent suicide by asphyxiation and deaths from accidental escape of gas in burners and stoves, was suggested recently by Gen. Arnold, head of the chemical-warfare service. Part of it in 10,000,000 of illuminating gas would be sufficient for the purpose, General Fries declared.

The gas might be made in any laboratory. The result of the suicide might be, he could not refrain from sneezing so long that he could carry out his suicidal intent. The gas would also serve as a warning of escaping gas from stoves and burners. When the illuminating gas is burning, the sneeze-producing element is consumed without any effect on the room's occupants.

TWO CHILDREN KILLED BY TOY BALLOONS

Two children have died recently as the result, one of a toy balloon being sucked down into the throat, and the other when a balloon burst in its mouth. The first case aroused the attention of the medical fraternity by reason of the fact that the balloon, lodged in the throat, became partially inflated by every breath drawn by the unfortunate child, result-

ing in its speedy suffocation. The second death occurred when the child had been selling of the vend-ers and stoves. When the illuminating gas is burning, the sneeze-producing element is consumed without any effect on the room's occupants.

PHYSICIAN BELIEVES RUSH OF AIR FROM BALLOON

In accordance with the editorial policy of this magazine never to accept compensation in any form for what appears in our reading pages, and also to avoid all appearance of doing so, we are engaged to omit the name of the manufacturer of the balloon in the present case. The fact was brought to the attention of the Bureau of Information, Popular Mechanics Maga-

zine, Chicago. [Editor.]
A telephone personality

In your face to face contacts with people, your appearance, your bearing and many other things help you to make the right impression. But in your telephone contacts there is only one thing by which you can be judged—your speech.

An effective telephone personality is to-day a business and social asset. Everybody appreciates the person who speaks distinctly and pleasantly, neither too fast nor too slow, with a clear enunciation of each word, with lips facing the mouthpiece and speaking into it. In business, this is the telephone personality which induces favorable action on the part of the listener. To the salesman it may mean the difference between an order and no order; between an interview granted and an interview refused.

Curiously enough, people who are careful to make themselves effectively heard and understood face to face, often disregard the need for effectiveness in their telephone speech. Perhaps they shout, perhaps they mumble, perhaps they hold the mouthpiece far from their lips. And frequently they never realize that their carelessness has defeated the purpose of their talk.

The Bell System maintains for telephone users the best facilities that science, modern equipment, skilled operation and careful management can bring to telephone speech. But these facilities can be fully effective only when they are properly used.

"Bell System"
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies
One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed toward Better Service
HANES GUARANTEE

We guarantee Hanes Underwear absolutely — every thread, stitch and button. We guarantee to return your money or give you a new garment if any seam breaks.

5 Big HANES Features

1. Hanes large, roomy armholes taped instead of turned under. Can't curl or rip—but a friction-free surface that really wears.

2. Hanes webbing belt guaranteed 2-thread elastic webbing instead of single thread, gives more elasticity and greater strength. Specially sewed to prevent tears and rips.

3. Hanes closed crotch is cut and stitched in a special way that really keeps it closed. That means added hot-weather comfort.

4. Hanes crotch lap buttons sewed on the seam. Won't come off. 4 thicknesses of material instead of customary 2. No patch used.

5. Hanes wide, full-length knees cut so as to give greatest freedom without binding or creeping up the leg.

"HANES" is a hit in athletic unions!

Talk about summer underwear—climb into "Hanes" at $1.00 and get the biggest athletic union suit value you ever had handed out! Every garment is backed by the nationally known "Hanes" guarantee.

From the quality of the long-wearing nainsook, right down to the last stitch, you've got comfort and workmanship and service that never before have been sold for one lone dollar bill!

Put "Hanes" in comparison for generous full size; for reinforced strain-points; for extra-strength-elastic webbing; for buttons sewed to stay on; for buttonholes that last the life of the garment! Compare "Hanes," we tell you, and know what you buy for $1.00!

"Hanes" is also made for little fellows from 2 to 16 years, in sizes 20 to 34.

If your dealer can't fit you with "Hanes" Underwear, write us immediately.

P. H. HANES KNITTING CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.
New York Office, 366 Broadway

Next Winter You'll Want to Wear Hanes Winter Underwear
See the New Corona today!

It is the newest development in typewriters—a complete office typewriter in portable form—with every modern improvement, yet so inexpensive that every home can own one. Note these three points of superiority!

Speed: The Standard Portable Keyboard, with right and left shift keys, cannot be surpassed for simplicity and swiftness of operation.

Convenience: Automatic Ribbon Reverse, Two Color Ribbon, Extra Wide Carriage (10 inch), complete visibility of writing—everything you would expect in a big, heavy machine. Foreign language or technical keyboards at no extra cost.

Strength: Corona is built to stand rough usage—Coronas have been dropped from every kind of conveyance, including an airplane, yet there is no record of a Corona frame ever having been broken! Corona is the only portable whose sturdiness has been tested by 16 years of use. More Coronas are in use than all other makes of portables combined.


CORONA TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Inc.
108 Main St.
Groton, N. Y.
21 Jewel Santa Fe Special
Sent on Approval

Without one penny of advance payment let us place in your hands to see, to examine, to inspect, to admire, to approve a real masterpiece in watch creation.

Our determination to this year double our sales of the world famous Santa Fe Special and Bunn Special Watches prompts this matchless offer.

While other watch dealers are raising their prices, asking you for larger monthly payments, and making payment terms harder for you to meet, we are offering you our new model Santa Fe Special, no advance in price, no money down, easier terms and smaller monthly payments. WE realize the war is over and in order to double our business we MUST give you pre-war inducements, better prices, easier terms, and smaller payments.

Page Twelve of Our Watch Book is of Special Interest to You!

Ask for our Watch Book free—then select the watch you would like to see, either the famous Santa Fe Special or the 6-position Bunn Special, and let us explain our easy payment plan and send the watch, express prepaid, for you to examine. No money down.

SANTA FE WATCH CO.
66 Thomas Bldg. Topeka, Kans.

REMEMBER—No money down
easy payments buys a master timepiece—a 21 Jewel guaranteed for a lifetime at about half the price you pay for a similar watch of other makes. No money down. A wonderful offer.

No Money Down
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
OUR GREAT WATCH OFFER

SANTA FE WATCH CO.
66 Thomas Bldg., Topeka, Kans.

Please send prepaid and without obligation your Watch Book free, explaining your "No Money Down" Offer on this Santa Fe Special Watch.

Name..................................................................

Address.................................................................
Since 1882 when L. S. Starrett first introduced a line of tempered steel rules, machinists and mechanics have always looked to Starrett for the latest and best improvements in rules and mechanical tools. You will find some thirty of the newest Starrett Tools fully described in the new Revised Supplement and Catalog No. 22 AP. Write for it—we will mail you a copy promptly at our expense.

Here's the Rule you've been waiting for

The Stainless Steel Rule perfected by the L. S. Starrett Company represents a real achievement in fine tool making.

STAINLESS—it is made from the highest grade of non-rusting and non-staining steel.

HARDENED AND TEMPERED—the rule is light and vastly superior in point of wear to any soft steel rule.

GRADUATED—with the same fine accuracy that has distinguished all Starrett Steel Rules for more than forty years.

In short—the rule you've been waiting for. Ask for it at any good hardware store. STARRETT STAINLESS STEEL RULE No. 1000.

In two sizes—6 inch and 12 inch. Each graduated 8ths and 16ths on one side—32nds and 64ths on the other.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.
The World's Greatest Toolmakers
Manufactures of Hacksaws Unexcelled
ATHOL, MASS.

Use Starrett Tools
ONLY
$3
DOWN
and you
keep this
typewriter

DIRECT
to you
from our
Factory
Big Saving
In Price

Yes, we will ship you this
Genuine Underwood
Rebuilt in our own factory just like new for
ONLY $3 down—NOT ONE CENT MORE
Until you have tried the machine 10 full days at our expense

Write Right Now
and learn how it is possible for us to ship you this Underwood Typewriter upon our free trial plan and our direct-to-you money saving methods. Get the full details now—just sign the coupon and mail today. Get all the facts—then decide.

No Obligation
—to buy. You don’t have to order. Just sign the coupon, send it to us and we will mail you our big cata-

gog absolutely free. You will be amazed at the liberality of our offer, the beauty and

efficiency of our typewriter.

Send the
Coupon
Today
10 Days’
Free Trial
You

You have ten full days in which to try the typewriter before deciding whether you want to keep it. Give it every test—see for yourself—make the Underwood prove its worth to you. Don’t take our word for it—but put the Underwood before you and see if you don’t think it the greatest typewriter bargain ever offered.

This is the genuine Underwood Typewriter. We offer you the same three models of the Underwood Typewriter being made and sold by the manufacturers today. Standard 4-row single shift keyboard. Absolutely visible writing—the full line of typewriting is visible at all times. All the improvements and attachments that any high grade typewriter ought to have.

Big Saving to You
Our plan of selling to you direct makes possible enormous savings, which are all for your benefit. Send in the coupon and we will send you prepaid our big catalog, including “A Trip Through Our Factory.” This shows how the Shipman-Ward Rebuilt Underwood is the best that can be produced at our Special Price.

Big Book FREE
Our big handsomely illustrated catalog will be sent free on request. It tells you all about the advantages of owning a STANDARD SIZE UNDERWOOD; how and why this machine will last for years, saving many dollars not only in the purchase price but in its operation.

Send in the coupon and let us send you this beautifully illustrated book FREE without any obligation whatever.

“Typewriter Emporium”
A-212 Shipman Bldg.
Montrose and Ravenswood Aves., Chicago

FREE TRIAL COUPON
SHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO. A-212 Shipman Bldg., Chicago

Please send me FREE, all charges fully prepaid, your big NEW catalog of UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITERS and complete details of your FREE TRIAL Offer.

It is understood that I am under no obligation whatever and that this is to be sent without one cent of cost to me.

Name: ........................................
Street: ............................... City: ...................................
State: ...........................
Send for this booklet on—NEW TOOLS
by
BROWN & SHARPE

The New Tools described in this booklet are designed with typical Brown & Sharpe skill to meet certain present-day requirements of every mechanic and shop owner.

Such up-to-date tools as a single micrometer measuring from 2" to 6", a complete line of Micrometers covering a range from 0 to 24", and a 6" rule of Stainless Steel are a few of the New Tools this booklet describes.

These New Tools are direct helps toward better workmanship—they will benefit every man or shop which uses them.

Learn about these helpful tools—write for this booklet today.

With the booklet we shall be glad to send our No. 28 Small Tool Catalog if requested.

BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

BROWN & SHARPE TOOLS

THIS WONDERFUL INVENTION
transforms any ordinary gas stove into a gas stove. OXO-GAS is made from kerosene and air. Cheaper, cleaner and more efficient than coal. Responsible distributors wanted.

Gloria Light Co.
114 N. May St. Chicago, Ill.

Strops ANY Safety Razor Blade Perfectly
100 SHAVES PER BLADE

Tompson Stroppe Sales Company
Dept. 1275 Kansas City, Mo.

Beautiful HOUSES $900
and BUNGALOWS
CAN BE BUILT FOR ANY UP
This and many others in my new book, Building Plans for Modern Homes, will save you hundreds of dollars. One of the most complete and comprehensive books of plans every published. New selection of color plates. Miscellaneous sections include formulas for making fertilizers, baking powder, soaps, etc. Beautifully illustrated with photographs of bungalows, colonial homes, etc., costing from $900 up; given sizes and cost to build.

Frederick H. Gowing
Architect
101 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

HAWAIIAN IMP. DIAMONS

The Greatest Discovery the World Has Ever Known. Just to advertise these I'm giving away thousands of money prizes. 1.50 C.O.D. Prize No. 1. 50 cents spent will reduce the value of the ring. Prize No. 2. 50c and a ring given away. Money refunded if you can tell it from a genuine diamond. Great time of sales.

Krauth & Reed
Dept. 5 Kansas Temple Chicago
Special price $2.98

H. F. H. No. 8111
Special price $2.98
$5.00
2000 Ohms

$5.50
3000 Ohms

You are taking no chances when you use Murdock Headphones with your Radio Receiving Set. Experts have used them for over 17 years.

And Murdock prices are so reasonable that every Radio enthusiast can afford them.

Get a pair from your dealer. Also ask him to show you the new Murdock $5 Loudspeaker. If he doesn’t have them send direct.

WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY
General Offices and Factory
349 Washington Ave., Chelsea, Mass.

Sales Offices:
New York  Chicago  San Francisco
Los Angeles  Seattle

MURDOCK
Radio
STANDARD APPARATUS SINCE 1904

"Comin’ in great!"
Tune up a SIGNAL Radio Set, and that’s what you’ll say. SIGNAL’S been making wireless apparatus over thirty years — that’s why.
Send for Catalog.

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
1910 Broadway  Menomonee, Mich.

RADIO BLUEPRINTS

Blue Print Design of Radio Receiver
guaranteed range 1,000, 3,000 miles, using dry cell...

Blue Print Two Stage Amplifier
for above outfit.

Blue Print of Radio Frequency Amplifier
for above.

Guaranteed 1,000 Ohm Phone Receiver
Postpaid ...........................................

Guaranteed Bakelite Couplers, Green Silk
Prepaid .....................................

Send 10c for our complete Catalog. Agents Wanted. Liberal Commissions.

BADGER RADIO CO., 497 E. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

FREE Radio Catalog

Our big stock of standard makes of radio sets, parts and supplies enables us to make prompt shipment from stock. Play safe — buy standard equipment from a reliable house. No cut price material.

Send $5.00 for Murdock Complete Loud Speaker, 70c for "A" Battery Switch, 80c for pair Rubber Ear Muffs.

JULIUS ANDRAE & SONS CO.
In business since 1900
116 Michigan St.  Milwaukee, Wis.
The only vise removable from base for continuous work

The "Yankee" Vise means more speed—greater accuracy. You don't have to remove work from vise until entire job is completed.

When you carry work from bench to drill press, to milling machine, and so on, simply lift vise, work and all, off base. A "Yankee" vise always assures perfect alignment; bottom, sides and ends are machined true.

Quickly released from base by turning set screw. Locks in any desired position by cam-throw lever at side. Hardened steel block, with V-shaped grooves, holds round or irregular work.

Some other "YANKEE" Tools
- Spiral Screw-drivers
- Quick-Return Spiral Screw-drivers
- Ratchet Screw-drivers
- Ratchet Hand Drills
- Ratchet Bench Drills
- Ratchet Chain Drills
- Automatic Push Drills
- Ratchet Tap Wrenches

Dealers everywhere sell "YANKEE" Tools

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

"YANKEE" TOOLS
Make Better Mechanics

Helpful Tool Book Mailed Free

Illustrates and describes all the ingenious "Yankee" tools for saving time and labor in drilling and tapping in metal, boring in wood, and driving or drawing screws.

Send Postal Today.

California Bungalow Books

H&H PRODUCTS
HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.
546 Van Buren St.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Automatic Rapid Electric FIRELESS COOKER
Gives every facility of electric range plus every advantage of fireless cooker at less cost than a good oil stove.

NEW INVENTION REVOLUTIONIZES COOKING
Saves 50% to 75% fuel cost

Bakes, roasts, boils, stews, fries, toasts. Needs no watching. Shuts electricity off automatically. Attaches to any electric socket. No special wiring. Write for FREE Hon e Science Cook Book, 30-day FREE trial offer and direct factory price.

WM. CAMPBELL CO., Dept. 66, Detroit, Mich., Georgetown, Ont.
Different from all others—the NEW BENJAMIN AIR RIFLE

Made on a different principle from all other Air-Rifles. The Benjamin is really a strong air-pump used to compress the air in the air-chamber to any degree of power desired. From one to six strokes of the pump give all the force necessary. Each additional stroke gives increased power. The Benjamin works on the same principle as all air-drills and air-hammers—with this difference: You control the shooting force as you desire. Look at this block of hard wood. It shows how Benjamin power is regulated as you wish.

You can't have accidents with a Benjamin. It's safe, always, because you control the power. The Benjamin never loses shooting force, and has no springs to get out of order or shake your aim. Write us for an interesting folder about our beautiful air-guns.

If your dealer doesn't have them, send him this coupon to let him know you want them.

Ask your dealer for demonstration.

PRICE $5 POSTPAID
BENJAMIN AIR-RIFLE & MFG.
CO., 415 N. Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

Clear-Tone FOR
PIMPLES

Your skin can be quickly cleared of Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the face or body, Enlarged Pores, Oil for Shiny Skin. $1.000.00 Cash says I can clear your skin of the above blemishes. WRITE TODAY for my FREE Booklet—"A Clear-Tone Skin"—telling how I cured myself after being afflicted for fifteen years.

E.S. GIVENS, 123 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Great NEW Invention for Seekers of Health—Power—Beauty

Revitalize yourself! Bring back energy. Be wholly alive. Eco Health Generator aids you to leave the lethargy and hopelessness of bad health behind forever. Yours for 10 days free trial.

FREE Trial

Write for Free Book

Write for free book that tells all about this great instrument that gives you Electricity. Victor Generator aids you to leave the lethargy and hopelessness of bad health behind forever. Find out how you can have the Eco for 10 days free trial. Write today.

Lindstrom & Company
462 N. Wells Street, Dept. A125
Chicago

21 Jewel Burlington

Adjusted to the Second
21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels
Adjusted to Temperature
25 Year Gold Strata Case
Adjusted to Isochronism
Your Choice of Dials
Adjusted to Positions
New Ideas in Thin Cases

Only $100 Down

Only One Dollar Down will buy this masterpiece of watch manufacture. The balance you are allowed to pay in small, easy, monthly payments. The Burlington—a 21-Jewel Watch—is sold to you at a price much lower than that of other high-grade watches. Besides, you have the selection of the finest thin model designs and latest styles in watch cases. Don’t delay! Write for the FREE Watch Book and our SPECIAL OFFER today.

Write While This Special Offer Lasts

Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending this coupon.

Find out about this great special offer which is being made for only a limited time. You will know a great deal more about watch buying when you read this book. You will be able to "steer clear" of the over-priced watches which are no better. Remember, the Burlington is sent to you for only One Dollar down, balance in small monthly payments. Send the coupon for watch book and our special offer TODAY! Do not delay one minute!

Burlington Watch Company
Dept. A-135 19th St. & Marshall Blvd., Chicago
Canadian Address: 62 Albert St., Winnipeg, Manitoba

Please send me [without obligations and prepaid] your free book on watches with full explanation of your $1.00 down offer on the Burlington Watch.

Name _______________________
Address ___________________
Start A Profitable Business for Yourself—and make MONEY right away

KINGERY POP CORN POPPERS AND PEANUT ROASTERS often prove a gold mine for the ambitious person. The investment is small—practically no attention is required to machines while in operation—little expense for stock or power—and profits BIG; 314¢ on every 5¢ sale or 84¢ on every 10¢ purchase.

KINGERY MACHINES are complete in every way. They turn out the buttered popcorn and hot roasted peanuts with little effort on your part.

VERY LITTLE SPACE IS REQUIRED—for KINGERY POP CORN POPPERS AND PEANUT ROASTERS can sit in practically any space.

Everybody—young or old—rich or poor—every person is a possible customer.

James Klipwicz, P. O. Box 56, Waynesburg, Pa.; writes: "Since I got your machine, in 15 days I have made $227.55."

INVESTIGATE TODAY
WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG showing a model for every purpose at a price for every purse.

Dept. PM
KINGERY MFG. CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Wrestling Book FREE

Learn to be an expert wrestler. Know scientific wrestling, self-defense, and judo. Develop a splendid physique, and make yourself a credit to your school and your home. A splendid free book. Learn all the arts and crafts. Use this wonderful offer now. Send for free book today, mailing your age.

Frank Gotch and Farmer Burns offer you a wonderful opportunity. Wrestling is easily and quickly learned at home for men and boys. Write for splendid free book. Learn all the arts and crafts. Use this wonderful offer now. Send for free book today, mailing your age.

Farmers School of Wrestling, 2177 Ransome Blk., Omaha, Neb.

$1.00 Mysterious Charm

Latest fad—keeps everybody guessing—IF YOU ARE A MARINER—you should carry a Mysterious Charm. Send 10¢—immediately re turned. WRITE FOR CATALOG.

AGENTS 500% PROFIT

$60 - $200 per week. Free samples GOLD SIGN LETTERS for store and office windows. Anyone can put them on. Big demand everywhere. Liberal offer to general agents.

METALLIC LETTER CO., 4338 N. Clark, Chicago

Those who wear them say:
ERICKSON LEGS are Wonderful
because they do not chafe, overheat or draw end of stump.

Established 1883

If you have had a recent amortization send for new booklet on TEST LEGS for beginners.

E. H. ERICKSON CO.
38-A Washington Av. N.
MINNEAPOLIS • MINN.
**$2 Brings This Genuine DIAMOND RING**

Set in Platinum

Seven brilliant steel blue genuine diamond are massed in setting of solid platinum so that only close inspection will distinguish it from a platinum valued at $20.00. Shank of ring is 18 K. white gold, in latest design. Price only $17.25—pay balance $5.50 a month for ten months.

10 Days' Free Trial

Simply send $2—if not satisfactory at the end of ten days, your deposit will be refunded to you. Can be supplied in gentleman’s mounting without extra charge.

---

**Whittemore's Shoe Polishes**

**How to Select Safe Bonds**

Every investor wishing to learn about bonds of absolute safety yet paying an attractive yield (ranging as high as 7%) should write at once for this book, which will be sent for the asking. It has been prepared by George M. Forman & Company.

**YOUR COPY NOW READY**

In every banking house the name of George M. Forman & Company has always been associated with sound investments and an attractive yield. Just a moment in a letter will bring your copy of our interesting book, "How to Select Safe Bonds."

**GEORGE M. FORMAN & COMPANY, Dept. 446**

**102 W. Monroe St., Chicago, III.**

"20 Years Without Loss to a Customer!"

---

**AGENTS: 90c an Hour**

Introduce "Soderene." A new wonder. A pure solder in paste form. Works like magic. Stops all leaks. For mending water buckets, cooking utensils, milk pails, water tanks, tin roofs, everything including granite ware, agate ware, tin, iron, copper, zinc, etc.

**QUICK SALES, NICE PROFIT**


**HOME LOVERS' BARGAIN BOOK FREE**

**SHOWING OVER 10,000 FURNITURE BARGAINS**

All selections listed free for a month. Take a year to pay if satisfied, paying by little by little almost as you please.

**SPIEGEL, MAYER, STEIN CO., 1158 W. 35th St., Chicago**

---

**Absorbine Jr.**

THE ANTISEPTIC LINIMENT

---

**Free "Rovalton" Pearls**

We are giving away a 16-inch strand of genuine "Rovalton," Pearls listed with a solid gold chain ABSOLUTELY FREE to get you started as a customer.

**Free Book of Gems**

Most complete jewelry catalog ever issued of Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry—latest designs at lowest prices.

10 Months to Pay on Everything from our Two Million Dollar Stock

**Address Dept. 279**

**ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH CO.**

**35 Maiden Lane - New York**
DIAMONDS-WATCHES ON CREDIT

Loftis Perfection Diamond Ring
Blue white, perfect cut Diamond
The Ring is 14 K. Gold
$50
Order at $37, $109, $135 up.

Loftis Solitaire Diamond Cluster Ring
Blue white, perfect cut Diamonds set in 14 K. Gold
$100
Order at $85, $125, $159 up.

GENUINE DIAMOND RINGS FOR GIFTS

We import Diamonds direct from European markets and sell direct to you by mail. Our immense buying power is a great saving to you. Customers testify to Loftis values. Our long years of service to the public is our Guarantee of satisfaction and the safeguard of your interests.

Send for Catalog

There are over 2,500 Illustrations. Select as many articles as you wish and have all charged in one account. Send a deposit or order your Free Examination Catalog explaining everything, LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED.

17-JEWEL ELGIN
No. 18
Green Gold, new. $125
No. 16 White Watch, 18 K. Gold, $75
No. 16 White Watch, Gold, $20
GUARANTEED
35 years, 12 Credit Terms on all articles. One-fifth the balance deposited in equal payments. Amount within six months. Send for Catalog.

LOFTIS
BROS. & CO., 1550
108 N. State Street, Chicago, Ill.
Stores in Leading Cities

Make the Parts You Need on a MONARCH Jr. Lathe

Metal or wood parts needed in your experiments, on your invention, or on your automobile can be made on a MONARCH Jr. Lathe. This 9" Engine Lathe is fully equipped—semi-quick change gear and automatic safety devices. Does any small work with 11000 accuracy. 3 in. Turnbar
1/4 ft. bed—
with Beach Legs—
$245

Also built up to 5-foot bed lengths and up to 11-inch swing—at slightly higher price. SEND for Free Catalog of MONARCH Lathes which are built up to 30" swing.

THE MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CO.
400 Oak Street
SIDNEY, OHIO

“LITEWATE JUNIOR” DRUM OUTFIT

for Home Orchestra
School Orchestra
Dance or Theatre Orchestra
only
$48.00
8.60 Down
$5.00 Monthly

Outfit contains one Lyon & Healy Professional Bass Drum; one Lyon & Healy Professional Snare Drum; Ludwig Pedal; Snare Drum Stand; Pedal Cymbal and Holder; Crash Cymbal and Holder; Tone Block; Pair of fine Sticks.

BIGGEST value in a complete outfit ever offered! It takes only practice to make you a Drummer — START NOW! You can practice with Player Piano or Phonograph and progress rapidly; soon give HOME DANCES; and in a couple of months be ready to step into the school or regular orchestra—and earn money during the time you care to. Send for details or remit first payment, and we will ship outfit as usual! For sale by your Local Merchant.
LYON & HEALY, 73-73 Jackson Blvd., Chicago

LATHES

9 to 18-inch Swing
List price $165 and up according to size. When ready to buy send for Lathe Catalog and prices.
W. F. & John Barnes Co.
106 Ruby Street, ROCKFORD, Ill.

I raise the well known quality of CRESCENT machines that justifies you in selecting one of them each time you have need for wood, or a lathe. The CRESCENT line is better than ever and will always give you satisfaction. Printed Catalog and illustrated book free.

RAISE BELGIAN HARES

Bird PROBITY, 400.$5.00 500.$10.00
Also Carrots, Minks, Sables, Foxes, Minkers, Etc. Fully raised anywhere. CRESCENT Lathe Catalog and Free Book! Creasing Machines, Rabbit Wines, Rabbit Planters, Rabbit Weaving, Rabbit Printing, rabbit Coat, rabbit Vest, rabbit Cloth, rabbit blanket, rabbit Felt, rabbit Fur, rabbit Wool, rabbit Web, rabbit Fur, Universal wood work, Universal wood work.

THE CRESCENT MACHINE CO., 63 Columbus Street, Lebanon, Ohio

SQUAB BOOK FREE

Squabs are selling at the highest prices ever known. Breed them and make money. Write at once for free book. Box 625.
Frampton Rock Seed Co., 634 Howard St., North Highlands, Mass.

South Bend Lathes

SCREW CUTTING ENGINE LATHES

Standard Change Gear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9&quot; x 3' Lathe</td>
<td>$211.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11&quot; x 4' Lathe</td>
<td>$248.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13&quot; x 5' Lathe</td>
<td>$304.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15&quot; x 6' Lathe</td>
<td>$376.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16&quot; x 8' Lathe</td>
<td>$452.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18&quot; x 10' Lathe</td>
<td>$656.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21&quot; x 12' Lathe</td>
<td>$933.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 14' Lathe</td>
<td>$1254.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quick Change Gear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9&quot; x 3' Lathe</td>
<td>$241.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11&quot; x 4' Lathe</td>
<td>$286.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13&quot; x 5' Lathe</td>
<td>$354.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15&quot; x 6' Lathe</td>
<td>$431.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16&quot; x 8' Lathe</td>
<td>$512.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18&quot; x 10' Lathe</td>
<td>$721.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21&quot; x 12' Lathe</td>
<td>$1018.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 14' Lathe</td>
<td>$1353.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Catalog No. 79 sent free to any address

SOUTH BEND LATHE WORKS

625 E. Madison Street
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Copyrighted material
Fix it with BERNARD PLIERS

There are Dozens of Places

on your car, motorcycle or bicycle where Bernards can nose in and grip and cut better than any other tool. Compound leverage, parallel jaws, and outside cutting blades make Bernards the all around tool for men who appreciate the real thing. At good Hardware Stores. Booklet "P" Free on Request.

ATKINS METAL CUTTING SAWS

Use Atkins “Non-Breakable” Hack Saw Blades

"Best Hack Saw Blade I Ever Used"

That's what you'll say if you'll put an Atkins “Non-Breakable” Blade in your hack saw frame. You can cut faster and easier, and avoid losses due to blade breakage.

These blades are made of specially selected steel and tempered by an exclusive gas and oil process which gives them a harder, keener cutting edge and a tougher, more flexible back.

Tell us what metal you cut, enclose ten cents, and we'll send you a sample blade.

When you need any saw for cutting wood or metal—there's an Atkins product that will save time, money and labor. Write for free booklets on the saws you require.

Get This Book Sent You FREE

A 32-page book that's full of practical suggestions on metal cutting, and general shop information. Every man who buys or uses saws will find it helpful. Just write your name and address on the margin of this page and mail it to us—NOW. E.C. ATKINS & CO., Inc. Dept. F Indianapolis, Ind. Makers of "Silver Steel" Saws and Tools

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
"Red Devil" Pliers—made in 100 styles—one for every need. Known and used the world over. Style 1024—6½ inch shown above. $1.00.

Red Devil Auger Bit

The Harder the Wood The Faster It Cuts

THE "Red Devil" cuts twice as fast as ordinary auger bits. You don't have to push the "Red Devil" Bit to make it go through a piece of oak as quickly as an ordinary bit will cut into soft pine.

The special construction of the worm makes the bit take hold quickly and strongly. It pushes itself into the wood in tractor fashion.

The "Red Devil" Auger Bit saves time because it cuts fast—won't clog—bores straight and true with or against the grain of any wood.

"Red Devil" Auger Bit No. 2400—made in 20 sizes, from 3/16 to 24/16ths. On sale at all good hardware dealers'. If not in stock, send dealer's name and 75c for a sample bit, size 10/16ths.

The "Red Devil" mechanism's tool booklet will help you select the tools best suited for your particular purpose—send for it—it's free.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO., Inc.
Manufacturers of "Red Devil" Tools
260 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

"Red Devil" Glass Cutters—the glazier's standard tools of the world. "It's all in the wheel." Made in 40 styles. No. 024 shown below, 20c.

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
OSTER
BULL-DOG
DIE-STOCKS

Send for folder describing the pipe threading tools with the 5 Big Features—Oster Bull-Dog Die-Stocks.

THE OSTER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2100 E. 61st Place
Cleveland, O.

GEARS ALL KINDS
SMALL
The most accurate made and prices reasonable. We carry a complete line of gears in stock for immediate shipment. Can also quote on special gears of all kinds. Send us your inquiries. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

CHICAGO STOCK GEAR WORKS
105-109 S. Jefferson St., CHICAGO

REMINGTON
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Dealers and Branches Everywhere

$1 Brings This Genuine DIAMOND

Blue white, perfect cut, genuine diamond, 18 kt. white gold, hand engraved and pierced mounting. Rare beauty. Only $32.50

Easy for you to own this beautiful ring or give it as a present. Simply send $1. Examine ring on arrival. If you don't agree it is an amazing bursale, your deposit will be returned. If you keep it, pay postman only $1 and send $1 a week until $32.50 is paid. Guarantee Diamond Bond with each ring. See Diamond Bond with each ring. FREE Jewelry, $10 to $1,000. All on long credit. Wonderful value.

BAER BROS. CO.
6 MAIDEN LANE - NEW YORK

STANLEY
TOOL ASSORTMENTS

There's nothing like having a "hobby" when it leads to worthwhile results. The use of Tools gives you that mental rest so necessary after hours of hard study. The Training, of doing any job you tackle well, is admirable discipline. The use of Good Tools is bound to make a good craftsman.

STANLEY
Tool Assortments

The same tools that carpenters have used for years are now sold in Cabinets, Chests and Boxes.

No. 904 Cabinet is shown below. Ask any hardware merchant to show you this cabinet, or write for Folder "9-F" illustrating many Stanley Tool Assortments.

The Stanley Rule & Level Plant
THE STANLEY WORKS
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
New York Chicago San Francisco
Los Angeles Seattle

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
Summertime coming

**fishing — swimming — tramping — shooting**

A Stevens .22 rifle will do a lot to make your vacation a success. For a Stevens rifle does a man's work.

That's the only kind of rifle you can have any fun with—one that shoots straight and can stand a little rough handling.

And a Stevens stands at the top when it comes to accuracy and endurance. When a Stevens barrel is bored or drilled, the final cutting removes less than one-half of a thousandth of an inch. Slow work—but it gives lasting accuracy.

And the same painstaking care is given to every detail—to getting a handsome finish; to striking just the right balance. Once you get the feel of a Stevens, you'll hate to lay it down.

The finish put on Stevens rifles and shotguns is exceptionally fine. From buttplate to muzzle nothing has been left undone to make every Stevens firearm thoroughly good looking and durable.

Finally—the prices. Little short of amazing are the Stevens prices. You can't do better.

Ask at your dealer's or write for the interesting catalog describing the Stevens complete line of rifles and shotguns.

J. STEVENS ARMS COMPANY
Dept. 566 Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Owned and operated by the Savage Arms Corporation.

---

**Summer Home in Maine**

A gentleman's estate of 175 acres on the Maine coast, with frontage on a lake 9 miles long; master's house; large bungalow; caretaker's house; large garage; barns; private electric light and inexhaustible water works, and every modern improvement. Forty acres very large trees. Golf and yacht clubs only a few minutes away; good markets in the town.

The scenery of mountains, lake and ocean is pronounced one of the best five in New England. House and bungalow both completely furnished; steam heat.

Place will be sold at a great bargain as owner can no longer use it.

Address OWNER
206 East Ontario Street CHICAGO, ILL.

---

**$3 Cash Buys Typewriter**

Balance Only $5 Monthly
Save 35 to 60% on all standard makes—Underwood, Royal, Remington, etc., every machine thoroughly rebuilt and GUARANTEED. Try five days at our expense before you buy.

WRITE at once for Free Descriptive Circular and Special Low Prices.

WYNN TYPETRITER EXCHANGE 11 Balance Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

**NOW TIME TO START**

BIG DEMAND. HIGH PRICES BEING PAID

**SEND NO MONEY**

2 GENUINE DIAMONDS + 100 Each

Solid Gold
$25

14 kt. White Gold Top. Gold Emblem Inlaid in Genuine

Hope Ruby

Can be had in all initialed (Old English); also in all lodge emblems, including American Legion. Send size of finger and ring will be sent for inspection.

Dept. P-5, Bristow Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
STOP Paying the Penalty
OF HIGH PRICED LAND

Whether you are a tenant farmer, longing to own a farm home of your own, or a farm owner handicapped by a need of more land or capital, you are fighting with the odds all against you. The high-priced lands around you will forever hold you down—for those fine producing acres are not going to be given away. The conditions that have held you back are changed. The Canadian Pacific Railway now offers you a farm home on a long term plan of easy payments that is remarkable. But you must act now!

All you have to pay down is ten per cent of the purchase price, balance in nineteen annual installments with interest at six per cent. But, if you purchase under settlement conditions, which require occupation and reasonable improvements, there is no further payment of principal until the end of the fourth year, and besides this interest for the first two years will be only two per cent per annum, balance of interest at six per cent and the principal divided into sixteen equal annual payments. Taxes are moderate and there are no taxes on your livestock, buildings, improvements, implements, or personal effects. Good markets, modern schools, roads, churches, amusements, make farm life here desirable and attractive.

OWN YOUR OWN FARM IN WESTERN CANADA—This offer makes it EASY

Your Big Opportunity

Act now. You can still secure good farm lands in the rich open prairies or fertile park lands of the Lloydminster and Bathelford districts of Central Alberta and Saskatchewan, or in Manitoba for an average of about $18 an acre—the lowest prices at which good farm lands on the North American continent will ever be offered. This land is ideal for mixed farming as well as grain growing.

TWENTY YEARS TO PAY

—No taxes on Improvements

Be a Home-maker
Special Home-seekers Rates

Reduced railway fares for homeseekers make inspection easy. You can also secure free, illustrated pamphlets full of facts and government figures about land values, acreage yields, climate, Western Canad’s farm achievements of the past and its possibilities of future development, and setting out in detail plans of selling farms to settlers on easy payment terms.

M. E. Thornton, Supt. of Colonization
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
966 First St., E., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

A NEW WAY TO GET YOUR CLOTHES ABSOLUTELY FREE

and Make Big Money during your spare time—something different, better, bigger, more liberal than any offer ever made. Lower prices—better clothes—bigger cash profits—express or postage paid on everything.

DOUBLE PAY

Free Clothes and Cash Profits Besides, You can easily earn $10.00 cash, extra, every week during your spare time, taking orders for our made-to-measure clothes. We don’t ask you to use your cash profits for your own clothes, That’s not our way of doing business. Ours is a new and better plan.

FREE—Eight 1½ inch cloth samples—FREE entered Fashion Styles, Mail for Samples & Title. Ready to measure clothes. We don’t ask you to use your cash profits for your own clothes. That’s not our way of doing business. Ours is a new and better plan.

SPENCER MEAD CO., Dept. T-245, Chicago

Are You the Man?

Here is your opportunity to establish a business or increase your profits. We need men in every locality to maintain a selling and installing agency for the Sager Metal Weatherstrip. Not necessary to be a mechanic, but must be a good salesman. Sager Metal Weatherstrip reduces the coal bill ¾; therefore the demand is universal. It is easy to hire mechanics for installation.

We furnish prospects as well as advertising literature. It is an unusual opportunity—Are you the man?

ACT NOW—Write Today
Sager Metal Weatherstrip Company
160 W. Austin Ave., Chicago
Almost as Easy to Carry as a Pair of Oars

Makes a speedy power boat or pleasure launch of any boat or canoe. A boy or girl can handle it. The whole family enjoy it. 2 H.P. Twin Cylinder.

Weighs Only 35 Lbs.

15 to 20 pounds less than usual, yet guaranteed more durable. Has real carburetor, real magneto — no batteries to carry — spark and throttle control like auto. Instant reverse, self lifting and ten other valuable features. Write for Free Catalog folder today.

JOHNSON MOTOR COMPANY
904 Sample Street
SOUTH BEND, IND.

EASTERN OFFICE—120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

***WATER-BUG***

THE LIGHTEST, DURABLEST OUTBOARD MOTOR ON THE WATER.

Use Insyde Tyres

Positively prevent punctures and blow-outs. Give double tire mileage, same tire — old or new. Use over and over again. Old worn-out cans will give three to five thousand miles more service. Can be salvaged. Car owners save $50 a year. Over one hundred thousand satisfied customers. Low priced. Special representatives wanted.

AMERICAN ACCESSORIES CO., B-1378, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Drive 100 Tacks and Save $25.00

Ford Top Re-covering. 50c, 50c and 50c. Chevrolet, Dodge or Maxwell. $1.50. All other Buick, Nash, Paige, Pontiac, Ford, etc., 75c per dozen. $11.25 per 120. 2c per dozen. $11.25 per 120. 2c per dozen.

Send for samples and delivery at 10c each. Insyde Tyres give double mileage, same tire. Write for samples now. Send for samples now.

AMERICAN ACCESSORIES CO., B-1378, CINCINNATI, OHIO


dad! i can run her-

YOUR boy will be proud when he meets "Dad" for the first time with the new WATERFORD. Mother and the children will enjoy their summer this year if you provide them with this sturdy, reliable motor boat that they can run in absolute safety — over rocks, snags or in shallow water. Your week-end at the cottage will be a delight — you can reach the spot where they're fishing without foursome ear work.

Write today for the story of this wonderful boat "1900 Miles in Canadian Wilds."

DISAPPEARING PROPELLER BOAT CORPORATION
331 Robinson St.
North Tonawanda, N. Y.


caille liberty motor

pronounced "caill"

THE only rowboat motor that will drive your boat through weeds almost impassable — the only motor that will drive your boat well up on shore when landing — the only motor that rises over rocks and sunken logs while maintaining full power ahead — the only motor that can be attached to boat on shore when starting out. Provides plenty of power, is easily carried and has motorcycle control. No motor, regardless of price, can give you greater service. And a Caille Liberty Motor costs you but $75.00 complete. Why pay more? Send for catalog and name of nearest dealer.

THE CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
6215 S. 2nd Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan

$75.00

Ready to Run

AUTOMATIC TIMER

for Ford Cars — positively prevents all timer trouble — automatically gives proper spark for all speeds — does away with spark plug trouble — backfiring impossible — no more broken arms or ruined starting systems — saves gasoline, gives more power — easier starting — steadier pulling. Sold on money-back guarantee — every Ford owner will buy at 15.00. Agents wanted. Big profits.

AUTO SUN PRODUCTS CO., Dept. 47, Cincinnati, O.

MOTOR CYCLES

RELIABLE STANDARD MAKES that you can DEPEND on. Enjoy the glorious experience of going wherever you like — wherever you want. The price is within your means — $35 to $50 less than others. These machines are slightly used, thoroughly overhauled or rebuilt.

MYROW BROS.
256 Columbus Ave.
BOSTON, MASS.

MOTORCYCLE BARGAINS

Save 25% to 65% on slightly used and rebuilt Motorcycles, Side Cars, Johnson Motor Wheels, Evinrude Cycle, Bicycle. Send for Free Bargain Bulletin and Money Saving Message listing brands of Bargains to use, rebuild and new machines, supplies, accessories, etc.

MOTOR CYCLE CO.
Dept. 622 2204 W. Chicago Ave. CHICAGO

Only $45.00 For This Job Complete


Copyrighted material
Blue Sky and Silvery Water

WONDER days, when the sky is blue and the stream is calm, and you and she are idly drifting over the placid water.

The faintest dip of the blade keeps you moving. For an "Old Town" is the easiest canoe to paddle. The lightest canoe made—the steadiest, strongest and lowest priced, too! $54 up from dealer or factory. Every one is patterned after a real Indian model.

The free 1923 catalog shows all models in full colors. Write for one today.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.
1366 Middle St., Old Town, Maine, U. S. A.

MAKE OVER $800.00 MONTHLY

Owning and operating an Anderson Vulcanizer costs less than a dollar a day. We guarantee no other vulcanizer will properly cure as many tires daily as the Anderson. It will do $160 worth of work daily and will keep 8 men busy. You can run it ten hours daily, six days a week, for less than you can any other make, half a day. An Anderson School is near you.

ANDERSON STEAM Vulcanizer Co.
Popp-Williams Bldg. Indianapolis, Ind.

Catch Fish

Red, minnows, minnows and other for-bearing animals, in large numbers, with our new, Foldable Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in all sizes. Strong and durable. Write for Descriptive Price List, and our Free Booklet on boat bait known for attracting all kinds of fish.

J. P. GREGORY, Dept. 24, Lebanon, Mo.

In Strange Countries

You don’t need to know the ground if you pack one of the nine styles of Taylor Compasses—reliable guides that take you anywhere.

At your dealer’s—ask him for prices.

TAYLOR COMPASSES

3 H.P. Fast Light Twin
"As light as right"

Lightest per H. P. —with double the bearing surfaces

ALTHOUGH the ELTO is a light weight motor—the lightest outboard motor per horse-power—it is built around big bearings—bearings twice as big as those of all other motors in the light weight class. And the life of any motor is in the bearings!

A Full Extra H. P.

The ELTO has an Extra Horse-power—5 full H. P. It is the only 3 H.P. light weight motor. It is by far the fastest motor. And while it is light, it is only as “light as right” with not an ounce of useless weight. Ole Evinrude, while bringing the weight of his perfected light twin down to to easy portability, would not do so at the slightest sacrifice to safety, needed power or durability.

Instant Starting

Because there could be no relief from hard, stubborn and uncertain starting, without change of ignition. Ole Evinrude made the change. The ELTO starts on the first quarter turn under all conditions. No ropes or starting devices needed.

Safe Rudder Steering

—no possibility of dangerous pivot turning. No shaking steering handle. Tiller line steering from any part of the boat. Hands free except at turns.

Enlightening Information

Write us for ELTO Catalog—a book packed with interesting facts and illustrations which will show you how to judge outboard motor values.

Dealers and Demonstrating Agents—a fine proposition awaits you in open territory. Write today!

ELTO
Outboard Motor Co.
Dept. A A, Manufacturers Home Bldg.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
"Why Don't You Use VITALICS?"
"Mine are Six Years Old"

Boys tell us how their Vitalics resist punctures, and wear and wear for years. Stand the hard use that only boys know how to give tires. Their letters are the best evidence we have of Vitalic quality.

Such records of service and long lasting qualities are the kind of proofs that count most with buyers of tires.

And when such makers as Excelsior, Iver Johnson and others specify only Vitalics as standard equipment for their finest bicycles, is it any wonder that boys for years have preferred them.

For real endurance no tires equal Vitalics. "Tougher than Elephant Hide" is a slogan that thousands of boys have proven for themselves.

Whether it is on the new bicycle, or for the old—insist on Vitalics.

Continental Rubber Works
1944 Liberty Street  Erie, Pa.

VITALIC Bicycle Tires
"TOUGHER THAN ELEPHANT HIDE"

DELTA ELECTRIC BICYCLE LAMPS

Home from Work After Dark
With a Delta Electric Bicycle Lamp on your bike—you are protected from approaching automobiles, either front or rear, you can also see the road one hundred feet ahead. Ride in safety while others walk. Model 80 complies with all laws. Fits any bicycle instantly—under axle nut front left side.
Ask your dealer or sent prepaid for $2.25 complete (less battery).

DELA ELECTRIC COMPANY
100 Delta Block Marion, Indiana
Standard makers of Electric Lamps, Radio Handsets, Bicycle Lamps, and all kinds of Dry Batteries.

MARVEL-O
Will keep the enameled finish of your automobile bright as new. Contains no oily ingredient, bees wax, acids or harsh abrasive. Is unequalled. Send name of your accessory dealer and $1 for full size 16-oz. can.

MARVEL-O MFG. CO., San Diego, Calif.

You Can Save $35.00
Recover your old auto top frame yourself. Custom tailor made to fit any make and models of cars. Any person that can drive a car can put it on. Roof and quarter size sewed together, with rear curtains, fasteners, velts and tacks complete. Give name, year and model number of your car and we will send you catalog with samples.

LIBERTY TOP & TIRE CO., Dept. E-7, Cincinnati, 0.

Las-Stik
The White Tube Patch That never fails
This white tube patch adheres instantly because made of pure para rubber, that stretches with the tube and can't creep or tear out even if tube is over-inflated. You can patch a pinhole or a seventeen inch blowout and the joint will become stronger than the tube itself.

Complete outfits 50c and $1.00
LAS-STIK PATCH MFG. CO., Hamilton, Ohio
Try It In Your Own Home

You may now have any musical instrument for a week's trial in your home at our risk. No obligation to buy. Return the instrument at our expense at the end of a week if you decide not to keep it. The trial will not cost you a penny.

Convenient Monthly Payments

A few cents a day will pay. Special combination offers on complete musical outfits—velvet lined case, all accessories, self-instructor, etc.—everything you need at practically the cost of the instrument alone.

Send Coupon for New Catalog

Every known instrument illustrated, many in full color. Also prices, easy terms and free trial blank. Catalog absolutely free. Write today.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. A177
117 E. 4th St., Cincinnati — 250 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
120 W. 42nd St., New York — 259 Stockton St., San Francisco

Send me your new catalog illustrated in color with full details of Wurlitzer free trial and easy payment offer.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________

(If you point out the instrument you are specially interested in)

Steady Work in a fast growing business with Vanderpool Latest Improved Vulcanizer. Made in America.

Ask for Catalog
Vanderpool Co. Springfield, O.
F. H. DIBB, Agent for British Isles
26 Fairfield Rd.
Winchester, England

HANDS BADLY SOILED?
You can wash them clean quickly with
GIT HAND PASTE

$25 A DAY Selling Shirts
Large shirt manufacturer wants agents to sell complete line of shirts, pajamas, and night-shirts direct to wearers. Advertised brand—exclusive pattern—easy to sell. No experience or capital required. Entirely new proposition. Write for free samples.

Moffett Shirt Co., 503 Broadway, N. Y. C.

$4.00 Adding Machine
The Gibson Adder will do your figuring easily, quickly and with absolute accuracy. Capacity 100,000,000 or 1,000,000,000. It adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides and automatically carries from one column to the next. Made with aluminum case and steel operating parts, size 3½" x 9½" x 14". Written Two-Year Guarantee.

Catalogue Free. Price, postpaid, $4.00.
Your money back if you are not satisfied.

Gibson Slide Rule Co., Niles, Mich.

$1.50 UNION FUSE BLOCK
This small investment in a "Union" Fuse Block protects your Ford. In case of a grounded wire—often causing fire—a fuse blows instantly, preventing your wiring, and your Ford from burning up. Also puts an end to flickering lamps—binding posts bolted rigidly into fibre prevent that. Permits use of regular single-flament lamps for bright and dim lights.

CHICAGO FUSE MFG. CO.
1503 West 15th Street, Chicago, Ill.

SENT POST-
PAID FOR—$1.50
if not at your dealer's.
Money back if not satisfied.
Write for Booklet.
SPECIAL OFFER — Free Opinion as to Patentable Nature

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write for our blank form "Record of Invention." This should be signed and witnessed and if returned to us together with model or sketch and description of the invention, we will give our opinion as to its patentable nature.

Our Three Books Mailed FREE to Inventors

OUR ILLUSTRATED GUIDE BOOK

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Contains full instructions regarding Patents, Trade-Marks, Foreign Patents. Our Methods, Terms, and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and described; Articles on Patent Practice and Procedure, and Law Points for Inventors.

OUR TRADE-MARK BOOK
Shows the value and necessity of trade-mark protection and gives information regarding Trade-Marks and unfair competition in trade.

OUR FOREIGN PATENT BOOK
We have direct agencies in all foreign countries and secure foreign patents in the shortest possible time and at the lowest cost.

LIST OF PATENT BUYERS SENT FREE
IDEAS WANTED: Send for LIST OF PATENT BUYERS containing unsolicited letters from Manufacturers and others WISHING TO BUY meritorious patents. There is a great demand for NEEDED INVENTIONS. We endeavor to assist our clients in the commercial development of their inventions.

SPECIALIZATION—OUR STAFF
The field of invention is so vast that it is impossible for any one man to become an expert in all classes of invention. For this reason we employ a number of patent lawyers and mechanical experts selected for their special knowledge and ability in certain lines of invention.

THE VALUE OF YOUR PATENT
depends on the skill and care with which your case is prepared and prosecuted in the United States Patent Office. That every case receives our best efforts, and that our work is done skillfully and thoroughly, is evidenced by the many unsolicited letters of commendation that we receive constantly from our clients. We will furnish upon request lists of clients from any state in the Union for whom we have secured patents.

Our New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chicago and San Francisco Offices

We have established for the benefit of our clients Branch Offices in New York City, Philadelphia, Pa., Pittsburgh, Pa., Chicago, Ill., and San Francisco, Cal. These Branch offices located in these large commercial cities together with our Main Office located near the U. S. Patent Office, in Washington, enable us to more promptly handle the business of our clients, particularly as the branch offices are in constant touch with the Main Office.

Highest References — Prompt Attention — Reasonable Terms

NAME: ___________________________ ADDRESS: ___________________________


New York Office: 1007 Woolworth Building

Chicago Office: 1114 Tacoma Building


Pittsburgh Office: 514 Empire Building

San Francisco Office: Hobart Building

Main Office: 765 9th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Gentlemen: Please send me FREE OF CHARGE your books as described above.
PATENTS

Seventy-six Years of Practice

The firm of Munn & Company filed its first application for a patent in 1846, and for seventy-six years has endeavored to keep pace with the inventive genius of the United States.

An experience of many years is at your disposal. If you have an invention which you wish to patent, send your sketches or model together with a description of your device, explaining its operation, and you will receive prompt, courteous attention.

Write for our Handbook on PATENTS

A full and complete booklet on Patents, Designs, Trade-Marks, Foreign Patents, Copyrights, Labels and Patent Office Practice with an explanation about our methods, terms, etc.

All communications strictly confidential.

Keep in touch with the inventions of the world by reading

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

The MONTHLY MAGAZINE with a special appeal to every man of inventive genius. Recent rulings of the Patent Office, descriptions of the latest patented inventions, legislation and court decisions affecting patents, are noted in this authoritative publication.

MUNN & COMPANY
Patent Attorneys
672 Woolworth Building, New York City
Scientific American Building, Room 2
625 F Street, Washington, D.C.
Suite 801, Tower Building, Chicago, Ill.
601 Hobart Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
Protect Your Ideas

Any new article, machine, design or improvement thereof, or any new combination of parts or improvements in any known article which increases its efficiency or usefulness, may be patented if it involves invention.

If You Have Any New Ideas

which you feel are useful, practical and novel, take prompt action toward protecting your rights. If you have invented any new machine, or new combination of parts or improvements, or new process or design, send drawing, model or description of it for information as to procedure to secure protection.

Write today for Blank Form

"Evidence of Conception"
to be returned to me with drawing, description or model of your idea. Promptly upon receipt by me of your idea I will write you fully as to procedure and costs.

No Charge for the Above Information

All communications are held in strict confidence. My personal, careful and thorough attention is given to each case. I offer you efficient, reliable and prompt service—based upon practical experience. Highest references.

Write today for free book, "How to Obtain a Patent." This book will give you valuable information, and it may save you much time and effort. Send for it NOW.

My practice is devoted exclusively to United States and foreign patents and trade-marks. Very probably I can help you. Write today.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney
1700 Southern Building Washington, D. C.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN, 1700 Southern Bldg.,
Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain a Patent," and blank form "Evidence of Conception" without any obligation on my part.

Name..................................................................................................................
Address..............................................................................................................

[Write Clearly]
INVENTORS

PROFIT FROM YOUR OWN IDEAS. We show you how. Thousands of men, and women, too, have ideas that would bring in fortunes if properly developed and protected.

HAVE YOU AN IDEA FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF ANY THING? HAVE YOU AN IDEA OF SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW? The smallest improvements, or new ideas, sometimes bring the biggest fortunes.

Can you think of a simple, practical idea that will fill one of the many requests we have on file for new inventions? Thousands of things are needed, NOW.

WE SHOW YOU HOW TO PROTECT YOUR IDEA; HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF IT.

SEND FOR THIS FREE BOOK

Tells you all you want to know about inventions, patents and trademarks. Valuable information. Patents advertised, for our clients, free, in "INVENTION and MANUFACTURING," a magazine for inventors, for the man with an idea.

(One year's subscription 50c.)

A postal will do; but DO IT NOW; IT MAY MEAN THE STEPPING STONE TO FUTURE SUCCESS.

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, Inc.
517 KRESGE BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.

PATENTS

Booklet Free Highest References Promptness Assured Best Results
Send drawing or model for preliminary examination

ALL BUSINESS GIVEN PROMPT AND PROPER ATTENTION

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer, 624 F St., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS If You Have an Invention and Desire to Learn How to Secure a Patent

Send for our Guide Book, HOW TO GET A PATENT, sent Free on request. Tells our terms, methods, etc. Send model or sketch and description of your invention and we will give our opinion as to its patentable nature.

RANDOLPH & CO.
600 F St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Inquiries from Manufacturers and Others Who Are Looking for Good Ideas

PROTECTED BY PATENTS

are constantly being received. Manufacturers are always inter-
ested in any new device for which there is a market, which fills
a long felt need, which makes production possible at a lower
cost, or which will do the work BETTER. There is undoubt-
edly a great demand today for really worth while inventions.

Your First Step

If you have an idea, send immediately for my blank form “TO RECORD YOUR INVENTION.” You should serve your own best interests by filling out and signing this form before you disclose your invention TO ANY ONE. This document will help you determine and establish evidence of invention before filing an application in the U. S. Patent Office. A copy, with full instructions, will be gladly sent free on request.

NEW BOOK “SUCCESSFUL PATENTS” SENT FREE

Every man who has an invention, or ever hopes to have one, should send for a copy of my book “SUCCESSFUL PATENTS. " It tells what everyone should know about patents, trademarks, copyrights, etc. It describes my methods, fees and terms, gives information relative to assignment or sale of rights, and instructions in detail. Mail coupon today for a free copy of this book or a post card request will do.

To the Man with an Idea

I offer a comprehensive, experienced, efficient service for his prompt, legal protection, and will endeavor to aid him in the commercial development of his proposition—my service is distinguished by over 12 years' successful practice, and by thousands of satisfied clients and by reasonable fees.

Send sketch, or model, and description, for advice as to cost, opinion as to its patentable nature, etc. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.

----------------------------------------- COUPON -----------------------------------------

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer

Main Office, 9-303 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Branch Office, 2276-E Woolworth Bldg., New York City.

Please send me, without charge, or other obligation, a copy of your book, “SUCCESSFUL PATENTS,” your form “TO RECORD YOUR INVENTION,” and information concerning patents, etc.

Name...........................................Address
How to Invent

Edison Says "Invention is a Science and should be taught as a Profession"

One Idea May Win You a Fortune

Thousands of inventions are needed today. Just one little idea can bring you fortune and fame. The world is waiting for new inventions in engineering, chemistry, household articles, radio, and other fields—and will pay big money for even the simplest idea. Little things like the tin bottle cap, the crimped hairpin, the rubber on the end of a pencil brought their inventors hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Couldn’t you make some equally simple invention? Haven’t you ideas that could be turned into money? Inventing isn’t a matter of blind luck—it is a question of guesswork. Invention is based on certain principles, just as any other profession. It follows a definite course of procedure step by step from the origin of the first idea to its final development on a commercial scale.

Learn at Home in Spare Time

Hitherto, every inventor had to work out these principles of invention for himself. For every successful inventor knows and uses these principles. He knows WHAT TO INVENT and HOW TO INVENT. But now you can learn in a few months what it took great inventors years of discouragement and terrific struggle to acquire. Fifteen famous inventors have now revealed, for the first time, the secrets of invention. They explain how to originate ideas, how to develop and perfect your ideas, and how to patent your inventions, and how to sell them to your best advantage. In short, they make it amazingly easy for you to become an inventor, simply by learning the whole wonderful science of invention, step by step, from beginning to end. It requires just fascinatimg moments of your spare time at home.

First Course of its Kind

This is the first course in practical invention that has ever been devised. Now you can take Edison’s advice and actually learn HOW TO INVENT—how to make invention a profession! In simple, easy-to-understand language, you are told how successful inventors work; you learn how to use the secrets of invention that convert a simple little idea into money.

FREE New Book on Inventive Science

A wonderful new book has just come from the press that tells all about the science of invention. It shows you how great inventors work, how little ideas have made fortunes; how you too can easily learn the secrets of successful invention. This fascinating Book will be sent free to all those who are scientifically interested. Send for this Book today, as only a limited number are available for free distribution. Write your name and address on the coupon below, or send a post card NOW! There is no cost or obligation.

BUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE

Dept. 36 Winner Building
Rochester, N. Y.

Please send me your free book, "The Science of Invention."

Name.
Address.
City State.

Get This Wonderful Ring. If You Can Tell It From A Genuine Diamond Send It Back

There smugly, beautiful CORODITE diamond positively match genuine diamonds in every way—same holding power and lasting grace of living rainbow fire. They shone, alone, the diamond tests, beating earthly and test of time. Test the genuine diamond to see if you can see any difference. Prove this yourself.

Wear a Corodite Diamond 7 DAYS FREE

Make the proof. Your risk is nothing. Wear genuine Corodite and diamond side by side on the same finger for 7 days. If you fail to discover any difference, send it back; you are not required to pay anything. If you should notice a difference, send it back, and you will be paid the full price. Or try the diamond as a gift on your friends for 7 days. If you fail to detect any difference, send it back, and you will be paid the full price. Or try the diamond as a gift on your friends for 7 days. If you fail to detect any difference, send it back, and you will be paid the full price.

PATENTS

Trade-Marks, Copyrights and Patent Litigation

Write for advice and instructions on how to proceed, costs, etc. Hand Book with illustrations of 100 Mechanical Movements sent free on request.

ALBERT E. DIETERICH
Patent Lawyer and Solicitor
Solicitor to Fred. S. Schrader & Co. 621 O’Reilly Bldg., Washington, D.C.

PATENTS

Send us sketch or model for patentability opinion and exact cost of patent. Our book “How to Obtain a Patent.” Send Free on request. It tells how to apply for Patents. Trademark, Copyrights, etc. Gives information on Patent Procedure. Tells what every inventor should know. Hundreds of inventors, who are our clients, are our references.

Chandlee & Chandlee, 25 Years’ Experience, 435 10th St., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS

TRADE-MARKS COPYRIGHTS

Send for our free book of patent information.

Beale & Park 802 F Street, Washington, D. C.
16 S. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PATENTS and TRADEMARKS

We offer a strictly professional service to inventors and manufacturers in the protection of their patents and trademark rights. Validity and infringement investigations conducted. Correspondence solicited. Moderate fees. Preliminary advice without charge. No literature.

MILO B. STEVENS & COMPANY

Suite 300 Harrister Bldg., Washington, D.C.
Suite 179 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

ESTABLISHED 1884

Copyrighted material
Build a Sterling Home and Save Money

Buy direct from the mill—save middlemen's profit. All material comes in one complete shipment—cut to fit—ready to erect, all on ground when you start building. No waste. No guesswork. Send for beautiful book de luxe of Sterling Built Homes and see for yourself the attractive Colonials, beautiful bungalows, cottages—homes to fit every purse. Don't delay. Building costs are going up.

Send 20c Today for 1923 Book
International Mill & Timber Co.
1906 S. Wenona Ave.,
Bay City, Mich.

MAKE
your FORD
into
a SPORTCAR

Red-Kut Life-Size Patterns and Instructions for Tall Delivered for $6.40

Famous Red-Kut life-size patterns and instructions will show you how to cut and fit the best designs for your Ford. The patterns have been designed by Hollywood designers who have done with car bodies what wago has done with clothes. They give you the slender look you want, and the designs are so simple that anyone can build a sportcar at home. The patterns come complete with all the instructions you need. You can't cut and fit better. You can't build a better car. The Ford with a Red-Kut Sportcar looks and runs like a million. You can build it. Order Today. Over 11,000 in use. Order Today.

MOVIES
WE'LL SWAP YOU your name and address for our catalogue on the greatest real home MOVIE-MACHINES in the world, with dazzling models as low as $5.00 postpaid. And say, folks! We've also put the nicest film at ridiculous low price—and that's more—we now have a film exchange plan that the best ever! Of course, we have to believe that our films are better than our prices. Enter the exchange plan. PARAMOUNT MFG. COMPANY, Box 1371 Dept. M, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL
Protection against Burglars, Thieves, & Drafts

Well made and effective models can be had for as little as 60 cents. See them in the window of your local hardware store. Get one for yourself, your family, and all your friends. Singled or in a box of a dozen, blank cartridges are always in demand. Don't overlook this opportunity to protect yourself and your family. Johnson & Co., 1218 Washington Ave., Dept. 347, Racine, Wis.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION!
Free Trial—Use as You Pay

After trial send us only $4.98 a month until the low total price of $45.88 is paid, and the machine is yours. This is absolutely the most generous typewriter offer we ever made. Do not rent a machine when you can pay $4.98 a month and own one. Think of it—Buying a $100.00 Machine for $45.88. Cash price $45.98, just a little less than half its original price.

REMITON MONARCH

Perfect machines. Correspondence size. Keyboard of Standard Universal arrangement. 42 Keys, written 84 characters. The entire line of writing is completely visible at all times, has the tabulator, the two color ribbon, with automatic re-erase the back space, variable spacer, self-starter, in fact, every latest style feature and modern operating convenience. Comes to you with everything complete: tools, cover, operating book and instructions—nothing extra to buy. You cannot imagine the perfection of this beautiful reconstructed typewriter until you see it. We have sold thousands of these perfect late style machines at this bargain price and every one of these thousands of satisfied customers have had this beautiful, strictly up-to-date machine on five days' free trial before deciding to buy it. We will send it to you, free of charge, three days' free trial. It will sell itself, but if you are not satisfied with this the greatest typewriter you ever saw, you can return it at our expense. You won't want to return it after you try it, for we are sure you cannot equal this wonderful value anywhere.

Send No Money! $8.80
Put in Your Order Now

When the typewriter arrives depend upon the express agent $5.98 and take the machine for five days' trial. If you consider that it is the best typewriter you ever saw and want it, send us $4.98 a month until our bargain price of $45.88 is paid. If you don't want it, return it to the express agent, receive your $5.98 and return the machine. We will pay the return express charges. This machine is guaranteed just as if you paid $100.00 for it. It is standard. Over half a million people own and use these typewriters and think they the best ever manufactured. The supply at this price is limited, the price will probably be raised when next advertisement appears, so don't delay. Fill in the coupon today—the typewriter will be shipped promptly.

Young Typewriter Co.,
454 W. Randolph St.,
Department 66

Please Mention Popular Mechanics

Name ____________________________
Street Address ____________________
City __________________ State ______
Business or Occupation ____________
Diamonds

Here at 60% of Market Price

Never in three quarters of a century have we offered such amazing bargains. Hundreds of money-saving opportunities in latest, Diamond Bargain List, equaling those shown here.

Here's why we can offer such remarkable values: This 75 year old firm—rated at over $1,000,000.00 capital—the largest and oldest diamond banking institution of its kind in the world has made loans on Diamonds, Watches, and other jewels in excess of $25,000,000.00.

Why Pay Full Prices
Costs Nothing to See

Thousands of unpaid loans. Must sell now. Diamonds, Jewelry, Watches and other Gems of unusual qualities—at an entirely different price base—via loan values and market values. At your risk we send you any bargain you wish for absolutely free examination. No red tape. No obligation. Just these colored cards you can cut the bargain at 50 per cent more. Diamonds of similar quality at $189.50 per pair. Yes, some even lower prices—other goods priced substantially at higher per curta.—but proportionately use bargain prices. Our bargains have guaranteed loan values and guaranteed exchange privilege at full prices.

Latest List Diamond Loans

Send at once for latest list. Thousands of unpaid loans and other special advantage bargains described in full detail with exact weight, color, clarity, etc. Get details. No obligation. List is free.

Mail Coupon Now

Without obligation, send me Free, your latest Bargain List of Diamonds, Watches and other Jewelry.

Name
Address
City..............State..............

Engine Prices HIT BOTTOM

Read this new schedule of prices; and then act! And, Remember—you are getting these Bargain Prices on the FAMOUS OTTAWA—

—the most dependable engine on the market.

Easier to start; Pulls more than its rated H.P.

BOOK FREE

Write today for your copy of Big Free Engine Book and complete list of New Low Prices.

Ottawa Mfg. Co., 534 King St., OTTAWA, KANSAS

2305 Tenth St., PITTSBURGH, PA.

FREE ELECTRIC FIXTURE CATALOG!

1000 Different Fixtures Illustrated
Write today for your free copy.

Ra-Tone The Electric Tonic

Use the newest, most effective treatment that modern science offers to drive out aches, pains, soreness and weakness. Remove the cause, whether in blood, bone, nerve or tissue. Pleasant and absolutely harmless, but wonderful in beneficial and curative results. Thousands of users restored to health.

Unted Lights Fixtures Co.
260 Broadway, Dept. CC, New York City

Ra-Tone Electric Co., 610 W. Park Pl., Detroit, Michigan

The Perfected VIOLET RAY

Sales Agents Wanted—

to demonstrate and sell this wonderful home appliance. Pleasant, profitable. Write for attractive proposition.

The Ruf-Tone Electric Co.
610 W. Park Pl., Detroit, Michigan

Anemia
Nervousness
Insomnia
Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pimples
Falling Hair
Weak Eyes
Neuralgia
Headaches
Lumbago

Big Book FREE

Copyrighted material
Imperial Sanitary Floor

Put on like Plaster. Weary like Iron
- waterproof
- fireproof
- resilient
- noiseless
- dustless

A composition material easily applied in plastic form over practically any kind of floor. Laid about 1⁄2 inch thick. Imperial floor does not crack, peel or come loose from foundation. A continuous, fine grained, smooth, non-slippery surface. No crevices to gather germs, dust, disease germs or moisture.

Ideal for Kitchen, Pantry, Bath Room, Laundry, Porch, Garage, Restaurant, Theatre, Hotel, Factory, Office Building, Railroad Station, Hospital—wherever a beautiful, substantial floor is desired. Several practical colors. Full information and sample FREE of your first and second choice of colors.

Imperial Floor Co., 132-134 Halstead St, Rochester, N.Y.

A Success for 15 Years

Complete Outfit

5 SIZE AUTOMOBILE TAP AND DIE SET, ONLY $3.00
DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY TO YOU!

Our No. 12 Automobile Tap furnished in our highly finished chestnut box contains 8 each taps and dies (1/16, 4, 6, 8, 3/16 and 1/4), in the S. A. E. thread. The block, and one tap and reamer wrench.

Our No. 11 is the same as No. 12 except that the thread is U.S. S. instead of S. A. E.

Let us also send you one of our circulars illustrating our full line of Handy Tools.

WESTERN STEEL PRODUCTS CO.,
Dept. 19, 25 Union Street, Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.

$8 TO $16 A DAY

Take orders for New Serenola. Wonderful Invention. Does more than machines costing five times its price.

Demand enormous. Easily carried with you anywhere. Built in just like a suitcase. Fully guaranteed. Low prices.

OUR NEW PLAN enables you to get your money daily.

territory given. Write for terms.

Perry-Ludlow Co., S-1448, Dayton, O.

5 Magic Keys

Work like magic in emergencies or prove whether your door or padlocks are burglar-proof. OPEN AND TEST THOUSANDS OF DIFFERENT LOCKS.

Recommended by users in ten different nations.

Most wonderful and only keys of their kind. Send $1.00 today. Novel key chain FREE with set.

MASTER KEY CO., 25 Manhattan Bldg, Milwaukee, Wis.

Starting a Company?

Save expenses and taxes by organizing on the popular, COMMON LAW plan under a pure DECLARATION OF TRUST. No experience required to fill in DEMAREE STANDARD FORMS, issue shares and begin doing business at once. Genuine DEMAREE FORMS are nationally known, approved by attorneys, and utilized by successful concerns throughout the United States. Send for large, free pamphlet (D-581) containing valuable information that you may need. C. S. DEMAREE, legal blank publisher, 708 Walnut, Kansas City, Missouri.

VIOLET RAY

ONLY $1.00 brings this complete, scientific Violet Rays outfit to you. Treat yourself and family at home, save delay, costly doctors and medicines. Thousands use Violet Rays at home to relieve pain and sickness. The identical outfits doctors have bought from us for years and with which they successfully treat many ailments, including those listed below.

QUICK RESULTS—No Medicine

Violet Rays work quickly, it's scientific, goes after the cause. That's why results are quick, permanent. Dr. Dempsey, Lewiston, Ill., writes, "I have used Violet Rays with great success. It is the best I have used to relieve pain, treatments are so pleasant all my patients like it." You can use it at your own home, save Doctor's bills.

BEAUTY AID

Brings natural, magnetic beauty of health, no dieting, exercise or drugs. Free book tells in detail how high priced beauty specialists use it to improve scalp and skin.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK

Explain how Nikola Tesla discovered Violet Rays, how it works, why it heals. Tells what doctors and plain folks accomplish in conquering pain, disease and nervous trouble with Violet Rays. Shows charts of human body, explains where pains start, how to banish them. Offered FREE for a limited time only, to introduce Violet Rays. Send for FREE COPY.

Check Your Ailments Below for Free Advice

Here is a partial list of ailments successfully treated with Violet Ray:

- Cataract
- Eye Disease
- Lumbago
- Sinus Diseases
- Chilblains
- Falling Hair
- Nervousness
- Congenital
- Hay Fever
- Pellagra
- Constipation
- Headache
- Tonsilitis
- Constipation
- Headache
- Tonsilitis
- Constipation
- Headache
- Tonsilitis
- Constipation
- Headache
- Tonsilitis
- Constipation
- Headache
- Tonsilitis
- Constipation
- Headache

Mail Coupon—Send No Money

VI-REX ELECTRIC COMPANY

326 West Madison St., Dept. 26, Chicago

Please send me without cost or obligation your free book describing your VI-REX Violet Ray outfits, and details of your $1.00 offer.

Name

Address

City

State

Please mention Popular Mechanics.
"I have averaged $7000 Per Year for Three Years—Have Made Over $90 PROFIT in One Day"

That is the statement of Frank DePries, one of our live-wire representatives. Keeton of Mississippi made $252 on his first sale. Vickers of Alabama made $118 in one week. Constant quit a $4,000 job to come with us.

DePries

AGENTS WANTED

We need more men like those, because the demand for our Super Fry-Fyter is growing by leaps and bounds. Sells to garages, stores, factories, schools, homes, hotels, auto owners. Approved by the Underwriters. If you are willing to work and ambitious to make some real money, get our plan. You need no experience, as we train you without need for great capital required. Good territory going fast. Better write us at once.

THE FRY-FYTER COMPANY

1730 Fry-Fyter Bldg.
Dayton, Ohio

DIAMONDS

For a few cents a day

Don't send a penny. Ten days' trial. When the ring comes, examine it. If you are not convinced it is the greatest bargain in America, send it back at our expense. Only if pleased, send $1.50 today, at the rate of a few cents a day. This bargain comes with 7 blue-white perfect cut diamonds can be yours. No red tape, no risk. Send for it today. It gives thousands of bargain hunters a start.

J.M.Lyon & CO.

2-4 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Big Sale NOW

150

30 Days' Trial

OTTAWA

Saws, lools, limbers; falls trees. 10-year guarantee. Cash or Easy Terms. FREE BOOK and SUNDAY OFFER. Write before sale ends.

Card 1741-0 Maple Blvd.
OTTAWA, KANS. OTTAWA MFG. CO.

$25 A DAY Clear Profit

—every day you work. Make $5,000 to $10,000 a year in the Floor Surfacing Business with the American "Universal" method. Work for yourself. Experience, special training or large investment unnecessary.

New Field; Big Profits

Better floors are demanded everywhere. American "Universal" electric machine, doing work of six men, assures big PROFITS in this new uncrowded field. Every floor—old or new—in town or city, is your prospect. Work easy to get. Profits possible unlimited. Positive guarantee and 5-day trial offer protects you. Write today.

AMERICAN FLOOR SURFACING MACHINE CO.

523 E. St. Clair St., TOLEDO, OHIO

$35 Bring Your Shop GUARANTEED
every day

Increased earnings and profits from new business gained by improved service easily pay balance on small monthly terms. Good free air service Day and Night pulls trade, brings new customers. Helps you sell tires, oils, gas and accessories. Extremely compact construction enables you to use the HH Compressor in limited operating outfit on the market. Entirely automatic. Maintains 15-40 pounds higher on air loads 24 hours per day. Four cubic feet capacity. Saves current, due to compact single unit construction. Fully equipped, ready to connect up and operate. Comes to you on easy terms. Satisfaction guaranteed under our money-back guarantee. Write for Information.

SHAY Injector Co., Box 48-83, Troy, Ohio

Absolutely Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

Copyrighted material
Sharp turns are easy for the Auto-Wheel

Auto-Wheel Coasters and Auto-Carts

This special hound brace is only one of the features which make Auto-Wheel Coasters sturdy, substantial, easy to control. Other features are rubber-tired disc wheels, steel-tired disc or wood spoke wheels—all wheels interchangeable—hand brake, special hub cap and locking pin, sides mortised as well as nailed, self-contained roller bearings. Write for catalog which shows all models of the Auto-Wheel Coaster and the Auto-Cart, the Auto-Wheel's junior companion for little brother and sister. Send the names and addresses of three local coaster wagon dealers, and we will give you a year's subscription FREE to the "Auto-Wheel Spokesman," a dandy magazine for boys.

Guaranteed by Bond 12,000 Miles

Mellinger Hand-made, Overseas, Cords are the finest, most serviceable made. Super-ribbed rubber makes riding easy. New head construction. My exclusive tread, protected by U. S. Patent No. 6812, gives 100% greater wearing surface. I specifically guarantee by legal bond, Mellinger Cord Tires, 12,000 miles. Most manufacturers do not guarantee mileage. The motorist uses their tires at his own risk.

Lowest Wholesale Prices in America! Get My Inside Money Saving Figures!

I send this sample Kit absolutely Free. A substantially bound portfolio containing good size samples of fabric, cord, rubber, cross sections cut from tires and pure gum tubes. In 5 Minutes you can demonstrate tire secrets that the average dealer knows nothing about.

This Kit was developed by a Mellinger Agent who sells over $50,000 worth of tires annually. He says: "It's like taking a prospect through the factory. The Kit sells the prospect and I take the order." This Star Salesman's Kit is very expensive, but I will gladly send it to you Free if you are in dead earnest.

If You Own a Car!

Write me quick. If there is no Mellinger Agent in your locality, I will want one owner to show and recommend Mellinger Tires. I will ship these magnificent Cord Tires prepaid. For a little of your time and enthusiasm, I will make you a surprising offer that will give you a set of tires FREE. Be the first from your locality to get my Confidential offer. Mail the coupon, today—right now: tear it off now. It's your big opportunity. Get my big free book that has proven the golden key to thousands. DON'T MISS IT.

B. L. MELLINGER, President
MELLINGER TIRE & RUBBER CO.
1706 Grand Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.

(Supplies everything for the bike at Wholesale Prices. Guaranteed 5 years; 6 months' insurance against accident. 30 days' trial. Large selection of models and colors. Lamps, horns, tires, brake parts, rims.)

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
No More Punctures!

No need to buy new tires this year. You can get double the mileage out of the old ones by injecting a 25c tube of Neverleak Tire Fluid into each tire. It's the best insurance you can have against trouble from destructive cuts, punctures and porous conditions. It makes your tires absolutely leak-proof. Just think of the trouble, delays and expense it will save.

NEVERLEAK TIRE FLUID
Heals Punctures on the Run

Neverleak is the old reliable tire fluid that has been giving entire satisfaction for over a quarter of a century. It never fails to do its work and as it preserves the rubber and fabric, it doubles the life of the tires.

Don't allow your dealer to sell you something "just as good," but be sure you get the original. Look for the signature on the yellow, green and white tube.

Buffalo Specialty Company
BUFFALO, N.Y.
SEND NO MONEY
“A Business Man’s Watch”
SOLID Gold Emblem; GREEN Gold Shell Case
Elgin Movement
—12 size
Thin Model
$25

25 Years’ Guarantee
Fancy Silver
Dial
Can be had in ALL Emblems or Engraved Case instead of Emblems
Send us your name and the Watch will be sent for inspection.
BUFFALO JEWELRY MFG. CO.
“The Mail-Order House”
Buffalo, N.Y.

MOTORCYCLES
ONE YEAR TO PAY.

Know the joy of owning—for business or pleasure—a Harley-Davidson, Excelsior, Henderson, Indian, Cleveland, or any other standard make; thoroughly rebuilt in our own factory.
Write for Free Bargain Bulletin and Easy Payment Plan.
HAVERFORD CYCLE CO. OF PENNA.
America’s Largest Cycle House
Established 25 years
503 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa., Dept. P. M.

2 SPLENDID SHIRTS $7.99
2 SILK KNITTED TIES 3.

Great Bargain
Send Money Order. Just name and size of shirts. We pay postage. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FREE. If you send cash with order. Mail Order House, Dept. P. M.

TOBACCO
HABIT CURED OR NO PAY
SUPERBA CO., E-41, BALTIMORE, MD.

Send for Free Catalog of Money Saving Bargains
Bargains in clothing, groceries, household goods and other supplies for those who need them. Most of the offers are strictly money-saving bargains. Write now for your free copy. Paramount Trading Company, Dept. S-27, 24 West 20th St., New York.

The Sport of Motorcycling
—gives you a new thrill. As you whiz through the country astride your responsive steed of steel, you feel the world is yours.
Take fishing—with an INDIAN Motorcycle you can comfortably and cheaply reach your favorite sport more quickly than by any other means.
Or try the new, far away fishing haunt, where woods are deeper and sport better. No road too narrow, or hill too steep for INDIAN Motorcycle.

With an INDIAN Motorcycle, you can make your half holidays like full days of sport; each week end a real vacation. For motorcycling is so inexpensive, you can enjoy it to the full. The initial cost—as well as upkeep—fits the pocket of the average man.

INDIAN Scout is the most popular, economical medium weight motorcycle. Lower, 100 pounds lighter than the average, 75 miles to a gallon. $250; electrically equipped, $285, F. O. B. Easy payments.

INDIAN Big Chief 74, 9 h.p. 74 cubic inch motor, is the very latest in motorcycle engineering. Ideal for heavy duty side car work, $345 F. O. B. Easy payments.

Get a free road ride at your dealers. Write us, Dept. P. 6, for nearest dealer’s name and free illustrated booklet.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Indian
Motorcycle
Please Mention Popular Mechanics
GET RID OF THIS

with no effort at all!

Here is the easiest way in the world to rid yourself of that useless, joke-inviting, health-menacing paunch! Simply fasten on Dr. Lawton's Automatic Waistline Reducer—and the flabby flesh will vanish. Absolutely automatically! For men and women.

DR. LAWTON'SAUTOMATIC
WAISTLINE REDUCER

Hour by hour, with every breath you take and every step you make, the Waistline Reducer's Vacuum Applicator massages away unwanted bulge. Made of soft, pliable, glove-like rubber. Fits snugly and comfortably to the figure. Weighs but few ounces. Flexible as a handkerchief.

SATISFACTION A SURETY

Dr. Lawton's Automatic Waistline Reducer is sold under a guarantee bond of absolute satisfaction. Your money back if you do not like it when you get it. Write now—for this minute—to Dr. Lawton for full description, convincing literature and low price. Mail the inquiry blank below now to:

Dr. Thomas Lawton, Dept. 508, 120 W. 70th Street, New York City

NAME
STREET
TOWN
STATE

SHOP WORK

with a

CARNES
ARTIFICIAL ARM

FOR nearly ten years a Carnes Artificial Arm has kept Mr. Pahke Yaeze of Lawrence, Kan., on the payroll as a draftsman and machinist at a good salary. Thousands of other mechanics, artisans, office workers, farmers and laborers owe their independence to this improved arm.

Like in Action and Appearance

The Carnes Arm cannot be detected from the natural except by close inspection. Its user can carry and use knife, fork, pen, pencil and keys; pick up large or small objects, carry grips—in fact, do virtually everything that was possible before. He can bend the elbow of the Carnes Arm, bend and twist the wrist and open and close the fingers at will, even if the amputation is at the shoulder.

192-Page Book FREE illustrated with photographs showing what can be done with this remarkable invention, will be sent free to anyone interested. Send for it now.

CARNES ARTIFICIAL LIMB CO.
208 Carnes Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Straighten Shoulders—
Increases Pep

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE—Corrects stooping shoulders, straightens the back, improves lungs' chance for normal expansion, induces proper breathing. Brings restful relief, comfort, energy and pep. For men and women.

Costs nothing to try it

Write for 30 days' free trial offer and free booklet.

NATURAL BODY BRACE CO.
HOWARD C. BASH, President
64 Rush Building, Salina, Kansas

DEAFNESS IS MISERY

I know because I was Deaf and had Head Noise for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums reduced my hearing and stopped Head Noise, and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones, Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness is caused by Cataract or by Perforated, Partially or Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in, easy to take out, Are "Unseen comfort." Inexpensive. Write for booklet and new worn statement of how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD, Suite 226, 70th Avenue, New York City

NO MORE BALD HEADS

WHEN our VACUUM CAP is used a few minutes daily. We accept no pay until you have tried the Cap 60 days and are satisfied. The Vacuum Cap is an appliance that draws the blood to the Hair Roots and starts a new healthy crop of hair. It stops Dandruff, stops the hair from falling out.

Bought by Doctors and men who know that it is the only reasonable HAIR GROWER known to science. No Drugs Used. Write for advice, testimonials and booklet, on "Hair," sent sealed in plain envelope, FREE.

THE MODERN VACUUM CAP CO.
R 559 BARCLAY, DENVER, COLORADO.

BRAND NEW CORD TUBES

Thousands of our customers are getting 12,000 miles out of these tires. You can get this mileage. These tires are fine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>30x3 1/2</th>
<th>30x3 3/4</th>
<th>32x4 1/2</th>
<th>32x4 3/4</th>
<th>35x4 1/2</th>
<th>35x4 3/4</th>
<th>38x4 1/2</th>
<th>38x4 3/4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$6.95

Send No Money

CHARLES TIRE CORPORATION
Dept. 682
1440 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
STOP USING A TRUSS
Do Away With Steel And Rubber Bands
FREE TRIAL

Trade Mark
PLAPAO-PAO

Inner surface is made adhesive to secure the PLAPAO-PAO firmly to the body, keeping the PLAPAO continually applied and the pad from slipping. No straps, buckles or springs attached. Soft as velvet—easy to apply.

FREE to 5,000 Truss Sufferers
To the extent of 5,000 sufferers who may apply I will send, ABSOLUTELY FREE a sufficient quantity of the Plapao to positively convince them that this is the only logical, convenient way of treating rupture. Plapao is a highly attuned medication placed within the Plapao-Pad and bened from within through the skin, creates a wonderful feeling of relief and at the same time tends to strengthen the weakened muscles and thus permanently close the rupture opening. The process of recovery is natural, so you'll have no use for a truss; you can throw it away forever! Old and young have testified under oath that the Plapao-Pads cured their rupture—many of them long-standing, aggravated cases—without delay or work. Patent allowed in U.S. and foreign countries. Awarded Gold Medal at Rome and Grand Prix at Paris.

Send No Money—for a sufficient quantity of the Plapao is sent without charge to enable you to give it a thorough test; you pay nothing for this trial now or ever. Write for it and full information today.
Address: Plapao Laboratories, Block 1427 St. Louis, Mo.

NO JOKE TO BE DEAF—Every Deaf Person Knows That I make myself heard by speaking and being deaf for 25 years, with these Artificial Ear Drums. I wear these day and night. They are perfectly comfortable. No one knows them. Write me and I will tell you the story, how I got deaf and how I make you hear.
Address: GEO. P. WAY, Artificial Ear Drum Co. (Inc.), 80 McKenzie Building, 2621 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.

Buchstein's Fibre Limb
is soothing to your stump—strong, cool, neat, light. Easy payment plan.
Address: D. BUCHSTEIN CO. 119th St. S., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

PIMPLES
Blackheads, Acne Eruptions, Oily and Shiny Skin quickly removed by using SMOOTH-SKIN. $1,000 money-back guarantee mailed with every bottle.
FREE! Beautiful booklet explaining cause and cure of Skin Eruptions sent on request.

Special Offer To New Customers.
Puritan Chemical Co. Dept. 20, Kansas City, Mo.

Learn Drafting
Individual study at home may be successfully engaged in with the aid of our new enlarged book
A Practical Course in Mechanical Drawing
Popular Mechanics Dept. 200 E. Ontario St., Chicago.

BUY TO-DAY
10 MONTHS TO PAY

Send No Money
Ladies' Diamond Solitaire Ring
Examination FREE

This exquisite, blue-white perfectly cut Diamond, in ladies' 14K solid-gold setting will be sent FREE of charge, with all transportation charges prepaid, for your examination. If satisfied, pay only $2.00 — balance at $4.30 a month for ten months. Buying direct assures you this Rock Bottom Price, on easy credit terms. Take advantage of this amazing offer TODAY! Only $4.30 a month after you have examined the ring and find it all and more than you expected. If not satisfied, simply return—examination will have cost you nothing.

No Security! No Red Tape! We Gladly Trust You

Free
Send postal for Greatest Diamond, Watch and Gift Book ever published.

Let us send you FREE this beautiful De Luxe Catalog No. 63L. Contains 88 pages in colors, showing the most wonderful assortment of exquisite designs in Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Ten months to pay on everything. Write today! Address Dept. 63L, Capital $1,000,000.

Please Mention Popular Mechanics
THE HEIGHT OF EFFICIENCY

Crosley Model X
Price $55
For Sale by Best Dealers Everywhere.
Write for Catalog showing complete Crosley line.
New York Office, C. B. Cooper, 1003 Tribune Bldg., 184 Nassau St.
Chicago Office, 1311 Stegmu Bldg., 14 E. Jackson Blvd., R. A. Strome, Mgr.
CROSLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
615 Alfred St.
Cincinnati, O.

Remarkable Regenerative Receivers
ACE Model V $20
Formerly Known as Crosley Model VC

A GREAT SUMMER SELLER
Licensed under Armstrong U. S. Patent No. 1,113,149.
Free Catalog on Request.
THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO.
Powel Crosley Jr. Reader
615 Gilbert Ave.
Cincinnati, O.

Don't just ask for a Head Set—Say:

DICTOGRAPH
Choice of experts
Sold by all
Responsible Dealers
and Department
Stores

DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS CORP.
210 W. 42nd St., New York

RADIO DEALERS
AMERICAN RADIO MFG. CO.

Automobile Prices
6 Volts, 11 Plate $13.25
Ford, Chev., Mitchell, Fop.
Grand, Buick, Lincoln, Nash
6 Volts, 13 Plate $15.25
Holmes, Packard, Studebaker, Del.
12 Volt, 9 Plate $20.00
Maxwell, Dodge, Reo, Ford

RADIO PRICES
6 Volts, 60 Assp.,$10.00
6 Volts, 80 Assp., $12.50
6 Volts, 100 Assp., $14.50
6 Volts, 150 Assp., $16.00

RADIO
Complete Set $15
Send for circular describing the SENSITONE Long Distance Arm.
Regenerative Radio Receiv.
Set, which we sell, complete, with
batteries, tubes, head set and aerial—all
ready to listen to concerts—on easy pay-
ments. Enjoy the pleasure of radio while
pating for a Sensitone.

THE TRINITY LOUD SPEAKER
TYPE A1 with 21" Horn
TYPE "B" for use with Phonograph

TRINITY RADIO CORPORATION
BOSTON, MASS.

MAGNETITE RADIO CRYSTAL—the world's most sensitive and efficient Crystal Detector.
GIBBONS-DUSTIN RADIO MFG. CO.
518 West 9th St., Los Angeles, California

SOLDERELL
A Metal in Paste Form

World Radio
Auto Batteries
SAVE YOU
50%
WRITTEN 2 YR. GUARANTÉE

A Better Battery Cannot Be Built
The best of material—careful con-
struction by skilled mechanics—
makes a battery that will give a
long life of hardservice.
Sold direct from factory to you. A written
Guarantee, 12 years. You take no chance
with a World Battery—it is the most satisfac-
tory battery you can get and you save the
dealer's profit.
5% discount for cash with order, or will
ship C. 0. D., subject to inspection.
All orders shipped same day as received.

RADIO
Complete Set $15
Down $10 per Month

MAGNETITE

Hit it anywhere!
**Radio Fans!**

**TUNE IN**

**WITH THE NEW**

**"UNITED"**

**PLATE CONDENSER**

**VERNIER**

Will increase receiving range and help tune out interference of all kinds. Attach to any plate condenser by drilling one hole. Biggest little thing in Radio.

**"UNITED" Variable Condensers with New Plate Condenser Vernier**

43 plate, $6.50 23 plate, $6.00 11 plate, $5.50
5 plate, $2.50 3 plate, $2.25

*Mail on Receipt of Price*

**"UNITED" Audio Frequency Transformer**

Magnetically shielded, $4.50

Ask your dealer first. If he can't supply you remit to us. Our money-back guarantee fully protects you.

United Manufacturing & Distributing Co.

538 Lake Shore Drive

CHICAGO, ILL.

---

**Cartoonists!**

The inspiration so necessary for success, as well as valuable hints regarding technique, methods of work and style will be yours if you equip yourself with portfolios of the work of the greatest cartoonists. Just such portfolios are the

**BOUND VOLUMES OF CARTOONS MAGAZINE**

Here you find the best cartoons of Darling, Cesare, McCutcheon, Carter, Kirby and scores of other master cartoonists of this and other countries.

**PRICE $2 PER VOLUME POSTPAID WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL**

Think of it: These durable and attractively bound books (all new) each covering six months and containing 1200 cartoons, 900 pages (7 x 9 1/4 in.) 3 in. thick will be sold separately as long as the limited supply lasts at little more than cost of binding.

Make your selection from the following list and send in an order at once.

| Vol. 12—July—December _1917_ | | Vol. 15—January—June _1918_ | |
| Vol. 13—January—June _1918_ | | Vol. 16—July—December _1918_ | |
| Vol. 17—January—June _1920_ | | Vol. 18—July—December _1920_ | |

Address:

**POPULAR MECHANICS BOOK DEPT.**

200 E. Ontario St. Chicago

---

**Price: $1.50**

**FROST RADIO PROTECTOR**

**Has THREE Big Features**

1. The Frost Radio Protector is self-cleaning.
2. Positively no interference with radio reception.
3. Mounts indoors like your telephone protector.

Under new rules as revised May, 1922, every radio receiving station with outdoor aerial must use an approved protector. Frost "Sawtooth" self-cleaning protector is best for your set. Get one from your dealer today—protect your home and yourself.

[The Frost Radio Protector is listed and approved by Underwriters' Laboratories, under revised regulations dated May, 1922.]

**HERBERT H. FROST, INC.**

154 WEST LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

---

**Everyone who is looking for NEW PLAYS FOR CHILDREN will be interested in this announcement.**

The greatest plays being written for children today are those coming from the pen of T. C. O'Donnell. Whimsical, full of color and charm, imaginative, these plays make a universal appeal to the child because of their delightful humor and naturalness, and to the teacher because they lend themselves so readily to the very simplest stage. Every play has a well-worked out plot, plenty of action, surprise—yet can be "put on" in the living room as easily as on a thoroughly equipped stage.

The "JUST IMAGINE" Plays is the newest series of O'Donnell plays. The first two numbers are just off the press. They are:

"THE SANDMAN'S BROTHER" AND "ANN'S HALF BIRTHDAY"

Through a special arrangement with the publishers we are able to make the first announcement of this series to teachers of expression, grade and high-school teachers, Sunday-school teachers, teachers of dramatics in neighborhood center work, mothers and others interested in playing wholesome, easily produced plays for little folks from five to twelve years of age. (Even if you are not interested in producing children's plays you will find these plays fascinating for the story or bedtime hour.) Each play is artistically printed and bound—the price, only 50c each, postpaid. Send $1 today for two.

**POPULAR MECHANICS BOOK DEPT.**

200 East Ontario Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

---

**Sent pre-paid for $2.50**
This is the New
DICTOGRAPH
Radio
Loud Speaker
with The Adjustable
Air Gap That Tunes
Out All Harshness

Invite your friends tonight. Surprize them with a real concert or dance. The wonderful new Dictogrand will create the illusion that the artists are in the very room with you. Just go to your dealer's and hear this remarkable, clear-toned instrument. Take it home and plug in for the finest entertainment you've ever known. You don't need extra batteries. Like all the other famous Dictograph Products, the Dictogrand is guaranteed for one year. If your dealer hasn't the DICTOGRAPH in stock, write to us direct.

DICTOGRAPH
Mahogany Finish

DICTOGRAPH
PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
220 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C.

BOYS! A REAL
RADIO SET
ABSOLUTELY FREE

RUSH your name and address and we will tell you how you can get this RADIO SET Absolutely Free. RADIO SET comes to you complete, with single slide tuning coil, crystal detector and phone condenser, AND DOUBLE HEAD PHONES. No batteries required; no experience.

Write Today for Free Radio Plan
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
131 Duane St., Dept. 829,
New York City

OWN A MONEY-MAKING BUSINESS
Make $1500 to $3000 Yearly Charging Batteries

Big profits in 8 Hour Battery Charging.

$30 Monthly Pays for Your Outfit

THIS REMARKABLE CRYSTAL
is revolutionizing the possibilities of Crystal Sets. Unsolicited testimonials from all parts of the country report records of from 600 to 1200 miles with ordinary sets equipped with M. P. M. (Million Point Mineral) CRYSTALS

Don't discard your Crystal Set until you have given M. P. M. a trial. Send 25¢ and name of your Radio Dealer for sample unmounted crystal—25¢ for mounted. Beware of Imitations.

M. P. M. SALES CO., Dept. P, 247 S. Central Ave., LOS ANGELES

SEE YOUR DEALER FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
RADISCO Radio Products
THE RADIO DISTRIBUTING CO., Newark, N.J., U.S.A.
Restful, Healthful Travel

Those who have traveled on D. & C. Navigation Company Steamers, for business or pleasure, have long come to associate every delight and comfort of outdoor travel with this line. Daily trips are made between Detroit and Buffalo, Detroit and Cleveland, on Eastern Time. Train connections at Buffalo for Eastern and at Detroit for Western Points.

Detroit & Buffalo
Lv. Detroit 5:30 p.m.
Lv. Buffalo 6:00 p.m.
Fare, $6.50 one way, $11.50 round trip.

Detroit & Cleveland
Lv. each city 11 a.m.
Lv. each city 5:30 p.m.
Daylight trips during July and Aug.
Fare, $6.50 one way, $11.50 round trip.

* Operation subject to necessity for service. Schedule subject to change without notice.

Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Company
A. A. Schaefer
Gen. Mgr.

Guns for Brush Hunting

$4.50 for two
$4.75 for three

Famous
U. S. Cal. 45-70
rebored smooth, to shoot Bird shot.

Total length 41 inches, weight 7.9 lbs.

Bird shot cartridges for the above 50 each.

Rifle Barrels interchangeable for above - - - $2.00
U. S. Army Krag Rifle, like new - - - $12.50

Send for Catalogue.

W. STOKES KIRK
1827 P. M. N. 10th St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Faultless Auto Products

Speed and Power Equipment

Send for our new prices on Bodies and Accessories.

AMERICAN TOP & BODY CO.
Adams St., Delphi, Ind.

$50 a Week Easy Agents

Free Sample Offer


Harley-Davidson

The Motorcycle

Money-making sales opportunities in open territory. Write Desk A-2.
For This Genuine
SELF-STARTING
REMINGTON
No. 10

$38.65

30
DAYS
FREE
TRIAL

$2.00

ONLY

YEAR GUARANTEE
ALL LATE IMPROVEMENTS
BIGGEST VALUE EVER OFFERED!

Think of it! A Genuine, Self-Starting Remington No. 10 (the
Greatest advance ever made in a typewriter)—a standard,
thereafter reliable machine (guaranteed 5 years) with all
the late improvements—one that will give you years of dependable
service—and you can practically 79c!...

Guaranteed Equal to New
as regards character of work and speed. Compare it with a new ma-
chine, and if you are not convinced beyond all doubt—if you do not
feel it is all we claim after a 30 day trial, you’ll not be out one cent!

SEND TODAY
A postal will do for details of our $2.00 down-direct-
ly-selling plan. Learn why we can sell a genuine
Remington No. 10 at such a tremendous saving to you! Or send $29.65 NOW and if
not convinced it is the highest value ever offered, your money returned promptly
without question. Our references: Any Merchandise Agency of your choice. Address
LINCOLN TYPEWRITER CO. 25 So. Broadway, NEW YORK

AGENTS—Sell Towels
Make $10 to $15 a day selling KNITTED Towels. This is something brand-new in the towel line.
Patented and fully guaranteed. Each towel put up in an sealed, transparent and germ-proof packet. Ready to open and
use. Sells on sight because price is low and value is great. Big commissions paid agents. We want both men and women.
Experience not necessary. Write for full information; or better still, send $1 for complete sample outfit and get busy at once. Your dollar back if you are not satisfied with samples.
San-KNIT-ary Textile Mills, Dept. 36

FREE TO AGENTS!

LU-MINT US-CAP

$100 to $200 A WEEK!

Driver Agents! Put a Lu-Mint US-Cap on your car and write up your
agent’s day and night! $35 electric-lighted outfit. Five to ten without
extra. $100 to $200 a week and up made by agents. Write for full
information. W. C. Perkins & Co., Dept. 100, 3942 Sheridan Rd., Chicago

What About Radio in 1925?

Can You Keep Pace with Its Progress?

While RADIO is now a very big institution, it is true, nevertheless, that there will be many new develop-
ments in Radio—the book is loose-leaf, before RADIO attains its final state of perfection. Can you keep track of all these changes—today,
tomorrow, in 1924, and in 1925?

LEFAX RADIO HANDBOOK
PERPETUALLY UP-TO-DATE!

LEFAX RADIO HANDBOOK always keeps pace with new development in Radio—the book is loose-leaf, and
every month to every purchaser of the book is sent
additional pages that keep the book up-to-date. No extra charge for the first 25 written
by the two chiefs of the RADIO dept. U.S. Bureau of Standards. Fine imitation morocco leather cover.

Price $3.50 complete with year’s service

POPULAR MECHANICS BOOK DEPT.
200 E. Ontario St., CHICAGO

Popular Mechanics Books

Each one of the following books has been published by Popular Mechanics and is characterized by the same careful
editing and authoritative presentation of the subject matter as is the magazine itself. All are unusually good values for the
prices asked.

THE BOY MECHANIC—BOOK ONE
450 Pages—700 Articles—$0.50 illustrate—$2.00

THE BOY MECHANIC—BOOK TWO
450 Pages—1000 Articles—$5.00 illustrate—$2.00

THE BOY MECHANIC—BOOK THREE
450 Pages—500 Articles—$2.00

MISSION FURNITURE, HOW TO MAKE IT, PART 1
128 Pages—50 Designs, Illus...

MISSION FURNITURE, HOW TO MAKE IT, PART 2
128 Pages—50 Designs, Illus...

MISSION FURNITURE, HOW TO MAKE IT, PART 3
128 Pages—50 Designs, Illus...

WOOD-WORKING FOR AMATEUR CRAFTSMEN
128 Pages—500 Illustrations, Illus...

ARTS-CRAFTS LAMPS, HOW TO MAKE THEM
100 Pages—100 Designs, Illus...

METAL WORK AND ETCHING
100 Pages—Illus...

ELECTROPLATING
112 Pages—50 Illustrations, Illus...

PRACTICAL COURSE IN MECHANICAL DRAWING
100 Pages—150 Drawings, Illus...

HEAT
128 Pages—Illus...

KINGDOM OF DUST
128 Pages—40 Illustrations, Illus...

HOW TO MAKE DEVICES FOR OUTDOOR WINTER SPORTS
128 Pages—Illus...

SHOP NOTES FOR 1923
224 Pages—500 Articles—$5.00

SHOP NOTES SERIES
128 Pages—10 Vols...

PATTERN MAKING
224 Pages—300 Illustrations, Illus...

POWER GAS AND THE GAS PRODUCER
100 Pages—Illus...

Above prices are postpaid.

POPULAR MECHANICS BOOK DEPT.
200 E. Ontario St., Chicago
4 CYCLE 5 H.P.  
Weight 100 lbs.

DuBrie MARINE MOTORS  
$9750 COMPLETE  
Bosch Magneto!  
Impulse Starter!  
44 Ford Parts Used!  
Investigate To-day!  
DuBrie MARINE MOTORS  
7456 Jefferson Ave. E  
DETROIT, MICH.

FORD OWNERS  
CUT YOUR GAS BILLS 50%  
Get 35 miles on a gallon of gas. Do away with carbon by using Koons Gas Saver, the wonderful new invention. Pays for itself in two weeks. Install it yourself in five minutes. No mechanic needed. Send one dollar with order at once. Balance C. O. D. Price $4.00 — $5.60 if paid cash in advance.

CHICAGO ENGINEERING CO.  
Dept. A-12  
120 E. 33rd Street  
CHICAGO, ILL.

SEND NO MONEY  
Save 50%  
20 YR 14 KT GOLD-FILLED CASE  
A rare opportunity to buy high grade watch: 50% below cost. 12 jewel, thin mechanical, 30 yr. 14kt gold-filled case. Beautiful dial. Handsome case with bumper and back. Full jewel, well known CASE movement, Regulated and adjusted to keep excellent time.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.  
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments  
2588 Buescher Block  
Elkhart, Indiana  
Buescher Band Instrument Co.  
2588 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.  
Gentlemen: I am interested in the instrument checked below:
(Mention any other instrument interested in.)
Name .
Street Address .
Town .
State .

Saxophone Book Free  
Tells when to use Saxophone simply, in sections or in regular band; how to play from color parts in orchestra, and many other things you would like to know.

Free Trial  
You may order any Buescher Instrument without paying in advance, and try it six days in your own home, without obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments. Mention the instrument interested in and a complete catalog will be mailed free.

Easy to Play  
Easy to Pay
Fords Run 34 Miles on Gallon of Gasoline

Wonderful new carburetor. Guaranteed to reduce gasoline bills from one-half to one-third and increase power of motors from 30 to 50%. Start easy in coldest weather. Fits any car. Attach yourself. Fords make as high as 34 miles to gallon. Other cars show proportionate saving. Send make of car and take advantage of our special 30-day trial offer.

AIR FRICTION CARBURETOR CO. Dec. 3350

Tobacco
Special Bargain Introductory offer on Kentucky's Finest Good Old Melon Sweet Green River Smoking Tobacco. Two Big packs, each, $2.00 value for only $1.00 postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

OWENSBORO TOBACCO CO., Dept. 130, Owensboro, Ky.

WANTED RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS $1600 to $2300 Year
MEN—BOYS, 18 OR OVER SHOULD WRITE IMMEDIATELY

Steady Work. No Layoffs. Paid Vacations. Travel—See the Country
Common education sufficient. Mail coupon today-SURE

MAIL CLERKS

COUPONS: (1) Franklin Institute, Dept. 5178, Rochester, N. Y. Send me without charge. (2) Buffalo Railroad Mail Clerk Examination questions; (3) Send sample coaching lessons and tell me how I can get a position.

Address: 

Name: 

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept. 5178, Rochester, N. Y. 

Copyrighted material
WE WANT AGENTS

To introduce the Milburn Puncture Proof Inner Tube. Mr. P. H. Milburn, of the Milburn Puncture Proof Tube Company, Chicago, after many years of practical and theoretical experiments, has perfected an inner tube which in actual test suffered the loss of NO AIR after being punctured as many as 500 times. Many users have run over 20,000 miles without removing a tire from the wheel. Milburn Puncture Proof Inner Tubes are made of the best quality live red gum rubber—especially built and air inflated. Milburn Puncture Proof Tubes cost no more than other ordinary tubes.

CAR OWNERS WANTED

To sell and demonstrate this wonder tube. Interests everyone immediately. Automobile owners buy on sight. It makes no difference what car they drive or what tires they use. Our salesmen are coining money on our “DIRECT FROM FACTORY” scheme of selling. Absolutely no competition. We control all basic patents. No capital required to start. Previous selling experience not necessary.

Earn from $5000 to $10,000 a Year

Earn $5000 to $10,000 yearly or more. Get into business for yourself. Sell Milburn Puncture Proof Inner Tubes. Every car owner is a prospect. Your field is unlimited. Now is the season. Get in while it is good. Be independent.

TESTIMONIALS

Convincing Statements from a Few of Our Agents

J. D. Cooper—"I have made 30,000 miles with my Milburn Puncture Proof Tubes and have not as yet removed a rim or casing and my casings are still in excellent condition."

J. C. Jervis—"I sold 50 Milburn Tubes in the first three days."

Chas. Cayton—"I sold twelve tubes yesterday in ten minutes."

L. S. Knapp—"My first few hours out I sold eight tubes, no trouble at all to sell them. The most wonderful tube on the market today. I think, I am hoping you will give me the agency for a big territory."

D. Edler—"I have driven seventy-five miles in one of the 20x3 tubes, and twenty were spike nails. It has gone above the test that you recommended to me it would do.

P. W. Dow—"Your tubes are fine; we have a 20x3 ½ that has certainly stood the gaff; it has been punctured anywhere from forty to forty-five or fifty times this week, and is standing up in great shape."

Staples Brothers—"Your tube arrived and proved satisfactory in every respect. We think we know a good thing when we see it and would be pleased to represent THE MILBURN PUNCTURE-PROOF TUBE COMPANY."

FREE TUBE

SPECIAL FREE TUBE OFFER

Send coupon or write today for special free tube offer and further details. References, Industrial State Bank of Chicago, National Bank of the Republic, Chicago, Baker State Bank of Chicago. Don't hesitate. Fill out the coupon and send it in or write and send name and we will send you all details. This is your opportunity so don't delay. Address

P. H. MILBURN, Pres.

Milburn Puncture Proof Tube Co.
335 West 47th Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Guaranteed Heating Plants


BIG HANDY MAN BOOK

Tells how we help you plan and install. From rough sketch or description, we supply working plans and clear instructions. We carry the tools needed. Any handy man can install. This is the place to buy on money-back guarantee. Plumbing Outfits and Supplies: Water Systems; Hot-Air Water; or Steam Heating Plant; Radiators, Pipes, Boilers or Septic Disposal Tanks.

Send 25¢ for Yours Today

We have spared no effort or expense to complete this remarkable and instructive book. To keep from sending it broadcast, to disinterested persons, we request a deposit of 25¢, which will be refunded on your first order. There is also for our FREE Bulletin. Write today and save half.

Pipeless Furnace

HARDIN-LAVIN CO.

50 Years at 3447-87
Cottage Grove Ave., CHICAGO

BIASCOPE

SIX-POWER

A sturdy, compact pocket field glass. For the motorist, tourist, boy scout, bird study. Dimensions 3½"x3½"x1½". Each in a leather case. Mailed Postpaid Anywhere . . . . . . . . $5.00

WATRY & HEIDKAMP

ESTABLISHED 1883
Dept. P, 17 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.

EASY FOR YOU TO OWN A FINE INSTRUMENT!

YEARS ago the famous King Brass Instruments were sold only for cash to famous musicians. But now due to our easy payment plan anyone can own one of these wonderful instruments.

SAVE MIDDLEMAN'S PROFITS

Simply order direct from the factory. You save middleman's profit—and you get a fine, new, sound-laboratory-tested, acoustically-perfect King instrument. With it goes our guarantee plus free factory-service.

IT'S EASY TO OWN A KING

Rebuilt instruments, refurbished to look like new, will sell for cash at lower prices. New instruments on the easy-payment plan. Thus it's easy to own a King. Send for our latest complete catalog and list of special bargains.

THE H. N. WHITE COMPANY
5249 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio

PERSONAL STATIONERY

SEND ONLY 1¢ Be distinctive—have your own stationery. Send cash or money order for 300 sheets, 100 envelopes, postpaid, printed in blue ink with name and address not over 3 lines, or 50 characters, on good white bond, sheets 6 x 7.

Personal Printing Co., Box 2548, Boston, Mass.

FORD RUNS 57 MILES ON GALLON OF GASOLINE

A new automatic and self-regulating device has been invented by John A. Stranksy, 1540 4th St., Pukwana, South Dakota, with which automobiles have made from 40 to 57 miles on a gallon of gasoline. It removes all carbon and prevents spark plug trouble and overheating. It can be installed by anyone in five minutes. Mr. Stranksy wants agents and is willing to send a sample at his own risk. Write him today.

CHewing Gum 1c per pack

Full size—5 stick packs—peppermint, peppermint and fruit flavors, $5.00 for 500 packs. Suitable for Premium or Scheme purposes. Deposit required. Prompt shipments.

BELMONT GUM MAKERS, Cincinnati, Ohio

ADD TO YOUR INCOME

WITH LITTLE EFFORT

New Improved Green Automatic Machine

Sharpen, hone and etch all kinds of safety razor blades, in one operation, from four to six blades per minute. For both quality and quantity, this machine is in a class by itself. There is nothing like it on the market. Let us send you our descriptive literature containing everything, including the "AMERICAN" Key Cutter—cute square, angular or round slot.

AMERICAN SHARPENING MACHINE CO. (Inc.), Dept. 6, 104 W. Washington St., CHICAGO

AMERICAN Key Cutter
Glands Used to Restore Hair Growth

Science of Gland Therapy Relieves Baldness—New Treatment Restores Health and Growth

Baldness in both men and women is now generally ascribed by scientists to defective functioning of endocrine glands. Hair growth is dependent upon the secretions of these glands—these secretions making possible the assimilation of those elements in the blood which are vital to a luxurious growth of hair.

Now it is possible for any bald person to have a full, luxuriant growth of hair through the discovery of E. R. Alexander, nationally known scientist. Dr. Alexander, through the concentration of glands, can supply the deficiency of gland secretion and produce a full growth of hair.

This discovery may be easily used in the privacy of your own home. Within a few weeks you will notice new, vigorous hair beginning to come in and with this growth you can gradually restore your hair to its former bright, healthy color.

So confident is Dr. Alexander that you can be relieved of the embarrassment of baldness and regain the normal hair growth by this method that he offers to send a regular $4.00 treatment for only $2.00 to anyone who will write for it. Use it according to directions, and if at the end of a month you do not find your hair returning with all its former vigor, the treatment does not cost a cent.

SEND NO MONEY—just your name and address to Alexander Laboratories, 812 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo., or 812 Terminal, Toronto, Canada, and this treatment will be mailed at once in plain wrapper. Try it according to directions and if at the end of a month you are not more than satisfied with results, your money will be refunded at once. A big Kansas City bank guarantees that Dr. Alexander is reliable and holds $1,000 cash as a guarantee to return your money if you wish.

Don't suffer the embarrassment of baldness—give the treatment a trial on this liberal offer.

Please Mention Popular Mechanics

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED TYPEWRITERS

Send us only $5.00 a month until the low total price of $66.20 is paid, and the machine is yours.

FREE This is absolutely the most generous typewriter offer ever made. Do not rent a machine when you can pay $5.00 a month and own one. Think of it—Buying a $110.00 Machine for $66.20. Cash price, $61.70, just a little more than half its original price.

The Famous L.C. Smith Silent Model No. 8

This is the famous L. C. Smith typewriter which has set the world's standard for quality and service for over twenty years. Perfect machines, Standard size, Keyboard of Standard Universal arrangement, 42 Keys, writing 84 characters—universally used in teaching, the teach system. The entire line of writing completely portable at all times, has the decimal tabulator, the two color ribbon, with automatic reverse, the back space, ball bearing type bars, ball bearing carriage action, ball bearing shift action, in fact every late style feature and modern operating convenience. Comes to you with everything complete; tools, cover, operating book and instructions—nothing extra to buy. You cannot imagine the perfection of this beautiful rebuilt typewriter until you have seen it. We have sold thousands of these perfect late style machines at this bargain price and every one of these thousands of satisfied customers had this beautiful, strictly up-to-date machine on five-cent free trial before deciding to buy it. We will send it to you first class free to any part of the United States. It will sell itself, but if you are not satisfied that this is the greatest typewriter you ever saw, you can return it at our expense. You won't want to return it after you try it, for you cannot equal this wonderful value anywhere.

SEND NO MONEY Order Now—Before They're Gone

When the typewriter arrives deposit with the express agent $6.20 and take the machine for five days' trial. If you are convinced that it is the best typewriter you ever saw keep it and send us $5.00 a month until our bargain price of $66.20 is paid. If you don't want it, return it to the express agent, receive your $6.20 and return the machine. We will pay the return express charges. This machine is guaranteed just as if you paid $110.00 for it. It is standard. Over half a million people own and use these typewriters and think them the best ever manufactured. The supply at this price is limited, the price will probably be raised when next advertisement appears, so don't delay. Fill in the coupon today—the typewriter will be shipped promptly. There is no red tape. We employ no solicitors—no collectors—no chatted mortgage. It is simply understood that we retain title to the machine until full $66.20 is paid. You cannot lose. It is the greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have. Do not send us one cent. Get the coupon in the mails today—sure.

SMITH TYPEWRITER SALES CO., 309, 311 E. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.

SMITH TYPEWRITER SALES CO., 309, 311 E. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Name

Street Address

City...........................................State......................................

Occupation or Business...........................................................
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CAR OWNERS SAVE MONEY
Make Big Profits!
Cut your own tire bills—and make good money selling National Tirefiller to others. A proven success for 12 years. Eliminates tubes, punctures and blowouts. Increases tire mileage 30 to 50% and still outwears several casings. Easily inserted; easy riding. Over 300,000 enthusiastic users. Big sales possibilities. Some good territory still open. Driver agents make good profits. Mail coupon today for proposition.

MAIL THIS NOW
National Rubber Filler Co.,
232 College St., Midlothian, Texas.
Please send me your agent's proposition and full information on National Tirefiller.
Name:
Address:

MAKE $8 TO $32 A DAY
We have men making from $8.00 to $32.00 a day in the most agreeable of occupations. You can too. We want men who have good, clean records and who want to increase their present earning power. We have the way if you have the will to do it. You can establish a business of your own. Write today for our offer.
THE VITAL MFG. CO.
Dept. 26, Chicago and Clark Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW CORDS
10000 MILES
GET 10000 MILES SERVICE
$30 FOR $5.95

Sensational New Cord Tire Sale!
Our big volume business enables us to sell brand new Cord tires at lowest prices. Don't miss this sale. Every Cord guaranteed for mileage. Full guarantee. Order your season's supply now and cut your tire cost in two. Thousands of steady customers getting ready for winter. Full mileage and you, too, can get 10,000 miles.

SEND NO MONEY
Just send your name and size of tires wanted. Don't miss! Prices soon to go up. Take advantage of this sensational tire sale. Shipment C.O.D. Section unwrapped for inspection. Order now.

DEPT. 28
SUPREME TIRE CO., 2234 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

JOY—ADVENTURE—ROMANCE
LINGER NO LONGER
BY THE FIRESIDE

This Month's Specials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price Now</th>
<th>Price New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Feed Hose</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carburetor</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearbox</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK guarantee 100% with order, balance on delivery.
G. M. FORD SPEED & POWER EQUIPMENT MFRS., 250 West 54th St., New York

Start in Business For Yourself
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN OWNING YOUR OWN BUSINESS ON A SMALL INVESTMENT—Write for our SPECIAL SPRING PAYMENT OFFER of DUNCAN No. 10 or 36 COMPLETE REPAIR SHOP/EQUIPMENT, including high grade tube plate.
F. M. DUNCAN COMPANY, 311-49 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

Agents Make $1200 a Day!
NEW Self Heating
THE ALEX TANK CO., 36 Iron St., Akron, O.

Custom-Made Tops Less Than Half Price
ASK US TO PROVE IT
You can attach them easily. Full instructions sent. Complete tops with beveled plate glass, tucks, fasteners and wells. Free delivery 1,000 miles. For all cars; special prices on Maxwells, Dodges and Chevrolets. Describe your car. Samples and money-saving Bulletins free.
S-C PRODUCTS CO., 758 Nicholas Bldg., Toledo, O.

EVINRUDE
Factory production on the new Sport Twin is underway. Insurance order from your dealer at once. Send for catalog.
Evinrude Motor Co., 104 Evinrude Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.
W. L. DOUGLAS

NAME AND PORTRAIT is the best known shoe Trade Mark in the world. It stands for the highest standard of quality, style and workmanship at the lowest possible cost.

W. L. DOUGLAS shoes are actually demanded year after year by more people than any other shoe in the world

BECAUSE W. L. Douglas for forty-six years has been making surpassingly good shoes. The smart styles are the leaders everywhere. When you are looking for the best shoes for your money examine W. L. Douglas $7.00 and $8.00 shoes. They are exceptionally good value for the price. WEAR W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES AND SAVE MONEY.

$5.65 $6.7 $7.8 & $8.9 SHOES FOR MEN & WOMEN

NO MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE shoe dealers can supply you with W. L. Douglas shoes. If not convenient to call at one of our 116 stores in the large cities, ask your shoe dealer for W. L. Douglas shoes. Protection against unreasonable profits is guaranteed by the name and price stamped on the sole of every pair before the shoes leave the factory. Refuse substitutes. The prices are the same everywhere.

IF NOT FOR SALE IN YOUR VICINITY WRITE FOR CATALOG.

McDouglas

President
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.
128 Sharp Street, Boston, Mass.

The Mechanic's Helicon: A Magazine Devoted to the Practice of Engineering, Vol. 29, No. 9, September 1918

MARVEL ONLY 8" TIRE

GUARANTEED 100,000 MILES

IN WRITING!

Look at the sections:
Here's the only 8-1/2 size tire re rubber made. More mileage built into the tire, as it will get 10,000 to 50,000 dollars in mileage. Made for the man of quality and not mass produced. That's why each tire is B.M.S. & N.B.C. warranty. No more tire repairs. Send us your wheel for FREE CHARGE. Sent to you for 7 tax points. Be sure to order the right size 8-1/2. The best tire for the money.

FREE Book of Newest Styles just out. Women's, men's, children's clothing on credit and at bargain prices, less than cash prices everywhere. Very latest fashions; best materials. Open a charge account with us. Buy on credit and save money! Dress in newest styles. Send for style Book absolutely FREE today! Elmer Richards Co., Dept. A177, W. 35th Street, Chicago.

What's Wrong With This Job?

MEN 18 to 45

BECOME CITY MAIL CARRIERS

City residence unnecessary.

$1,400 FIRST YEAR

Raise Yearly to $1800 Year


Mail Coupon—Today Sure

COUPON

Franklin Institute
Dept. S331
Rochester, N. Y.

Send me, without charge, (1) Your copyrighted Civil Service book. (2) Tell me how to get a position as Mail Carrier at $1400 to $1800 a year. (3) Send list of other U. S. Government Jobs obtainable.

Address.

PRACTICAL AMATEUR WIRELESS STATIONS

An experience book containing the best suggestions of 33 experimenters on building, installing, and operating experimental stations for radio communication. 136 pp. 6x9. Illustrated. $1.00 postpaid.

Popular Mechanics Book Dept., 102 E. Ontario St., Chicago

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

AMERICAN SMITH & STEVENS' CO., 432 E. Michigan St., Detroit, Mich.
Why the Broadcasters Prefer CONNS

THE famous broadcasting orchestras and artists, just as the leaders in every other instrumental field, choose Conn instruments. The purity and brilliancy of the distinctive Conn tone is particularly adapted for radiophone transmission. These artists know the superiority of Conn instruments, not only in tone, but in reliability of action, ease of blowing, and flexibility which enables them to play the most difficult music with comparative ease.

When you tune to your favorite station and there comes a melody which fairly lifts you up and makes you want to dance, it is practically certain to be Conn music, played by a Conn equipped orchestra.

You should know more about the exclusive processes and features which make Conn instruments the finest in the world. Send a post card for complete information and details of FREE TRIAL, EASY PAYMENT plan on any instrument for band and orchestra.

Highest Honors at World Expositions
Dealers and agents throughout the country
Factory branches in many large cities

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
631 Conn Bldg. Elkhart, Indiana

THE BENSON ORCHESTRA
DEON R. BESTOR DIRECTOR

THE BENSON ORCHESTRA of Chicago, one of the famous broadcasting and phonograph-recording orchestras, uses Conn instruments exclusively.

BRAID NEW CORD TIRES

Send $6.85 and we will send you a set of these tires with guarantee and No Rigid. Write us and tell us the size of your tires and how many you want. Shipped C. O. D. with section unwrapped for inspection. If not satisfied return tire unused and money will be cheerfully refunded.

Dept. 118 STARR & STARR Chicago, Ill.
SHOP MANUALS

for the AUTOMOBILE ELECTRIC SERVICE STATION

Automobile Ignition
Adjustment, timing, wiring, care, lubrication and repair of each type of the eighteen makes of both battery and magneto ignition equipment now in use. Includes eighty-three diagrams of internal and external connections and more than one hundred illustrations of construction and design.
Explanations of operation are given by description and explanation of apparatus in actual service.
430 pages, 4 1/4" by 6 1/4", bound in flexible leatherette.
Price $2.00 Postpaid

Automobile Battery Care and Repair
Practical repair methods from the time of opening the cells until the final connections. Explains methods of testing with hydrometer, voltmeter, ammeter, discharge set and cadmium stick; showing symptoms by which each kind of trouble can be recognized. Includes rules for charging new and repaired batteries; also instructions for the use of all types of battery equipment.
Among the tables are those showing effect of temperature, time and rate on capacity; required capacity for starting and lighting; discharge rates and voltage drop during tests; charging rates determined by battery size, heating, time available and line rate; gravity secured by various proportions of acid and water and gravity used in repair work.
335 pages, 4 1/4" by 6 1/4", 150 illustrations, bound in flexible leatherette.
Price $2.00 Postpaid

Starting and Lighting Troubles, Remedies and Repairs
One hundred and five special diagrams show the internal wiring, also the connections between all the units of each type and make of electrical equipment from 1912 to the present time.
Opposite each diagram is a description including the normal amperage and voltage, the method of regulation, the type of cut-out and their adjustments.
Trouble ignition charts are based on the action of lamps and starters without the use of testing instruments.
Over two hundred pages of instructions for testing and locating faults in any part of the starting and lighting equipment. Includes sixty-four diagrams showing tests and repairs, also sixty illustrations of operating principles.
450 pages, 4 1/4" by 6 1/4", bound in flexible leatherette.
Price $3.00 Postpaid

Tailoring Salesmen
The greatest—the most sensational—the steadiest money-making line in the field. SELL GREAT WESTERN CLOTHES—the equal of $50.00 store values at $35.50, suit or overcoat, one price, made to measure, all wool, money back guarantee.

We Pay You Salary and Commissions
We put you on our regular pay roll the minute you connect up with us and we send you a check every week. In addition you get your regular profit on every suit you sell, and you get this money in advance. McBirne made $92.50 last month, Landers seldom goes under $100.00 a week. No line in the country offers the wonderful money making opportunity this does.

Read the following exclusive features and you’ll understand why the GREAT WESTERN line has no equal as an order getter.

1. We pay salesman weekly salary and Commissions in advance.
2. We prepay express or parcel post charges to customer.
3. No extra charges—everything free—nothing added to our base price.
4. All Wool fabrics, all wool linings, high grade workmanship.
5. Handsome salesman’s sample case and outfit ever got out.
6. Satisfaction guaranteed—money cheerfully refunded any time.

Tailoring salesmen—send the coupon today for complete information. Other live selling men write us. We’ll train you and show you how to make big money selling one of America’s oldest and best known brands of clothes. Send no money—complete sample equipment furnished FREE.

Mail the coupon NOW

Great Western Tailoring Co.
The Pioneer Line Est. 30 Years Chicago, Ill.

Great Western Tailoring Co., 837-841 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

Please send me full details of your salary and commission proposition for salesman and complete information on your line.

NAME..................................................
ADDRESS..........................................
TOWN..................................................
STATE...........................................
Cut Your Own Hair
Cowan Hair Cutter
Most Useful Device on Earth

$2.00

For Men or Women

Over 30,000 Business and Professional Men, Mothers and Nurses save
Time, Money and Worry over Wasted Hours spent in barber shops.

The "Creamy" Combination HAIR CUTTER-SAFETY RAZOR makes them independent. CUT YOUR OWN HAIR in ten minutes. Adjustable for long, short, taper or effect of a comb. No more friction, no strain.

Two-way SAFETY RAZOR — best for LADIES! — new safety guards blade corners for working under arms, over bottoms, behind ears, and behind ears. 100% in line with today's fashion. Lifetime durability. Genuine 95% PLATINUM, complete with two extra blades. Two-months agreement. Sold through DEALERS or direct by mail upon receipt of price plus $1.50 postage. 6 Extra Blades, 80c. DOLLARS WRITE. State Agency Wanted in U. S. and Province of Canada.

J. H. COWAN CO.
Dept. 72, Admiral and McGee St.
KANSAS CITY, MO., U. S. A.

WEAR IT FOR 7 DAYS FREE

These beautiful RAJAH diamonds have all the living fire and dazzling beauty of the genuine blue diamond and are the result of years of scientific and chemical research. They stand the test of direct comparison.

YOU CAN BE THE JUDGE. Wear one of these rings for seven days on the same finger with a genuine diamond seven days. If you or your friends can tell the difference, send it back and we will refund your money. YOU TAKE NO CHANCES.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER for Short Time Only:

No. 21—Lined band. Tiffany mounting—white platinum. Black ring. price $6.25 now...

No. 58—Gay band. Tiffany mounting—white platinum. Band ring. price...

SPECIAL OFFER for 21 days:

No. 38—Gay band. Tiffany mounting—white platinum. Band ring. price...

SEND NO MONEY. Just mail your order, name, address, number of ring wanted and you as shown by slip of paper flying red to your nearest dealer today. You'll receive ring in about two weeks. When it arrives deposit amount shown above with postman. After wearing ring seven days, if you do not find it the largest bargain ever offered, we want you to send it back, and your deposit together with postage will be returned. SEND TODAY.

A. ROTHCHILD & CO., 668 So. 14th St., Omaha, Neb.

$1000 a month in RADIO

Well-known radio manufacturer now has openings for sales, district and country representatives. $1000.00 a month easily earned by good men. Finest, popular sets.

CHERINGTON MFG. CO. Dept. 16 WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS

THE 1923 New OLIVER

Send for 1923 Oliver Catalog Showing New Standard three bank Keyboard.

The OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO., Chicago

THE ALADDIN CO., BAY CITY, MICHIGAN

Wilmington, North Carolina Portland, Oregon Toronto, Ontario

THIS PALATIAL

Florida Home

can be purchased at a very reasonable price. It is the finest estate in a community of 10,000 situated amid 5 acres of orange, grape fruit, sweet bay, palmetto and a large variety of semi-tropical trees and foliage. A water front of 400 feet, with entrance from a Boulevard, affording every modern convenience. House recently completed and never occupied. Has every modern improvement, large sun parlors, sleeping porches and 8 bath rooms. Inestimable supply of soft water, steam heat, high, light basement under entire house. Surf bathing all winter within 5 minutes walk.

For full details, photographs and prices, address the owner,

H. H. WINDSOR,
200 E. Ontario St., CHICAGO, ILL.
New Easy Way to Make Money Fast

Make $75.00 to $150.00 A Week - All Time or Spare Time


45,000 Bottles Toothperl Sold in 3 Months By Inexperienced Man

You don't need selling experience. You can make Big Money right from the start. All you have to do is place the cards and collect your profits. Territory going fast. Write today for complete details. Better still, mail $1.00 for sample cart. Don't delay.

MARCH PRODUCTS COMPANY
Dept. 18
5650 W. Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Put this Parks in your shop

Parks "4-in-One" Price

Why spend time on hand work? Why not do every job on this husky, convenient, fast-working Parks machine? Make your shop up-to-date and a money-maker. The Parks "Four-in-One" is a circular rip and cross-cut saw, band saw, jointer and borer, all in one. Angle-steel frame, channel-steel top, fully equipped and guaranteed 10 years.

Send for circular and Parks catalog showing lathes, saw-axes, band saws and combination woodworkers for any shop requirements.

THE PARKS BALL BEARING MACHINE CO.
1500-1540 Knowlton St.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Canadian Factory:
200 Notre Dame East, Montreal, Canada

PARKS WOODWORKING MACHINES

“LYON BODIES”

For Fords, Chevrolets and Dodges

$27.50

SEND NOW

For Our 1923 “Book of Bargains” Containing a full line of bodies and accessories at exceptionally low prices. Buy direct from the factory.

AUTO TIRE SALES CO., Dept. P8
1346 S. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO Body Division

Send $1.00 for Sample Card Place it on a druggist’s counter. Watch it for a day or two. See how fast TOOTHPERL sells. Then grab your territory. If not satisfied, return card and we’ll refund your dollar. Order several cards now if you want to get started quick.

PILLIOD Tool Cases Excel

Machinists, Tool Makers and Carpenters find them most satisfactory in construction, appearance, service and price. Immediate shipment.

THE PILLIOD LUMBER CO.
Dept. 1
Swanton, Ohio

CARPENTER'S LIQUID COURT PLASTER

When finger is injured
Don’t take a chance. Quickly seal the wound with Court Plaster.

For use in boiler rooms, underground garages, laundries, laboratories, machinery rooms, workshops, factories, churches, parks, hospitals, hotels and any place subject to dampness, moisture or dampening.

THE CARPENTER CHINACOLLA
60 Cadillac St., Detroit, Mich.

MAKE GAS IN ANY STOVE

Cook in a Cool Kitchen

The Instant-Gas Makes Oil Burner summer cooking a pleasure. Gives you gas anywhere, everywhere, in any stove or range. Everybody knows gas means cleaner, cheaper cooking and a cooler kitchen.

Start your stove with a turn of the wrist, turn high or low to suit and stop with another turn of the wrist.

Fits Any Coal or Wood Stove

30-Day Trial

The Instant-Gas Oil Burner makes its own gas from coal or wood (burned sense) at one-sixth the cost of city gas. Much cheaper than coal or wood. Because it can be regulated the Instant-gas Oil Burner Cooks and Bakes Better than coal or wood in the same stove. No coal or wood to carry, no ashes, no chopping, no starting or starting of fires.

Greatest woman-saver in the world.

Write for 30-day trial offer and free booklet telling how Uncle Sam burns oil.

INTERNATIONAL HEATING CO.
Dept. 125
115 S. 14th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Tobacco Is Hurting You

Look at the facts square in the face, Mr. Tobacco User. You may think tobacco is not hurting you.

That is because you haven’t as yet, perhaps, felt the effects of the nicotine poison in YOUR system. For you know that nicotine, as absorbed into the system through smoking and chewing tobacco, is a slow working poison. Slow, yes—but sure.

Tobacco is lowering your efficiency. It slows a man down. Makes it harder for you to concentrate your mind on your work. You haven’t near the amount of ‘pep’ and energy you would have if you stopped using it. There’s many a man twice as old as you in years who’s twice as young in energy, simply because he lets tobacco alone.

Some day you will realize to what an alarming extent tobacco has undermined your system.

Tobacco Habit Banished
Let Us Help You

It doesn’t make a particle of difference whether you’ve been a user of tobacco for a single month or 50 years, or how much you use, or in what form you use it—whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff—Tobacco Redeemer will positively remove all craving for tobacco in any form in a very few days. Not the slightest shock to the nervous system. Your tobacco craving will usually begin to decrease after the very first dose—there’s no long waiting for results.

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kind and is marvelously quick, scientific and thoroughly reliable. It is in no sense a substitute for tobacco. After finishing the treatment you have absolutely no desire to use tobacco again or to continue the use of the remedy. It helps to quiet the nerves and make you feel better in every way.

Results Guaranteed
A single trial will convince you. Our legal-binding, money-back guarantee goes with each full treatment. We will refund every cent you pay for the treatment if after taking it according to the easy-to-follow directions, it should fail to banish the tobacco habit completely.

SEND Coupon for Free Proof
Let us send you our free booklet on the deadly effects of tobacco, together with testimonial letters from men all over the country telling how they have been absolutely freed from the tobacco habit by this simple home treatment. You could not ask for stronger proof that Tobacco Redeemer will free you from the habit than the evidence we will gladly send on request. Just mail the coupon—or a postal will do.

NEWELL PHARMACAL CO.
Dept. 300
St. Louis, Mo.

NEwELL PHARMACAL CO.
Dept. 300
St. Louis, Mo.

Free Book Coupon

When your hands begin to tremble—and your appetite begins to fail—and your heart seems to "skip a beat" now and then—and slight exertion makes you short of breath—then you have a right to suspect that TOBACCO is getting the upper hand.

Any well-informed doctor will tell you that these are only a few of many symptoms of tobacco poisoning. And YOU know that the use of tobacco in any form is an expensive, utterly useless habit. You know you ought to quit.

NEWELL PHARMACAL CO.
Dept. 300
St. Louis, Mo.

Please send, without obligating me in any way your free booklet regarding the tobacco habit and proof that Tobacco Redeemer will positively free me from the tobacco habit or my money will be refunded.

Name
Street and No.

Town
State

Copyrighted material
YOUR SUMMER HOME
Wherever You Want to Make It!

WILLAMETTE AUTO TENTS
(Scientifically constructed)
2 windows, 2 shoe pockets, sod cloth all around. Made from U. S. government O. D. shelter duck. Packed in small canvas bag—no poles required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Postpaid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPELL’S
South African Water Bag
Two gallon size—keeps water cool for 48 hours—Made from first duck.
$1.65 postpaid.

At your dealers or
205 Burnside Street
PORTLAND, OREGON

13th Edition
A NEW AND GREATER
DYKE’S AUTOMOBILE
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Entirely rewritten—rearranged and new illustrations from beginning to end. Mr. Dyke devoted almost two years of constant application to rewriting this book. We are confident that you will agree with us that it is the best book in the world today on the automobile, truck and tractor.

A PRACTICAL BOOK ON THE
AUTOMOBILE FOR EVERYBODY
Over 1,200 Pages. Over 4,100 Illustrations
Over 14,000 Lines of Index

This book teaches the underlying fundamental principles of each and every part of an automobile—mechanical and electrical—in a simplified manner, and that is why the largest auto schools are using it. Home owners, students and repair men say that it contains the greatest array of automobile facts ever published in one volume.

This book will teach you to become an expert automobile repairman and also an electrical expert. You will understand fundamental principles, diagnosing troubles, testing, adjusting and repairing. If you were to purchase separate books on the subjects covered, the lot would cost about $21.00. The price of Dyke’s book is

Cloth Binding, $6.00
Flexible American, Morocco, $7.50
Postpaid

Complete table of contents mailed free upon request.

Popular Mechanics Book Dept.
200 East Ontario St., Chicago

A New Book on Concrete For the Home,
Farm and Factory

Describing 173 Ways of Using Concrete. Full directions for doing these things yourself with ordinary tools—138 Illustrations.

Popular Mechanics’ CONCRETE
Handbook No. 1

Shows you how to make such things as
Concrete Fence Posts on the Farm
Cheap Concrete Mixer
Concrete Forge
Concrete Boat Landings and Docks
Garden Seats of Concrete
Molds for Making Concrete Blocks
Watering-Troughs in Concrete
Forms for Concrete Gate Posts
Rural Mail Box Post
Concrete Garden Furniture
(5 articles)
Concrete Tile
Concrete Sidewalk Flagging
Horse Stalls of Concrete
Concrete Block Milk House
Sanitary Drinking Fountain of Concrete
Concrete Curbs and Gutters
Faultless Concrete Sidewalks

And practically any other requirement in concrete.

(THROROUGHLY INDEXED)

Fifty Cents

POPULAR MECHANICS’ CONCRETE
HANDBOOK No.1

Describing 173 Ways of Using Concrete in the Home, Shop, and on the Farm
Full directions for doing these things yourself with ordinary tools—138 Illustrations

POPULAR MECHANICS PRESS
CHICAGO

Price 50c POST.

Send in your order at once and get ready to do that particular PAID piece of work long deferred for want of the “know how.”

POPULAR MECHANICS BOOK DEPARTMENT
200 East Ontario Street, CHICAGO
The Famous SHAW 2½ H. P. MOTOR ATTACHMENT

Why envy the fellow who rides an expensive heavy weight motorcycle? For a fraction of his investment you can easily convert your bike into a sturdy, lightweight, dependable motorcycle. With a 2½ horsepower Shaw Motor, you can travel with any of them—aup the steepest hills, over sandy or muddy roads, and on long tours. You can enjoy the great out of doors and get the most out of life at the least cost.

The powerful Shaw Motor gives a speed of 4 to 40 miles an hour. 90 to 125 miles on a gallon of gasoline and 1200 to 1800 miles on a gallon of oil. Cheaper than walking. Sportier than foot pedaling.

Attach in 30 Minutes—No Special Tools FITS ANY MAKE BICYCLE

An ordinary wrench or screw driver are all you need to attach the Shaw Motor to your bike. No filing, fitting or boring. No changing or making over. 30 minutes after receiving your Shaw Motor you can fill up with gas and oil and begin the greatest sport you’ve ever had. Simple directions are furnished. The Shaw clamps on bike frame making for easy control, better balance and greater power.

The Shaw Motor Attachment fits any standard bicycle frame. It transforms your bike both in appearance and performance. The perfect balance of the engine avoids vibration so common in most motors. Simple, dependable and safe at all times. The price is so low that you will hardly miss the money. In fact you’ll soon pay for it in carfare and time saved.

Take Advantage of New Low Prices

The 1923 Shaw Motor is the best model we have ever built. And we have made tremendous price reductions. You can own a new or used Shaw Motor Attachment at less cost than ever before. You can join the other thousands of happy, enthusiastic Shaw users. Do it now.

WRITE TODAY

The summer season is at hand. Write today for free complete descriptive literature and new low prices on Shaw Motor Attachment, Complete Shaw Motorcycle, New Shaw Cycle Car or New Shaw Garden Tractor. Use Coupon. Check information desired.

SHAW MFG. CO.
Dept. 102, GALESBURG, KANS.

USE THE COUPON

Clip the coupon below. It is for your convenience. Check item on which you desire free information.

SHAW MFG. CO., Dept. 102, GALESBURG, KANS.

Please send me full particulars and new low prices on articles I have checked below, all without obligating me.

☐ Shaw Motor Attachment. Name…………………………

☐ Complete Shaw Motorbicycle. Address…………………….

☐ New Shaw Cycle Car. R. F. D.……………………………

☐ New Shaw Garden Tractor. State…………………………
You want to be well and keep well—send for the book “Health.” It tells you how the healing powers of electricity can be safely used to help you.

Rheumatism, neuralgia, neuritis and sciatica and over one hundred other diseases of the nerves, blood and tissues have been successfully treated.

A letter or post card brings the book. Write today.

Renulife Electric Company
614 Newberry Building
Detroit, Michigan

Six Machines in One
Combines: bench saw, sander, drill, grinder, polisher and buffer for working in wood and soft metals

Boice Pony Bench Machine
—a precision machine especially adapted to rapid and accurate work. Handles 4” and 5” grinding wheels, 6” saws, 6” and 8” sand discs and 1/4” chuck. Sawd 1/4” wood. Mountable on separate base with motor. Height 10”. Weight 21 lbs. Top 10” long. Easily fixed at home or shop. Drum construction, Easily driven by 1/4 or 1/2 H.P. motor. Essentially suited for Private Shops, Laboratories, Shaping Departments, Printers, Cabinet and Pattern Makers, Furniture Repairmen, etc. Baked out with a new hot guarantee.

Our line includes 4” bench jointers, 14” bench band saws, bench drills, 1/4 and 1/2 H.P. Ball Bearing motors, and large motor driven bench saws.

See for yourself the practicality and economy of this complete line of Pony Bench Machines and Motors. W. B. & J. E. BOICE, Dept. P. M. 6, Toledo, O.
Car Owners Wanted!

—to show and sell this greatest improvement in Inner Tubes since autos were invented. Air Gauge on every tube built in as part of the valve stem tells at a glance actual air pressure all the time. Just look through the unbreakable transparent valve cover and see pressure instantly. No more guessing. No more bothering with separate air gauge. No more soiling of hands and fussing with dirty valve covers and caps to find out if tires need more air. Car owners buy on sight, no matter what car they drive or what casings they use. Our “direct-from-factory” salesmen are cleaning up with this great new invention. Many make $5 an hour—right from the first. Absolutely no competition. All basic patents owned and controlled by this company. No capital required to start. Previous selling experience not necessary. You can sell—

Air-Gage Extra Heavy Inner Tubes

—to almost every car owner because they cost no more than others of equal quality. Made of best quality live red rubber, built up on the multiple ply laminated process. Tough, live, durable. Every tube guaranteed in writing. Read how we help you make a success.

—We pay the largest commissions offered by any tire maker.
—We actually make and fully guarantee every Tube and Tire we sell.
—We give exclusive agency in territory you select and credit you with all orders received from same.
—We ship all orders to our men all charges prepaid.
—We advertise Air-Gage Tubes in Magazines reaching 20,000,000 readers.

Big Free Book Explains All

Send coupon or write today for big new illustrated book. Tells how to sell Air-Gage Tubes. How to become a successful Paul Salesman. How to start in a big paying business of your own without capital, how to be the one to nail down this tube and tire business in your territory, how to get the special Demonstrating Outfit. How to get your own Tires and Tubes at factory prices. If you want to get all the facts about this wonderful new invention and the “Paul Plan” of distributing through exclusive factory representatives, send the coupon today. We refer you to Dun’s, Bradstreet’s or any Bank in North Carolina.

THE PAUL RUBBER CO., Dept. 22, Salisbury, N.C.
A BETTER Engine
For Less Money
Only Engine Sold on Lifetime Guarantee

THE NEW WITTE
Throttling Governor
Easy to install—Easy to handle—Gives more power than rating—Increase or decrease speed at will—Run on cheap fuel, Gasoline, Kerosene, Distillate or Alcohol—Steady speed on variable load—Starts without cranking—So simple a boy can understand it.
Adaptable to any power job anywhere
Comes complete—Battery equipped. BOSCH Magneto at small extra cost. All other sizes and styles at proportionate low prices.
WRITE FOR CATALOG
WITTE ENGINE WORKS (Write Nearest Address)
1748 Oakland Avenue
1748 Empire Building
1748 Fremont Street
1748 Oakdale Avenue

DEAF
Hear After Using Radio, Amazing Discovery
Hundreds of people heretofore DEAF ARE HEARING AFTER USING RADIO! This new principle has been embodied in a self-contained device, the Syncro-Vibrator, which is giving amazing results in restoring hearing. No radio needed. Full details on request. No obligation. Address Yorke Burgess, Consulting Electrical Engineer, 744 East 42nd St., Chicago, Ill.

AMATEUR MECHANICS
A book for those who like to make things. 132 separate articles tell how to build electrical and mechanical devices, read formulas, filing tools, lathes, etc. 128 pp., illustrated, 25 cent postpaid.

Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH
IT'S EASY WITH OUR HELP
A few hours' interesting work saves over half and gives you a machine to suit your ideas. We furnish motors, tone arms, case material, blue prints and full instructions. Plays any record. Make fine profit building phonographs for your friends.
WRITE today for our FREE Blue print offer.
GET YOUR RADIO SUPPLIES FROM US
Choralene Phonograph & Radio Co.
623 1st St., Elkhart, Ind.

STEP ON HER!
Zingel! 20 miles per hour using our 1923 motor.
Prices reduced on all parts. You can assemble this car.
Send 25c for plans, including detailed instructions and price list.
SYIPHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
144 Syphers Bldg.
TOLEDO, OHIO

$3,000.00 IN ONE YEAR
This Bundle of Tires Will Make Several Dollar Profit
Easily possible with Tire Surgery.* Tire prices on upward trend. Car owners again flocking to repair stations. We have wonderful proposition for ambitious men. Oldham made $2,200 in 4 months. Economy average $1,500 weekly. Several locations available. Write for details. May be opportunity you seek. Write and find out. We will place whole proposition before you within 72 hours. Address
Haywood Tire & Equipment Co.
1312 E. Oakley Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

CATALOG No. 22
IS READY
Small Steam and Gasoline Engines, 3/4 H. P. up, Pumps, gears, model makers' supplies. Sent postpaid (2 dimes preferred) or 30c stamps.
Modern Engine & Supply Co.
334 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago

Our BUREAU OF INFORMATION will answer all questions regarding articles appearing in this magazine.
Address Bureau of Information, Popular Mechanics Magazine, Chicago

Direct at Factory Prices
This $2 KNIFE $1.18 Postpaid
Hand Forged Razor Steel Blades
Handy shaped Blade makes this knife best for mechanics, sportsmen and farmers; light but strong; re-sharpened easily, Stag handle, German silver finish; blades file tested, hand forged from razor steel and warranted.
Sample $1.18 3 for $3.00 Postpaid.
Send for our 100-page List and FREE MAHER & GROSH CO., 106 A St., Toledo, Ohio
FREE Trial of Autovac
The Amazing Discovery That Cuts Oil Bills 33 1/3% to 50%!

Now you can try this remarkable new invention on your Ford for 10 days at our expense. Send no money. Simply mail the coupon below.

Ford-Owner Agents Wanted
You can make from $10 to $40 a day putting this amazing new invention on Fords in your town. We have a new selling plan that makes selling easy. Write now for Special Offer.

Our Amazing Free Trial Offer
We have yet to find a single instance where Autovac has not made good! So we make this remarkable offer.

Simply fill out and mail us the coupon below. Send us no money—pay the postman nothing. We will send you an Autovac at our expense. Any child can attach it. You simply remove the oil filler plug—insert Autovac instead. It starts saving oil immediately. Your engine instead of being oily and sloppy is kept clean. Your motor gets clean oil. AUTOVAC comes to you at our expense. If it doesn't do everything that we say it will—and more—simply mail it back and you are under no obligation. If after 10 days you are not satisfied with the results that it has produced, then mail us only $3.50—payment in full. You take no risk. So mail the coupon now.

AUTOVAC COMPANY, 614 Wallace Building Salisbury, North Carolina

MAIL THIS COUPON
Autovac Co., 614 Wallace Bldg.
Salisbury, North Carolina
I accept your Free Trial offer. Send me Autovac. I will put it on my Ford for 10 days. If it does everything you say, I will send you $3.50. Otherwise I will return it—without obligation.

Name: ____________________________
Street: __________________________
City: ____________________________
State: ____________________________ Car License No. __________________________

Clean Lubrication
At the present time dust and grit-laden air is constantly being drawn into the crank-case of your motor. This grit acts like an emery, grinding out the bearings. AUTOVAC stops this grit from being drawn into the crank-case! Now for the first time you can feed your motor oil that is really CLEAN. And clean oil means an infinitely smoother-running motor—and longer engine life.

By stopping the oil from passing from the piston rings to the spark plugs AUTOVAC eliminates the cause of mis-firing.

It keeps the terminal wires and fan-belt dry by keeping the oil from contact with them. Thus saving expensive replacement.

How AUTOVAC Works
AUTOVAC takes the place of the oil-filler plug in the crank-case of your car. It creates a partial vacuum which sucks the oil in—absolutely preventing oil leakage in the joints and bearings.

AUTOVAC isn't an untried experiment. It does the work every time. Over 65,000 Ford owners who have subjected it to every sort of test, enthusiastically endorse what it has accomplished.
Who started this pump?

Nobody. A tiny stream of water trickled into the mine. Faster it came, touching the float switch of the G-E Automatic Starter. Instantly the great pump went into action.

In subways, coal mines, railway tunnels, the pumps are always ready, and the lives of millions of people are kept safe by this General Electric invention—a sentinel who never sleeps.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
The cutter may be removed and replaced without changing adjustment

The Sargent Auto-Set Bench Plane will mean a great saving of time and trouble at your work-bench. For whenever you have to remove the cutter, you can replace it at the same adjustment you were using and go on with your work.

The cutter of chromium alloy steel keeps its edge an unusually long time. And always makes shavings—even when cutting across the grain or through tough, knotty wood. The cutter is so rigid it will never chatter.

For the smaller jobs—the finishing touches or the work in close quarters—use the Sargent Steel Pocket Plane and the Steel Block Plane. They are light, handy, dependable and faithful to your best craftsmanship. See these planes at hardware dealers everywhere.

Write for the Sargent Book of Planes. It is full of detailed information on these fine tools and many other styles of superior planes.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers
49 Water Street, New Haven, Conn.

SARGENT Tools & Hardware
Want two more hands?

THEN put this Goodell-Pratt Vise on your work bench. It's the equivalent of having two more hands, for it will hold any piece of work tight and rigid.

The only bench vise made with two-guide-rod construction. These steel guide-rods are pressed into the movable steel jaws and run in long reamed holes back under the small anvil. Jaws open 2½ inches. Weight, 10 pounds.

Iron parts are finished in red and black enamel; steel parts are polished.

Other tools for amateur mechanics

No matter what kind of work you want to do, no matter what the job, you'll find somewhere in the Goodell-Pratt line of 1500 Good Tools, the very tool made for that specific kind of work.

The design, workmanship, and finish of all Goodell-Pratt tools make them splendid investments for men who love good tools.

Write for catalog No. 15. It illustrates and describes the Goodell-Pratt line. You ought to have a copy.

GOODELL-PRATT COMPANY, Greenfield, Mass., U.S.A.

Mr. Punch says:

"A work bench without a good vise is almost as lacking in equipment as a saw without a handle."
"Topkis costs One Dollar—but I’d pay twice that"

"Topkis certainly gives me my money’s worth—and then some! Dollar Topkis more than repays its cost every minute I’m wearing it.

"On top of perfect fit Dollar Topkis gives me better fabric and longer wear than lots of underwear that cost me double.

"It’s good to know that when I buy Topkis Size 38 I get full 38 measurement. I can’t try on underwear in the shop, like a hat or shoes."

Men everywhere say Dollar Topkis is the biggest underwear value. Easy, roomy fit. Extra long, extra wide legs. Big armholes. Full cut chest and waist.

Best nainsook and other high-grade fabrics—pre-shrunk. Full size guaranteed.

No mistake, the Topkis Men’s Athletic Union Suit is a big dollar’s worth. No good dealer will ask more—but they know it’s worth more and will say so.

Men’s Shirts and Drawers, 75c a garment; Boys’ Union Suits, Girls’ Bloomer Union Suits, and Children’s Waist Union Suits, 75c.

In Canada, Men’s Suits, $1.50.

Free booklet tells what you ought to know about underwear. Write for it.

TOPKIS BROTHERS COMPANY, Wilmington, Delaware
General Sales Offices: 350 Broadway, New York City

Ask your dealer for TOPKIS. Look for the TOPKIS label.

Athletic Underwear
THESE MEN WON—WHY NOT YOU?

The following IDEAS for Pressed Metal Articles, heretofore made of other materials, have already been purchased from readers of Popular Mechanics.

The Engineering Advisory Board of Pressed Metal T.E.C. reports on Ideas thus far approved, accepted and paid for, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX NO.</th>
<th>Article described as per instructions in the Pressed Metal Booklet. (Have you one?)</th>
<th>SUBMITTED BY:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Piston Vise.</td>
<td>Mr. George H. Barrett, Box 313, Shelburne Falls, Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Side Frames for Sewing Machines</td>
<td>Mr. Chas. E. Bown, 444 Oxford Ave., Dayton, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Baby Carriage Wheel Toy</td>
<td>Mr. Vernon W. J. Coffin, 174 Drayton Ave., Toronto, Can.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>Spring Clip</td>
<td>Mr. Ernest Gray, 173 East 5th North, Logan, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>Parts for Hot Air Furnaces</td>
<td>Mr. Franklin Horne, Box 505, Manifold, Colo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Parts for Police, Fire and Tel. Station Call Boxes</td>
<td>Dr. A. C. Muller, Strathmore, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>Pulley Guard</td>
<td>Mr. C. R. Mullin, 314 2nd St., Watertown, S. Dak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>Toilet Seat and Shoe Lace Fastener</td>
<td>Mr. A. J. McCormick, 294 Elmendorf Ave., Rochester, N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>Auto Battery Casing</td>
<td>Mr. R. J. Nelson, Hopkins, Minn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>Slot for Cleaning</td>
<td>Mr. Paul F. Steiner, 520 2nd Ave. East, Twin Falls, Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>Signs for Houses and Roads</td>
<td>Mr. Scott M. Sawyer, Glenwood, Minn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269</td>
<td>Clips for Wire Lines</td>
<td>Mr. H. M. Taylor, 17 Caithness Ave., Toronto, Can.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>Auto Emergency Brake</td>
<td>Mr. W. C. Wilson, 924 W. Maple St., Johnson City, Tenn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431</td>
<td>Storage Battery Plates</td>
<td>Mr. C. R. Mullin, 314 2nd St., Watertown, S. Dak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>Photo Support</td>
<td>Mr. Percy L. Mann, Box 104, Grant, Mich.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No longer need your mechanical cleverness remain "hidden under a bushel." It seems that almost everybody is suddenly (and most intelligently) interested in PRESS METAL. Why can not you suggest some new way to utilize its practically unlimited usefulness and economy? The ideas we buy become a public benefit. Just remember that Pressed Metal is anything that can be produced by stamping from sheets of steel, brass, aluminum, copper or any other useful metal.

The FREE Pressed Metal Booklet Tells HOW TO CAPITALIZE YOUR MECHANICAL TALENT or inventive genius—or maybe just your "good old common-sense." It tells all the conditions and the amounts to be paid for the successful ideas, and also how to protect yourself against misappropriation of your creative thoughts by others. WRITE TODAY. (A post card will do, but please make it easily legible so it can be properly filed and acknowledged.) "Every day lost is lost." Address

DEPT. A  PRESSED METAL TRADE EXTENSION COUNCIL 27 QUINCY STREET, CHICAGO
Agents Wanted!

Will You Sell Your Time for $100 to $200 a Week?

Driver-agents wanted to sell the only high-pressure heavy-oil lubricating system for autos ever put on the market. Free trial offer sells them all. No experience or capital needed. Any man who follows our instruction can make $5,000 to $10,000 a year.

100% Lubrication!

Ford Size $5.00

Heavy Oil at 2000 lbs. Pressure

Heavy Oil or Grease?

When you ask for a "can of grease" you usually get 25% lubrication and 75% "binder," which is neither more nor less than soap. In a dry, thirsty bearing grease can only get in where it won't do any good. Grease is dead. Lubricating engineers say heavy oil is the 100% lubricant. It is live! It doesn't stick. It flows all over the bearing. The SAAL Heavy Oil System is the first successful method which employs heavy oil for lubricating steering shackles, fan, springs, transmission, differential.

SAAL Heavy Oil System

42 Fittings—fit every car!

The largest car requires only 37 fittings. We supply you with 42 fittings standardized and interchangeable. Unscrew the grease cups or oil cups from your car with pliers, and screw in SAAL fittings. No mechanic or expense necessary. The SAAL Heavy Oil System fits all cars, and this is one reason the price is lower than you must pay for other lubricating systems.

Driver-Agents! Get yours FREE!

Equip your own car without a penny of cost, and you will find it easy to take orders everywhere with our free trial and money-back offer. Don't wait, be the first to write from your territory. Mail coupon or telegraph!

Carry It Under the Hood

We supply free steel holder which can be fastened to the dash under the hood, so it's convenient when you stop for gas or before you start out in the morning to shoot heavy oil into every bearing. Takes only a few minutes. Throw away your oil can and get a SAAL!

Dealers, Garage, Repair Men!

Mail coupon for our irresistible offer and sensational profit-making proposition. SAAL Oil Shooter will be the biggest selling auto-accessory in 1923. Get your share of the profits!

H. G. SAAL CO.
Dept. 301
1301 Montrose Ave.
CHICAGO

CAPITAL $2,500,000
Established 22 years

5 SAAL Factories
FROST-JAC-BOX

A handy accessory for your receiving set

By means of a Frost-Radio Jac-Box you can quadruple the jack capacity of your radio set. Neat—handy—beautifully made. Permits use of three pairs Frost Pones and loud speaker at one time or four fones without loud speaker. See it at your dealer's. Order one for your set.

Moore's Universal Assistant and Complete Mechanic

Contains 1016 Pages, 500 Engravings, and Over 1,000,000 Industrial Facts, Calculations, Receipts, Processes, and Trade Secrets for Every Business!

COMMERCIAL ENGRAVING and PRINTING

Contains hundreds of ideas and suggestions of service to the advertising man, printer, salesman, student, photographer, artist, engraver, electrotype, bookbinder, paper jobber, etc., and will be invaluable as a permanent work of reference.

Our BUREAU OF INFORMATION will answer all questions regarding articles appearing in this magazine.

Range, Power, Portability With a Single Tube!

Vacation time holds new and untold pleasure, when you tune in with Duo-Reflex, the most powerful single-tube circuit ever built. Through a loud speaker, it brings in all but the most distant stations; and with headphones it ranges from coast to coast. Its light weight, less than fifty pounds, with dry cells, makes it ideal for camping trips or week-end tours. Responsible for the efficiency of this circuit, and the secret of its amazing power, is the Erla radio frequency reflex transformer. Be sure to get the genuine.

FREE!

Erla Bulletin No. 13, giving diagrams and notes for building the Erla Duo-Reflex circuit, is obtainable gratis from leading dealers. Also complete blue prints are available at 25c per set. Ask your dealer or write.

For Sterling Value, Elegance, and Low Cost, This Work Has No Competitor in the English Language

The Work contains 200,000 items for Gas, Steam, Civil and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Iron Founders, Plumbers, Metallurgists, Assayers, Miners, Builders, Metal and Wood Workers, Manufacturers, etc. Full details (with 500 Engravings) for constructing, operating, and repairing Mill and Steam Machinery of every kind, setting and testing Values, Link and Valve Motion, Eccentrics, Indicator Diagrams, Injectors, Steam Boilers, Gauges, Machinists' Tools, Mechanical Movements, Tunnelling, Mining and Rock Drilling Machinery, Wheel Gear, Blacksmith, Diagrams for Sheet Metal Workers, Views of Noted Buildings, Bridges, Plans of Mills, etc.


PRICE ONLY $2.00 POSTPAID

Popular Mechanics Book Dept.
200 E. Ontario St., Chicago
DON'T BURN COAL!

Fits all hot water, hot air or steam furnaces.

New Kind of Fuel Replaces Coal - In Ranges, Heaters and Furnaces

Every householder in America has been waiting for this startling new invention. For by its use you are freed forever from the dirt and mess of coal and ashes, from the uncertainty of fuel shortages and from exorbitant prices.

Cheaper, Cleaner, Hotter!

A St. Louis inventor, Mr. B. M. Oliver, has perfected a simple mechanical device which combines 95% air with 5% kerosene, thus producing a new kind of fuel technically known as oil gas which burns with an intense, clean flame in any type of hot air, hot water or steam heating plant—giving three times the heat of coal!

No Expensive Equipment!

Best of all, the equipment is so simple and inexpensive that every family can now afford to install an Oil-Gas Burner. The Oliver regulates the temperature of your home automatically. Simply set the thermostat and your furnace runs itself. No more fires to build and rebuild, no more shaking of ashes and continuous tending of fires. No more frozen pipes, because this heat stays at any temperature, without attention. No need for you to pay exorbitant prices for coal.

No more worry about coal strikes, no bills for hauling ashes or janitor service. Simply put this amazing new invention in your furnace, range or heating stove. Install it yourself in a few minutes and the dirt, soot, smoke, and drudgery of coal is ended forever.

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

Already this amazing invention has been severely tested under laboratory conditions in thousands of homes. Its performance is so perfect that Mr. Oliver guarantees it absolutely.

Find out now how you can burn this new cheap fuel in your furnace or stove. The coupon below will bring you this information—and will entitle you to a special low introductory price if you send it at once. There is no cost or obligation. Mail it now.

OLIVER OIL-GAS BURNER CO.
2014-F Oliver Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Oldest and Largest Manufacturer of Oil-Gas Burners in the World.
Canadian offices, 2014-F Webster Bldg., Toronto, Ont.

OLIVER OIL-GAS BURNER CO.,
2014-F Oliver Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Send me your book, "New Kind of Heat," and full details of Burner and prices. I am interested in the burner for a

- [ ] Coal Range
- [ ] Heating Stove
- [ ] Steam (Hot Air) Furnace
- [ ] Hot Water Furnace

Name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
City: __________________ State: __________________________
This Beautiful Book on Wood Finishing FREE

GIVES complete instructions for finishing all wood—hard or soft, old or new. Explains just what materials to use and how to apply them. Tells how inexpensive soft woods may be finished so they are as beautiful and artistic as hard wood. This book is the work of experts—illustrated in color. Gives covering capacities, includes color charts, etc.

JOHNSON'S ENAMEL

Johnson's Perfectone Undercoat and Enamel is the ideal finish for wood, plaster and metal. It will not chip, check, crack, peel or change its color. Gives a beautiful, germ-proof porcelain-like finish which is impervious to hot soapy water, iodine, ammonia, etc.

Fill out and mail coupon for a free copy of "The Proper Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and Furniture."

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
"The Wood Finishing Authorities"
Dept. PA6, RACINE, WIS.
Canadian Factory—Brantford

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. PA6, Racine, Wis.
Please send me, free and postpaid, your Instruction Book on Wood Finishing. The best idealer in paints here is ____________________________
My Name ____________________________
My Address __________________________
City and State ________________________
The New **Check Protecting Fountain Pen**

**Checkwriters BEWARE**

$53,000,000

Lost Last Year in Altered Checks

70% of this enormous amount was lost through changing name of payee to "bearer" or "cash." Many of these altered checks had been "protected" by expensive machines which did not protect the house. That cannot happen to YOUR checks if you use the new handy method. This amazing new invention stops check raising as effectively as a $100.00 check protector—in addition it prevents alteration of payee's name. And you may have this protection free.

**BIG FEATURES**

- Check protector seated in cap, does not slide out or $100.00 machine.
- Rolled gold, tight grip, spring clip.
- Screw pressure filling device fills or cleans in 30 sec.
- Patent Air cushion feed—keeps pen from leaking and dries.
- 14-karat tempered, tinned tipped, gold pen made by new secret process.

**AGENTS**

$5,000 A YEAR WITH POCKET SAMPLE

This remarkable new invention appeals to every real business man on sight.

Needed by every one who writes checks. The man who will not pay $100.00 for a machine check protector wants this new device for it gives him all the protection he needs. The man who already has a high-priced check protector needs this new device for two reasons.

FIRST—He can use this device when away from the office.

SECOND—Ordinary check protectors protect against raising amounts only. Crooks reap big harvest now through altering payee's names on checks and making changes on notes, mortgages, and negotiable papers of all kinds. New device prevents changing names on checks and protects any part of any kind of paper against any kind of change.

Best of all, this wonderful device, which does even more than a $100.00 check protector, is offered your customers free. For it is inserted in the cap of a perfect, flawless, easy flowing fountain pen—a pen which has exclusive features which make your customers prefer it to all others. You could get the full prices for this pen even without the wonderful "security" protection device. And now that you can offer this device FREE, every man you meet should be a customer.

Side line Salesmen make $25.00 to $50.00 a week. Fulltime men make $100.00 a week up. District Managers can clear $10,000.00 to $15,000.00 a year.

Write us today for special representatives' proposition. We'll show you an easy way to increase your income, selling an article that will excite any wide-awake man's interest. You make a sale in nine cases out of ten.

**CHECK-PROTECTOR SECURITY FOUNTAIN PEN**

Is a handsome, smooth writing, easy flowing pen without any flaw. Has a new patented point which suits every hand—at first use, it operates as easily as if you had been using this pen for years—feels like an old pal. Five exclusive features make it superior to most fountain pens. And without raising the price this remarkable new check protector—endorsed by banks—has been inserted in the cap. This simple device scores both amount and name and drives acid-proof ink into cuts. Just one single stroke, and amount and name are protected in a way that baffles most expert crooks. Even if you have a high-priced protector get this one to protect payee's name or to use when away from the office. Order now on coupon below.

**Kritikson Bros., Inc.**

900 W. Jackson Blvd.
Dept. P. M.

CHICAGO, ILL.

**Prices**

- No. 35c $3.00
- No. 43.50
- No. 5 $4.00
- No. 6 $4.50
- No. 7 $5.00

Send $2.00 or $2.50, if you prefer the small size slender pen or $4.00 for a medium size pen and $5.00 if you prefer a longer or short models wanted.

Kritikson Bros., Inc., 900 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. P. M., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen: Enclosed check or money order—please send me one Security pen, No. ... guaranteed for five years.

**Style of point preferred.**

- [ ] Fine
- [ ] Medium
- [ ] Coarse
- [ ] Med. Stub
- [ ] Broad Stub
- [ ] Steno
- [ ] Posting, in flexible
- [ ] or stiff action, long
- [ ] or short model.

Name: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

[ ] Check here if you want our big money sales plan and agent agreement
RIDE A RANGER

ALL THE YEAR 'ROUND

30 Days' Free Trial

Factory-to-Rider

When you buy a Ranger you are dealing direct with the makers at Factory Prices. Your "Ranger" is waiting for you. The parks, country lanes and swimming holes are calling you out of doors to health and freedom. When we get your order your bicycle will leave on a fast express train (all charges prepaid) packed in a waterproof paper bag and enclosed in a strong wooden crate. Safe delivery in perfect condition guaranteed.

Pay $5 a Month If not convenient to pay cash for your "Ranger" bicycle, we will ship it to you at once and arrange with you to accept monthly payments which enables you to take advantage of our rock-bottom factory-to-rider cash price with only a slight amount added to cover the cost of extra bookkeeping on credit accounts. Parents frequently advance the initial small payment and energetic boys and girls save and earn the later monthly payments.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY
Dept. T-108, Chicago, U. S. A.
Send me the new Ranger Catalogue, factory-to-rider wholesale prices, 30-day Free Trial Offer and Easy Payment Terms.

Name ...........................................
R. F. D. or Street No. ...........................................

Town ...........................................
State ...........................................

FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS IN 284 CITIES

The nearest city (with a population of 25,000 or more) which I can conveniently visit to select a Ranger is ...........................................

If you have a Special Factory Distributor in your town, send me letter of introduction so as I can inspect the Rangers and take delivery from there at Factory prices or on Easy Payment Plan if I prefer.

There are 44 styles, colors and sizes in the famous line of RANGER Bicycles a model to suit every taste and any pocket book.

5-Year Guaranty

Every Mead "Ranger" is warranted for five years. This means we make good trouble arising from any defect in workmanship or material at no cost to you. Our guaranty is a written contract—we are directly responsible for the satisfaction and general performance of your bicycle because we made it.

Tires and Equipment

Our big free catalog illustrates and describes parts, equipment and sundries that our more than a million riders may need. All are carefully selected from the leading parts makers of the world, to Save You Money at our Factory Prices.

Get this FREE Catalog

We have a copy all ready for you and it will be sent as soon as we receive the coupon in the lower corner of this page. If you prefer send a postcard—only write your name and address plainly. Turning the pages of the "Ranger" catalog is like walking down the aisles of the largest and greatest of bicycle stores seeing bargains, new ideas and conveniences that you never saw or heard of before.

Send No Money our Factory Prices, marvelous offers and Easy Payment terms. Read especially about our extra $5.00 FREE Premium set which goes with every "Ranger" Bicycle.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY
DEPT. T-108
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
It takes only 8 weeks to get a big job

In the Auto and Tractor Business

Read what these men are doing—here is your big chance to get "on easy street." Come to these great shops on the biggest FREE offer ever made.

Big Firms Need Trained Men

The Auto and Tractor Business is on the boom. Thousands of trained men will be needed during the next few months. I get calls every day from Garages, Battery Stations, Auto Repair, Welding Shops and other successful concerns for Rahe men. When the big fellows need high grade men they know where to come for them. They want Rahe trained men.

My Training Unusual

Scientific tool training—that's the secret. You do things here according to the latest engineering standards. Thousands of dollars have been spent in modern tools and equipment. That's why my men are at home in the biggest shops in the country. If you want to succeed the way Reimer and Justus and the rest have—qualify by the same method in only eight weeks or stay as long as you like.

I'll Pay Your Railroad Fare and Board You

In order to fill the openings that now exist, I am making an offer no one has ever made before—Free Railroad Fare, Free Board for eight weeks.

Send for FREE Book

My big illustrated training book tells how others are succeeding. It tells many things you ought to know about Autos and Tractors. Write for it and my short time offer NOW. It soon expires.

Rahe Auto & Tractor Schools

CHICAGO

4445 Grand Blvd.

Dept. 902 CINCINNATI

Ninth and Walnut